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PREFACE.

.AN eminent Professor of our own time modestly de-

clared that he taught chemistry in order that he might
learn it. The writer of ihe following pages might, with
far more justice, offer a similar declaration, as an aposo^y
for so repeatedly treating on the important topics of re-

ligion and morals.

Abashed by the equitable precept,

Let those teach others who themselves excel—

she is aware, how fairly she is putting it m the power of
the reader, to ask, in the searching words of an eminent
old Prelate, "They that speak thus and advise thus, do
they do thus?" She can defend herself in no other way,
than by adopting for a reply the words of the same vener-

able divine, which immediately follow.—" O that it were
not too true. Yet although it be but Utile that is attain-

ed, the very aim is right, and something there is that is

done by it. It is better to have such thoughts and de-
sires, than altogether to give them up ; and the very de-

sire, if it be serious and sincere, may so much change the

habitude of the soul and life, that it is not to be despised."

The world does not require so much to be inrormed as

reminded. A remembrancer may be almost as usetui as

an instructor •, if his office be more humble, it is scarcely

less necessary. The man whose employment it was, sta-

tedly to proclaim in the ear of Piniip, rememblr that
thou art mortal, had his plain admonition been al-

lowed to make its due impression, might have produced
a more salutary eliect on the royal Usurper, than the im-

passioned orations of his immortal assailant

—

whose resistless i-loquence

Shook th' arsenal, aud fulmined over Greece,
To Macedon and Artaxerxes' throne.

While the orator boldly strove to check the ambition,

and arrest the injustice of the king, the simple herald

barely reminded him, how short would be the reign of

injustice, how inevitable and how near was the final period
of ambition. Let it be remembered to the credit of the

Monarch, that while the thunders of the Politician were
intolerable, the Monitor was of his own appointment
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This slight sketch, for it pretends to no highe? name,
aims only at h ing plain and practical. Contending
solely for those indispensable points, which, by involving

present duty, involve future happiness, the writer ha9

avoided, as far as Christian sincerity permits, ail contro-

verted topics ; has shunned whatever might lead to dis-

putation rather than to pjofit.

We live in an age, when, as Mr. Pope observed of that

in which he wro'e. it is criminal to be moderate.
Would it could not be said that religion has her parties

as well as politic! Thoce who endeavour to steer

clear of all extremes in either, are in danger of being re*

pre bate f by both. It is rather a hardship for persons,

vho having considered it as a Christian duty to cultivate

a spirit of moderation in thinking, and of candour in judg-

ing, that, when these dispositions are brought into action,

they frequently incur a harsher censure, than the errors

which it w ,1*. their chief aim to avoid.

Perhaps, therefore, to that human wisdom whose lead-

ing object is human applause, it might answer best to

be exclusively attached to some one party On the protec-

tion of that party at least, it might in that case reckon; and
it would then have the dislike ofthe opposite class alone to

Contend against while those who cannot go all lengths with
Either, can hardly escape the disapprobation of both.

To apply the remark to the present case.—The Au-
thor is apprehensive that she may be at once censured

by opposite classes of readers, as being too strict, and
too relaxed ;— too much attached to opinions, and too in-

driferent about them ;—as having narrowed the broad
field of Christianity by labouring to establish its peculi-

ar doctrines;—as having broken down its inclosures by
not confining herself to doctrines exehisiveiy ;—as hav-

ing considered morali'y of too little importance, as hav-
ing r«usel it to an undue elevation ;—as having made
practice every thing; as having made it nothing.

While a Catholic spirit is accused of being latitudina-

ria • in one party, it really is so in another. In one, if

exhibits the character of Christianity on her own grand
b.t correct scale ; in the other, it is the offspring of that

indifference, which, considering all opinions as of nearly

the satiie value, indemnifies itself for tolerating all, by
no' attaching itself to any; which, establishing a self-

complacent notion of general benevolence, with a view
to discredit the narrow spirit of Christianity, and adojj-
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%iug a display of that cheap material, liberal sentiment,

as opposed to religious strictness, sacrifices true piety

to false candour.
Christianity may be said to suffer between two crim-

inals, but it is difficult to determine by which she suffers

most ;—whether by that uncharitable bigotry which dis-

guises her divine character, and speculatively adopts the

&ggot and the flames of inquisitorial intolerance; or by
that indiscriminate candour, that conceding slackness,

which, by stripping her of her appropriate attributes, re-

duces her to something scarcely worth contending for

;

to something which, instead of making her the religion

of Christ, generalizes her into any religion which may
chuse to adopt her.—The one distorts her lovely linea-

ments into caricature, and throws her graceful figure in-

to gloomy shadow; the other, by daubing her over with
colours not her own, renders her form indistinct, and
obliterates her features. In the first instance, she ex-
cites little affection ; in the latter, she is not recognised.

The Writer has endeavoured to address herself, as a
Christian who must die soon, to Christians who must die

certainly. She trusts that she shall not be accused of
erecting herself into a censor, but be considered as one
who writes with a real consciousness that she is far from
having reached the attainments she suggests; with a
heartfelt conviction of the danger of holding out a stand-

ard too likely to discredit her own practice. She writes
not with the assumption of superiority, but with a c\eep

practical sense of the infirmities against which she has
presumed to caution others. She wishes to be under-
stood as speaking the language ofsympathy, rather than of
dictation ; of feeling rather than of document. So far

from fancying herselfexempt from the evils on which she

has animadverted, her very feeling of those evils has as-

sisted her in their delineation. Thus this interior senti-

ment of her own deficiencies, which might be urged as

a disqualification, has, she trusts, enabled her to point out
dangers to others.—If the patient cannot lay down rules

for the cure of a reigning disease, much less effect the

cure
;
yet from the symptoms common to the same mal-

ady, he who labours vuder it may suggest the necessity

of attending to it. He may treat the case feelingly, if

not scientifically. He may substitute experience, in

default of skill : he mav insist on the value of the rem-
A 2
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edy he has neglected, as well as recommend that from
which he has found benefit,

The subjects considered in these volumes have beeti

animadverted on, have been in a manner exhausted, by
per.»on* before whose names the Author bows down with

the deepest humility; by able professional instructors,

by piety adorned with all the graces of style, and invig-

orated with ail the powers of argument.

Why then, it may be asked, muitiplv books which may
ratiier incumber the Reader than strengthen the Cause?
— "Th^ttne older is oetter" cannot be disputed. But
is not the b^ing " old" sometimes a reason why the be-

ing M better" is not regarded? Novelty itself is an at-

traction wincti but too often supersedes merit. A slight-

er drapery, if it be a new one, may excite a degree of
attention to an object, not paid to it when clad in a rich-

er garb to which the eye has been accustomed.

The author may begin to ask with one of her earliest

an ? most enlightened friends*—" Where is the world into

wmch we were born?" Death has broken most of those

connexions which made the honour and the happiness of
her youthful days. Fresh links however have continued
to attach her to society. She is singularly happy in the

affectionate regard of a great number ofamiable young
per on?, who may peruse, with additional attention, senti-

ments which come recommended to them by the warmth
of their own attachment, more than by any claim of
merit in the Writer. Is there not something in personal
knowledge, something in the feelings of endeared ac-
quaintance, Which, by that hidden association, whence so
unci; of our undefined pleasure is derived, if it does not
impart new force to old truths, may excite a new inter-

est in considering truths which are known? Her con-
cern for these engaging persons extends beyond the
transient period of present intercourse. It would shed a
ray of brightness on her parting hour, if she could hope
that any caution here held out, any principle here sug-
gested, any habit here recommended, might be of use to
any one of them, when the hand which now guides the
pen, can be no longer exerted in their service. This
•would be remembering their friend in a way which would
evince the highest affection in them, which would COsXer
the truest honour on herself.

Barky IVoody March l.*/, 1811.
* Dr. Joiutsoi?.
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CHAP. I.

CHRISTIANITY AN INTERNAL PRINCIPLES;

CHRISTIANITY bears all the marks ofa divine original;

It came down from heaven, and its gracious purpose is to

earry us up thither. Its author is God. It was fore-

told from the beginning by prophecies which grew dear-
er and brighter as they approached the period of their

accomplishment. It was confirmed by miracles which
continued till the religion they illustrated was estab-

lished. It was ratified by the blood of its author. Its

doctrines are pure, sublime, consistent. Its precepts just

and holy. Its worship is spiritual. Its service re ison-

able, and rendered practicable by the otters of divine

aid to human weakness. It is sanctioned by the promise
of eternal happiness to the faithful, and the threat of
everlasting misery to the disobedient. It had no collu-

sion with power, for power sought to crush it. It could
not be in any league with the world, for it set out by de-
claring itself the enemy of the world. It reprobated its

maxims, it shewed the vanity of its glories, the danger of
its riches, the emptiness of its pleasures.

Christianity, though thp most perf ct rule of life that

ever was devised, is far from being barely a rule of life.

A religion consisting of a mere code of laws, might have
sufficed for man in a state of innocence. But man who
has broken these laws cannot be saved by a rule which
he has violated. What consolation could he find in the
perusal of statutes, every one of which, bringing a fresh

conviction of his guilt, brings a fresh assurance of his

condemnation. The chief object of the Gospel is not
to furnish rules for the preservation of innocence, but
to hold out the means of salvation to the guilty. It does
not proceed upon a supposition, but a fact ; not upon
what might have suited man in a state of purity, but up-
on what is suitable to him in the exigencies of his fatten

state.

This religion does not consist in an external conform-
ity to practices which, though right in themselves, may
fee adopted from human motives, and to answer secular
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purposes. It is not a religion of forms, and modes, and
decencies. It is being transformed into the image of
God. It is being like-minded with Christ. It is con-
sidering him as our sanctification, as well as our redemp-
tion. It is endeavouring to live to him here that we
may live with him hereafter. It is desiring earnestly to
surrender our will to his, our heart to the conduct of his

spirit, our life to the guidance of his word.
The change in the human heart, which the Scriptures

declare to be necessary, they represent to be not so

much an old principle improved, as a new one created
;

not educed out of the former character, but infused
into the new one. This change is there expressed in

great varieties of language, and under different figures of
speech. Its being so frequently described, or figura-

tively intimated in almost every part of the volume of
inspiration, intitles the doctrine itself to reverence, and
ought to shield from obloquy the obnoxious terms in

which it is sometimes conveyed.
The sacred writings frequently point out the analogy

between natural and spiritual things. The same spirit

which in the creation of the world moved upon the face
of the waters, operates on the human character to pro-

duce a new heart and a new life. By this operation the
affections and faculties of the man receive a new im-
pulse—his dark understanding is illuminated, his re-

bellious will is subdued, his -irregular desires are rectifi-

ed ; his judgment is informed, his imagination is chas?

tised,1iis inclinations are sanctified ; his hopes and fears

are directed to their true and adequate end. Heaven
becomes the object of his hopes, an eternal separation
from God the object of his fears. His love of the world
is transmuted into the love of God. The lower facul-

ties are pressed into the new service. The senses have a
higher direction. The whole internal frame and con-
stitution receive a nobler bent; the intents and pur-

poses of the mind a sublimer aim ; his aspirations a
loftier flight; his vacillating desires find a fixed object

;

his vagrant purposes a settled home ; his disappointed
heart a certain refuge. That heart, no longer the wor-
shipper of the world, is struggling to become its con-
queror. Our blessed Redeemer, in overcoming the

world, bequeathed us his command to overcome it also

.

but as he did not give the command without the exam«
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pie, so he did not give the example without the offer of a

power to obey the command.
Genuine religion demands not merely an external pro-

fession of our allegiance to God, but an inward devoted-

ness of ourselves to his service. It is not a recognition,

but a dedication. It puts the Christian into a new state

of things, a new condition of being. It raises him above

the world while he lives in it. It disperses the illusions

of sense, by opening his eyes to realities in the place of

those shadows which he has been pursuing. It presents

this world as a scene whose original beauty Sin has dark-

ened and disordered, Man as a helpless and dependent
creature, Jesus Christ as the repairer of all the evils

which sin has caused, and as our restorer to holiness and
happiness. Any religion short of this, any, at least,

which has not this for its end and object, is not that re-

ligion which the Gospel has presented to us, which our

Redeemer came down on earth to teach us by his pre-

cepts, to illustrate by his example, to confirm by his

death, and to consummate by his resurrection.

If Christianity do not always produce these happy
effects to the extent here represented, it has always a
tendency to produce them. If we do not see the pro-

gress to be such as the Gospel annexes to the transform-

ing power of true reJigion, it is not owing to any defect

in the principle, but to the remains of sin in the heart

;

to the imperfectly subdued corruptions of the Christian.

Those who are very sincere are still very imperfect.

They evidence their sincerity by acknowledging the

lowness of their attainments, by lamenting the remain-

der of their corruptions. Many an humble Christian

whom the world reproaehes with being extravagant in

his zeal, whom it ridicules for being enthusiastic in his

aims, and rigid in his practice, is inwardly mourning on
the very contrary ground. He would bear their cen-

sure more cheerfully, but that he feels his danger
lies in the opposite direction. He is secretly abasing

himself before his Maker for not carrying far enough
that principle which he is accused of carrying too far.

The fault which others find in him is excess. The fault

he finds in himself is deficiency. He is, alas ! too com-
monly right. His enemies speak of him as they hear.

He judges of himself as he feels. But, though humbled
to ti;c dust by the deep sense of his own unworthiness,

he-Is "strong hi the Lord, and in the power of Im
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might." " He has," says the venerable Hooker, M
- a

Shepherd fall of kindness, full of care, and full of pow-
er." His prayer is not for reward but pardon. His
plea is not merit but mercy ; but then it is mercy made
sure to him by the promise of the Almighty to penitent
believers.

The mistake of many in religion appears to be, that

they do not begin with the beginning. They do not lay

their foundation in the persuasion that man is by nature
in a state of alienation from God. They consider him ra-

ther as an imperfect than as a fallen creature. They allow
that he requires to be improved, but deny that he requires.

a thorough renovation of heart.

But genuine Christianity can never be grafted on any
other stock than the apostacy of man. The design to re-

instate beings who have not fallen; to propose a restora-

tion without a previous loss, a cure where there was no
radical disease, is altogether an incongruity which would
seem too palpable to require confutation, did we not so

frequently see the doctrine of redemption maintained by
those who deny that man was in a state to require such
a redemption. But would Christ have been sent "to
preach deliverance to the captive," if there had been no
captivity ; and " the opening of the prison to them that

were bound," had there been no prison, bad man been in

no bondage ?

We are aware that many consider the doctrine in ques*

tion as a bold charge against our Creator. But may we
not venture to ask. Is it not a bolder charge against

God's goodness to presume that he had made beings or-

iginally wicked, and against God's veracity to believe,

that having made such beings, he pronounced them
" good?" Is not that doctrine more reasonable which is

expressed or implied in every part of Scripture, that the

moral corruption of our first parent has been entailed on
his whole posterity ; that from this corruption (though
only punishable for their actual offences) they are no
more exempt than from natural death ?

We must not, however, think falsely of our nature;
we must humble but not degrade it. Our original bright-

ness is obscured, but not extinguished. If we consider

ourselves in our natural state, our estimation cannot be
too low : when we reflect at what a price we have been
bought, we can hardly over-rate ourselves ia the view of

immortality.
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If, indeed, the Almighty had left us to the consequen-
ces of our natural state we might, with more colour ot

reason, have mutined against his justice. But when we
^ee how graciously he has turned our very lapse into an
occasion of improving our condition ; how from this evil

lie was pleased to advance us to a greater good than we
had lost ; how that life which was forfeited may be res-

tored ; how by grafting the redemption of man on the

very circumstance of his fall, he has raised him to the ca-

pacity of a higher condition than that which he has for-

feited, and to a happiness superior to that from which he
fell—What an impression does this give us of the immea-
surable wisdom and goodness of God, of the unsearcha-
ble riches of Christ
The religion which it is the object of these pages to re-

commend, has been sometimes misunderstood, and not
seldom misrepresented. It has been described as an un-
productive theory, and ridiculed as a fanciful extrava-
gance. Forthesake of distinction it is here called, The
Religion of the heart. There it subsists as the fountain of
spiritual life ; thence it sends forth, as from the central

seat of its existence, supplies of life and warmth through
the whole frame : there is the soul of virtue, there is the

vital principle which animates the whole being ofa Chris,

tian.

This religion has been the support and consolation of
the pious believer in all ages of the Church. That it has

been perverted both by the cloistered and the un-clois-

tered mystic, not merely to promote abstraction ofmind,
but inactivity of life, makes nothing against the principle

itself. What doctrine of the New Testament has not
been made to speak the language of its injudicious advo-
cate, and turned into arms against some other doctrine
which it was never meant to oppose?

But if it has been carried to a blameable excess by the
pious error of holy men, it has also been adopted by the
less innocent fanatic, and abused to the most pernicious
purposes. His extravagance has furnished to the enemies
of internal religion, arguments, or rather invectives,

against the sound and sober exercises of genuine piety.

They seize every occasion to represent it as if it were
criminal, as the foe of morality ; ridiculous as the infal-

lible test of an unsound mind ; mischievous, as hostile to
active virtue, and destructive as the bane ofpublic utilitv.

B
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But if these charges be really well founded, then were
the brightest luminaries of the Christian Church—then

were Home, and Porteus, and Beveridge ; then were
Hooker, and Taylor, and Herbert ; Hopkins, Leighton,

and Usher; Howe, and Baxter, Ridley, Jewel, and
Hooper ;—then were Chrysostoine and Augustine, the

Reformers and the Fathers ; then were the goodly fellow-

ship of the Prophets, then were the noble array of Mar-
tyrs, then were the glorious company of the Apostles,

then was the Disciple whom Jesus loved, then was Jesus

himself—I shudder at the implication— dry speculatists,

frantic enthusiasts, enemies to virtue, and subverters of

the public weal.

Those who disbelieve, or deride, or reject this inward
religion, are much to be compassionated. Their belief

that no such principle exists, will, it is to be feared, ef-

fectually prevent its existing in themselves, at least, while

they make their own state the measure of their general

judgment. Not being sensible of the required disposi-

tions, in their own hearts, they establish this as a proof
of its impossibility in all cases. This persuasion, as long

as they maintain it, will assuredly exclude the reception

of divine truth. What they assert can be true in no case,

cannot be true, in their own. Their hearts will he bar-

red against any influence in the power of which they do
not believe. They will not desire if, they will not pray
for it, except in the Liturgy, where it is the decided lan-

guage: They will not addict themselves to those pious
exercises to which it invites them, exercises which it ev-

er loves and cherishes. Thus they expect the end, but
avoid the way which leads to it ; they indulge the hope of
glory, while they neglect or pervert the means of Grace.
But let not the formal religionist, who has, probably,
never sought, and, therefore, never obtained, any sense

of the spiritual mercies of God, conclude that there is,

therefore, no such state. His having no conception of it

is no more proof that no such state exists, than it is a
proof that the cheering beams of a genial climate have no
existence, because the inhabitants of the frozen zone
have never felt them.
Where our own heart and experience do not illustrate

these truths practically, so as to afford us some evidence
of their reality, let us examine our minds, and faithfnliy

follow up our convictions : let us inquire whether God
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has really been wanting in the accomplishment of his

promises, or whether we have not been sadly deficient in

yielding to those suggestions of conscience which are the
motions of his spirit ? Whether we have not neglected to

implore the aids of that Spirit; whether we have not, in

various instances, resisted them ? Let us ask ourselves

—

have we looked up to our heavenly father with humble
dependence for the supplies of his grace ? or have we
prayed for these blessings only as a form, and having ac-

quitted ourselves of the form, do we continue to live as if

we had not so prayed? Having repeatedly implored his di-

rection, do we endeavour to submit ourselves to its guid-

ance? Having prayed that his will may be done, do we
never stoutly set up our own will in contradiction to his?

If, then, we receive not the promised support and
comfort, the failure must rest somewhere. It lies be-

tween him who has promised, and him to whom the pro-
mise is made. There is no other alternative; would it

not be blasphemy to transfer the failure to God? Let us

not, then, rest till we have cleared up the difficulty.

The spirits sinks, and the faith fails, if, after a continu-

ed round of reading and pir.yer ; after having, for years,

conformed to the letter of the command ; after having
scrupulously brought in our tale of outward duties; we
find ourselves just where we were at setting out.

"We complain JHstly of our own weakness, and truly

plead our inability as a reason why we cannot serve God
as we ought- This infirmity, its nature, and its measure,
God knows far more exactly than we know it; yet he
knows that, with the help which he offers us, we can both
love and obey him, or he never would have made it the

qualification of our obtaining his favour. He never
would have said " give me thy heart"—" seek ye my
face"—add to your faith virtue?—" have a right heart

and a right spirit"—" strengthen the things that remain''—" ye will not come to me that ye might have life"—had
not ail these precepts a definite meaning, had not all these

been practicable duties.

Can we suppose that the omniscient God would have
given these unqualified commands to powerless, incapa-

ble, nnimpressible beings? Can we suppose that he would
paralyse his creatures, and then condemn them for not

being able to move? He knows, it is true, our natural

impotence, but he knows, because he confers, our super-
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induced strength. There is scarcely a command io the

whole Scripture which has not either immediately, or in

some other part, a corresponding prayer, and a corres-

ponding promise If it says in one place " get thee a
new heart''—it says in another " a new heart will I give

thee ;"—and in a third ' make me a clean heart?" For it

is worth observing that a diligent inquirer may trace ev-

ery where this threefold union. If God commands by
Saint Paul " let not sin reign in your mortal body," he
promises by the same Apostle " Sin shall not have domin-
ion over you ;"— while, to complete the tripartite agree-

ment, he makes David pray that his u sins may not have
dominion over him."

The Saints of old, so far from setting up on the stock
of their own independent virtue, seem to have had no
idea of any light but what was imparted, of any strength

but what was communicated to them from above.—Hear
their importunate petitions!—"O send forth thy light

and thy truth!'—Mark their grateful declarations!

—

'* the Lord is my strength and my salvation!"—Observe
their cordial acknowledgments!—" bless the Lord, O
my soul, and all that is within me bless his holy name."
Though we must be careful not to mistake for the di-

vine Agency those impulses which pretend to operate
independently of external revelation ; which have little

reference to it; which set themselves above it ; it is how-
ever that powerful agency which sanctifies all means,
renders all external revelation effectual.—Notwithstand-
ing that all the truths of religion, all the doctrines of sal-

vation are contained in the holy scriptures, these very
scriptures require the influence of that spirit which dic-

tated them to produce an influential faith. This Spirit,

by enlightening the mind, converts the rational persua-

sion, brings the intellectual conviction of divine truth

conveyed in the New Testament, into an operative prin-

ciple. A man, from reading, examining, and inquiring,

may attain to such a reasonable assurance of the truth of
revelation as will remove all doubts from his own mind,
and even enable him to refute the objections of others

;

but this bare intellectual faith alone will not operate
against his corrupt affections, will not cure his besetting

sin, will not conquer his rebellious will, and may not
therefore be an efficacious principle. A mere historical

faith, the mere evidence of facts with the soundest rea-
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sonings and deductions from them, may not be that faith

which will fill him with all joy and peace in believing.

An habitual reference to that Spirit which animates
the,real Christian is so far from excluding, that it strength-

ens the truth of revelation, but never contradicts it.

The word of God is always in unison with his spirit.

His spirit is never in opposition to his word. Indeed that

this influence is not an imaginary thing, is confirmed by
the whole tenor of Scripture. We are aware that we
are treading on dangerous, because disputed ground ; for

among the fashionable curtailments of scripture doc-

trines, there is not one truth which has been lopped from
the modern creed with a more unsparing hand ; not one,

the defence of which excites more suspicion against its

advocates. But if it had been a mere phantom, should we
with such jealous iteration, have been cautioned against

neglecting or opposing it? If the holy Spirit could not
be " grieved/' might not be k ' quenched," were not like-

ly to be " resisted ;" that very spirit which proclaimed
the prohibitions would never have said " grieve not,"
*' quench not," " resist not." The Bible never warns us

against imaginary evil, nor courts us to imaginary good.
If then we refuse to yield to its guidance, if we reject its

directions, if we submit not to its gentle persuasions, for

such they are, and not arbitrary compulsions, we shall

never attain to that peace and liberty which are the pri-

vilege, the promised reward of sincere Christians.

In speaking of that peace which passeth understand-
ing, we allude not to those illuminations and raptures,

which, if God has in some instances bestowed them, he
has no where pledged himself to bestow; but of that ra-

tional yet elevated hope which flows from an assured per-

suasion of the paternal love of our heavenly Father; of
that " secret of the Lord," which he himself has assured
«s, " is with them that fear him ;" of that life and power
of religion which are the privilege of those " who abide
under the shadow of the Almighty ;" of those who " know
in whom they have believed ;" of those " who walk not
'after the flesh but after the spirit ;" of those" who endure
as seeing him who is invisible."

Many faults may be committed where there is never-

theless a sincere desire to please God= Many infirmities

are consistent with a cordial love of our redeemer. Faith

may be sincere where it is not strong. But he who can
B 2
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conscientiously say that he seeks the favour ofGod above
every earthly good ; that he delights in his service in-

comparably more than in any other gratification ; that

to obey him here and to enjoy his presence hereaf-

ter is the prevailing desire of his heart ; that his chief

sorrow is that he loves him no more and serves him
no better, such a man requires no evidence that his heart

is changed, and his sins forgiven.

For the happiness of a Christian does not consist in

mere feelings which may deceive, nor in frames which
can be only occasional ; but in a settled, calm convic-

tion that God and eternal things have the predominance
in his heart ; in a clear perception that they have, though
with much alloy of infirmity, the supreme, if not undis-

turbed possession of his mind ; in an experimental per-

suasion that his chief remaining sorrow is, that he does
not surrender himself with so complete an acquiescence
as he ought to his convictions. These abatements, though
sufficient to keep us humble, are not powerful enough
to make us unhappy.
The true measure then to be taken of our state is

from a perceptible change in our desires, tastes, and
pleasures ; from a sense of progress, however small, in

holiness of heart and life. This seems to be the saf-

est rule of judging, for if mere feelings were allowed to

be the criterion, the presumptuous would be inflated with
spiritual pride from the persuasion of enjoying them j

while the humble, from their very humility, might be as

unreasonably depressed at wanting such evidences.

The recognition of this divine aid then, involves no
presumption, raises no illusion, causes no inflation ; it

is sober in its principle and rational in its exercise. In
establishing the law of God it does not reverse the law
of Nature, for it leaves us in full possession of those

natural faculties which it improves and sanctifies ; and
so far from inflaming the imagination, its proper tend-

ency is to subdue and regulate it.

A security which outruns our attainments is a most
dangerous state, yet it is a state most unwisely coveted.

The probable way to be safe hereafter, is not to be
presumptuous now. If God graciously vouchsafe us
inward consolation, it is only to animate us to farther

progress. It is given us for support in our way, and not

fjBr a settled maintenance in our present condition. If
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ihe promises are onr aliment, the commandments are

our work ; and a temperate Christian ought to desire

nourishment only in order to carry him through his busi-

ness. If he so supinely rest on the one as to grow sen-

sual and indolent, he might become not only unwilling

but incapacitated for the performance of the other.

We must not expect to live upon cordials, which only

serve to inflame without strengthening. Even without

these supports, which we are more ready to desire than

to put ourselves in the way to obtain, there is an inward
peace in an humble trust in God, and in a simple reli-

ance on his word ; there is a repose of spirit, a freedom
from solicitude in a lowly confidence in him, for which
the world has nothing to give in exchange.

On the whole then, the state which we have been
describing, is not the dream of the Enthusiast ; it is not

the reverie of the Visionary, who renounces prescribed

duties for fanciful speculations, and embraces shadows
for realities ; but it is that sober earnest of Heaven, that

reasonable anticipation of eternal felicity, which God
is graciously pleased to grant, not partially, nor arbitra-

rily, but to all who diligently seek his face, to all to

whom his service is freedom, his will a law, his word
a delight, his Spirit a guide ; to all who love him un-

feignedly, to all who devote themselves to him unreserv-

edly, to all who with deep self-abasement, yet with
filial confidence, prostrate themselves at the foot of his

throne, saying, Lord, lift thou up the light of thy coun-

tenance upon us and we shall be safe.

CHAP. II.

CHRISTIANITY A PRACTICAL PRINCIPLE.

IF God be the Author of our spiritual life, the root

from which we derive the vital principle, with daily

supplies to maintain this vitality ; then the best evi-

dence we can give that we have received something of
this principle, is an unreserved dedication of ourselves

to the actual promotion of his glory. No man ought to

flatter himself that he is in the favour of God, whose
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life is not consecrated to the service of God. Will it

not be the only unequivocal proof of such a consecration,

that he be more zealous of good works than those who,
disallowing the principle on which he performs them,
do not even pretend to be actuated by any such motive ?

The finest theory never yet carried any man to

Heaven A Religion of notions which occupies the

mind, without filling the heart, may obstruct, but cannot
advance the salvation of men. If these notions are

false, they are most pernicious ; if true and not opera-

tive, they aggravate guilt ; if unimportant though not
unjust, they occupy the place which belongs to nobler

objects, and sink the mind below its proper level ; sub-

stituting the things which only ought not to be left undone,
in the place of those which ought to be done ; and
causing the grand essentials not to be done at all. Such
a religion is not that which Christ came to teach man-
kind.

All the doctrines of the Gospel are practical princi-

ples. The word of God was not written, the Son of
God was not incarnate, the Spirit of God was not given,

only that Christians might obtain right views, and
possess just notions. Religion, is something more than
mere correctness of intellect, justness of conception,

and exactness of judgment. It is a life-giving principle.

It must be infused into the habit, as well as govern in

the understanding ; it must regulate the will as well as

direct the creed. It must not only cast the opinions

into a new frame, but the heart into a new mould. It
is a transforming as well as a penetrating principle. It

changes the tastes, gives activity to the inclinations,/and,

together with a new heart, produces a new life.

Christianity enjoins the same temper, the same spirit,

the same dispositions on all its real professors. The
act, the performance, must depend on circumstances
which do not depend on us. The power of doing good
is withheld from many, from whom, however, the reward
will not be withheld. If the external act constituted the
whole value of Christian virtue, then must the Author
of all good be himself the Author of injustice, by putting
it out of the power of multitudes to fulfil his own com-
mands. In principles, in tempers, in fervent desires, in

holy endeavours, consist the very essence of Christian
d.uty.
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Nor must we fondly attach ourselves to the practice

of some particular virtue, or value ourselves exclusively

on some favourite quality ; nor must we wrap ourselves

up in the performance of some individual actions, as if

they formed the sum of Christian duty. But we must
embrace the whole law of God in all its aspects, bear-

ings, and relations. We must bring no fancies, no par-

tialities, no prejudices, no exclusive choice or rejection,

into our religion, but take it as we find it, and obey it

as we receive it, as it is exhibited in the Bible without
addition, curtailment, or adulteration.

Nor must we pronounce on a character by a single ac-

tion really bad, or apparently good ; if so, Peter's denial

would render him the object of our execration, while
wc should have judged favourably of the prudent econ-
omy of Judas. The catastrophe of the latter, who does
not know ? while the other became a glorious martyr to

that Master whom, in a moment of infirmity, he had
denied.

A Piety altogether spiritual, disconnected with all out-

ward circumstances ; a religion of pure meditation, and
abstracted devotion, was not made for so compound, so

imperfect a creature as man. There have, indeed, been
a few sublime spirits, not " touch'd but rapt," who, to-

tally cut offfrom the world, seem almost to have literally

soared above this terrene region ; who almost appear to

have stolen the fire of the Seraphim, and to have had no
business on earth, but to keep alive the celestial flame.

They would, however, have approximated more nearly
to the example Of their diviue Master, the great stand-

ard and only perfect model, had they combined a more
diligent discharge of the active duties and beneficences

of life with their high devotional attainments.

But while we are in little danger of imitating, let us
not too harshly censure the pious error of these sublimat-

ed spirits. Their number is small. Their example is

not catching. Their ethereal fire is not likely, by spread-

ing, to inflame the world. The world will take due care

not to come in contact with it, while its distant light and
warmth may cast, accidentally, a notunuseful ray on the

cold hearted and the worldly.

But from this small number of refined but inoperative

beings, we do not intend to draw our notions of practi-

cal piety. God did not make a religion for these few ex-
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ceptions to the general state of the world, but for the

world at large ; for beings active, busy, restless ; whose
activity he, by his word, diverts into its proper channels

;

whose busy spirit is there directed to the common good
;

whose restlessness, indicating the unsatisfactoriness of all

they find on earth, he points to a higher destination.

Were total seclusion and abstraction designed to have
been the general state of the world, God would have given
man other laws, other rules, other faculties, and other
employments.
There is a class of visionary, but pious writers who

seem to shoot as far beyond the mark, as mere moralists

fail short of it. Men of low views and gross minds may
be said to be wise below what is written, while those of
too subtle refinement are wise above it, The one grovel
in the dust from the inertness of their intellectual facul-

ties ; while the others are lost in the clouds by stretching

thembeyond their appointed limits .The one build spiritu-

al castles in the air, instead of erecting them on the "holy
ground" of Scripture ; the other lay their foundation in

the sand instead of resting it on the rock of ages. Thus,
the superstructure of both is equally unsound.
God is the fountain from which all the streams of good-

ness flow ; the centre from which all the rays of blessed-

ness diverge. All our actions are, therefore, only good,
as they have a reference to Him : the streams must re-

vert back to their fountain, the rays must converge again
to their centre.

If love of God be the governing principle, this power-
ful spring will actuate all the movements of the rational

machine. The essence of religion does no* so much cou-
sistin actions as affections. Though rightactions, there-

fore, as from an excess of courtesy they are commonly
termed, may be performed where there are no right af-

fections- yet are they a mere carcase, utterly destitute of
the soul, and, therefore, of the substance of virtue. But
neither can affections substantially and truly subsist with-

out producing right actions ; for never let it be forgotten

that a pious inclination which has not iife and vigour suf-

ficient to ripen into act when the occasion presents it-

self, and a right action whichdoesnotgrowoutofa sound
principle, will neither of them have any place in the ac-

count of real goodness. A good inclination will be con-

.frary to sin, but a mere inclination will not subdue sin.
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The love of God, as it is the source of every right ac-

tion and feeling, so it is the only principle which necessa-

rily involves the love of our fellow-creatures. As man
we do not love man. There is a love of partiality but

not of benevolence ; of sensibility but not of philanthro-

py ; of friends and favourites, of parties and societies,

out not of man collectively. It is true we may, and do,

without this principle, relieve his distresses, but we do
not bear with his faults. We may promote his fortune,

but we do not forgive his offences ; above all, we are not

anxious for his immortal interests. We could not see

him want without pain, but we can see him sin without

emotion. We could not hear of a beggar perishing at

our door without horror, but we can, without concern,

witness an acquaintance dying without repentance. Is

it not strange that we must participate something of the

divine nature, before we can really love the human ? It

seems, indeed, to be an insensibility to sin, rather than

want of benevolence to mankind, that makes us naturally

pity their temporal and be careless of their spiritual

wants ; but does not this very insensibility proceed from
the want of love to God ?

As it is the habitual frame, and predominating disposi-

tion, which are the true measure of virtue, incidental

good actions are no certain criterion of the state of the

heart ; foi who is there, who does not occasionally do
them ? Having made some progress in attaining this dis-

position, we must not sit down satisfied with propensi-

ties and inclinations to virtuous actions, while we rest

short of their actual exercise. If Ihe principle be that

of sound Christianity, it will never be inert. Wliiie we
shall never do good with any great effect, till we labour

to be conformed, in some measure, to the image of God
;

we shall best evince our having obtained something of

that conformity, by a course of steady and active obedi-

ence to God.
Every individual should bear in mind, that he is sent

into this world to act apart in it. And though one may
have a more splendid, and another a more obscure part

assigned him, yet the actor of each is equally, is awful-

ly accountable. Though God is not a hard, he is an ex-

act master. His service, though not a severe, is a rea-

sonable service. He accurately proportions his requisi-

tions to his gifts. If he docs not expect that one talent
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should be as productive as five, yet to even a single talen£

a proportionable responsibility is annexed.

He who has said "Give me thy heart," will not be
satisfied with less ; he will not accept the praying lips,

nor the mere hand of Charity, as substitutes.

A real Christian will be morejast, sober, and charitable

than other men, thongh he will not rest for salvation on
justice, sobriety, or charity. He will perform the duties

they enjoin, in the spirit of Christianity, as instances of
devout obedience, as evidences of a heart devoted to

God.
All virtues, it cannot be too often repeated, are sancti-

fied, or unhallowed accordiug to the principle which dic-

tates them ; and will be accepted or rejected according-

ly. This principle, kept in due exercise, becomes a habit,

and every act strengthens the inclination, adding vigour

to the principle and pleasure to the performance.

We cannot be said to be real Christians, till religion be-
come our animating motive, our predominating principle

and pursuit, as much as worldly things are the predomi-
nating motive, principle, and pursuit of worldly men.
New converts, it is said, are most zealous, but they

are not always the most persevering. If their tempers
are warm, and they have only been touched on the side

of their passions, they start eagerly, march rapidly, and
are fnll of confidence in their own strength. They too
often judge others with little charity, and themselves

with little humility. While they accuse those who move
steadily of standing still, they fancy their own course will

never be slackened. If their conversion be not solid,

religion, in losing its novelty, loses its power. Their
speed declines. Nay it will be happy if their motion be-

come not retrograde. Those who are truly sincere, will

commonly be persevering. If their speed is less eager,

it is more steady. As they know their own heart more,
they discover its deceitfulness, and learn to distrust

themselves. As they become more humble in spirit they

become more charitable in judging. As they grew more
firm in principle they grow more exact in conduct.

The rooted habits of a religious life may indeed lose

their prominence because they are become more inden-

ted. If they are not embossed it is because they are

burnt in. Where there is uniformity and consistency in

the whole character, there will be little relief in an mdi-
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vidual action. A good deed will be less striking in an
established Christian than a deed less good in one who
had been previously careless ; good actions being his ex-
pected duty and his ordinary practice. Such a Chris-

tian indeed, when his right habits cease t© be new and
striking, may fear that he is declining : but his quiet and
confirmed course is a surer evidence than the more early
starts ot chanty, or fits of piety, which may have drawn
more attention and obtained more applause.

Again ; We should cultivate most assiduously, be-
cause the work is most difficult, those graces which are.

most opposite to our natural temper ; the value of our
good qualities depending much on their being produced
by the victory over some natural wrong propensity The
implantation of a virtue is the eradication of a vice. It
will cost one man more to keep down a rising passion

than to do a brilliant deed. It will try another more to
keep back a sparkling but corrupt thought, which his

wit had suggested, but which his religion checks, than
it would to give a large sum in chat fly. A real Chris-

tian being deeply sensible of the worthlessness ot any
actions, which do not spring front the genuine fountain,

will aim at such an habitual conformity to the divine
image, that to perforin all acts of justice, charity, kind-
ness, temperance and every kindred virtue, may become
the temper, the habitual, the abiding state of his heart

;

that like natural streams they may flow spontaneously
from the living source.

Practical Christianity then, is the actual operation of
Christian principles. It is lying on the watch for occa-
sions to exemplify them. It is " exercising ourselves

nuto godliness.'* A Christian cannot tell in the morning,
what opportunities he may have of doing good during the
day ; but if he be a real Christian, he can tell that he
will try to keep his heart open, his mind prepared, his

affections alive to do whatever may occur in the way of
duty. He will, as it were, stand in the way to receive the
orders of Providence. Doing good is his vocation.

Nor does the young Artisan bind himself by firmer arti-

cles to the rigid performance of his Master's work, than
the indentured Christian to the active service of that di-

vine Master, who himself **. went about doing good."
He rejects no duty, which comes within the sphere of his

calling, nor does he think the work he is employed in a
G
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good one, if he might be doing a better. His having
well acquitted himself of a good action, is so far from
furnishing him with an excuse for avoiding the next, that

it is a new reason for his embarking in it. He looks not
at the work which he has accomplished ; but on that

which he has to do. His views are always prospective.

His chanties are scarcely limited by his power. His will

knows no Irmits. His fortune may have bounds. His
benevolence has none. He is, in mind and desire, the
benefactor of every miserable man. His heart is open
to all the distressed ; to the household of faith it over-

flows. Where the heart is large, however small the abili-

ty, a thousand ways of doing good will be invented.

Christian chanty is a great enlarger of means. Christian

self-denial negatively accomplishes the purpose of the fa-

vourites of fortune in the fables of the Nursery :—if it

cannot fill the purse by a wish, it will not empty it by a
vanity. It provides for others by abridging from itself.

Having carefully defined what is necessary and becom-
ing, it allows of no encroachment on its definition. Su-
perfluities it will lop, vanities it will cut off. The deviser

of liberal things will rind means of effecting them, which
to the. indolent appear incredible, to the covetous im-
possible Christian beneficence takes a 1* ge sweep.
That circumference cannot be small, of which God is the

centre. Nor does religious charity in a Christian stand
still because not kept in motion by the main spring of the

world. Money may fail, but benevolence will be going
on. If he cannot relieve want, he may mitigate sorrow.
He may warn the inexperienced, he may instruct the ig-

norant, he may confirm the doubting. The Christian

will find out the cheapest way of being good as well as of
doing good. If he cannot give money, he may exercise

a more difficult virtue ; he may forgive injuries. For-
giveness is the economy of the heart. A Christian will

find it cheaper to pardon than to resent. Forgiveness
saves the expense of anger, the cost of hatred, the waste
of spirits. It also puts the soul into a frame, which
makes the practice of other virtues easy. The achieve-

ment of a hard duty is a great abolisher of difficul-

ties If great occasions do not arise, he will thank-
fully seize on small ones. If he cannot glorify God by
serving others, he knows that he has always something to

do at home; some evil temper to correct, some wrong
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propensity to reform, some crooked practice to straighten.

He will never be at a loss for employment, while there is

a sin or a misery in the world ; he will never be idle,

while there is a distress to be relieved in another, or a

corruption to be cured in his own heart. We have em-
ployments assigned to us for every circumstance in life.

When we are alone, we have our thoughts to watch ; in

the family, our tempers ; in company, our tongues

What an example of disinterested goodness and un-

bounded kindness, have we in onr heavenly Father, who
is merciful over all his works, who distributes common
blessings without distinction, who bestows the necessary

refreshments of life, the shining sun and the refreshing

shower, without waiting, as we are apt to do, for personal

merit, or attachment or gratitude:, who does not look out

for desert, but want as a qualification for his favours; who
does not afflict willingly, who delights in the happiness,

and desires the salvation of all his children, who dispenses

his daily munificence and bears with our daily orlences
;

who in return for our violation of his laws, supplies our

necessities, who waits patiently for our repentance, and
even solicits us to have mercy on our own souls!

What a model for our humble imitation, is that divine

person who was clothed with our humanity ; who dwelt
among us, that the pattern being brought near, might be
rendered more engaging, the conformity be made more
practicable ; whose whole life was one unbroken series of
universal charity; who in his complicated bounties, never
forgot that man is compounded both of soul and borty

;

who after teaching the multitude, fed them ; who re-

pulsed none for being ignorant ; was impatient with none
for being dull ; despised none for being contemned by
the world ; rejectednone for being sinners ; who encour-

aged those whose importunity others censured . who in

healing sicknesses converted souls, who gave bread and
forgave injuries!

It will be the endeavour of the sincere Christian to

illustrate his devotions in the morning, by his actions

during the day. He will try to make his conduct a
practical exposition of the divine prayer which made a
part of them. He wdi desire " to hallow the name of

God," to promote the enlargement and u the roming" of
the " kingdom" of Christ. He will endeavour tx> do
and to suffer his whole will; " to forgive" as he himself
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trusts that he is forgiven. He will resolve to avoid
that " temptation" into which he had been praying' not
to be led ;

' and he will labour to slain the " evil,'' from
which he had been begging to he " delivered." He thus
makes his prayers as practical as the other parts of hifi

religion, and labours to render his conduct as spiritual as
his prayers. The commentary aud the text ate of recip-
rocal application.

If this gracious Saviour has left us a perfect model
for our devotion in his prayer, he has left a model no less

perfect for our practice in his Sermon. This divine
Exposition has been sometimes misunderstood. It was
not so much a supplement to a defective law, as the re-

storation of the purity of a perfect law from the corrupt
interpretations of its blind expounders. These persons
had ceased to consider it as forbidding the principle of
sin, and as only forbidding the act. Christ restores it

to its original meaning, spreads it out in its due extent,
shews the largeness of its dimensions and the spirit of its

institution. He unfolds all its motions, tendencies, aud
relations. Not contenting himself, as human legislators

are obliged to do, to prohibit a man the act which is

injurious to others, but the inward temper which is pre-
judicial to himself.

There cannot be a more striking instance, how empha-
tic thy eveiy doctrine of the Gospel has a reference to
practical goodness, than is exhibited by St. Paul, in that
magnificent picture of the Resurrection, in his Epis-
tle to the Corinthians, which our Church has happily se-

lected for the consolation of survivors at the fast closing

sceiie of mortality. After an inference as triumphant,
as it is logical, that because " Christ is risen, we shall rise

also ;" after the most philosophical illustration of the
raiding of the body from the dust, by the process of grain

sown in the earth, and springing up into a new mode of
existence; after describing the subjugation of all things

to the Redeemer, and his laying down the mediatorial
Kingdom: after sketching with a seraphs pencil, the
relative glories ofthe celestial and terrestrial bodies ; after

exhausting the grandest images of created nature, and
the dissolution of nature itself ; after such a di-play of
the solemnities of the great day, as makes this world,
and all its concerns shrink into nothing: In such a mo-
ment, when, if ever, the wrapt spirit might be supposed,
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too highly wrought for precept and admonition—the
apostle wound up, as he was, by the energies of inspir-

ation, to the immediate view of the glorified state— the
last trumpet sounding—the change from mortal to immor-
tality effected in the twinkling of an eye—the sting of
death drawn out—victory snatched from the grave

—

then, by a turn, as surprising as it is beautiful, he draws
a conclusion as unexpectedly practical as his premises
were grand and awful:—" Therefore, my beloved breth-

ren, be ye steadfast, unmoveable, always abounding
in the work of the Lord." Then at once, by another
quick transition, resorting from the duty to the reward,
and winding up the whole with an argument as powerful,
as his rhetoric had been sublime, he adds—"forasmuch
as ye know that your labour is not in vain in the Lord."

CHAP. III.

MISTAKES IN RELIGION.

1 O point out with precision all the mistakes which ex-
ist in the present day, on the awful subject of Religion,
would far exceed the limits of this small work. No
mention therefore is intended to be made of the opinions
or the practice of any particular body of people ; nor
will any notice be taken of any of the peculiarities of
the numerous sects and parties which have risen up a-

mong us. It wiil be sufficient for the present purpose, to

hazard some slight remarks on a few of those common
classes of characters which belong more or less to most
general bodies.

There are, among many others, three different

sorts of religious Professors. The religion of one con-
sists in a sturdy defence of what they themselves call

orthodoxy, an attendance on public worship, and a gen-

eral decency of behaviour. In their views of religion,

they are not a little apprehensive of excess, not perceiv-

ing that their danger lies on the other side. They are

far from rejecting faith or morals, but are somewhat
afraid of believing too much, and a little scrupulous a'-

hout dohrg too much, lest the former be suspected of

C2
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fanaticism, and the latter of singularity; These Chris-

tians consider Religion as a point, which they, by their

reg 'Jar observances, having attained, there is nothing
furtner required but to maintain the point they have
reached, by a repetition of the same observances. They
are therefore satisfied to remain stationary, considering
that whoever has obtained his end, is of course saved the
labour of pursuit ; he is to keep his ground without troub-
ling himself in searching afier an imaginary perfection.

The.se frugal Christians are afraid of nothing so much as

superfluity in their love, and supererogation in their obedi-
ence. This kind of fear however is always superfluous,
but most especially in those who are troubled with the ap-
prehension. They are apt to weigh in the nicely poised
scales of scrupulous exactness, the duties which must of
hard necessity be done, and those which without much
risk may be left undone ; compounding for a larger in-

dulgence by the relinquishment of a smaller; giving up,
through fear, a trivial gratification to which they are
less inclined, and snatching doubtingly, as an equivalent,
at one they like better. The gratification in both cases
being perhaps such as a manly mind would hardly think
worth contending for, even were religion out of the ques-
tion. Nothing but love to God can conquer love of the
world. One grain of that divine principle would make
the -rale of seif-indulgence kick the beam.

These persons dread nothing so much as enthusiasm.
Yet if to look for effects without their predisposing cau-
ses; to depend for Heaven on that to which Heaven
was never promised, be features of enthusiasm, then are
they themselves enthusiasts.

The religion of a second class, we have already descri-

bed in the two preceding chapters. It consists in a heart
devoted to its maker ; inwardly changed in its temper and
disposition, yet deeply sensible of its remaining infirmi-

ties ; continually aspiring however to higher improve-
ments in faith, hope and charity, and thinking that " the
greatest of these is charity.''' These, by the former
class, are reckoned enthusiasts, but they are in fact, if

Christianity be true, acting on the only rational princi-

ples. If the doctrines of the Gospel have any solidity, if

its promises have any meaning, these Christians are
building on no false ground. They hope that submission
to the power of God

;
obedience to bis laws-, compliance
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with his will, trust in hi- word, are through the efficacy

of the eternal spirit, real evidences, because they are vi-

tal acts of genuine faith in Jesus Christ. If they profess

not to place their reliance on works, they are however
more zealous in performing them than the others, who,
professing to depend on their good deeds for salvation,

are not always diligent in securing it by the very means
which they themselves establish to be alone effectual.

There is a third class— tiie high flown professor; who
looks down from the giddy heights of antinomian delu-

sion on the other two, abhors the one, and despises the
other, concludes that the one is lost, and the other in a
fair way to be so. Though perhaps not living himself in

any course of immorality, winch requires the sanction of
such doctrines, he does not hesitate to imply in his dis-

course, that virtue is heathenish, and good works super-

fluous if not dangerous. He does not consider that though
the Gospel is an act of oblivion to penitent sinners, yet
it no where promises pardon to those who continue to

live in a state of rebellion against God, and of disobedi-

ence to his laws. He forgets to insist to others that it is

of little importance even to believe that sin is an evil,

(which however they do not always believe) while they
persist to live in it ; that to know every thing of duty
except the doing it, is to offend God with an aggrava-
tion, from which ignorance itself is exempt. It is not
giving ourselves up to Christ in a nameless, inexplicable

way, which will avail us. God loves an humble, not an
audacious faith. To suppose that the blood of Christ re-

deems us from sin, while sin continues to pollute the
Soul, is to suppose an impossibility ; to maintain that it

is effectual for the salvation, and not for the sanctifica-

tion of the sinner, is to suppose that it acts like an amu-
let, an incantation, a talisman, which is to produce its

effect by operating on the imagination, and not on the

disease.

The Religion which mixes with human passions, and
is set on fire by them, will make a stronger blaze than
that light which is from above, which sheds a steady and
lasting brightness on the path, and communicates a sober
but durable warmth to the heart. It is equable and con-

stant; while the other, like culinary fire, fed by gross

materials, is extinguished the sooner from the fierceness

of the flame.
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That religion which is merely seated in the passions,

is not only liable to wear itself out by its own impetuosi-

ty, but to be driven out by some other passion. The
dominion of violent passions is short. They dispossess

each other. When religion has had its day. it gives way
to the next usurper. Its empire is no more solid than it

is lasting, when principle and reason do not fix it on the

throne.

The first of the above classes consider prudence as the

paramount virtue in Religion. Their antipodes, the

flaming professors, believe a burning zeal to be the ex-

clusive grace. They reverse Saint Paul's collocation of
the three Christian graces, and think that the greatest of

these is faith. Though even in respect of this grace,

their conduct and conversation too often give us reason

to lament that they do not bear in mind its genuine and
distinctive properties. Their faith instead of working
by love, seems to be adopted from a notion that it leaves

the Christian nothing to do, rather than because it is its

nature to lead him to do more and better than other men.
In this case, as in many others, that which is directly

contrary to what is wrong, is wrong also. If each op-

ponent would only barter half his favourite quality with
the favourite quality of the other, both parties would ap-

proach nearer to the truth. They might even furnish a
complete Christian between them, that is, provided the

zeal of the one was sincere, and the prudence of the oth-

er honest. But the misfortune is, each is as proud of
not possessing the quality he wants, because his adversa-

ry has it, as he is proud of possessing that of which the

other is destitute, and because he is destitute of it.

Among the many mistakes in religion, it is commonly
thought that there is something so unintelligible, absurd,

and fanatical in the term conversion, that those who
employ it run no sYnall hazard of being involved in the

ridicule it excites. It is seldom used but ludicrously, or

in contempt. This arises partly from the levity and ig-

norance of the censurer, but perhaps as much from the

imprudence and enthusiasm of those who have absurdly

confined it to real or supposed instances of sudden or

miraculous changes from profligacy to piety. But sure-

ly, with reasonable people, we run no risk in asserting

that he, who being awakened by any of those various

methods wjiich the Almighty uses to bring his creatures
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to the knowledge of himself, who seeing the corruptions

that are in the world, and feeling those with which his

own heart abounds, is brought, whether gradually or

more rapidly from an evil heart of unbelief, to a lively

faith in the Redeemer ; from a life, not only of gross

vice, but of worldliness and vanity, to a life of progres-

sive piety ; whose humility keeps pace with his progress;

who, though his attainments are advancing, is so far

from counting himself to have attained, that he presses

onward with unabated zeal,and evidences, by the change in

his^conduct, the change that has taken place in his heart

—

such a one is surely as sincerely converted, and the eltect

is as much produced by the same divine energy, as if

some instantaneous revolution in his character had giv-

en it a miraculous appearance. The doctrines of Scrip-

ture are the ^ame now as when David called them, * a
law converting the soul, and giving light to the eyes."

This is perhaps the most accurate and comprehensive defi-

nition of the change for which we are contending for it

includes both the illumination of the understanding, and
the alteration in the disposition.

If then this obnoxious expression signify nothing: more
nor less than that change of character which consists in

turning from the world to God, however the term n ay
offend, there is nothing ridiculous m the thing. Now, as
it is not for the term which we contend, but tor the prin-

ciple conveyed by it; so it is the principle and not the

term, which is the real ground of objection ; though it is

a little inconsistent that many who would sneer at the
idea of conversion, would yet take it extremely in if

it were suspected that their hearts weie not turned to
God.

Reformation, a term against which no objection is ev *

er nade, would, if words continued to retain the-.r prim-
itive signification, convey the same idea For it is plain

that to re-form means to make a new. In the present use,

however, it does not convey the same meaning in the

same extent, nor indeed does it imply the operation of
the same principle. Many are reformed on human mo-
tives, many are partially reformed ; but only those who,
as our great Poet says, are " reformed altogether,* are
converted. There is no complete reformation in the
conduct effected without a revolution in the heart,

leasing from some sins ; retaining othersma less degree;
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or adopting such as are merely creditable; or flyhig

from one sin to another; or ceasing from the external act
without any internal change of disposition, is not Chris-

tian reformation. The new principle must abolish the
old habit, the rooted inclination must be subdued by the
substitution of an opposite one. The natural bias must
be changed. The actual offence will no more be pardon-
ed than cured if the inward corruption be not eradicat-

ed. To be " alive unto God through Jesus Christ" must
follow " the death unto sin." There cannot be new aims
and ends where there is not a new principle to produce
them. We shall not chuse a new path until a light from
Heaven direct our choice and " guide our feet." We
shall not " run the way of God's commandments," till

God himself enlarge our heart.

We do not, however, insist that the change required is

Such as precludes the possibility offalling into sin ; but it

is a change which fixes in the soul such a disposition as

shall make sin a burden, as shall make the desire of pleas-

ing God the governing desire of a man's heart ; as shali

make him hate the evil which he does ; as shall make the
lowness of his attainments the subject of his deepest sor-

row. A Christian has hopes and fears, cares and tempta-
tions, inclinations and desires, as well as other men.
God in changing the heart does not extinguish the pas-

sions. Were that the case, the Christian life would cease
to be a warfare.

We are often deceived by that partial improvement
which appears in the victory over some one bad quality.

But we must not mistake the removal of a symptom for a
radical cure of the disease. An occasional remedy might
remove an accidental sickness, but it requires a general
regimen to renovate the diseased constitution.

It is the natural but melancholy history of the unchan-
ged heart that, from youth to advanced years, there is

no other revolution in the character but such as increases

both the number and quality of its defects: that the
levity, vanity, and self sufficiency of the young man is

carried into advanced life, and only meet, and mix
with, tire defects of a mature period; that, instead of
crying out with the Royal Prophet, " O remember not
my old sins," he is inflaming his reckoning by new ones :

that age, protracting all the faults of youth, furnishes its

•wh contingent of vices; that sloth, suspicion, and cor-
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etousnes3, swell the account which Religion has not been

called in to cancel : that the world though it has lost

the power to delight, has yet lost nothing of its power to

enslave. Instead of improving in candor by the inward

sense of its own defects, that very consciousness makes
him less tolerant of the defects of others, and more sus-

picious of their apparent virtues. His charity in a

warmer season having failed to bring him in that return

of gratitude for which it was partly performed, and hav-

ing never flowed from the genuine spring, is dried up.

His friendships having been formed on worldly principles

or interest, or ambition, or convivial hilarity, fail him.

One must make some sacrifices to the world, is the pre-

vailing language of the nominal Christian. " What will the

world pay you for your sacrifices," replies the real Chris-

tian ? Though he finds that the world is insolvent, that it

pays nothing of what is promised, for it cannot bestow

what it does not possess—happiness
;
yet he continues to

cling to it almost as confidently as if it had never disap-

pointed him.—Were we called upon to name the object

under the sun which excites tire deepest commiseration in

the heart of Christian sensibility, which includes in it-

self the most affecting incongruities, which contains the

sum and substance of real human misery, we should not

hesitate to say, an irreligious old age. The mere

debility of declining years, even the hopelessness of de-

crepitude, in the pious, though they excite sympathy, yet

it is the sympathy of tenderness unmixed with distress.

We take and give comfort from the cheering persuasion

that the exhausted body will soon cease to clog its immor-

tal companion ; that the dim and failing eyes will soon

open on a world of glory.—Dare we paint the reverse of

the picture ? Dare we suffer the imagination to dwell

on the opening prospects of hoary impiety? Dare we
figure to ourselves that the weakness, the miseries, the

terrors we are now commiserating, are ease, are peace,

are happiness, compared with the unutterable perspec-

tive ?

There is a fatal way of lulling the conscience by enter-

taining diminishing thoughts of sins long since commit-

ted. We persuade ourselves to forget them, and we
therefore persuade ourselves that they are not remem-
bered by God. But though distance diminishes objects

to the eye of th« beholder, it does not actually lessen
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them. Their real magnitude remains the same. Deli-
ver us, merciful God ! from the delusion of believing that
secret sins, of which the world has no cognizance, early
6in.s, which the world has forgotten, but which are known
to *' him with whom we have to do," become by secre-
cy and distance as if they had never been. " Are not
these things noted in thy book ?" Perhaps if we re-

member them, God may forget them, especially if our
remembrance be such as induce a sound repentance. If
we remember them not, he assuredly will. The holy con-
trition which should accompany this remembrance, while
it will not abate our humble trust in our compassionate
Redeemer, will keep our conscience tender, and our
heart watchful.

We do not deny that there is frequently much kind-
ness and urbanity, much benevolence and generosity in
men who do not even pretend to be religious. These
qualities often flow from constitutional feeling, natural
softness of temper, and warm affections ; often from an
elegant education, that best hmnan sweetener and polish-
er of social life. We feel a tender regret as we exclaim,
" what a fine soil would such dispositions afford to plant
religion in !" Well bred persons are accustomed to re-
spect all the decorums of society, to connect inseparably
the ideas of personal comfort with public esteem, of gen-
erosity with credit, of order with respectability. They
have a keen sense of dishonour, and are careful to avoid
every thing that may bring the shadow of discredit on
their name. Public opinion is the breath by which they
livp, the standard by which they act ; of course they
would not lower by gross misconduct, that standard on
which their happiness depends. They have been taught
to respect themselves ; this they can do with more seen-
rity while they can retain, on this half-way principle, the
respect of others.

In some who make further advances towards religion,
we continue to see it in that same low degree which we
have always observed. It is dwarfish and stunted, it

makes no shoots. Though it gives some signs of life, it

does not ffrow. By a tame and spiritless round, or rather
by this fixed and immoveable position, we rob ourselves
of that fair reward of peace and joy which attends on an
humble consciousness of progress ; on the feeling of dif-

ficulties conquered : on a scn^e of fh.6 divine ftvo !?v-
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That religion which is profitable, is commonly percepti-

ble. Nothing supports a traveller in his Christian course,

like the conviction thathe is getting on ; like looking back
on the country he has passed ; and, above all, like the sense

of that protection which has hitherto carried him on, and
of that grace which has promised to support him to the
end.

The proper motion of the renewed heart is still direct-

ed upward. True religion is of an aspiring nature, con-
tinually tending towards that Heaven from whence it was
transplanted. Its top is high because its root is deep.

It is watered by a perennial fountain ; in its most flour-

ishing state it is always capable offurther growth. Real
goodness proves itself to be such by a continual desire to be
better. No virtue on earth is ever in a complete state.

Whatever stage of religion any man has attained, ifhe be
satisfied to rest in that stage, we would not call that mau
religious. The Gospel s«ems to consider the highest de-

gree of goodness as the lowest with which a Christian

ought to sit down satisfied. We cannot be said to be fi-

nished in any Christian grace, because there is not one
which may not be carried further than we have carded
it. This promotes the double purpose of keeping us

humble as to our present stage, and of stimulating us to

something higher which we may hope to attain.

That superficial thing which by mere people of the

world is dignified by the appellation of religion, though
it brings just that degree of credit which makes part
of the system of worldly Christians ; neither brings com-
fort for this world, nor security for the next. Outward
observances, indispensable as they are, are not religion.

They are the accessory but not the principal ; they are

important aids and adjuncts, but not the. thing itself;

they are its aliment but not its life, the fuel but not the

ilume, the scaffolding but not the edifice. Religion can
no more subsist merely by them, than it can subsist

without them. They are divinely appointed, and must
be conscientiously observed ; but observed as a means to

promote an end, and not as an end in themselves.

The heartless homage of formal worship, where the

living power does not give life to the form, the cold com-
pliment of ceremonial attendance, without the animat-

ing principle, as it will not bring peace to our own mind,

so neither will it satisfv a jealous God. That God whqse
D
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eye is on the heart, " who trieth the reins and search

eth the spirits," will not be satisfied that we make him
little more than a nominal deity, while the world is the

real object of our worship. Such persons seem to have

almost the whole body of performance ; all they want is

the soul. They are constant in their devotions, but the

heart, which even the heathens esteemed the best part

of the sacrifice, they keep away. They read the Scrip-

tures, but rest in the letter, instead of trying themselves

by its spirit. They consider it as an enjoined task, but

not as the quick and powerful instrument put into their

hands for the critical dissection of " piercing and divid-

ing asunder the soul and spirit;" not as the penetrating
" discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart."

These well-intentioned persons seem to spend no incon-

siderable portion of time in religious exercises, and yet

complain that they make little progress. They almost

seem to insinuate, as if the Almighty did not keep his

word with them, and manifest that religion to them is not
" pleasantness," nor her " paths peace."

Of such may we not ask, Would you not do better to

examine thau to complain? to inquire whether you do
?

indeed, possess a heart which, notwithstanding its imper-

fections, is sincerely devoted to God? He who does not

desire to be perfect is not sincere. Would you not do
well to convince yourselves that God is not unfaithful

?

that his promises do not fail, that his goodness is not

slackened? May you not be entertaining some secret in-

fidelityr practising some latent disobedience, withhold-

ing some part of your heart, neglecting to exercise that

faith, subtracting something from that devotedness to

which a Christian should engage himself, and to which
the promises of God are annexed ? Do you indulge no
propensities contrary to his will? do you never resist the

dictates of his spirit, never shut your eyes to its illumin-

ation, nor your heart to its influences? Do you not in-

dulge some cherished sin which obscures the light of
grace, some practice which obstructs the growth of vir-

tue, some distrust which chills the warmth of love? the

discovery will repay the search, and if you succeed in

this scrutiny, let not the detection discourage but stim-

ulate

If, then, you resolve to take up religion in earnest, es-

pecially ifyou have actually adopted its customary forms,
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rest not in such low attainments as will afford neither

present peace nor future happiness. To know Christian-

ity only in its external forms, and its internal dissatisfac-

tions, its superficial appearances without, and its disqui-

eting apprehensions within, to be desirous of standing

well with the world as a Christian, yet to be unsupport-

ed by a well-founded Christian hope, to depend tor hap-

piness on the opinion of men, instead cf the favour of

God to go on dragging through the mere exercises of

piety, without deriving from them real strength, or so-

lid peace: to live in the dread of being called an enthu-

siast, by outwardly exceeding in religion, and m secret

consciousness of falling short of it ; to be conformed to

the world's view of Christianity, rather than to aspire to

be transformed by the renewing of your mind, is a state

not of pleasure but of penalty, not of conquest but ot

hopeless conflict, not of iugenuous love but of torment-

in" fear. It is knowing religion only as the captive in a

foreign land knows the country in which he is a prisoner.

He hears from the cheerful natives of its beauties, but is

himself ignorant of every thing beyond Ins own gloomy

limits. He hears of others as free and happy, but feels

nothing himself but the rigours of incarceration.

The Christian character is little understood by the vo-

taries of the world ; if it were, they would be struck

with its grandeur. It is the very reverse ot that mean-

ness and pusillanimity, that abject spirit and those nar-

row views, which those who know it not ascribe to it.

\ Christian lives at the height of his being, not only

at the top of his spiritual, but of his intellectual life.

He alone lives in the full exercise of his rational powers.

Religion ennobles his reason while it enlarges it.

Let then, your soul act up to its high destination,

let not that which was made to soar to heaven, grov-

el in the dust. Let it not live so much below itself.

You wonder it is not more fixed, when it is perpetually

resting on things which are not fixed themselves. In the

rest of a Christian there is stability. Nothing can shake

his confidence but sin. Outward attacks and troubles

rather fix than unsettle him, as tempests from without

only serve to root the oak faster, while an inward can-r

ker will gradually rot and decay it.
*

These are only a few of the mistakes among the mul-

titude which might have been pointed out ; but these are
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noticed as being of common and every day occurrence.
The ineffectiveness of such a religion will be obvious.
That religion which sinks Christianity into a mere con-

formity to religious usages, must always fail of substan-
tial effects. If sin be seated in the heart, if that be its
home, that is the place in which it must be combated.
It is in vain to attack it in the surburbs when it is lodged
in the centre. Mere forms can never ex pell that enemy
which they can never reach. By a religion of decencies
our corruptions may perhaps be driven out of sight, but
they will never be driven out of possession. If they are
expelled from their outworks, they will retreat to their
citadel. If they do not appear in the grosser forms pro-
hibited by the Decalogue, still they will exist. The shape
may be altered but the principle will remain. They will
exist in the spiritual modification of the same sins equal-
ly forbidden by the divine Expositor. He who dares
not be revengeful, will be unforgiving. He who ven-
tures not to break the letter of the seventh command-
ment m act, will violate it in the spirit. He who has not
courage to forfeit Heaven bv profligacy will scale it by
pride, or forfeit it by unprofitableness.

It is not any vain hope built on some external privilege
or performance on the one hand, nor a presumptuous
confidence that our names are written in the book of
hfe, on the other, which can afford a reasonable ground
of safety, but it is endeavouring to keep all the com-
mandments of God—it is living to him who died for us—
it is being conformed to his image as well as redeemed by
his blood. This is Christian virtue, this is the holiness of
a believer. A lower motive will produce a lower mo-
rahty, but such an unsanctified morality God will not
accept.

For it will little avail us that Christ has died for u«
that he has conquered sin, triumphed over the powers of
darkness, and overcame the world, while any sin retains
its unresisted dominion in our hearts, while the world is
our idol, while our fostered corruptions cause us to pre-
fer darkness to light. We must not persuade ourselves
that we are reconciled to God while our rebellious hearts
are not reconciled to goodness.

It is not casting a set of opinions into a mould, and a
set of duties into a system, which constitutes the Chris-
tian religion. The circumference must have a centre,
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the body must have a soul, the performances must have

a principle. Outward observances were wisely constitu-

ted to rouse our forgetfulness, to awaken our secular

spirits, to call back our negligent hearts; but it was
never intended that we should stop short in the use of

them. They were designed to excite holy thoughts, to

quicken us to holy deeds, but not to be used as equiva-

lents for either. Rut we find it cheaper to serve God in

a multitude of exterior acts, than to starve one interior

corruption.

Nothing short of that uniform stable principle, that

fixedness in religion which directs a man in all his actions,

aims, and pursuits, to God as his ultimate end, can give

consistency to his conduct or tranquillity to his soul.

This state once attained, he will not waste all his thoughts

and designs upon the world ; he will not lavish all his af-

fections on so poor a thing as his own advancement. He
will desire to devote all to the only object worthy of them,

to God. Our Saviour has taken care to provide that our

ideas of glorifying him, may not run out into fanciful chim-

eras or subtle inventions by simply stating—" Herein is

my Father glorifieij that ye bear much fruit.'

This he goes on to inform us is the true evidence of our

being of the number of his people, by adding—" So

shall ye be my disciples."

CHAP. IV.

periodical religion.

W E deceive ourselves not a little when we fancy that

what is emphatically called the world is only to be found
in this or that situation. The world is every where. It

is a nature as well as a place ; a principle as well as a " lo-

cal habitation and a name." Though the principle and
the nature flourish most in those haunts which are their

congenial soil, yet we are too ready, when we withdraw
from the world abroad to bring it home, to lodge it iu

our own bosom. The natural heart is both its Temple
and its worshipper.

> But the most devoted Idolater of the world, with all

D 2
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the capacity and industry which he may have applied to

the subject, has never yet been able to accomplish the

grand design of uniting the interests of heaven and earth.

This experiment which has been more assiduously and
more frequently tried, than that of the Philosopher for

the grand Hermetic secret, has been tried with about the

same degree of success. The. most laborious process of
the spiritual Chemist to reconcile religion with the world
has never yet been competent to make the contending
principles coalesce.

But to drop metaphor. Religion was never yet tho-

roughly relished by a heart full of the world. The world
in return cannot be completely enjoyed where there is

just religion enough to disturb its false peace. In such
minds heaven and earth ruin each other's enjoyments.

There is a religion which is too sincere for hypocrisy,
but too transient to be profitable ; too superficial to

reach the heart, too unproductive to proceed from it.

It is slight but not false. It has discernment enough
to distinguish sin, but not firmness enough to oppose
it ; compunction sufficient to soften the heart, but
not vigour sufficient to reform it. It laments when
it does wrong, and performs all the functions of repent-
ance of sin except forsaking it. It has every thing of
devotion except the stability, and gives every thing to

religion except the heart. This is a religion of times,

events, and circumstances ; it is brought into play by ac-

cidents, and dwindles away with the occasion which
called it out. Festivals and Fasts which occur but sel-

dom, are much observed, and it is to be feared because
they occur but seldom ; while the great festival which
comes every week, conies too often to be so respectfully

treated. The piety of these people comes out much in

sickness, but is apt to retreat again as recovery approach-
es. If they die, they are placed by their admirers in the
Saints' Calendar ; if they recover, they go back into the
world they had renounced, and again suspend their amend-
ment as often as death suspends his blow.
There is another class whose views are still lower, who

yet cannot so far shake oft religion as to be easy without
retaining its brief and stated forms, and who contrive to
mix up these forms with a faith of a piece with their prac-
tice. They blend their inconsistent works with a vague
and unwarranted reliance on what the Saviour has done
for them, and thus patch up a merit and a propitiation of
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their own—running the hazard of incurring the danger of

punishment by their lives, and inventing a scheme to

avert it by their creed. Religion never interferes with

their pleasures except by the compliment of a short and
occasional suspension. Having got through these peri-

odical acts of devotion, they return to the same scenes of

vanity and idleness which they had quitted for the tem-

porary duty ; forgetting that it was the very end of those

acts of devotion to cure the vanity and to correct the

idleness. Had the periodical observance answered its

true design, it would have disinclined them to the plea-

sure instead of giving them a dispensation for its indul-

gence. Had they used the devout exercise in a right spi-

rit, and improved it to its true end, it would have set the

heart and life at work on all those pursuits which it was
calculated to promote. But their project has more inge-

nuity. By the stated minutes they give to religion, they
cheaply purchase a protection for the misemployment or

the rest of their time. They make these periodical de-

votions a kind of spiritual Insurance Office, which is to

make up to the Adventurers in pleasure, any loss or dam-
age which they may sustain in its voyage.

It is of these shallow devotions, these presumed equi-

valents for anew heart and a new life, that God declares

by the Prophet, that he is " weary." Though of his

own express appointment, they become " an abomina-
tion" to him, as soou as the sign conies to be rested in for

the thing signified. We Christians have f* our New
Moons and our Sacrifices" under other names and other

shapes ; of which sacrifices, that is, of the spirit in which
they are offered, the Almighty has said, " I cannot away
with them, they are iniquity."

Now is this superficial devotion that " giving up our-

selves not with our lips only, but with our lives," to our
Maker, to which we solemnly pledge ourselves, at least

once a week ? Is consecrating an hour or two to public

worship on the Sunday morning, making the Sabbath
"a delight?" Is desecrating the rest of the day, by
" doing our own ways, finding our own pleasure, speaking
our own words," making it " honourable ?"

Sometimes in an awakening sermon, these periodical

religionists hear, with awe and terror, of the hour of
death and the day of judgment. Their hearts are pene-

trated with the solemn sounds. They confess the awful
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realities by the impressiou they make on their own feel-
ings. The Sermon ends, and with it the serious reflec-
tions it excited. While they listen to these things, espe-
cially if the Preacher be alarming, they are all in all to
them. They return to the world—and these things are
as if they were not ; as if they had never been ; as if their
reality lasted only while they were preached : as if their
existence depended only on their being heard ; as if truth
were no longer truth than while it solicited their notice

;

as if there were as little stability in religion itself as in
their attention to it. As soon as their minds are disen-
gaged from the question, one would think that death and
judgment were an invention, that heaven and hell were
blotted from existence, that eternity ceased to be eterni-
ty, in the long intervals in which they cease to be the ob-
ject of their consideration.

This is the natural effect of what we venture to de-
nominate periodical religion. It is a transient homage
kept totally distinct and separate from the rest of our
lives, instead of its being made the prelude and the prin-
ciple of a course of pious practice ; instead of our weav-
ing our devotions and our actions into one uniform tis-
sue by doing all in one spirit and to one end. When
worshippers of this description pray for " a clean heart
and a right spirit," when they beg of God to " turn away
their eyes from beholding vanity," is it not to be feared
that they pray to be made what they resolve never to
become, that they would be very unwilling to become as
good as they pray to be made, and would be sorry to be
as penitent as they profess to desire? But alas ! they arem little danger of being taken at their word ; there is
too much reason to fear their petitions will not be heard
or answered

; for prayer for the pardon of sin will ob-
tain no pardon while we retain the sin in hope that the
prayer will be accepted without the renunciation.
The most solemn office of our Religion, the Sacred

memorial of the death of its author, the blessed injunction
and tender testimony of his dying love, the consolation of
the humble believer, the gracious appointment for
strengthening his faith, quickening his repentance, awak-
ening his gratitude and kindling his charity, is too often
resorted to on the same erroneous principle. He who
ventures to live without the use of this holy institution,
jiyes in a state ofdisobedience to the last appointment of
hip Redeemer. He who rests in it as a means forsnpplv-
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ing the place ofhabitual piety, totally mistakes its design,

aud is fatally deceiving his own soul.

This awful solemnity is, it is to be hoped, rarely fre-

quented even by this class of Christians without a desire

ofapproaching it with the pious feelings above described.

But if they carry them to the Altar, are they equally anx-
ious to carry them away from it, are they anxious to

maintain them after it ? Does the rite so seriously ap-

proached commonly leave any vestige of seriousness be-

hind it? Are they careful to perpetuate the feelings they
were so desirous to excite ? Do they strive to make them
produce solid and substantial effects ?—Would that this

inconstancy of mind were to be found only in the class of
characters under consideration ! Let the reader, however
sincere in his desires, let the writer, however ready to

lament the levity of others, seriously ask their own hearts

if they can entirely acquit themselves of the inconsisten-

cy they are so forward to blame ? Ifthey do not find the

charge brought against others but too applicable to them-
selves ?

Irreverence antecedent to, or during, this sacred so-

lemnity, is far more rare than durable improvement after

it. If there are, as we are willing to believe, none so pro-

fane as to violate the act, except those who impiously use
it only as " a picklock to a place," there are too few who
make it lastingly beneficial. Few so thoughtless as not
to approach it with resolutions of amendment ; few com-
paratively who carry those resolutions into effect. Fear
operates in the previous instance. Why should not love

operate in that which is subsequent ?

A periodical religion is accompanied with a periodical

repentance. This species of repentance is adopted with

no small mental reservation. It is partial and disconnect-

ed. These fragments of contrition, these broken par-

cels of penitence while a succession of worldly pur-

suits is not only resorted to, but is intended to be re*

sorted to, during the whole of the intervening spaces,

is not that sorrow which the Almighty has promised to

accept. To render it pleasing to God and efficacious

to ourselves, there must be an agreement in the parts,

an entireness in the whole web of life. There must
be an integral repentance. A quarterly contrition ui

the four weeks preceding the sacred seasons will not

wipe out the daily offences, the hourly negligences

of the whole sinful year. Sins half forsaken through
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fear, and halfretained through partially resisted tempta-

tion and partially adopted resolution, make up but an
unprofitable piety.

In the bosom of these professors there is a perpetual

conflict between fear and inclination. In conversation

you will generally find them very warm in the cause of
Religion ; but it is Religion as opposed to infidelity, not

as opposed to worldly mindedness. They defend the

worship of God, but desire to be excused from his service,.

Their heart is the slave of the world, but their blind-

ness hides from them the turpitude of that world. They
commend piety but dread its requisitions. They allow

that repentance is necessary, but then how easy is it to

find reasons for deferring a necessary evil? Who will

hastily adopt a painful measure which he can find a cre-

ditable pretence for evading? They censure whatever is

ostensibly wrong, but avoiding only part of it, the part

they retain robs them of the benefits of their partial re-

nunciation.

We cannot sufficiently admire the wisdom of the

Church in enjoining extraordinary acts of devotion at the

return of those festivals so happily calculated to excite

devotional feelings. Extraordinary repentance of sin is

peculiarly suitable to the seasons that record those grand
events which sin occasioned. But the Church never in-

tended that these more stated and strict self-examina-

tions should preclude our habitual self-inspection. It ne-

ver intended its holy offices to supply the place of gene-

ral holiness, but to promote it. It intended that these

solemn occasions should animate the flame of piety, but
it never meant to furnish a reason for neglecting to keep
the flame alive till the next return should again kindle

the dying embers. It meant that every such season

should gladden the heart of the Christian at its approach,
and not discharge him from duty at its departure. It

meant to lighten his conscience of the burden of sin, not

to encourage him to begin a new score, again to be wiped
offat the succeeding festival. It intended to quicken the

vigilance of the believer, and not to dismiss the centinel

from his post. If we are not thebetter for these divinely

appointed helps, we are the worse. Ifwe use them as a
discharge from that diligence which they were intended
to promote, we convert our blessings into snares.

This abuse of our advantages arises from our not in-

corporating our devotions into the general habit of our
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lives. Till our religion become an inward principle and

not an external act, we shall not receive that benefit from

her forms, however excellent, which they are calculated

to convey. It is to those who possess the spirit of Chris-

tiauity that her forms are so valuable. To them the

form excites the spirit, as the spirit animates the form.

Till religion become the desire ofourhearts, it will not be-

come the business of our lives. We are far from meaning

that it is to be its actual occupation ; but that every por-

tion, every habit, every act of life is to be animated by its

spirit, influenced by its principle, governed by its power.

The very make of our nature, and our necessary com-

merce with the world, naturally fill our hearts and minds

with thoughts and ideas, over which we have unhap-

pily too little control. We find this to be the case

when in our better hours we attempt to give our-

selves up to serious reflection. How many intrusions

of worldlv thoughts, how many impertinent imagina-

tions, not only irrelevant, but uncalled and unwelcome,

eroud in upon the mind so forcibly as scarcely to be

repelled by our sincerest efforts. How impotent then

to repel such images must that mind be, which is devoted

to worldly pursuits, which yields itselfup to them, whose

opinions, habits, and conduct are under their allowed in-

fluence ! ....
If, as we have before observed, Religion consists in a

new heart and a new spirit, it will become not our occa-

&ionalact, but our abiding disposition, proving its settled

existence in the mind by its habitually disposing our

thoughts and actions, our devotions and our practice to a

conformity to each other and to itself.

Let us not consider a spirit of woildlincss as a little in-

firmity, as a natural and therefore a pardonable weak-

ness ; as a trilling error which will be overlooked for the

sake of our many good qualities. It is in fact the essence

of our other faults ; the temper that stands between us

,md our salvation ; the spirit which is in direct opposition

to the spirit of God. Individual sins may more easily be

cured, but this is the principle of all spiritual disease. A
worldly spirit where it is rooted and cherished, runs

through the whole character, insinuates itself in all we say

and thnjk and do. It is this which makes us so dead in

religion, so averse from spiritual things, so forgetful of

God.so unmindful ofeternity, so satisfied with ourselves,
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so impatient of serious discourse, and so alive to that
vain and frivolous intercourse which excludes intellect
almost as much as piety from our general conversation

It is not therefore our more considerable actions alone
which require watching, for they seldom occur. They do
not form the habit of life in ourselves, nor the chief im-
portance of our example to others. It is to our ordina-
ry behaviour, it is to our deportment in common life •

it
is to our prevailing turn of mind in general intercourse,
by which we shall profit or corrupt those with whom we
associate. It is our conduct in social life which will help
to diffuse a spirit of piety or a distaste to it. If we havemuch influence, this is the place in which particularly to
exert it. If we have little, we have still enough to infectme temper and lower the tone of our narrow society

If we really believe that it is the design of Christianity
to raise us to a participation of the divine nature, the
slightest reflection on this elevation of our characte-
would lead us to maintain its dignity in the ordinary in-
tercourse of life. We should not so much inquire whe-
wier we are transgressing any actual prohibition, whether
-any standing law is pointed against us, as whether we are
supporting the dignity of the Christian character • whe-
ther we are acting suitably to our profession ; whethermore exactness in the common occurrences of the daymore correctness in our conversation, would not be such
evidences of our religion, as by being obvious and intelli-
gible, might not almost insensibly produce important ef-

The most insignificant people must not through indo-
lence and selfishness undervalue their own influence.
Most persons have a little circle of which they are a sort
ot centre. Its smallness may lessen their quantity of
good, but does not diminish the duty of using that little
influence wisely. Where is the human being so inconsi-
deraole but that he may in some shape benefit others,
either by calling their virtues into exercise, or by settingthem an example of virtue himself? But we are hum bl?
just m the wrong place. When the exhibition of our
talents or splendid qualities is in question, we are not
backward in the display. When a little self-denial is to
be exercised, when a little good might be effected by
our example, by our discreet management in company, by
giving a better turn to conversation, then at once we grow
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wickedly modest.—" Such an insignificant creature as I
am can do no good"—" Had I a higher rank or brighter

talents, then indeed my influence might be exerted to

some purpose."—Thus under the mask of diffidence, we
justify our indolence ; and let slip those lesser occasions

of promoting religion which ifwe all improved, howr much
might the condition of society be raised.

The hackneyed interrogation " What—must we be al-

ways talking about religion?" must have the hackneyed
answer—Far from it. Talkiug about religion is not being
religious. But we may bring the spirit of religion into

company and keep it in perpetual operation when we do
not professedly make it our subject. We may be con-

stantly advancing its interests, we may without effort or,

affectation be giving an example of candour, of modera-
tion, of humility, of forbearance. We may employ our
influence by correcting falsehood, by checking levity, by
discouraging calumny, by vindicating misrepresented
merit, by countenancing every thing which has a good
tendency—in short, by throwing our whole weight, be it

great or small, into the right scale.

CHAP. V.

PRAYER.

JrRAYER is the application of want to him who only
can relieve it ; the voice of sin to him who alone can par-

don it. It is the urgency of poverty, the prostration of
humility, the frrvency of penitence, the confidence of
trust. It is not eloquence, but earnestness, not the defi-

nition of helplessness, but the feeling of it ; not figures of
speech, but compunction of soul. It is the " Lord save
us we perish" of drowning Peter; the cry of faith to the
ear of mercy.
Adoration is the noblest employment of created be-

ings ; confession the natural language of guilty creatures;

gratitude the spontaneous expression ofpardoned sinners.

Prayer is desire. It is not a conception of the mind,
nor a mere effort of the intellect, nor an act of the memo-
ry; but an elevation of the soul towards its Maker; a

E
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pressing sense ofour own ignorance and infirmity, a con-

sciousness of the perfections of God, of bis readiness t©

hear, of bis power to help, of his willingness to save.

It is not an emotion produced in the senses, nor an ef-

fect wrought by the imagination ; but a determination of

the will, an effusion of the heart.

Prayer is the guide to seit knowledge by prompting us

to look after our sins in order to pray against them ; a

motive to vigilance, by teaching us to guard against those

sins which, through self examination, we have been ena-

bled to detect.

Prayer is an act both of the understanding and of the

heart. The understanding must apply itself to the

knowledge of the divine perfections, or the heart will not
be led to the adoration of them. It would not be a rat-

sonuble service, if the mind was excluded. It must be
rational worship, or the humau worshipper would not

bring to the service the distinguishing faculty of his na-

ture, which is reason. It must be spiritual worship, or

it would want the distinctive quality to make it accepta-

ble to Him, who has declared that He will be worship-

ped " in spirit and in truth."

Prayer is right in itself as the most powerful means of
resisting sin and advancing in holiness. It is above all

right, as every thing is, which h,*s the authority of Scrip-

ture, the command ofGod and the example of Christ.

There is a perfect consistency in all the ordinations of
God; a perfect congruity in the whole scheme of his

dispensations. Ifman were not a corrupt creature, such
prayer as the Gospel enjoins would not have been neces-

sary. Had not prayer been an important means for cu-
ring those corruptions, a God ofperfect wisdom would
not have ordered it. He would not have prohibited eve-

ry thing which tends to inflame and promote them, had
they not existed, nor would he have commanded every
thing that has a tendency to diminish and remove them,
had not their existence been fatal. Prayer therefore is

an indispensable part of his economy and of- our obe-
dience.

It is a hackneyed objection to the use of prayer that it

is offending the omniscience of God to suppose he re-

quires information of our wants. But no objection can
be more futile. We do not pray to inform God of our
wants, but to express our sense of the wants which he ai-
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ready knows. As he has not so much made his promise

to our necessities, as to our requests, it is reasonable that

our requests should be made before we can hope that our

necessities will be relieved. God does not promise to

those who want that they shall " have," but to those who
" ask ;" nor to those who need that they shall "find," but

to those who " seek." So far therefore from his previous

knowledge of our wants being aground of objection to

prayer, it is in fact the true ground for our application.

Wert he not Knowledge itself, our information would be

of as little use, as our application would be, were he not

Goodness itself.

We cannot attain to ajust notion ofprayer while we re-

main ignorant of our own nature, of the nature ofGod as

revealed iu Scripture, of our relation to him and depen-

dence on him. If therefore we do not live in the daily

study of the holy Scriptures, we shall want the highest

motives to this duty and the best helps for performing it;

if we do, the cogency of these motives, and the inestima-

ble value of these helps, will render argument unnecessary

and exhortation superfluous.

One cause therefore of the dullness ofmany Christians

in prayer, i9, their slight acquaintance with the sacred

volume. They hear it periodically, they read it occasion-

ally, they are contented to know it historically, to consider

it superficially; but they do not endeavour to get their

minds imbued with its Spirit. If they store their memo-

ry with its facts, they do not impress their hearts with its

truths. They do not regard it as the nutriment on which

their spiritual life and growth depend. They do not pray

4»ver it; they do not consider all its doctrines as of prac-

tical application ; they do not cultivate that spiritual dis-

cernment which alone can enable them judiciously to ap-

propriate its promises and its denunciations to their own

actual case. They do not apply it as an unerring line to

ascertain their own rectitude or obliquity.

In our retirements, we too often fritter away our pre-

cious moments, moments rescued from the world, in trivi-

al, sometimes it is to be feared, in corrupt thoughts. But

if we must give the reins to our imagination, let us send

this excursive faculty to range among great and noble ob-

jects. Let it stretch forward under the sanction of faith

and the anticipation of prophecy, to the accomplishment

of those glorious promises and tremendous threatenings
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which will soon be realized in the eternal world. These
are topics which under the safe and sober guidance of
Scripture, will fix its largest speculations and sustain its

loftiest flights. The same Scripture while it expands and
elevates the mind, will keep it subject to the dominion of
trHth ; while at the same time it will teach it that its bold-
est excursions must fall infinitely short ofthe astonishing
realities of a future state.

Though we cannot pray with a too deep sense of sin,

we may make our sins too exclusively the object of ouv
prayers. While we keep, with a self abasing eye, our
own corruptions in view, let us look with equal intense-
ness on that mercy, which cleanseth from all sin. Let
©ur prayers be all humiliation, but let them not be all

complaint. When men indulge no other thought but that
they are rebels, the hopelessness of pardon hardens them
into disloyalty. Let them look to the mercy of the King,
as well as to the rebellion of the Subject. If we contem-
plate his grace as displayed in the Gospel, then, thongh
our humility will increase, our despair will vanish. Grati-
tude in this as in human instances will create affection.u We love him because he first loved us."

Let us then always keep our unworthiness in view as a
reason why we stand in need of the mercy of God in
Christ ; but never plead it as a reason why we should not
draw nigh to him to implore that mercy. The best men
are unworthy for their own sakes ; the worst on repen-
tance will be accepted for his sake and through his merits.

In prayer then, the perfections of God, and especially
his mercies in our redemption, should occupy our
thoughts as much as our sins ; our obligation to him as
much as our departures from him. We should keep up
in our hearts a constant sense of our own weakness, not
with a design to discourage the mind and depress the
spirits ; but with a view to drive us out of ourselves,
in search of the divine assistance. We should contem-
plate our infirmity in order to draw us to look for his
strength, and to seek that power from God which we
vainly look for in ourselves : We do not tell a sick
friend of his danger in order to grieve or terrify him,
but to induce him to apply to his Physician, and to
have recourse to his remedy.
Among the charges which have been brought against

serious piety, one is, that it teaches men to despair.
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The charge is just in one sense as to (he fact, but false

in the sens-e intended. It teaches us to despair indeed

of ourselves, while it inculcates that faith in a Redeem-
er, which is the true antidote to despair. Faith quick-

«ns the doubting spirit while it humbles the presump-

tuous. The lowly Christian takes comfort in the blessed

promise, that God will never forsake them that are his.

The presumptuous n<an is equally right in the doctrine,

but wrong in applying it. He takes that comfort to

himself which was meant for another class of charac-

ters. The raal-appropriation of Scripture promises and

threatening, is the cause of much error and delusion.

Though some devout enthusiasts have fallen into error

by an unnatural and impracticable disinterestedness,

asserting that God is to be loved exclusively for himself

with an absolute renunciation of any view of advantage

to ourselves; yet that prayer cannot be mercenary, which

involves Gods glory with our own happiness, and makes
his will the law of our requests. Though we are to de-

sire the glory of God supremely ; though this ought to

be our grand actuating principle, yet he has graciously

permitted, commanded, invited us, to attach our own
happiness to this primary object. The Bible exhibits not

only a beautiful, but an*mseparable combination of both,

which delivers us from the danger of unnaturally re-

nouncingour own benefit for the promotion of God's glo-

ry on the one hand ; and on the other, from seeking any

happiness independent of him, and uuderived from him.

In enjoining us to iov<^ him supremely, he has connected

an unspeakable blessing with a paramount duty, the high-

est privilege with the most positive command.
What a triumph for the humble Christian to be assu-

red, that " the high and lofty one which inhabiteth eter-

nity," condescends at the same time to dwell in the heart

of the contrite ; in his heart ! To know that God is the

God of his life, to know that he is even invited to take the

Lord for his God—To close with God's offers, to accept

his invitations, to receive God as his portion, must surely

be more pleasing to our heavenly Father, than separating

our happiness from his glory. To disconnect our interests

from his goodness, is at once to detract from his perfec-

tions, and to obscure the brightness of our own hopes.

The declarations of inspired writers are confirmed by the

authority of the heavenly hosts. They proclaim that the

Ef
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glory of God and the happiness of his creatures, so far
from interfering, are connected with each other. We
know but of one anthem composed and sung by Angels,
and this most harmoniously combines " the glory of God
in the highest with peace on earth and good will to men.'*
" The beauty of Scripture," says the great Saxon Re

former, " consists in pronouns." This God is our God
God even our own God shall bless us—How delightful the
appropriation ! to glorify him as being in himselfconsum-
mate excellence, and to love him from the feeling that this
excellence is directed to our felicity! Here' modesty
would be ingratitude, disinterestedness rebellion. It
would be severing ourselves from bim, in whom we live,
and move, and are ; it would be dissolving the connexion
which he has condescended to establish between himself
and his creatures.

It has been justly observed, that the Scripture Saints
make this union the chief ground of their grateful exulta-
tion—"My strength," "my rock," "imj fortress," "my
deliverer!" again, " let the God of my salvation be exal-
ted!" Now take away the pronoun and substitute the ar-
ticle the, how comparatively cold is the impression ! The
consummation of the joy arises from the peculiarity, the
intimacy, the endearment of the relation.
Nor to the liberal Christian is the grateful joy dimin-

ished, when he blesses his God as "the God of all them
that trust in him." All general blessings, will he. say, all
providential mercies, are mine individually, are mine as
completely, as if no other shared in the enjoyment. Life,
light, the earth and heavens, the sun and stars, whatever
sustains the body, and recreates the spirits ! My obliga-
tion is as great as if the mercy had been made purely for
me; as great? nay it is greater—it is augmented by a
sense ofthe millions who participate in the blessing. The
same enlargement of the personal obligation holds good,
nay rises higher in the mercies of Redemption. The Lord
is my Saviour as completely as if he had redeemed only
me. That he has redeemed " a great multitude which no
man can number, of all nations and kindreds and people
and tongues" is diffusion without abatement; it is gene-
ral participation without individual diminution. Each
has all.

In adoring the Providence of God, we are apt to be
s4*!ick.-i7itb what is new and out of course, while we too
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much overlook long, habitual and uninterrupted mercies.

But common mercies, if less striking are more valuable,

both because we have them always, and for the reason

above assigned, because others share them. The ordina-

ry blessings of life are overlooked for the very reason that

they ought to be most prized, because they are most uni-

formly bestowed. They are most essential to our sup-

port, and when once they are withdrawn we begin to find

that they are also most essential to our comfort. Nothing

raise* the price of a blessing like its removal, whereas it

was its continuance which should have taught us its val-

ue. We require novelties, to awaken our gratitude, not

considering that it is the duration of mercies which en-

hances their value. We want fresh excitements. We
consider mercies long enjoyed as things of course, as

things to which we have a sort of presumptive claim ; as

ifGod had no right to withdraw what he had once bestow-

ed, as if he were obliged to continue what he has once

been pleased to confer.

But that the sun has shone unremittingly from the day

that God created him, is not a less stupendous exertion

of power than that the hand which fixed him in the hea-

vens, and marked out his progress through them, once

said by bis servant, " Sun, stand thou still upon Gibeon. u

That he has gone on in his strength, driving his uninter-

rupted career, and "rejoicing as a giant to run his

course," for six thousand years, is a more astonishing ex-

hibition of Omnipotence than that he should have been

once suspended by the hand which set him in motion.

That the ordinances of heaven, that the established laws

of nature, should have been for oue day interrupted to

serve a particular occasion, is a less real wonder, and

certainly a less substantial blessing, than that in such a

multitude of ages they should have pursued their appoin-

ted course, for the comfort of the whole system

;

For ever singing as they shine

The hand that made us is divine.

As the affections of the Christian ought to be set on

things above, so it is for them that his prayers will be

chiefly addressed. God in promising to *« give those who
delight in him the desire of their heart,

5
' could never

mean temporal things, for these they might desire impro-

perly as to the object, and inordinately as to the degree.

The promise relates principally to spiritual basing?.
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He not only gives ns these mercies, but the very desire
to obtain theni is also his gift. Here our prayer requires
no qualifying, no conditioning, no limitation. We "can-
not err in our choice, for God" himself is the object of it

;

we cannot exceed iu the degree, unless it were possible
to love him too well, or to please him too much.
We should pray for worldly comforts, and tor a bles-

sing on our earthly plans, though lawful in themselves,
conditionally, and with a reservation, because after hav-
ing been earnest in our requests for them, it may happen
that when we come to the petition " thy will be done"
we may in these very words be praying that our previous
petitions may not be granted. In this brief request con-
sists the vital principle, the essential spirit of prayer.
God shows his munificence in encouraging us to ask most
earnestly for the greatest things, by promising that the
smaller " shall be added ratio us*." We therefore ac-
knowledge his liberality most when we request the high-
est favours. He manifests his infinite superiority to
earthly fathers by chiefly delighting to confer those spirit-
ual gifts which they less solicitously desire for their child-
ren than those worldly advantages on which God sets so
little value.

Nothing short of a sincere devotedness to God, can
enable us to maintain an equality of mind, under unequal
circumstances. We murmur that we have not the things
we ask amiss, not knowing that they are withheld by
the same mercy by which" the things that are good for
us are granted. Things good in themselves may not be
good for us. A resigned spirit is the proper disposition
to prepare us for receiving mercies, or for having them
denied. Resignation of soul, like the allegiance of a
good subject, is always in readiness though not in action
whereas an impatient mind is a spirit of disaffection al-
ways prepared to revolt, when the will of the sovereign
is in opposition to that of the subject. This seditions
principle is the infallible characteristic of an unrenewed
mind;
A sincere love of God will make us thankful when our

supplications are granted, and patient and cheerful when
they are denied. He who feels his heart rise against anv
divine dispensation ought not to rest till by serious me-
ditation and earnest prayer it be moulded into submis-
sion. An habit of acquiescence in the will of God, will
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so operate on the faculties of his mind, that even his

judgment will embrace the conviction, that what he once

so ardently desired, would not have heeu that good

thin?, which his blindness had conspired with his wishes

to make him believe it to be. He will recollect the ma-

ny instances in which if his importunity had prevailed,

the thing which ignorance requested, and wisdom deni-

ed, would have insured his misery. Every fresh disap-

pointment will teach him to distrust himself and to con-

fide in God. Experience will instruct him that there

may be a better way of hearing our requests than that

of granting them. Happy for us that He to whom they

are addressed knows which is best, and acts upon that

knowledge.

Still lift for good the supplicating voice,

But leave to ;;eaven the measure and the choice;

Implore his aid, in his decisions rest,

Secure whate'er he gives, he gives the best.

We should endeavour to render our private devotions

effectual remedies for our own particular sins. Prayer

agaiust sin in general is too indefinite to reach the indi,

vidual case. We must bring it home to our own heart,

else we may be confessing another man's 3ins and over-

looking our own. Ifwe have any predominant fault, we

should pray more especially against that fault. If we

pray for any virtue of which we particularly stand m
need, we should dwell on our own deficiencies in that

virtue, till our souls become deeply affected with our

want of it. Our prayers should be circumstantial, not

as was before observed for the information of infinite

wisdom, but for the stirring up ofour own dull affections.

And as the recapitulation of our wants tends to keep

up a sense of our dependence, the enlarging on our es-

pecial mercies will tend to keep alive a sense of grati-

tude. While indiscriminate petitions, confessions, and

thanksgivings leave the mind to wander in indefinite de-

votion and unaffecting generalities, without personality

and without appropriation. It must be obvious that we
except those grand universal points in which all have an

equal interest, and which must always form the essence

of public prayer.

On the blessing attending importunity in prayer, the

Gospel is abundantly explicit. God perhaps delays to

give that we may persevere in asking. He may require
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importunity for ourown sakes, that tlic frequency and ur-

gency of the petition may bring our hearts into that
frame to which he will be favourable.

As we ought to live in a spirit of obedience to his com-
mands, so we should live in a frame of waiting for his

blessing on our prayers, and in a spirit of gratitude
when we have obtained it. This is that " preparation of
the heart" which would always keep us in a posture for

duty. If we desert the duty because an immediate bles-

sing does not visibly attend it, it shews that we do not
serve God out of conscience but seirishuess; that we
grudge expending on him that service which brings us in
no immediate interest. Though he grant not our peti-

tion, let us never be tempted to withdraw our applica-
tion.

Our reluctant devotions may remind us of the remark
of a certain great political wit, who apologized for his

late attendance in Parliament, by his being detained
while a party of soldiers were dragging a volunteer to his

duty. How many excuses do we find for not being in
time ! How many apologies for brevity! How many eva-
sions for neglect! How unwilling, too often, are we to
come into the divine presence, how reluctant to remain
in it ! Those hours which are least valuable for business,
which are least seasonable for pleasure, we commonly
give to religion. Our energies which were so exerted in

the society we have just quitted, are sunk as we approach
the divine presence. Our hearts which were all alacrity
in some frivolous conversation, become cold and inani-
mate, as if it were the natural property of devotion te
freeze the affections. Our animal spirits which so readi-
iy performed their functions before, now slacken their
vigour and lose their vivacity. The sluggish body sym-
pathizes with the unwilling mind, and each promotes the
deadness of the other ; both are slow in listening to the
call of duty ; both are soon weary in performing it. As
prayer requires all the energies of the compound being
of man, so we too often feel as if there were a conspira-
cy of body, soul, and spirit to disincline and disqualify us
for it.

When the heart is once sincerely turned to religion, we
need not, every time we pray, examine into every truth,
and seek for conviction over and over again; but assume
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that those docteines ave true, the truth ofwhich we have

already proved. From a general and fixed impression of

these principles, will result a taste, a disposedness, a love,

so intimate, that the convictions of the understanding

will hecome the affections of the heart.

To be deeply impressed with a few fundamental

truths, to digest them thoroughly, to meditate on them
seriously, to pray over them fervently, to get them deep-

ly rooted in the heart, will he more productive of faith

and holiness, than to labour after variety, ingenuity or

elegance. The indulgence of imagination will rather dis-

tract than edify. Searching after ingenious thoughts will

rather divert the attention from God to ourselves, than

promote fixedness of thought, singleness of intention, and
devotedness of spirit. Whatever is subtile and refined, is

in danger of being unscriptural. If we do not guard the

mind it will learn to wander in quest ofnovelties. It will

learn to set more value on original thoughts than devout

affections. It is the business ofprayer to cast down ima-

ginations which gratify the natural activity of the mind,

while they leave the heart unhumbled.

We should confine ourselves to the present business of

the present moment ; we should keep the mind in a state

of perpetual dependence ; we should entertain no long

views. " Now is the accepted time." " To-day we must
hear his voice." " Give us this day our daily bread."

The manna will not keep till to-morrow : to-morrow will

have its own wants, and must have its own petitions. To-
morrow we must seek the bread of heaven afresh.

We should however avoid coming to our devotions with

unfurnished minds. We should be always laying in mate-

rials for prayer, by a diligent coui*e of serious reading, by
treasuring up in our minds the most important truths. If

we rush into the divine presence with a vacant or igno-

rant or unprepared mind, with a heart full of the world
;

as we shall feel no disposition or qualification for the work
we are about to engage in, so we cannot expect, that

our petitions will be heard or granted. There must be

some congruity between the heart and the object, some
affinity between the state of our minds and the business in

which they are employed, ifwe would expect success in

the work.
We are often deceived both as to the principle and the

effect of our prayers, When from some external cause
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the heart is glad, the spirits light, the thoughts ready, the
tongue voluble, a kind of spontaneous eloquence is the re-
sult; with this we are pleased, and this ready flow we are
willing to impose on ourselves for piety.

On the other hand when the mind is dejected, the'am-
mal spirits low, the thoughts confused ; when apposite
words do not readily present themselves, we are apt to
accuse our hearts ofwant of fervor, to lament our weak-
ness and to mourn that because we have had no pleasure
in preying, our prayers have therefore, not ascended to
the throne of mercy. In both cases we perhaps judge
ourselves unfairly. These unready accents, these flat-

tering praises, these ill-expressed petitions, may find more
acceptance than the florid talk with which we were so
well satisfied : The latter consisted it may be of shining
thoughts, floating on the fancy, eloquent words dwelling
only on the lips

; the former was the sighing ofa contrite
heart, abased by the feeling of its own nnworthiness, and
awed by the perfections of a holy and heart-searching
God. The heart is dissatisfied with its own dull an$
tasteless repetitions, which, with all their imperfections
infinite goodness may perhaps hear with favour.*—\Ve
may not only be elated with the fluency, but even with-
the fervency of our prayers. Vanity may grow out of
the very act of renouncing it, and we 'may begin to feel
proud at having humbled ourselves so eloquently.
There is however a strain and spirit of prayer equallv

distinct from that facility and copiousness for which we
certainly are never the "better in the sight of God, and
from that constraint and dryness for which we may be
never the worse. There is a simple, solid, pious strain of
prayer in which the supplicant is so filled and occupied
with a sense of his own dependence, and ofthe importance
of the things for which he asks, and so persuaded of the
power and grace of God through Christ to give him those
things, that while he is engaged in it, he does not merely
imagine, but feels assured that God is nigh to him as a

* Of these sort of repetitions, our admirableChureh Liturgy ha-
been accused as a fault ; but this defect, if it be one. happily accom-
modates itself to our intirmides. Where is the favored being whose
attention never wanders, whose heart accompanies his lips in every
sentence ? Is there no absence ofmind in the petitioner, no wandering
of the thoughts, no inconstancy of the heart, wliich these repetitions
are wisely calculated to eorrett. to fonse fl»e dead attentkn. tobiin«-
back the strayed offec iffns,

°
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reconciled father, so that every burden and doubt are ta-

ken off from his mind. " He knows," as St. John expres-

ses it, " that he has the petitions he desired of God," and
feels the truth of that promise " while they are yet speak-

ing I will hear." This is the perfection of prayer.

CHAP. VI.

CULTIVATION OF A DEVOTIONAL SPIRIT.

To maiatain a devotional Spirit, two things are espe-

cially necessary—habitually to cultivate the disposition,

and habitually to avoid whatever is unfavourable to it.

Frequent retirement and recollection are indispensable,

together with such a general course of reading, as, if it do
not actually promote the spirit we are endeavouring to

maintain, shall never be hostile to it- We should avoid

as much as in us lies all such society, all such amusements
as-excite tempers, which it is the daily business of a Chris-

tian to subdue, and all those feelings which it is his con-
stant duty to suppress.

And here may we venture to observe, that ifsome things

which are apparently innocent, and do not assume an alar-

ming aspect, or bear a dangerous character; things which
the generality of decorous people affirm, (how truly we
know not) to be safe for them

;
yet ifwe find that these

tilings stir up in us improper propensities, ifthey awaken
thoughts which ought not to be excited ; if they abate
our love for religious exercises, or infringe on our time for

performing them •, if they make spiritual concerns appear
insipid ; if they wind our heart a little more about the
world ; in short, if we have formerly found them injurious

to our own souls, then let no example or persuasion, no
belief of their alleged innocence, no plea of their perfect
safety, tempt us to indulge in them. It matters little to
our security what they are to others. Our business is

with ourselves. Our responsibility is on our own heads.
Others cannot know the side on which we are assailable.

Let our own unbiassed judgment determine our opinion,
!et our own experience decide for our own conduct.

In speaking of books, we cannot forbeaj? noticing that

F *
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very prevalent sort of reading, which is little less produc-
tive of evil, little less prejudicial to moral and mental im-

provement, than that which carries a more formidable

appearance. We cannot confine our censure to those

more corrupt writings which deprave the heart, debauch
the imagination, and poison the principles. Of these the

turpitude is so obvious, that no caution on this head, it is

presumed, can be necessary. But ifjustice forbids us to

confound the insipid with the mischievous, the idle with
the vicious, and the frivolous with the profligate, still we
can only admit of shades, deep shades we allow, of differ-

ence. These works, if comparatively harmless, yet de-

base the taste, slacken the intellectual nerve, let down
the understanding, set the fancy loose, and send it gad-
ding among low and mean objects. They not only run-

awaywith the time which should be given to better things,

but gradually destroy all taste for better things. They
sink the mind to their own standard, and give it a slug-

gish refaaetanpe, we had almost said, a moral incapacity

for every tiling above their level. The mind, by long

habit of stooping, loses its erectness, and yields to its

degradation. It becomes so low and narrow by the little-

ness ' tiie things, which engage it, that it requires a pain-

ful effort to lift itself high enough, or to open itself wide
enough, to embrace great and noble objects. The appe-
tite is vitiated. Excess, instead of producing a surfeit,

by weakening the digestion only iuduces a loathiug for

stronger nourishment. The faculties which might have
been expanding in works of science, or soaring in the

contemplation of genius, become sati.*fied with the im-

pertinences of the most ordinary fiction, lose thei? re-

lish for the severity of truth, the elegance of taste, and
the soberness of religion, Lulled in the torpor of repose^

the intellect dozes, and enjoys in its waking dream,

All the wild trash of sleep, without the rest.

In avoiding books which excite the passions, it would
seem strange to include even some devotional works. Yet
such as merely kindle warm feelings, are not always the

safest. Let us rather prefer those, which, while they

tend to raise, a devotional spirit, awaken the affections

without disordering them, which, while they elevate the

desires, purify them ; which shew us our own nature, and
by open its corruptions. Such as shew us the malignity
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of sin, the deceitfulness of our hearts, the feebleness of

our best resolutions ; such as teach us to pull off the mask
from the fairest appearances, and discover every hiding

place, where some lurking evil would conceal itself; such

as shew us not what we appear to others, but what we
really are; such as co-operating with our interior feel-

ings, and shewiug us our natural state, point out our ab-

solute need of a Redeemer, lead us to seek to him for

pardon from a conviction that there is no other refuge,

no other salvation. Let us be conversant with such writ-

ings as teach us that while we long to obtain the remis-

sion of our transgressions, we must not desire the re-

mission of our duties. Let us seek for such a Saviour as

will not only deliver us from the punishment of «in, but
from its dominion also.

And let us ever bear in mind that tlie end of prayer is

not answered when the prayer is finished. We should
regard prayer as a means to a farther end. The act of
prayer is not sufficient, we must cultivate a spirit ofpray-
er. And though when the actual devotion is over, we
cannot, amid the distractions of company and business,

always be thinking of heavenly things
; yet the desire,

the frame, the propensity, the willingness to return to

them we must, however difficult, endeavour to maintain.
The proper temper for prayer should precede the act-

The disposition should be wrought in the mind before the
exercise is begun. To bring a proud temper to an hum-
ble prayer, a luxurious habit to a self-denying prayer, or
a worldly disposition to a spiritual minded prayer, is a
positive anomaly. A habit is more powerful than an act,

and a previously indulged temper during the day will not,
it is to be feared, be fully counteracted by the exercise
of a few minutes devotion at night.

Prayer is designed for a perpetual renovation of the
motives to virtue, if therefore the cause is not followed
by its consequence, a consequence inevitable but for the
impediments we bring to it, we rob our nature of its

highest privilege, and run the danger of incurring a pen-
alty where we are looking for a blessing.

That the habitual tendency of the life should be the
preparation for the stated prayer, is naturally suggested
to us by our blessed Redeemer in his sermon on tlie

Mount. He announced the precepts of holiness, and
their corresponding beatitudes; he gave the spiritual 6x-
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position of the Law., the directions for alms-giving, the
exhortation to love our enemies, nay the essence and
spirit of the whole Decalogue, previous to his delivering
his own divine prayer as a pattern for our's. Let us learn
from this that the preparation of prayer is therefore to
live in all those pursuits which we may safely beg ofGod
to bless, and in a conflict with all those temptations into
which we pray not to be led.

If God be the centre to which our hearts are tending,
every line in our lives must meet in him. With this

point in view there will be a harmony between our pray-
ers and our practice, a consistency between devotion and
conduct, which will make every part turn to this one
end, bear upon this one point. For the beauty of the
Christian scheme consists not in parts, (however good
in themselves) which tend to separate views, and lead to
different ends; but it arises from its being one entire,

uniform, connected plan, " compacted of that which
every joint supplieth," and of which all the parts termin-
ate in this one grand ultimate point.

The design of Praye? therefore as we before observed,
is not merely to make us devout while we are engaged in
it, but that its odour may be diffused through all the in*

termediate spaces of the day, enter into all its occupa-
tions, duties, and tempers. Nor must its results be par-
tial, or limited to easy and pleasant duties, but extend
to such as are less alluring. When we pray, for instance,

for our enemies, the prayer must be rendered practical,

must be made a means of softening our spirit, and cool-

ing our resentment toward them. If we deserve their

enmity, the true spirit of prayer will put us upon en-

deavouring to cure the fault which has excited it. If we
do not deserve it, it will put us on striving for a placable
temper, and we shall endeavour not to let slip so favour-

able an occasion of cultivating it. There is no such soften-

er of animosity, no such soother of resentment, no such a!-

layer of hatred, as sincere, cordial prayer.

It is obvious, that the precept to pray without ceasing

can never mean to enjoin a continual course of actual

prayer. But while it more directly enjoins us to embrace
ai! proper occasions of performing this sacred duty, or

rather of claiming this valuable privilege, so it plainly

implies that we should try to keep up constantly that,

sense of the divine presence which shall maintain the dte-
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position. In order to this, we should inure oar minds to

reflection; we should encourage serious thoughts. A
good thought barely passing through the mind will make
little impression on it. We must arrest it, constrain it

to remain with us, expand, amplify, and as it were, take

it to pieces. It must be distinctly unfolded, and care-

fully examined, or it will leave no precise idea; it must
be fixed and incorporated, or it will produce no practi-

cal effect. We must not dismiss it till it h«s left some
trace on the mind, till it has made some impression on
the heart.

On the other hand, if we give the reins to a loose uu-

governed fancy, at other times, if we abandon our minds
to frivolous thoughts; if we fill them with corrupt ima-

ges ; if we cherish sensual ideas during the rest of tlie

day, can we expect that none of these images will in-

trude, that none of these impressions will be revived, but

that " tiie temple into which foul things" have been in-

vited, will be cleansed at a given moment; that worldly

thoughts will recede and give place at once, to pure and
holy thoughts ? Will that spirit, grieved by impr.rity, or

resisted by levity, return with his warm beams, and
cheering influences, to the contaminated mansion from
which he has been driven out? Is it wonderful if finding

no entrance into a heart filled with vanity he should with-

draw himself?—We cannot, in retiring into our closets,

change our natures as we do our clothes. The disposi-

tion we carry thither will be likely to remain with us.

We have no right to expect that a new temper will meet
ns at the door. We can only hope that the spirit we
bring thither will be cherished and improved. It is not
easy, rather it is not possible, to graft genuine devotion
on a life of an opposite tendency ; nor can we delight

ourselves regularly for a few stated moments, in that God
whom we have not been serving during the day. We
may indeed to quiet our conscience, take up the employ-
ment of prayer, but cannot take up tLe state of mind
which will make the employment beneficial to ourselves,

or the prayer acceptable to God, if all the previous day
we have been careless of ourselves, and unmindful of our
Maker. They will not pray differently from the rest of
the world, who do not live differently.

What a contradiction is it to lament the weakness, the

misery, and the corruption of our nature in our devo-
F e
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tions, and then to rush into a life, though not perhaps of
vice, yet of indulgences, calculated to encrease that
weakness, to inflame those corruptions, and to lead to
that misery ! There is either no meaning in our prayers,
or no sense in our conduct. In the one we mock God,
in the other we deceive ourselves.

Will not he who keeps up an habitual intercourse with
his Maker, who is vigilant in thought, self denying in ac-
tion, who strives to keep his heart from wrong desires,
Ins mind from vain imaginations, and his lips from idle
words, bring a more prepared spirit, a more collected
mind, be more engaged, more penetrated, more present
to the occasion ? Will he not feel more delight in this de-
vout exercise, reap more benefit from it, than he who
lives at random, prays from custom, and who though he
dares not intermit the form, is a stranger to its spirit.
" O God ray heart is ready," cannot be lawfully uttered
by him who is no more prepared.
We speak not here to the self-sufficient formalist, or

the careless profligate. Among those whom we now take
the liberty to address, are to be found, especially in the
higher class of females, the amiable and the interesting,
and in many respects, the virtuous and correct: Charac-
ters so engaging, so evidently made for better things, so
capable of reaching high degrees of excellence, so form-
ed to give the tone to Christian practice, as well as to
fashion

; so calculated to give a beautiful impression of
that religion which they profess without sufficiently adorn-
ing ; which they believe without fairly exemplifying

;

that we cannot forbear taking a tender interest in their
welfare, we cannot forbear breathing a fervent prayer,
that they may yet reach the elevation for which they
were intended ; that they may hold out a uniform and
consistent pattern, of " whatsoever things are pure, hon-
est,just, lovely, and of good report!" this the Apostle
goes on to intimate can only be done by thinking on
these things. Things can only influence our practice
as they engage our attention. Would riot then a confirm-
ed habit of serious thought tend to correct that inconsi-
deration, which we are willing to hope, more than want
ofprinciple.liesatthe bottom of the inconsistency we are
lamenting.

If, as it is generally allowed, the great difficulty of cur
Spiritual life is to make the future predominate over tire
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present, do we not by the conduct we are regretting, ag-

gravate what it is in our power to diminish ? Miscalcula-

tion of the relative value of things is one of the greatest

errors of our moral life. We estimate them in an inverse

proportion to their value, as well as to their duration :

we lavish earnest and durable thoughts on things so tri-

fling, that they deserve little regard, so brief that they
" perish with the using," while we bestow only slight at-

tention on things of infinite worth, only transient thoughts
on things of eternal duration.

Those who are so far conscientious as not to intermit a
regular course of devotion, and who yet allow themselves
at the same time to go on in a course of amusements,
which excite a directly opposite spirit, are inconceiv-

ably augmenting their own difficulties. They are eager-

ly heaping up fuel in the day, on the fire which they in-

tend to extinguish in the evening ; they are voluntarily

adding to the temptations, against which they mean to

request grace to struggle. To acknowledge at the same
time, that we find it hard to serve God as we ought, and
yet to be systematically indulging habits, which must
naturally increase the difficulty, makes our characters al-

most ridiculous, while it renders our duty almost imprac-
ticable.

While we make our way more difficult by those very
indulgences with which we think to cheer and refresh it,

the determined Christian becomes his own pioneer ; he
makes his path easy by voluntarily clearing it of the ob-
stacles which impede his progress.

These habitual indulgences seem a contradiction to

that obvious law, that one virtue always involves anoth-
er ; for we cannot labour after any grace, that of
prayer for instauce, without resisting whatever is oppo-
site to it. Ifthen we lament, that it is so hard to serve

God, let us not by our conduct furnish arguments against

ourselves; for, as if the difficulty were not great enough
in itself, we are continually heaping up mountains in our
way, by indulging in such pursuits and passions, as make
a small labour an insurmountable one.

But we may oftenjudge better of our state by the re-

sult, than by the act of prayer. Our very defects, our
coldness, deadness, wanderings, may leave more contri-

tion on the soul, than the happiest turn of thought. The
feeling of our wants, the confession of our sins, the ac-
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knowledgementof our dependence, the renunciation of
ourselves, the supplication for mercy, the application to
" the fountain opened for sin,'' the cordial entreaty for

the aid of the Spirit, the relinquishment of our own will,

resolutions of better obedience, petitions that these re-

solutions may be directed and sanctified, these are the
subjects iu which the supplicant should be engaged, by
which his thoughts should be absorbed. Can they be so
absorbed, if many of the intervening hours are passed in

pursuits of a totally different complexion ? pursuits which
raise the passions which we are seeking to allay ? Will
the cherished vanities go at our bidding ? Will the re-

quired dispositions come at our calling ? Do we find our
tempers so obedient, our passions so obsequious in the
other concerns of life? If not, what reason have we to

expect their obsequiousness in this grand concern. We
should therefore endeavour to believe as we pra\, to

think as we pray, to feel as we pray, and to act as we pray.

Prayer must not be a solitary, independent exercise ; but
an exercise interwoven with many, and inseparably con-

nected with that golden chain of Christian duties, of
which, when so connected, it forms one of the most im-
portant links.

Business however must have its period as well as de-

votion. We were sent into this world to act as well as

to pray, active duties must be performed as well as de-
vout exercises. Even relaxation must have its interval

;

only let us be careful that the indulgence of the one do
not destroy the effect of the other, that our pleasures do
not encroach on the time or deaden the spirit of our de-
votions, let us be careful that our cares, occupations, and
amusements may be always such that we may not be
afraid to implore the divine biessiug on them ; this is the

criterion of their safety and of our duty. Let us en-

deavour that in each, in all, one continually grow-
ing sentiment and feeling of loving, serving, and pleas-

ing God, maintain its predominant station in the
heart.

An additional reason why we should live, iu the per-

petual use of prayer, seems to be, that our blessed Re-
deemer after having given both the example and the com-
mand, while on earth, condescends still to be our unceas-
ing intercessor in Heaven. Cau we ever cease petition-

ing for ourselves, when we believe that he never ceases

interceding fcr us?
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If we are so unhappy as now to find little pleasure in

this holy exercise, that however is so far from being a rea-

son for discontinuing it, that it affords the strongest ar-

gument for perseverance. That which was at first a form,
will become a pleasure ; that which was a burden will

become a privilege ; that which we impose upon ourselves

as a medicine, will become necessary as an aliment, and
desirable as a gratification. That which is now short and
superficial, will become copious and solid. The chariot

wheel is warmed by its own motion. Use will make that

easy which was at first painful. That which is once be-

come easy will soon be reudered pleasant. Instead of
repining at the performance, we shall be unhappy at the
omission. When a man recovering from sickness at-

tempts to walk, he does not discontinue the exercise be-
cause he feels himself weak, nor even because the effort

is painful. He rather redoubles his exertion. It is from
his perseverance that he looks for strength. An addU
tional turn every day diminishes his repugnance, aug-

ments his vigour, improves his spirits. That effort which
was submitted to because it was salutary, is continued,

because Jhe feeling of renovated strength renders it de»
lightfuk

CHAP. VII.

THE LOVE OF GOD.

OUR love to God arises out of want. God's love to us.

out of fulness. Our indigence draws us to that power,

which can relieve,and t© that goodness which can bless us,.

His overflowing love delights to make us partakers ofthe

bounties he graciously imparts, not only in the gifts of his

providence, but in the richer communications of his

grace. We can only be said to love God, when we en-

deavour to glorify him, when we desire a participation

of his nature, when we study to imitate his perfections.

We are sometimes inclined to suspect the love of God
to us. We are too little suspicious ofour want of love to

him. Yet if we examine the case by evidence, as we
Should examine any common question, what real instau-
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ces can we produce of onr love to him ? What imagina-

ble instance can we not produce of his love to us ? If ne-

glect, forgetfulness, ingratitude, disobedience, coldness

in our affections, deadness in our duty, be evidences of
our love to him, such evidences, but such only, we can
abundantly allege. If life and all the countless cata-

logue of mercies that makes life pleasant, be proofs of his

love to us, these he has given us in hand
;
— if life eternal,

if blessedness that knows no measure and no end, be
proofs oflove, these he has given us in promise-to the chris-

tian we had almost said, he has given them in possession.

It must be an irksome thing to serve a master, whom
we do not love; a master whom we are compelled tC

obey, though we thiuk his requisitions hard, and his com-
mands unreasonable ; under whose eye we know that we
continually live, though his presence is not only unde-
lightful but formidable.

Now every Christian must obey God, whether he love

him or not; he must act always in his sight, whether he
delight in him or not ; and to a heart ofany feeling, to a
spirit of any liberality, nothing is so grating as constrain-

ed obedience. To love God, to serve him because we love

him, is therefore no less our highest happiness, than our
most bouuden duty Love makes ail labour light. We serve
with alacrity, where we love with cordiality.

Where the heart is devoted to an object, we require

not to be perpetually reminded of our obligations to obey
him ; they present themselves spontaneously, we fulfil

them readily, I had almost said, involuntarily ; we think

not so much of the service as of the object. The princi-

ple which suggests the work inspires the pleasure ; to ne-
glect it, would be an injury to our feelings. The per-

formance is the gratification. The omission is not more
a pain to the conscience, than a wound to the affections.

The implantation of this vital root perpetuates virtuous

practice, and secures internal peace.

Though we cannot be always thinking ofGod, we may
be always employed in his service. There must be inter-

vals of our communion with him, but there must be no
intermission ofour attachment to him. The tender father

who labours for his children., does not always employ his

thoughts about them ; he cannot be always conversing
with them, or concerning them, yet he is always engaged
in promoting their interests. His affection for them is

an inwoven principle, of which he gives the most unequi-
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vocal evidence, by the assiduousness of his application it*

their service.

* Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart,''

is the primary law of our religion. Yet how apt are we
to complain that we cannot love God, that we carnot

maintain a devout intercourse with him. But would God,

who is all justice, have commanded that of which he

knew we were incapable? Would he who is all rnercy

have made our eternal happiness to depend on something

which he knew was out ofour power to perform, capnci-

ousiv disqualifying us for the duty he had prescribed ?

Would he have given the exhortation, and withheld the

capacity? This would be to charge omniscience with

folly, and infinite goodness with injustice—no, when he

made duty and happiness inseparable, he neither made
our duty impracticable, nor our happiness unattainable.

But we are continually flying to false refuges, clinging

to false holds, resting on false supports : as they are un-

certain they disappoint us, as they are weak they fail

us ; but as they are numerous, when one fails, another

presents itself. Till they slip from under us, we never

suspect how much we 'rested upon them. Life glides

away in a perpetual succession of these false dependen-

cies and successive privations.

There is, as we have elsewhere observed, a striking an-

alogy between the natural and spiritual life, the weakness

and helplessness of the Christian resemble those of the

infant ; neither of them becomes strong, vigorous, and

full grown at once, but through a long and often painful

course. This keeps up a sense of dependence, and ac-

customs us to lean on the hand which fosters us. There

is in both conditions, an imperceptible chain of depend-

ing events, by which we are carried on insensibly to the

vigour of maturity. The operation which is not always

obvious, is always progressive. By attempting to walk

alone, we discover our weakness, the experience of that

weakness humbles us, and every fall drives us back to

the sustaining hand, whose assistance we vainly flattered

ourselves we no longer needed.

In some halcyon moments we are willing to persuade

ourselves that Religion has made an entire conquest over

our heart ; that we have renounced the dominion of the

world, have conquered our attachment to earthly things.

We flatter ourselves that nothing can now again obstruct

our entire submission. . But we know not what spirit/we-
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-are of. We say this in the calm ofrepose and in the stiLN
ness of the passions; when our path is smooth, our pros-
pect smiling, danger distant, temptation absent, when we
have many comforts and no trials. Suddenly, some loss
some disappointment, some privation tears off the mask'
reveals us to ourselves. We at once discover that though
the smaller fibres and lesser roots which fasten us down
to earth may have been loosened by preceding storms,
yet our substantial hold on earth is not shaken, the tap
root is not cut, we are yet fast rooted to the soil, and
still stronger tempests must be sent to make us let so
our hold.

It might be useful to cultivate the habit of stating our
own case as strongly to ourselves as if it were the case of
another

; to express in so many words, thoughts which
are not apt to assume any specific or palpable form

;
thoughts which we avoid shaping into language, but slur
over, generalize, soften, and do away. How indignant
for instance, should we fetl (though we ourselves make*
the complaint) to be told by others, that we do not love
our maker and preserver. But let us put the question
fairly to ourselves. Do we really love him ? Do we love
him with a supreme, nay, even with an equal affection?
Is there no friend, no child, no reputation, no pleasure,
no society, no possession which we do not prefer to him ?
It is easy to affirm in a general way that there is not.
But let us particularize, individualize the question—bring <

it home to our own hearts in some actual instance, in
'

some tangible shape. Let us commune with our own
consciences, with our own feelings, with our own experi-
ence; let us question pointedly, and answer honestly
Let us not be more ashamed to detect the fault, than to
have been guilty of it.

This then will commonly be the result. Let the friend,
child, reputation, possession, pleasure be endangered, but
especially let it be taken away by some stroke of Provi-
dence. The scales fall from our eyes ; we see, we feel
we acknowledge, with brokenness of heart, not only for
our loss but for our sin, that though we did love God, yetwe Joved him not superlatively, and that we loved the
blessing, threatened or resumed, still more. But this is
one of the cases in which the goodness ofGod bvingethus
to repentance. By the operation of his grace the re-
^unptionofthe gift brings back the heart to the giver
I he Almighty by his spirit take possesion of t})e Xcm
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pie from which the idol is driven out: God is re insta-

ted in his rights, and becomes the supreme and undispu-
ted Lord of our reverential affection.

There are three requisites to onr proper enjoyment of
every earthly blessing which God bestows on us—

a

thankful reflection on the goodness of the giver, a deep
sense of the unworthiness of the receiver, and a sober
recollection of the precarious tenure by which we hold it.

The first would make us grateful, the second humble, the
last moderate.
But how seldom do we receive his favours in this Spir-

it! As if religious gratitude were to be confined to the

appointed days of public thanksgiving, how rarely in

common society do we hear any recognition of Omnipo-
tence even on those striking and heart-rejoicing occasions,

when " with his own right hand, and with his glorious arm
He has gotten himself the victory !" Let us never detract

from the merit of our valiant leaders, but rather honour
them the move for this manifestation of divine power in

their favour ; but let us never lose sight of Him " who
teacheth their hands to war, and their fingers to fight."

Let us never forget that " He is the Rock, that his work
is perfect, and all his ways are judgment."
How many seem to shew not only their want of affiance

in God, but that " he is not in all their thoughts," by
their appearing to leave him entirely out of their con-
cerns, by projecting their affairs without any reference to

him, by setting out on the stock of their own unassisted

wisdom, contriving and acting independently ofGod ; ex-

pecting prosperity in the event, without seeking his direc-

tion in the outset, and taking to themselves the whole
honour of the success without any recognition of his

hand ! do they not thus virtually imitate what Sophocles
makes his blustering Atheist* boast. " Let other men
expect to conquer with the assistance of the gods, I in-

tend to gain honour without them."
The Christian will rather rejoice to ascribe the glory of

his prosperity to the same hand to which our own manly
queen gladly ascribed her signal victory. When after the

defeat of the Armada, impiously termed invincible, her
enemies, in order to lower the value of her agency, alle-

ged that the victory was not owing to her, but to God
who had raised the storm, she heroically declared that the

* Ajax.

G
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visible interference of God in her favour, was that pari:

of the success from which she derived the truest honour-

Incidents and occasions every day arise, which not on-

ly call on us to trust in God, but which furnish us with

suitable occasions of vindicating, if I may presume to use

the expression, the character and conduct of the Almigh-

ty in the government of human affairs; yet there is no

duty which we perform with less alacrity. Strange, that

we should treat the Lord of heaven and earth with less

confidence than we exercise towards each other! That

we should vindicate the honour of a common acquaint-

ance with more zeal than that of our insulted maker and

preserver!

If we hear a friend accused of any act of injustice,

though we cannot bring any positive proof why he should

be acquitted of this specific charge, yet we resent the in-

jury offered to his character ; we clear him of the indi-

vidual allegation on the ground of his general conduct,

inferring that from the numerous instances we can pro-

duce of his rectitude on other occasions, he cannot be

guilty ofthe alleged injustice. We reason from analogy,

and :n general we reason fairly. But when we presume

tojudge of the Most High, instead of vindicating his rec-

titude on the same grounds, under a providence seeming-

ly severe ; instead of reverting, as in the case of our

friend, to the thousand instances we have formerly tasted

of his kindness, instead of giving God the same credit we
give to his erring creature, and inferring from his past

goodness, that the present inexplicable dispensation must

be consistent, though we cannot explain how, with his

general character, we mutinously accuse him of inconsis-

tency, nay of injustice. We admit virtually the most

monstrous anomaly in the character of the perfect God.

But what a clue has Revelation furnished to the intri-

cate labyrinth which seems to involve the conduct which

we impiously question ! It unrols the volume of divine

Provideuce, lays open the mysterious Map of infinite

wisdom, throws a bright fight on the darkest dispensa-

tions, vindicates the inequality ofappearances, and points

to that blessed region, where to all who have truly loved

and served God, every apparent wrong shall be proved to

have been unimpeachably right, every affliction a mercy,

and the severest trials the choicest blessings.

So blind has sin made us, that the glory of God is con>
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eealed from hs, by the very means which, could we dis-

cern aright, would display it. That train of second cau-

ses, which he has so marvellously disposed, obstructs our
view of himself. We are so tilled with wonder at the im-

mediate effect, that our short sight penetrates not to the

first cause. To see him as he is, is reserved to be the

happiness of a better worid. We shall then indeed " ad-

mire him in his Saints, and in ail them that btlieve ;" we
shall see how necessary it was for those whose bliss is

now so perfect, to have been poor, and despised, and op-

pressed. We shall see why the ik ungodly were in such
prosperity." Let us give God credit here for what we
shall then fully know; let us adore now, what we shall

understand hereafter.

They who take up Religion on a false ground will ne-

ver adhere to it. If they adopt it merely for the peace
and pleasantness it brings, they will desert it, as soon as

they find their adherence to it will bring them into diffi-

culty, distress, or discredit. It seldom answers therefore

to attempt making proselytes by hanging out false co-

lours. The Christian " endures as seeing him who is in-

visible." He who adopts religion, for the sake of imme-
diate enjoyment, will not do a virtuous action that is dis-

agreeable to himself; nor resist a temptation that is allu-

ring, present pleasure being his motive. There is no sure
basis for virtue but the love of God in Christ Jesus, and
the bright reversion for which that love is pledged.

Without this, as soon as the paths of piety become rough
and thorny, we shall stray into pleasauter pastures.

Religion however has her own peculiar advantages.
In the transaction of ail worldly affairs, there are mauy
and great difficulties. There may be several ways out of
which to chuse. Men of the first understanding are not
always certain which of these ways is the best. Persons
of the deepest penetration are full of doubt and perplexi-

ty; their minds are undecided how to act, lest while they
pursue one road, they may be neglecting another, which
might better have conducted them to their proposed end.

In religion the case is different, and, in this respect, ea-.

sy. As a christian can have but one object in view, he is

also certain there is but one way of attaining it. Where
there Is but one end, it prevents all possibility ofchusing
wrong ; where there is but one road, it takes away all

perplexity as to the course of pursuit. That we so often
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wander wide of the mark, is not from any want of plain-

ness in the path, but from the perverseness of our will in

not chusing it, from the indolence of our minds in not
following it up.

In our attachments to earthly things even the most in-

nocent, there is always a danger of excess, but from this

danger we are here perfectly exempt, for there is no pos-
sibility of excess in our love to that Being who has de-
manded the whole heart. This peremptory requisition

cuts off all debate. Had God required ouiy a portion,

even were it a large portion, we might be puzzled in set-

tling the quantum. We might be plotting how large a
part we might venture to keep back without absolutely

forfeiting our safety; we might be haggling for deduc-
tions, bargaining for abatements, and be perpetually com-
promising with onr Maker. But the injunction is entire,

the command is definite, the portion is unequivocal.

Though it is so compressed in the expression, yet it is so

expansive and ample in the measure; it is so distinct a
claim, so imperative a requisition of all the faculties of
the mind and strength ; all the affections of the heart and
soul; that there is not the least opening left for litiga-

tion ; no place for any thing but absolute unreserved
compliance.

Every thing which relates to God is infinite. We must
therefore, while we keep our hearts humble keep our
aims, high. Our highest services indeed are but finite,

imperfect. But as God is unlimited in goodness, he
should have our unlimited love. The best we can offer

is poor, but let us not withhold that best. He deserves
incomparably more than we have to give. Let us not
give him less than all. If he has ennobled our corrupt
nature with spiritual affections, let us not refuse their

noblest aspirations, to their noblest object. Let him not
behold us so prodigally lavishing our affections on the

meanest of his bounties, as to have nothing left for him-
self. As the standard of every thing in religion is high,

let us endeavour to act in it with the highest intention of
mind, with the largest use of our faculties. Let us obey
him with the most intense love, adore him with the most
fervent gratitude. Let us " praise him according to his

excellent greatness." Let us serve him w*:h all the

strength of our capacity, with all the devotion of
our will.
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Grace being a new principle added to our natural

powers, as it determines the desires to a higher object, so

it adds vigour to their activity. We shall best prove its

dominion over us by desiring to exert ourselves in the
cause of heaven with the same energy with which we
once exerted ourselves in the cause of the world. The
world was too little to fill onr whole capacity. Scaliger

lamented how much was lost because so fine a poet as

C!audian,in his choice of a subject, wanted matter wor-
thy of his talents ; but it is the felicity of the Christian to

have chosen a theme to which all the powers of his heart

and of his understanding will be found inadequate. It is

the glory of religion to supply an object worthy of the en-

tire consecration of every power, faculty and affection of
an immaterial, immortal being.

CHAP. VIII.

THE HAND OF GOD TO BE ACKNOWLEDGED IN THE
DAILY CIRCUMSTANCES OF LIFE.

IF we would indeed love God, let us u acquaint our-

selves with him." The word of inspiration has assured

us that there is no other way to " be at peace." As we
cannot love an unknown God, so neither can we know
him, or even approach toward that knowledge, but on the

terms which he himself holds out to us; neither will he
save us but in the method which he has himself prescri-

bed. His very perfections, the just objects ofour adora-

tion, all stand in the way of creatures so guilty. His jus-
tice is the flaming sword which excludes us from the

Paradise we have forfeited. His purity is so opposed to

our corruptions, his omnipotence to our infirmity, his

wisdom to our folly, that had we not to plead the great

propitiation, those very attributes which are now our
trust, would be our terror. The most opposite images
of human conception, the widest extremes of human
language, are used for the purpose of shewing what God
is to us, in our natural state, and what he is under the

Christian dispensation. The " consuming fire" is trans-

formed into essential love.

OS
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But as we cannot find out the Almighty to perfection,
so we cannot love him with that pure flame, which ani-

mates glorified spirits. "But there is a preliminary ac-
quaintance with him, an initial love of him, for which he
has furnished us with means by his works, by his word,
and by his Spirit. Even in this weak and barren soil

some germs will shoot, some blossoms will open, of that
celestial plant, which, watered by the dews of heaven,
and ripened by the Sun of Righteousness, will, in a more
genial clime, expand into the fulness of perfection, and
bear immortal fruits in the paradise of God.
A person ofa cold phlegmatic temper, who laments that

he wants that fervour in his love of the supreme Being,
which is apparent in more ardent characters, may take
comfort, if he find the same indifference respecting his

worldly attachments. But if his affections are intense
towards the perishable things of earth, while they are
dead to such as are spiritual, it d ->es not prove that he is

destitute of passions, but only that they are not directed
to the proper object. If however he love God with that
measure of feeling with which God has endowed him, he
will not be punished or rewarded, because the stock is

greater or smaller than that of some other of his fellow
creatures.

In those intervals when our sense of divine things is

weak aud low, we must not give way to distrust, but
warm our hearts with the recollection of our best mo-
ments. Our motives to love and gratitude are not now
diminished, but our spiritual frame is lower, our natural
spirits are weaker. Where there is languor there will
be discouragements. But we must not desist. " Faint
yet pursuing," must be the Christian's motto.
There is more merit, (if ever we dare apply so arro-

gant a word to our worthless efforts) in persevering un-
der depression and discomfort, than in the happiest flow
of devotion, when the tide ofhealth and spirits runs high.
Where there is less gratification there is more disinter-
estedness. We ought to consider it as a cheering evi-
dence, that our love may be equally pure though it is

not equally fervent, when we persist in serving our hea-
venly father with the same constancy, though it may
please him to withdraw from us the same consolations.
Perseverance may bring us to the very dispositions the
absence of which we are lamenting

—

** O tarry thou the
Lqrd's leisure, be strong and he shall comfort thy heart."
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We are too ready to imagine that we are religions be-
cause we know something of religion. We appropriate to
ourselves the pious sentiments we read, and we talk as
if the thoughts of other men's heads were really the feel-
ings of our own hearts. But piety has not its seat in the
memory, but in the affections, for which however the
memory is an excellent purveyor, though a bad substi-
tute. Instead of an undue elation of heart when we pe-
ruse some of the Psalmist's beautiful effusions, we should
feel a deep self-abasement at the reflection, that howev-
er our case may sometimes resemble his, yet how inap-
plicable to our hearts are the ardent expressions of his
repentance, the overflowing of his gratitude, the depth
of his submission, the entireness of his self-dedication,
the fervor of his love. But he who indeed can once say
with him, " Thou art my portion," will, like him, sur-
render himself unreservedly to his service.

It is important that we never suifer our faith, any more
than our love, to be depressed or elevated, by mistaking
tor its own operations, the ramblings of a busy imagina'
tion. The steady principle of Faith must not look for
its character, to the vagaries of a mutable and fantastic
Fancy—Lafolk de la Maison, as she has been well de-
nominated. Faith which has once fixed her foot on the
immutable rock of ages, fastened her firm eye on the
cross, and stretched out her triumphant hand to seize
the promised crown, will not suffer her stability to de-
pend on this ever-shifting faculty ; she will not be driven
to despair by the blackest shades of its pencil, nor be be-
rrayed into a careless security, by itsmost flattering and
vivid colours.

One cause of the fluctuations of onr faith is, that we
are too ready to judge the Almighty by our own low
standard. We judge him not by his own declarations of
what he is, and what he will do, but by our own feelings
and practices. We ourselves are too little disposed to
forgive those who have offended us. We therefore con-
clude that God cannot pardon our offences. We suspect
him to be implacable, because we are apt to be so, and
we are unwilling to believe that he can pass by injuries,
because we find it so hard to do it. When we do for-
give, it is grudgingly and superficially; we therefore in-
fer that God cannot forgive freely and fully. We make
a hypocritical distinction between forgiving and forget-
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ting injuries. God clears away the score when he grants
the pardon. He does not only say, " thy sins and thy
iniquities will I forgive," but " I will remember no
more.*'

We are disposed to urge the smallness of our offences,

as a plea for their forgiveness ; whereas God, to exhibit
the boundlessness of his own mercy, has taught us to al-

lege a plea directly contrary, " Lord, pardon my iniqui-

ty, for it is great." To natural reason this argument of
David is most extraordinary. But while he felt that
the greatness of his own iniquity left him no resource,
but in the mercy of God, he felt that God's mercy was
greater even than his own sin. What a large, what a
magnificent idea does it give us of the divine power and
goodness that the believer, instead of pleading the small-
ness of his own offences as a motive for pardon, pleads
only the abundance of the divine compassion !

We are told that it is the duty of the Christian to
u seek God." We assent to the truth of the proposition.
Yet it would be less irksome to corrupt nature, in pur-
suit of this knowledge, to go a pilgrimage to distant lands,
than to seek him within our own hearts. Our own heart
is the true terra, incognita ; a land more foreign and un-
known to us, than the regions of the polar circle : Yet
that heart is the place, in which an acquaintance with
God must be sought. It is there we must worship him, if

we would worship him in spirit and in truth.

But, alas ! the heart is not the home of a worldly man,
it is scarcely the home of a Christian. If business and
pleasure are the natural element of the generality ; a
dreary vacuity, sloth, and insensibility, too often worse
than both, disincline, disqualify too many Christians for

the pursuit.

I have observed, and I think I have heard others ob-
serve, that a common beggar had rather screen himself

under the wall of a churchyard, if overtaken by a shower
of rain, though the church doors stand invitingly open,
than take shelter within it, while divine service is per-

forming. It is a less annoyance to him to be drenched
with the storm, than to enjoy the convenience ofa shelter

and a seat, if he must enjoy them at the heavy price of
listening to the sermon.

While we condemn the beggar, let us look into ourown
hearts ; happy if we cannot there detect somewhat «|
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the sanie indolence, indisposedness, and distaste to seri-

ous things ! Happy, if we do not find, that we prefer not
only our pleasures and enjoyments, but, I had almost
said, our very pains, and vexations, and inconveniences,

to communing with our Maker ! Happy, if we had not
rather be absorbed in our petty cares, and little distur-

bances, provided we can contrive to make them the

means of occupying our thoughts, tilling up our minds,"

and drawing them away from that devout intercourse,

which demands the. liveliest exercise of our rational pow-
ers, the highest elevation of our spiritual atfections! Is

it not to be apprehended, that tiie dread of being driven

to this sacred intercourse, is one grand cause of that ac»

tivity, and restlessness, which sets the world in such per-

petual motion ?

Though we are ready to express a general sense of our
confidence in Almighty goodness, yet what definite mean-
ing do we annex to the expression ? What practical evi-

dences have we to produce, that we really do trust him ?

Does this trust deliver us from worldly anxiety? Does it

exonerate us from the same perturbation of spirits,

which those endure, who make no such profession?

Does it relieve the mind from doubt and distrust i Does
it tranquillize the troubled heart, does it regulate its dis-

orders, and compose its fluctuations ? Does it sooth us

under irritation ? Does it support us under trials ? Does
it fortify us against temptation*? Does it lead us to re-

pose a full confidence in that Being whom we profess to

trust ? Does it produce in us " that work of righteous-

ness which is peace," that effect of riguteousness, wuich
is " quietness and assurance foreverr" Do We commit
ourselves and our concerns to God in word, or in reality r

Does this implicit reliance simplify our desires ? Does it

induce us to credit the testimony of Ins word and the

promises of his Gospel? Do we not even entertain some
secret suspicions of his faithfulness and truth in our
hearts, when we persuade others and try to persuade our-

selves that we unreservedly trust him ?

In thepreeeeding chapter we endeavoured to illustrate

our want of love to God by our not beiu^ as forward to

vindicate the divine conduct as to justify that, of an ac-

quaintance. The same illustration may express our re-

luctance to trust in God. If a tried friend engage to do
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tri a kindness, though he may not think it necessary to

explain the particular manner in which he intends to do
if, we repose on his word. Assured of the result, we are

neither very inquisitive about the mode nor the detail.

But do we treat our Almighty friend with the same libe-

ral confidence ? Are we not murmuring because we can-

not see all the process of his administration, and follow his

movements step by step ? Do we wait the developement
of his plau, in full assurance that the issue will be ulti-

mately good ? Do we trust that he is as abundantly wil-

ling as able, to do more for us than we can ask or think,

if by our suspicions we do not offend him, if by our infi-

delity we do not provoke him ? In short, do we not think

ourselves utterly undone, when we have only but Provi-
dence to trust to?

We are perhaps ready enough to acknowledge God in

our mercies, nay, we confess him in the ordinary enjoy-

ments of life. In some of these common mercies, as in

a bright day, a refreshing shower, delightflri scenery ; a
kind of sensitive pleasure, an hilarity of spirits, a sort of
animal enjoyment, though of a refined nature, mixes it-

self with our devotional feelings; and though we confess

and adore the bountiful Giver, we do it with a little mix-

ture of self-complacency, and of human gratification,

which he pardons and accepts.

But we must look for him in scenes less animating, we
must acknowledge him on occasions less exhilirating, less

sensibly gratifying. It is not only in his promises that

God manifests his mercy. His threateniugs are proofs of
the 6ame compassionate love. He threatens, not to pun-
ish, but by the warning, to snatch from the punishment.
We may also trace marks of his hand not only in the

awful visitations of life, not only in the severer dispensa-

tions of his providence, but in vexations so trivial that

we should hesitate to suspect that they are providential

appointments, did we not know that our daily life is made
up of unimportant circumstances rather than of great

events. As they are however of sufficient importance to

exercise the Christian tempers and affections, we may
trace the hand ef our heavenly father in those daily little

disappointments, and hourly vexations, which occur
even in the most prosperous state, and which are insepa*

rable from the condition of humanity. We must trace

that same beneficeut hand, secretly at work for our puvi-
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fication, our correction, our weaning from life, in the im-

perfections and disagreeableness of those who may be
about us, in the perverseness of those with whom we
transact business, and in those interruptions which break
in on our favourite engagements.
We are perhaps too much addicted to our innocent

delights, or we are too fond of our leisure, of our learned,

even of our religious leisure. But while we say it is

good for us to be here, the divine vision is withdrawn,
and we are compelled to come down from the mount.
Or, perhaps, we do not improve our retirement to the

purposes for which it was granted, and to which we had
resolved to devote it, and our time is broken in upon to

make us more sensible of its value. Or we feel a com-
placency in our leisure, a pride in our books

;
perhaps

we feel proud of the good things we are intending to say,

or meditating to write, or preparing to do. A check is

necessary, yet it is given in a way almost imperceptible.

The hand that gives it is unseen, is unsuspected, yet it is

the same gracious hand which directs the more impor-
tant events of life. An importunate application, a dis-

qualifying, though not severe indisposition, a family avo-

cation, a letter important to the writer, but unseasonable
tons, breaks in on our projected privacy; calls us to a
sacrifice of our inclination, to a renunciation of our
own will. These incessant trials of temper, if well im-

proved, may be more salutary to the mind, than the

finest passage we had intended to read, or the sub-

limest sentiment we had fancied we should write.

Instead then of going in search of great mortifica-

tions, as a certain class of pious writers recommend, let

us cheerfully bear, and diligently improve these inferior

trials which God prepares for us. Submission to a cross

which he inflicts, to a disappointment which he sends, to

a contradiction of our self-love, which he appoints, is a
far better exercise, than great penances of our own chu-

sing. Perpetual conquests over impatience, ill temper
and self-will, indicate a better spirit than any self-impos-

ed mortifications. We may traverse oceans and scale

mountains on uncommanded pilgrimages, without pleas-

ing God ; we may please him without any other exertion
than by crossing our own will.

Perhaps you had been busying your imagination with
some projected scheme, not only lawful, but laudable.
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The design was radically good, but the supposed value o"f
your own agency, might too much interfere, might a little
taint the purity of your best intentions. The motives
were so mixed that it was difficult to separate them.
Sudden sickness obstructed the design. You naturally
lament the failure, not perceiving that, however good the
work might be for others, the sickness was better for
yourself. An act of charity was in your intention, but
God saw that your soul required the exercise of a more
difficult virtue ; that humility and resignation, that the
patience, acquiescence, and contrition, of a sick bed
were more necessary for you. He accepts the meditat-
ed work as far as it was designed for his glory, but he
calls his servant to other duties, which were more salu-
tary for him, and of which the master was the better
judge. He sets aside his work, and orders him to wait •

the more difficult part of his task. As far as your mo-
tive was pure, you will receive the reward of your un~
performed charity, though not the gratification of the
performance. If it was not pure, you are rescued from
the danger attending a right action performed on a world-
ly principle. You may be the better Christian, though
one good deed is subtracted from your catalogue.
By a life of activity and usefulness, you had perhaps

attracted the public esteem. An animal activity had
partly stimulated your exertions. The love of reputation
begins to mix itself with your better motives. You do
not, it is presumed, act entirely, or chiefly for human ap.
plause

;
but you arc too sensible to it. It is a delicious

poison which begins to infuse itself into your purest cup
You acknowledge indeed the sublimity of higher motives
but do you never feel that, separated from this accom-
paniment of self, they would be too abstracted, too spe-
culative, and might become too little productive both of
activity and of sensibleSgratification. You begin to feel
the human incentive necessary, and your spirits would
nag if it were withdrawn.

This sensibility to praise would gradually tarnish the
purity of your best actions. He who sees your heart as
well as your works, mercifully snatches you from the pe-
rils of prosperity. Malice is awakened. Your most me-
ritorious actions are ascribed to the most corrupt mo-
tives. You are attacked just where your character is
least vulnerable. The enemies whom your success rais-
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ed up, are raised up by God, less to punish than to save

yon. We are far from meaning that lie can ever be the au-

thor of evil ; he does not excite or approve the calumny,

but he uses your calumniators as instruments of your pu-

rification Your fame was too dear to you. It is a cost-

ly sacrifice, but God requires it. It must be offered up.

You would gladly compound for any, for every other of-

fering, but this is the offering he chuses : and while he
graciously continues to employ you for his glory, he thus

teacf^ps you to renounce your own. He sends this trial

as a test, by which you are to try yourself. He thus in-

structs you not to abandon your Christian exertions, but

to elevate the principle which inspired them, to de-

fecate it from ail imp!' re admixtures.

By thus stripping the most engaging employments of

this dangerous delight, by infusing some drops of salutary

bitterness into your sweetest draught, by some of these.

ill-tasted but wholesome mercies, he graciously compels
us to return to himself. By taking away the stays by
which we are perpetually propping up our frail delights,

they fall to the ground. We are, as it were, driven back to

Him, who condescends to receive us, after we have tried

every thing else, and after every thing else has failed us, and
though he knows we should not have returned to him if

every thing else had not failed us. He makes us feel our

weakness, that we may have recourse to his strength, he

makes us sensible of our hitherto unperceived sins, that

we may take refuge in his everlasting compassion.

CHAP. IX.

CHRISTIANITY UNIVERSAL IN ITS REQUISITIONS.

IT is not unusual to see people get rid ofsome of the most
awful injunctions, and emancipate themselves from some of
the most solemn requisitions of Scripture, by affecting to

believe that they do not apply to them. They consider them
as belonging exclusively to the first age of the Gospel, and
to the individuals to whom they were immediately address-

ed ; consequently the necessity to observe them does not

H
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extend to persons under an established Christianity, tu

hereditary Christians.

These exceptions are particularly applied to some of

the leading doctrines, so forcibly and repeatedly pressed

in the Epistles. The rcasouers endeavour to persuade

themselves that it was only the Ephesians " who were
dead in trespasses and sins"—that it was only the Gala-

tians who were enjoined " not to fulfil the lusts of the

flesh"—that it was only the Pbiiippians who were " ene-

mies to the Cross of Christ." They shelter themselves,

under the comfortable assurance of a geographical securi-

ty. As they know that they are neither Ephesians, Ga-
latians, ucr Philippians, they have of course little or no-

thing to do with the reproofs, expostulations, or threat."

eniugs which were originally directed to the converts

among those people. They console themselves with the

belief that it was only these Pagans who " walked accor-

ding to the course of this world"—who were "strangers

from the covenants of promise"—" and who were without

God in the world."

But these self-satisfied critics would do well to learn

that not only " circumcision nor uncircumsion," but bap-

tism or no baptism " availeth nothing" (I mean as a mere
form) " but a new creature." An irreligious professor of

Christianity is as much " a stranger and foreigner, as a
heathen ; he is no more " a fellow-citizen of the saints,"

and of the household of God " than a Colossian or Gala-

tian was, before the Christian dispensation had reached

them."
But if the persons to whom the Apostles preached had

before their conversion, n© vices to which we are not lia-

ble, they had certainly difficulties afterwards from which
we are happily exempt. There were indeed differences be-

tween them and us in external situations, in local circum-

stances, references to which we ought certainly to take

into the account in perusing the Epistles. We allow that

they were immediately, but we do not allow that they

were exclusively, applicable to them. It would have
been too limited an object for inspiration to have confined

its instructions to any one period, when its purpose was
the conversion and instruction of the whole unborn world.

That these converts were miraculously " called out of

darkness into the marvellous light of the Gospel"—that

they were changed from gross blmdness tr> a rapid Bin-
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nunation—that the embracing the new faith exposed

them to persecution, reproach and ignominy—that the few

had to struggle against the world—that laws, principalities

and powers which support our faith opposed theirs—

these are distinctions of which we ought not to lose

sight : nor should we forget that not only all the disad-

vantages lav on their side in their antecedent condition,

but that also all the superiority lies on ours in that which

is subsequent.

But however the condition of the external state ot the

Church might differ, there can be no necessity for any

difference in the interior state of the individual Chris-

tian. On whatever high principles of devotedness to God

aud love to man, they were called to act, we are called to

act on precisely the same. If their faith was called to

more painful exertions, iftheir self-denial to harder sacri-

fices, if their renunciation of earthly things to severer tri-

als, let us thankfully remember this would naturally be

the case, at the first introduction of a religion which had

to combat with the pride, prejudices and enmity of cor-

rupt nature, invested with temporal power :—That the

hostile partv would not fail to perceive how much the

new religion opposed itself to their corruptions, and that

it was introducing a spirit which was in direct and avow-

ed hostilitv to the spirit ofthe world.

But while we are deeply thankful for the diminished

difficulties ofan established faith, let us never forget that

Christianity allows of no diminution in the temper, of no

abatement in the Spirit, which constituted a Christian

in the first ages of the Church.

Christianity is precisely the same religion now as it was

when our Saviour was upon earth. The spirit of the

world is exactly the same now as it was then. And rf the

most eminent of the Apostle , under the immediate guid-

ance of inspiration, were driven to lament their conflicts

with their own corrupt nature, the power of temptation,

combining with their natural propensities to evil, how

can we expect that a lower faith, a slackened zeal, an

abated diligence, aud an inferior holiness will be accept-

ed in iu? Believers then, were not called to higher de-

grees ofpurity, to a more elevated devotion, to a deeper

humility, to greater rectitude, patience and sincerity

than they are called to in the age in which we live. The

promises arc not limited to the period in which they
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were made, the aid of the Spirit is not confined to those
on whom it was first poured out. It was expressly de-
clared, by St. Peter on its first effusion, to be promised
not only " to them and to their children, but to all who
were afar off, even to as many as the Lord their God
should call."

If then the same salvation be now offered as was offer-
ed at first, is it not obvious that it must be worked out in
the same way? And as the same Gospel retains the
same authority in all ages, so does it maintain the same
universality among all lanks. Christianity has no bye-
laws, no particular exemptions, no individual immunities.
That there is no appropriate way of attaining salvation
for a prince or a philosopher, is probably one reason why-
greatness and wisdom have so often rejected it. But if
rank cannot plead its privileges, genius cannot claim its
distinctions That Christianity does not owe its success
to the arts of rhetoric or the sophistry of the schools^but
that God intended by it " to make foolish the wisdom of
this world," actually explains " why the disputers of this
world'* have always been its enemies.

It would have been unworthy of the infinite God to
have imparted a partial religion. There is but one " gate,"
and that a "strait" one; but one " way," and that a
" narrow" one ; there is but one salvation, and that a
common one. The Gospel enjoins the same principles of
love and obedience on all of every condition ; offers the
same aids under the same exigencies ; the same supports
under all trials ; the same pardon to all penitents ; the
same Saviour to all believers ; the same rewards to all who
f. endure to the end." The temptations of one condition
and the trials of another may call for the exercise of dif-
ferent qualities, for the performance of different duties,
but the same personal holiness is enjoined on ail. Exter-
nal acts of virtue may be promoted by some circumstan-
ces, and impeded by others, but the graces ofinward pi-
ety are of universal force, are of eternal obligation.
The universality ofits requisitions is one ofits most distin-

guishing characteristics. In the Pagan world it seemed
sufficient that a few exalted spirits, a few fine geniuses
should soar to a vast superiority above the mass ; but it
was never expected that the mob of Rome or Athens,
should aspire to any religious sentiments or feelings in
common with Socrates or Epictehw. I say religicussen-
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timents, because in matters of taste the distinctions were

less striking, for the mob of Athens were competent cri-

tics in the dramatic art, while they were sunk in the most

stupid and degrading idolatry. As to those of a higher

class, while no subject in science, arts, or learning was too

lofty or too abstruse for their acquisition, no object in na-

ture was too low, no conception of a depraved imagina-

tion was too impure for their worship. While the civil

and political wisdom of the Romans was carried to such

perfection that their code of laws has still a place m the

most enlightened countries, their deplorably gross super-

stitions, rank them in point of religion with the savages ot

Africa. It shows how little a way that reason which man-

ifested itself with such unrivalled vigour in their Poets,

Orators and Historians, as to make them still models to

ours, could go in what related to religion, when these

polished people in the objects of their worship are only on

* a par with the inhabitants of Otaheite.

It furnishes the most incontrovertible proof that the

world by wisdom knew not God, that it was at the very

time, and in the very country, in which knowledge and

taste had attained their utmost perfection, when the

Porch and the Academy had given laws to human intel-

lect that Atheism first assumed a shape, and established

itself into a school of Philosophy. It was at the moment

wheuthe mental powers were carried to thfe highest pitch

in Greece, that it was settled as an infallible truth in this

Philosophy that the senses were the highest natural light of

mankind. It was in the most enlightened age of Rome

that this Atheistical Philosophy was transplanted thither

and that one of her most elegant poets adopted it and

rendered it popular by Hie bewitching graces ot his

VC

it s^ems as if the most accomplished nations stood in

the most pressing need of the light of revelation ;
font

was not to the dark and stupid corners of the earth that

the Apostles had their earliest missions One of Si.

Paul's first and noblest expositions ot Christian Truth

was made before the most august deliberative assembly in

the world, though, by the way, it does not appear that

more than one member of Areopagus was converted.

In Rome some of the Apostle's earliest converts be ong-

e& to the Imperial Palace. It was to the metropolis of

cultivated Italv, it was to the " regions ot Achaia, to the

H 2
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opulent and luxurious city of Corinth, in preference to
the barbarous countries of the uncivilized world, that
some of his first Epistles were addressed.
Even natural religion was little understood by those

who professed it
5

it was full of obscurity till viewed by
the clear light of the Gospel. Not only natural religion
remained to be clearly comprehended, but reason itself
remained to be carried to its highest pitch in the coun-
tries where revelation is professed. Natural religion
could not see itself by its own light, reason could not
extiicate itself from the labyrinth of error and ignorance
in which false religion had involved the world Grace
has raised nature. Revelation has given a lift to reason,
and taught her to despise the follies and corruptions
which obscured her brightness. If nature is now deliver*
ed from darkness, it was the helping hand of revela-
tion which raised her from the rubbish in which she lay
buried.

Christianity has not only given us right conceptions
of God, of his holiness, of the way in which he will be
worshipped : it has not only given us principles to pro-
mote our happiness here, and to insure it hereafter :

but it has really taught us what a proud philosophy ar-
rogates to itself, the right use of reason. It has given us
those principles of examining and judging, by which we
are enabled to determine onthe absurdity of false reli-
gions. <« For to what else can it be ascribed," says the
sagacious Bishop Sherlock, " that in every Nation that
names the name of Christ, even Reason and Nature see
and condemn the follies to which others are still, for want
ofthe same help, held in subjection i"

Allowing however that Plato and Antoninus seemed to
have been taught of heaven, yet the object for which we
contend is, that no provision was made for the vulgar
While a faint ray shone on the page of Philosophy, the
people were involved in darkness which might be felt.
The million were left to live without knowledge and to'
die without hope. For what knowledge or what hope
would be acquired from the preposterous though amus-
ing, and in many respects, elegant Mythology which they
might pick up in their poets, the belief of which seem-
ed to be confined to the populace.
But there was no common principle of hope or fear

of faith or practice, no motive of consolation, no bond
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of charity, no communion of everlasting interests, no

reversionary equality between the wise ami the ignorant,

the roaster and the slave, the Greek and the Barbarian.

A religion was wanted which should be of general ap-

plication. Christianity happily accommodated itself to

the common exigence. It furnished an adequate supply

to the universal want. Instead of perpetual but unex-

piating sacrifices to appease imaginary deities,

Gods such as guilt makes welcome,

it presents "one oblation once offered, a full, perfect,

and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction for the

sins of the whole world." It presents one consistent

scheme of morals growing out of one uniform system ot

doctrines ; one perfect rule of practice depending on

one principle of faith ; it offers grace to direct the one

and to assist the other. It encircles the whole sphere of

duty with the broad and golden zone of coalescing cha-

rity, stamped with the inscription, " a new Command-

ment give I unto you, that you love one another." Chris-

tianity, instead of destroying the distinctions of rank, or

breaking in on the regulations of society, by this univer-

sal precept, furnishes new fences to its order, additional

security to its repose, and fresh strength to its subordi-

nations. . e ,

Were this command, so inevitably productive ot ttiat

peculiarly Christian injunction of " doing to others as we

would they should do unto us," uniformly observed, the

whole frame of society would be cemented and con-

solidated into one indissoluble bond of universal bro-

therhood. This divinely enacted law is the seminal

principle of justice, charity, patience, forbearance,

10 short, of all social virtue. That it does not produce

these excellent effects, is not owing to any detect in

the principle, but in our corrupt nature, which so reluc-

tantly, so imperfectly obeys it. If it were conscientious-

ly adopted, and substantially acted upon, received in its

very spirit, and obeyed from the ground of the heart, hu-

man laws might be abrogated, courts ofjustice abolished,

and treatises of morality burnt ; war would be no longer

an art, nor military tactics a science. We should suffer

long and be kind, and so far from "seeking that which

is another's," we should not even " seek our own.

But let not the soldier or the lawyer be alarmed.

Their craft is in no danger. The world does not intend to
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act upon the divine principle which would injure then-
professions

; and till this only revolution which good men
desire actually takes place, our fortunes will not be se-
cure without the exertions of the one, nor our lives with-
out the protection of the other.

All the virtues have their appropriate place and rank
in Scripture. They are introduced as individually beau-
tiful, and as reciprocally connected, like the graces in the
mythologie dance. But perhaps no Christian grace ever
sat to the hand of a more consummate master than chari-
ty. Her incomparable painter, St. Paul, has drawn her
at full length in all her fair proportions. Every attitude
is full of grace, every lineament, of beauty. The whole
delineation is perfect and entire, wanting nothing.
Who can look at this finished piece without biushingat

his own want of likeness to it ? Yet if this conscious dis-
similitude induce a cordial desire of resemblance, the
humiliation will be salutary. Perhaps a more frequent
contemplation of this exquisite figure, accompanied with
earnest endeavours for a growing resemblance, would
gradually lead us, not barely to admire the portrait, but
would at length assimilate us to the divine original.

CHAP. X.

CHRISTIAN HOLINESS.

CHRISTIANITY then,as we have attempted to shew in
the preceding chapter, exhibits no different standards of
goodness applicable to different stations or characters.
No one can be allowed to rest in a low degree and plead
bis exemption for aiming no higher. No one can be se-
cure in any state of piety below that state which would
not have been enjoined on all, had not all been entitled to
the means of attaining it.

Those who keep their pattern in their eye. though they
may fail of the highest attainments, will not be satisfied
with such as are low. The striking inferiority will excite
compunction

; compunction will stimulate them to press
on, which those never do, who, losing sight of their stand-
urd; are satisfied with the height they have reached;
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He is not likely to he the object of God's favour, who
takes his determined stand on the very lowest step in the

scale of perfection ; who does not even aspire above it,

whose aim seems to be, not so much to please God as to

escape punishment. Many however will doubtless be
accepted, though their progress has been smail ; their

difficulties may have been great, their natural capacity
weak, their temptation strong, and their instruction de-
fective.

Revelation has not only furnished injunctions but mo-
tives to holiness ; not only motives, but examples and au-

thorities. " Be ye therefore perfect" (according to your
measure and degree) " as your father which is in heaven
is perfect." And what says the Old Testament ? It ac-

cords with the New-—" lie ye holy, for I the Lord your
God am holy."

This was the injunction of God himself, not given ex-
clusively to Moses, to the leader and legislator, or to a
few distinguished officers, or to a selection of eminent
men, but to an immense body of people, even to the
whole assembled host of Israel ; to men of all ranks, pro-
fessions, capacities, and characters, to the minister of re-

ligion, and to the uninstructed, to enlightened rulers,

and to feeble women. " God," says an excellent writer,*
" had antecedently given to his people particular laws
suited to their several exigences, and various conditions,

but the command to be hply was a general (might he not
have said a universal) law."

"Who is like unto thee, O Lord, among the Gods?
Who is like unto thee, glorious in holiness, fearful iu

praises, doing wonders?'' This is perhaps the subiimest

apostrophe of praise, (rendered more striking by its in-

terrogatory form,) which the Scriptures have recorded.

It makes a part of the first song of gratulation which is to

be found in the treasury of sacred Poetry. This epithet

of holy is more frequently affixed to the name ofGod than

any other. His vitality name is less often invoked, than

his holy name. To offend against this attribute is repre-

sented as more heinous than to oppose any other. It has

been remarked that the impiety of the Assyrian monarch
is not described by his hostility against the great, the

Almighty God, but it is made an aggravation of his crime

that he had committed it against the Holy One of Israel.

* Saurm.
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When God condescended to give a pledge for the pei>
formanee of his promise, he swears by his holiness, as if it
were the distinguishing quality whichwas more especially
binding. Tt seems connected and interwoven with all
the divine perfections. Which of his excellences can we
contemplate as separated from this ? Is not his justice
stamped with sanctity? It is free from any tincture of
vindictiveriess, and is therefore a holy justice. His mer-
cy has none of the partiality or favouritism, or capricious
fondness of human kindness, but is a holy mercy. His
holiness is not more the source of his mercies than of his
punishments. If his holiness in his severities to us wan-
ted a justification, there cannot be at once a more substan-
tial and more splendid illustration of it than the noble pas-
sage already quoted, for he is called " glorious in holi-
ness" immediately after he had vindicated the honour of
his name, by the miraculous destruction of the army of
Pharoah.

Is it not then a necessary consequence growing out of
his perfections, " that a righteous God loveth righteous-
ness," thathe will ofcourse require in his creatures a de-
sire to imitate as well as to adore that attribute hy which
he himself loves to be distinguished ? We cannot indeed
like God, be essentially holy. In an infinite being it is a
substance, in a created beinar it is only an accident. God
is the essence of holiness, but we can have no holiness,
nor any other good thing, but what we derive fromhim—
It is his prerogative, but our privilege.

If God loves holiness because it is his ima^e, he must
consequently hate sin because it defaces his image. If he
glorifies his own mercy and goodness in rewarding vir-
tue, he no less vindicates the. honour of his holiness in the
punishment of vice.—A perfect God can no more approve
ot sin in his creatures than he. can commit it himself. He.
may forgive sin on his own conditions, but there are no
conditions on which he can be reconciled to it. The in-
finite goodness of God may delight in the beneficial pur-
poses to which his infinite wisdom has made the sins of his
creatures subservient, but sin itself will always be abhor-
rent to his nature. His wisdom may turn it to a merciful
end, but his indignation at the offence cannot be dimin-
ished. He loves man, for he cannot but love his own
work

; He hates sin for that was man's own invention
and no part of the work which God had made. Even in.
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the imperfect administration ofhuman laws, impunity of
crimes would be construed into approbation of them.*
The law of holiness then, is a law binding on ail per-

sons without distinction, not limited to the period nor to

the people to whom it was given. It reaches through the

whole Jewish dispensation, and extends with wider de-

mands and higher sanctions, to every Christian, of every
denomination, of every age, and every country.

A more sublime motive cannot be assigned why we
should be holy than because*" the Lord our God is holy.''

Men of the world have no objection to the terms virtue,

morality, integrity, rectitude, but they associate some-
thing overacted, not to say hypocritical, with the term
holiness, and neither use it in a good sense when applied
to others, nor would wish to have it applied to them-
selves, but make it over, with a little suspicion, and not a

little derision, to puritants and enthusiasts.

This suspected epithet however is surely rescued from
every injurious association, if we consider it as the chosen
attribute of the Most Hia;h. We do not presume to ap-

ply the terms virtue, probity, morality, to God, but we
ascribe holiness to him because he first ascribed it to

himself, as the aggregate and consummation of all his

perfections.

Shall so imperfect a being as Man then, ridicule the ap-

plication of this term to others, or be ashamed of it him-
self? There is a cause indeed which should make him
ashamed of the appropriation, that of not deserving it.

This comprehensive appellation includes all the christian

graces, all the virtues in theirjust proportion, order, and
harmony ; in all their bearings, relations, and dependen-
cies. And as in God, glory and holiness are united, so

the Apostle combines " sanctification and honour" as the

glory of Man.
Traces more or less of the holiness of God may be

found in his works, to those who view them with the eye
of faith: They are more plainly visible in his Providen-
ces; but it is in his word that we must chiefly look for

the manifestations of his holiness. He is every where
described as perfectly holy in himself, as a model to be
imitated by his creatures, and, though with an interval

immeasurable, as imitabie by them.
The great doctrine of Redemption is inseparably con-

* Nett~-Sec Charnocli on the Attributes.
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nected with the doctrine of sanctification. As an admi-
rable writer has observed, "if the blood of Christ recon-
cile us to the justice of God, the spirit of Christ is to
reconcile us to the holiness of God." When we are told
therefore that Christ is made unto us « righteousness,"
we are in the same place taught that he is made unto us
sanctification

; that is, he is both justifier and sanctifier.
In vain shall we deceive ourselves by resting on his sacri-
lice, while we neglect to imitate his example.
The glorious Spirits which surround the throne of God

are not represented as singing hallelujahs to his omnipo-
tence, nor even to his mercy, but to that attribute which
as with a glory, encircles all the rest. They perpetnallv
cry Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of Hosts, and it is obser-
vab.e, that the Angels which adore him for his holiness
are the ministers of his justice. Those pure intelligences
perceive, no doubt, that this union of attributes consti-
tutes the divine perfection.

This infinitely blessed being then, to whom angels and
archangels, and al! the hosts ofheaven are continually as-
cribing holiness, has commanded us to be holy. To be
holy because God is holy, is both an argument and a com-
mand. An argument founded on the perfections ofGod,
and a command to imitate him. This command is given
to creatures, fallen indeed, but to whom God graciously
promises strength for the imitation. If in God holiness
implies an aggregate of perfections ; in man, even in his
low degree, it is an incorporation of tiie christian graces.

Ihe holiness of God indeed is confined by no limita-
tion • ours is bounded, finite, imperfect. Yet let us be
sedulous to extend our little sphere. Let our desires be
large, though o«r capacities are contracted. Let our
aims be lofty, though our attainments are low. Let us
be solicitous that no day pass without some augmenta-
tion ot our holiness, some added height in our aspirations,
some wider expansion in the compass of our virtues. Let
us strive everyday for some superiority to the preceding
dny, something that shall distinctly mark the passing
scene with progress

; some tiling that shall inspire an hum.
Die hope that we are rather less unfit for heaven to-dav.
than we were yesterday. The celebrated artist who has
recorded that he passed no day without drawing a lice,drew it not for repetition but for progress: not to pro-
duce a given number of strokes, but to forward his work,
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to complete his design. The Christian, like the painter,

does not draw his lines at random, he has a model to imi-

tate, as well as an outline to fill. Every touch conforms
him more and more to the great original. He who has
transfused most of the life of God into his soul, has copi-
ed it most successfully.
" To seek happiness," says one of the fathers, " is to

desire God, and to find him is that happiness." Our very
happiness therefore is not our independent property: It
flows from that eternal mind which is the source and sum
of happiness. In vain we look for felicity in all around
us. It can only be found in that original fountain,

whence we, and all we are and have, are derived. Where
then is the imaginary wiseman of the school ofZeno? What
is the perfection of Virtue supposed by Aristotle ? They
have no existence but in the Romance of Philosophy.
Happiness must be imperfect in an imperfect state. Re-
ligion, it is true, is initial happiness, and points to its per-
fection : but as the best men possess it but imperfectly,
they cannot be perfectly happy. Nothing can c mfer
completeness which is itself incomplete. " With 'i'hee,

O Lord, is the fountain of life, and in thy light only we
shall see light."*

Whatever shall still remain wanting in our attainments,
and much will still remain, let this last, greatest, highest
consideration stimulate our languid exertions, that God
has negatively promised the beatific vision, the enjoy-
ment of his presence, to this attainment, by specifically

proclaiming that without holiness no man shall see his

face. To know God is the rudiments of thateternai life

which will hereafter be perfected by seeing him.—As
there is no stronger reason why we must not look for
perfect happiness in this life than because there is no per-
fect holiness, so the nearer advances we make to the one,
the greater progress we shall make towards the other;
we mast cultivate here those tendencies and tempers
which must be carried to perfection in a happier clime.
But as holiness is the concomitant of happiness, so must
it he its precursor. As sin has destroyed our happiness,
so sin must be destroyed before our happiness can be re-

stored. Our nature must be renovated before our felici-

ty can be established. This is according to the nature of
thin;,"5 as well as agreeable to the law and will of God.

* See Leigbton on Happines*.
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Let us then carefully look to the subduing in our inmost

hearts all those dispositions that are unlike God, all those

actions, thoughts and tendencies that are contrary to God.
Independently therefore of all the other motives to

holiness which religion suggests; independently of the

fear of punishment, independently even of the hope of

glory, let us be holy from this ennobling, elevating mo-
five, because the Lord our God is holy. And when our

virtue flags, let it he renovated by this imperative injunc-

tion, backed by this irresistible argument. The motive
for imitation, and the Being to be imitated seem almost

to identify us with infinity. It is a connexion which en-

dears, an assimilation which dignifies, a resemblance
which elevates. The Apostle has added to the prophet

an assurance which makes the crown and consummation
of the promise, " that though we know not yet what wc
shall be, yet we know that when he shall appear, we shall

be like him, for we shall see him as he is."

In what a beautiful variety of glowing expressions,

und admiring strains, do the Scripture worthies delight to

represent God ; not only in relation to what he is to them,

but to the supreme excellence of his own transcendent

perfections! They expatiate, they amplify, ihey dwell

with unwearied iteration on the adorable theme ; they

ransack language, thr--y exhaust all the expressions of

praise and wonder and admiration, all the images of

astonishment and delight to laud and magnify his glorious

name. They praise him, they bless him, they worship

him, they glorify him, they give thanks to- him for his

great glory, saying, " holy, holy, holy, Lord God of hosts,

Heaven and earth are full of the majesty of thy glory."

They glorify him relatively to themselves.—" I will

magnify Thee, O Lord my strength—My help cometh of

God—The Lord himself is the portion of my inheri-

tance." At another time soaring with a noble disinter-

estedness, and quite losing sight cf self and all created

glories, they adore him for his own incommunicable ex-

cellences. " Be thou exalted, O God, in thine own
strength."—" Oil the depth of the riches both of the wis-

dom and knowledge of God!" Then bursting to a rap-

ture of adoration, and burning with a more intense flame,

they cluster his attributes—"To the King, eternal, im-

mortal, invisible, be honour and glory for ever and ever."

One is lost hi admiration of his wisdom—his ascription
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is " to the only wise God." Another in triumphant

strains overflows with transport at the consideration of

the attribute on which we have been descanting—" O
Lord, who is like unto Thee, there is none holy as the

Lord." " Sing praxes unto the Lord, oh ye saints of his,

and give thanks unto him for a remembrance of his holi-

ness."

The prophets and apostles were not deterred from

pouring out the overflowings of their fervent spirits,

they were not restrained from celebrating the perfec-

tions of their Creator, through the cold-hearted fear of

being reckoned enttiusiasts. The saints of old were not

prevented from breathing out their rapturous hosanuas

to the King of saints, through tiie coward dread of being

branded as fanatical. The conceptions of their minds di-

lating with the view of the glorious constellation of the

divine attributes; and the affections of their hearts

warming with the thought, that those attributes were all

concentrated in Mercy,—they display a sublime oblivion

of themselves,—they forget every thing but God. Their

own wants dwindle to a point. Their own concerns, nay

the Universe itself, shrink into nothing. They seem ab-

sorbed in the effulgence of Deity, lost in the radient

beams of infinite glory.

CHAP. XI.

ON THE COMPARATIVELY SMALL FAULTS AND
VIRTUES.

THE " Fishers of Men," as if exclusively bent on catch

in^ the greater sinners, often make the interstices of the

moral net so wide, that it cannot retain those ef more or-

dinary size, which everywhere abound. Their draught

night be more abundant, were not the meshes so huge
that the smaller sort, aided by their own lubricity, es-

cape the toils and slip through. Happy to find them-
selves not bulky enough to be entangled, they plunge

back again into their native element, enjoy their escape.
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and hope they may safely wait to grow bigger before they
are in danger of being caught.

It is of more importance than we are aware, or are
willing to allow, that we take care diligently to practise
the smaller virtues, avoid scrupulously the lesser sins, and
bear patiently inferior trials ; for the sin of habitually
yielding, or the grace of habitually resisting, in compara-
tively small points, tends in no inconsiderable degree to

produce that vigour or that debility of mind, on which
hangs victory or defeat.

Conscience is moral sensation. It is the hasty percep-
tion ofgood and evil, the peremptory decision of the mind
to adopt the one or avoid the other. Providence has furn-

ished the body with senses, and the soul with conscience,
as a tact by which to shrink: from the approach ofdanger

;

as a prompt feeling to supply the deductions of reason-

ing ; as a spontaneous impulse to precede a train of re-

flections for which the suddenness and surprise of the at-

tack allow no time. An enlightened conscience, if kept
tenderly alive, by a continual attention to its admonition.-

.

would especially preserve us from those smaller sins, and
stimulate us to those lesser duties which we are falsely

apt to tfcink are too insignificant to be brought to the
bar ofreligion, too trivial to be weighed by the standard
of scripture.

By cherishing this quick feeling of rectitude,f!ight and
sudden as the flash from heaven, and which is in fact the

motion of the spirit, we intuitively reject what is wrong
before we have time to examine why it is wrong ; and
seize on what is right before we have time to examine
why it is right. Should we not then be careful how we
extinguish this sacred spark? Will any thing be more
likely to extinguish it than to neglect its hourly memen-
toes to perform (he smaller duties, and to avoid the lesser

faults, which, as they in a gor»d measure make up the sum of

human life, will naturally fix and determine our character,

that creature of habits ? Will not our neglect or obser-

vance of it, incline or indispose us for those more impor-
tant duties of which these smaller ones are connecting
links ?

The vices derive their existence from wildness, confu-

sion, disorganization. The discord of the passions is

owing to their having different views, conflicting aims,

and opposite ends. The rebellious vices have no com-
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monhead ; each is all to itself. Tliey promote their own
operations by disturbing those of others, but in disturbing

they do not destroy them. Though they are all of one
family, they live on no friendly terms. Profligacy hates

covetousness as much as if it were a virtue. The life of
every sin is a life of conflict, which occasions the torment,
but not the death of its opposite. Like the fabled brood
of the serpent, the passions spring up, armed against each
other, but they fail to complete the resemblance, for they
do not etfect their mutual destruction.

But without union the christian graces could not be
perfected, and the smaller virtues are the threads and fila-

ments which gently but firmly tie them together. There
is an attractive power in goodness which draws each part

to the other. This concord of the virtues is derived from
their having one common centre in which all meet. In
vice there is a strong repulsion. Though bad men seek
each other, they do not love each other. Each seeks the
other in order to promote his own purposes, while he
hates him by whom his purposes are promoted.
The lesser qualities of the human character arc like the

lower people in a country ; they are numerically, if not in-

dividually, important. If well regulated they become val-

uable from that very circumstance ofnnmbers which, un-
der a negligent administration, renders them formidable.
The peace of the individual mind and of the nation, is

materially aifected by the discipline in which these hrfe-

rior orders are maintained. Laxity and neglect in both
cases are subversive of all good government.
But ifwe may be allowed to glance from earth to heaver,

perhaps the beauty of the lesser virtues may be still bet-'

ter illustrated by that long and luminous track made up of
minute and almost imperceptible stars, which though se-

parately too inconsiderable to attract attention, yet from
their number and confluence, from that soft and shining
stream of light every where discernible, and which al-

ways corresponds to the same fixed stars, as the smaller
virtues do to their concomitant great ones.—Without
pursuing the metaphor to the classic fiction that the Ga-
laxy was the road through which the ancient heroes went
to heaven, may we not venture to say that Christians will

make their way thither more pleasant by the consistent

practice of the minuter virtues ?

IS
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Every cteris&W ihoqH consider religion as a tor fc whtci

b« is called to defend. The meanest soldier m the army

ifbe add patriotism to valour, will fight as earnestly as «

the glory ofthe contest depended on his single arm. But

be brings his watchfulness as well as his courage into ac-

tion. He strenuously defends every pass he is appointed

to guard, without inquiring whether it be great or small.

There is not any defect in religion or morals so little as

to be of no consequence. Worldly things may be little

because their aim and end may be little. Things are

great or small, not according to their ostensible import-

ance, but according to the magnitude of their object, and

the importance of their consequences.

The acquisition of even the smallest virtue being, as has

been before observed, an actual conquest over the oppo-

site vice, doubles our moral strength. The spiritual ene-

my has one subject less, and the conqueror one virtue

By allowed negligence in small things, we are not aware

how much, we injure religion in the eye of the world.

How can we expect people to believe that we are m earn-

est in great points, when they see that we cannot with-

stand a trivial temptation, against which resistance would

have been comparatively easy? At a distance they hear

with respect of our general characters. They become

domesticated with us, and discover the same failings, lit-

tleness, and bad tempers, as they have been accustomed

to meet with in the most ordinary persons.

If Milton, in one of his letters to a learned foreigner who

bad visited him, could congratulate himself on the con-

sciousness that in that visit he had been found equal to

his reputation, and had supported in private conversation

his hi*h character as an author ; shall not the christian be

equally anxious to support the credit of his holy profes-

sion, by not betraying in familiar life any temper incon-

sistent with religion ?

It is not difficult to attract respeet on great occasions,

where we are kept in order by knowing that the public

eve is fixed upon us. It is easy to maintain a regard to

oiir dignity in a " Svmposiac, or an academical dinner;

but to labour to maintain it in the recesses of domestic

privacy requires more watchfulness, and is no less the

duty, than it will be the habitual practice or the consis-

tent christian-.
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Our neglect of inferior duties is particularly injurious

10 the minds of our dependents and servants. If they

see us " weak and infirm of purpose," peevish, irresolute,

capricious, passionate, or inconsistent, in our daily con-

duct, which comes under their immediate observation,

and which comes also within their power ofjudging, they

will not give us credit for those higher qualities which we
may possess, and those superior duties which we may be

more careful to fulfil. Neither their capacity nor then-

opportunities, may enable them to judge of the orthodoxy

of the head ; but there will be obvious and decisive

proofs to the meanest capacity, of the state and temper

of the heart. Our greater qualities will do them little

good, while our lesser but incessant faults do them much,

injury. Seeing us so defective in the daily course of do-

mestic conduct, though they will obey us because they

are obliged to it, they will neither love nor esteem us

enough to be influenced by our advice, nor to be govern-

ed by our instructions, on those great points which every

conscientious head of a family will be careful to incul-

cate on all about him. It demands no less circumspec-

tion to be a Christian, than to be " a hero, to one's valet

de chambre."
In all that relates to God and to himself, the Christian

knows of no small faults. He considers all allowed and

wilful sins, whatever be their magnitude, as an offence

against his Maker. Nothing that offends him can be in-

significant. Nothing that contributes to fasten on our-

selves a wrong habit can be trifling. Faults which we
are accustomed to consider as small, are repeated with-

out compunction. The habit ofcommitting them is con-

firmed by the repetition. Frequency renders us at first

indifferent, then insensible. The hopelessness attending

a long indulged custom generates carelessness, till for

want of exercise the power of resistance is first weaken-
ed, then destroyed.

But there is a still more serious point of view in which

the subject may be considered. Do small faults, con-

tinually repeated, always retain their original diminutive-

ness? Is any axiom more established than that all evil

is of a progressive nature ? Is a bad temper which is

never repressed, no worse after years of indulgence, than

when we first gave the reins to it ? Does that which we
first allowed ourselves under the ngnie of harmless levity
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on serious subjects, never proceed to profaneness ? Does
what was once admired as proper spirit, never grow into

pride, never swell into insolence? Does the habit of in-

correct narrative, or loose talking, or allowed hyperbole,
never lead to falsehood, never settle in deceit ? Before
we positively determine that small faults are innocent,

we must undertake to prove that they shall never out-

grow their primitive dimensions , we must ascertain that

the infant shall never become a giant.

Procrastination is reckoned among the most venial of
our faults, and sits so lightly on our minds, that we scarce-

ly apologize for it. But who can assure us, that had not
the assistance we had resolved to give to one friend un-
der distress, or the advice to another under temptation,

to-day been delayed, and from mere sloth and indolence
been put otf till to-morrow, it might not have preserved
the fortunes of the one, or saved the soul of the other ?

It is not enough that we perform duties, we must per-

form them at the right time. We must do the duty of
every day in its own season. Every day has its own im-
perious duties ; we must not depend upon to-day for ful-

tilling those which we neglected yesterday, for to-day
might not have been granted us. To-morrow will be
equally peremptory in its demands ; and the succeeding
day, if we live to see it, will be ready with its proper
claims.

Indecision, though it is not so often caused by reflec-

tion as by the want of it, yet may be as mischievous, for

if we spend too much time in balancing probabilities, the

period for action is lost. While we are ruminating on
difficulties which may never occur, reconciling differen-

ces which perhaps do not exist, and poising in opposite

scales things of nearly the same weight, the opportunity

is lost of producing that good, which a firm and manly
decision would have effected.

Idleness, though itself " the most unperforming of all

the vices," is however the pass through which they all

enter, the stage on which they all act. Though su-

premely passive itself, it lends a willing hand to ail evil,

practical as well as speculative. It is the abettor of eve-

ry sin whoever commits it, the receiver of all booty,
whoever is the thief. If it does nothing itself, it connives
at all the mischief that is done by others.

Vanity is exceedingly misplaced when ranked, as she

commonly is, in the catalogue of small faults. It is un-
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der her character of harmlessness that she does all he:

mischief. She is indeed often found in the society of

great virtues. She does not follow in the train, but mix-
es herself with the company, and by mixing mars it. The
use our spiritual enemy makes of her is a master stroke.

When he cannot prevent us from doing right actions, he
can accomplish his purpose almost as well " by making
us vain of them." When he cannot deprive the public of
our benevolence, he can defeat the effect to ourselves by
poisoning the principle. When he cannot rob others of

the good effect of the deed, he can gain his point by rob-

bing the doer of his reward.
Peevishness is another of the minor miseries. Human

life though sufficiently unhappy, cannot contrive to fur-

nish misfortunes so often as the passionate and the peevish

can supply impatience. To commit our reason and tern-

per to the mercy of every acquaintance, and of every

servant, is not making the wisest use of Ihem. If we
recoliect that violence and peevishness are the common
resource of those whose knowledge is small, and whose
arguments are weak, our very pride might lead us to sub-

due our passion, if we had not a better principle to resort

to. Anger is the common refuge of insignificance.

People who feel their character to be slight, hope to give

it weight by inflation. But the blown bladder at its ful-

lest distension is still empty. Sluggish characters, above
all, have no right to be passionate. They should be con-

tented with their own congenial faults. Dullness how-
ever has its impetuosities and its fluctuations as well as

genius. It is on the coast of heavy Boeotia that the

Euripus exhibits its unparalleled restlessness and agita-

tion.

Trifling is ranked among the venial faults. But if

time be one grand talent given us in order to our securing

eternal life ; if we trifle away that time so as to lose that

eternal life, on which by not trifling we might have laid

hold, then will it answer the end of sin. A life devoted
to trifles not only takes away the inclination, but the ca-

pacity for higher pursuits. The truths of Christianity

have scarcely more influence on a frivolous than on a

profligate character. If the mind be so absorbed, not

merely with what is vicious, but with what is useless, as

to be thoroughly disinclined to the activities of a life of

piety, it matters little what the cause is which so disin-
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clines it. If these habits cannot be accused of great

moral evil, yet it argues a low state of mind, that a being

who has an eternity at stake can abandon itself to trivial

pursuits. Ifthe great concern of life cannot be secured

without habitual watchfulness, how is it to be secured by
habitual carelessness? It will afford little comfort to the

trifler, when at the last reckoning he gives in his long

negative catalogue, that the more ostensible offender was

worse employed, i he trifler will not be weighed in the

scale with the profligate, but in the balance of the

sanctuary.

Some men make for themselves a sort of code of the

lesser morals, of which they settle both the laws and the

chronology. They fix " the climactericks of the mind ;"*

determine at what period such a vice may be adopted

without discredit, at what age one bad habit may give

way to another more in character. Having settled it as

a matter of course, that to a certain age certain faults are

natural, they proceed to act as if they thought them

necessary.

But let us not practise on ourselves the gross imposi-

tion to believe that any failing, much less any vice, is

necessarily appended to any state or any age, or that it is

irresistible at any. We may accustom ourselves to talk

of vanity and extravagance as belonging to the young,

and avarice and peevishness to the old, till the next step

will be that we shall think ourselves justified in adopting

them. Whoever is eager to find excuses for vice and fol-

ly, will feel his own backwardness to practise them much
diminished.

Vest (e premier pas qui coute. It is only to make out an

imaginary necessity, and then we easily fall into the ne-

cessity we have imagined. Providence has established

no such association. There is, it is true, more danger of

certain faults under certain circumstances; and some

temptations are stronger at some periods, but it if> a proof

that they are not irresistible because all do not fall into

them. The evil is in ourselves, who mitigate the discred-

it by the supposed necessity. The prediction, like the

dream of the Astrologer, creates the event instead offore-

telling it. But there is no supposition can be made of a

bad case which will justify the making it our own : Nor

will general positions ever serve for individual apologies.

* Dr. Jottnson.
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—Who has uot known persons who, though they retain

the sound health and vigour of active life, sink prema-

turely into sloth and inactivity, solely on the ground that

these dispositions are fancied to he unavoidably incident

to advancing years. They demand the indulgence be-

fore they feel the infirmity. Indolence thus forges a dis-

mission from duty before the discharge is issued out by

Providence. No.—Let us endeavour to meet the evils of

the several conditions and periods oflife with submission,

but it is an offence to their divine dispenser to forestal

them.
But we have still a saving clause for ourselves whether

the evil be of a greater or lesser magnitude. If the fault

be great, we lament the inability to resist it, if small, we
deny the importance of so doing ; we plead that we can-

not "withstand a great temptation, and that a small one is

not worth withstanding. But if the temptation or the

fault be great, we should resist it on account of that very

magnitude ; if small, the giving it up can cost but little
;

and the conscientious habit of conquering the less will

confer considerable strength towards subduing the

greater.

There is again, a sort of splendid character, which win-

ding itself up occasionally to certain shining actions,

thinks itself fully justified in breaking loose from the

shackles of restraint in smaller things; it makes no scru-

ple to indemnify itself for these popular deeds by indul-

gences which, though allowed, are far from innocent. It

thus secures to itself praise and popularity by what is sure

to gain it, and immunity from censure in indulging the fa-

vourite fault, practically exclaiming, " is it not a little

one?"

Vanity is at the bottom of almost all, may we not say,

of all our sins? We think more of signalizing than of sa-

ving ourselves. We overlook the hourly occasions which

occur ofserving, of obliging, of comforting those around

us, while we sometimes, not unwillingly perform an act

of notorious generosity. The habit however in the for-

mer case better indicates the disposition and bent of the

mind, than the solitary act of splendour. The apostle does

not say whatsoever great things ye do, but " whatsoever

things ye do, do all to the glory of God." Actions are

less weighed by their bulk than their motive. Virtues

are less measured by their splendour than their prmci-
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pie. The racer proceeds in his course more effectually by
a steady unslackened pace, than by starts of violent bui

unequal exertion.

That great abstract of moral law, ofwhich we have else-

where spoken,* that rule of the highest court of appeal,

set up in his own bosom, to which every man oan always
resort, "all things that ye would that men should do unto
you, do ye also unto them,"—This law iffaithfully obeyed,
operating as an infallible remedy for all the disorders of
self-love, would by throwing its partiality into the right

scale, establish the exercise of all the smaller virtues. Its

strict observance would not only put a stop to all injus-

tice but to all unkindness ; not only to oppressive acts, but
to unfeeling language. Even haughty looks and super-
cilious gestures would be banished from the face of socie-

ty, did we ask ourselves how we should like to receive
what we are not ashamed to give.

Till we thus morally transmute place, person, and cir-

cumstance with those ofour brother, we shall never treat

him with the tenderness this gracious law enjoins. Smali
virtues and small offences are only so by comparison. To
treat a fellow creature with harsh language, is not indeed
a crime like robbing him of his estate or destroying his

reputation. They are however all the offspring of the
same family. They are the same in quality though not in

degree. All flow, though in streams of different magni-
tude, from the same fountain ; all are indications ofa de-
parture from that principle which is included in the law
or love. The consequences they involve are not less cer-

tain, though they are less important.
The reason why what are called religious people often

differ so little from others in small trials is, that instead ol

bringing religion to their aid in their lesser vexations,
they either leave the disturbance to prey upon their
minds, or apply to false reliefs for its removal. Those
who are rendered unhappy by frivolous troubles, seek
comfort in frivolous enjoyments. But we should apply
the same remedy to ordinary trials, as to great ones ; for
as small disquietudes spring from the same cause as great
trials, namely, the uncertain and imperfect condition of
human life, so they require the same remedy. Meeting
common cares with a right spirit would impart a smooth

* CKapter
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ness to the temper, a spirit of cheerfulness to the heart,

which would mightily break the force of heavier trials.

You apply to the power of religion in great evils.—Why
does it not occur to you to apply to it in the less ? Is it

that you think the instrument greater than the occasion
demands ? It is not too great if the lesser one will not
produce the effect ; or if it produce it in the wrong way,
for there is such a thing as putting an evil out of sight with-

out curing it. You would apply to religion on the loss

of your child—apply to it on the loss of your temper.
Throw in this wholesome tree to sweeten the bitter wa-
ters. As no calamity is too great for the power of Chris-

tianity to mitigate, so none is too small to experience its

beneficial results. Our behaviour under the ordinary ac-
cidents of life forms a characteristic distinction between
different classes of christians. The least advanced resort

to religion on great occasions, the deeper proficient re-

sorts io it on all. What makes it appear of so little com-
parative value is, that the medicine prepared by the great
Physician is thrown by instead or being taken. The pa-
tient thinks not of it but in extreme cases. A remedy,
however potent, not applied, can produce no effect. But
he who has adopted one fixed principle for the govern-
ment of his life, will try to keep it in perpetual exercise.

An acquaintance with the nature of human evils and of
their remedy, would check that spirit of complaint which
so much abounds, and which often makes so little differ-

ence between people professing religion and those who
profess it not.

If the duties in question are not great, they become im-
portant by the constant demand that is made for them.
They have been called " the small coin of human life,"

and on their perpetual and unobstructed circulation de-

pends much of the comfort, as well as convenience of its

transactions. They make up in frequency what they
want in magnitude. How few of us are called to carry
the doctrines of Christianity into distant lands! but which
of us is not called every day to adorn those doctrines, by
gentleness in our own carriage, by kindness and forbear-

ance to all about us ?

In performing the unostensible duties, there is no in-

centive from vanity. No love of fame inspires that vir-

tue, of which fame will never hear. There can be but
oufe motive, and that the purest, for the exercise of vir-

K
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tues, the report of which will never reach beyond the

little circle whose happiness they promote. They do
not till the world with our renown, but they fill our own
family with comfort, and if they have the love of God
for their principle, they will have his favour for theii

reward.
In this enumeration of faults, we include not sins of

infirmity, inadvertency and surprise, to which even the

most sincere Christians are but too liable. What are

here adverted to are allowed, habitual, and unresisted

faults: habitual, because unresisted, and allowed from
the notion that they are too inconsiderable to call for re-

sistance. Faults into which we are betrayed through
surprise and inadvertency, though that is no reason for

committing them, may not be without their uses: they
renew the salutary conviction of our sinful nature, make
us little in our own eyes, increase our sense of depend-
ence, promote watchfulness, deepen humility and quick-

en repentance.

We must however be careful not to entangle the con-

science or embarrass the spirit by groundless apprehen-
sions. We have a merciful father, not a hard master to

deal with. We must not harass our minds with a suspi-

cious dread, as if by a neediess rigour the Almighty were
laying snares to entrap us, nor be terrified with imagin-

ary fears, as ifhe were on the watch to punish every cas-

ual error.—To be immutable and impeccable belongs not
to humanity. He, who made us, best knows of what we
are made Our compassionate High Priest will bear
with much infirmity, will pardon much involuntary weak-
ness.

But knowing, as every man must know who looks into

his own heart, the difficulties he has from the interven-

tion of his evil tempers, in serving God faithfully, and
still however earnestly desirous, of serving him, is it not
to be lamented that he is not more solicitous to remove
his hindrances by trying to avoid those inferior sins, and
resisting those lesser temptations, and practising those

smaller virtues, the neglect of which obstructs his way,
and keeps him hack in the performance ofhigher duties.

Instead of little renunciations being grievous, and petty

self-denials a hardship, they in reality soften grievances,

diminish hardship. They are the private drill which
trains for public service.
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If, as we have repeatedly observed, the principle is

the test of the action, we are hourly fnrnished with oc-
casions of shewing our piety by the spirit in which the

quiet unobserved actions oflife are performed. The sacri-

fices may be too little to be observed except by him to

whom they are offered. But small solicitudes, and de-
monstrations of attachment, scarcely perceptible to any
eye but his for whom they are made, bear the true char-
acter of love to God, as they are the infallible marks of
affection to our fellow creatures.

By enjoining small duties, the spirit of which is every
where implied in the Gospel, God, as it were, seems con-
triving to render the great ones easy to us. He makes
the light yoke of Christ still lighter, not by abridging du-
ty, but by increasing its facility through its familiarity.

These little hahits at once indicate the sentiment of the

soul and improve it.

It is an awful consideration and one. which every Chris-

tian should bring home to his own bosom, whether small
faults wilfully persisted in, may not in time not only dim
the light of conscience, but extinguish the spirit of grace

:

whether the power of resistance against great sins may
not be finally withdrawn as a just punishment for having
neglected to exert it against small ones.

Let us endeavour to maintain in our minds the awful
impression, that perhaps among the. first objects which
may meet our eyes when we open them on the eternal

world, may be that tremendous book, in which, together

with our great, and actual sius, may be recorded in no
less prominent characters, the ample pacje of omissions,

of neglected opportunities, and even of fruitless good in-

tentions, of which indolence, indecision, thoughtlessness)

vanity, trifling and procrastination concurred to frustrate

the execution.

CHAP. XII.

SELF-EXAMINATION.

IN this age of general inquiry, every kind of ignorance-

is esteemed dishonourable. In almost everv sort ofknow-
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ledge there is a competition for superiority. Intellectual
attainments are never to be undervalued. Learning is

the best human thing. All knowledge is excellent as far
as it goes, and as longas it lasis. But how short is the pe-
riod before " tongues shall cease, and knowledge shall

vanish away !"

Shall we then esteem it dishonourable to be ignorant
in any thing which relates to life and literature, to taste

and science, and not feel ashamed to live in ignorance of
our own hearts?

To have a flourishing estate and a mind in disorder; to

keep exact accounts with a steward and no reckoning
with our maker; to have an accurate knowledge of loss

or gain in our business, and to remain utterly ignorant
whether our spiritual concerns are improving or declining

;

to be cautious in ascertaining at the end of every year
bow much we have increased or diminished our fortune,

and to be careless whether we have incurred profit or loss

in faith and holiness, is a wretched miscalculation of the
comparative value of things. To bestow our attention
on objects in an inverse proportion to their importance,
is surely no proof that our learning has improved ourjudg-
ment.

That deep thinker and acute reasoner, Dr. Barrow,
has remarked that " it is a peculiar excellency of human
nature, and which distinguishes man from the inferior

creatures more than bare reason itself, that he can reflect

upon ail that is done within him, can discern the tenden-
cies of his soul, and is acquainted with his own purpo-
ses."

This distinguishing faculty of self-inspection would not
have been conferred on man, if it had not been intended
that it should be in habitual operation. It is surely, as

we before observed, as much a common law of prudence,
to look well to our spiritual as to our worldly possessions.

We have appetites to control, imaginations to restrain,

tempers to regulate, passions to subdue, and how can
this internal work be effected, how can our thoughts be
kept within due bounds, how can a proper bias be given

to the affections, how can " the little state of man" be
preserved from continual insurrection, how can this re-

straining power be maintained, if this capacity of dis-

cerning, if this faculty of inspecting be not kept in regu-

lar exercise? Without constant discipline, imagination

will become an outlaw, conscience an attainted rebel.
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This inward eye, this power of introversion, is given us

for a continual watch upon the soul. On an unremitted

vigilance over its interior motions, those fruitful seeds of

action those prolific principles of vice and virtue, will

depend both the formation and the growth of our moral
and religious character. A superficial glance is not

enough for a thing so deep, an unsteady view will not suf-

fice for a thing so wavering, nor a casual look for a thing

so deceitful as the human heart. A partial inspection on
any one side, will not be enough for an object which must
be observed under a variety of aspects, because it is al-

ways shifting its position, always changing its appearan-

ces.

We should examine not only our conduct but our opin-

ions ; not only our faults but our prejudices, not only our

propensities but our judgments. Our actions themselves

will be obvious enough ; it is our intentions which require

the scrutiny. These we should follow up to their remo-

test springs, scrutinize to their deepest recesses, trace

through their most perplexing windings. And lest

we should, in our pursuit, wander in uncertainty and

blindness, let us make use of that guiding clue which

the Al nighty has furnished by his word, and by his spirit,

for conducting us through the intricacies of this labyrinth.

" What I know not teach thou me," should be our con-

stant petition in all our researches.

Did we turn our thoughts inward, it would abate

much of the self complacency with which we swallow

the flattery of others. Flattery hurts not him who flat-

ters not himself. If we examined our motives keenly,

we should frequently blush at the praises our actions re-

ceive. Let us then conscientiously inquire not only what

we do, but whence and why we do it, from what motive

and to what end.

Self-inspection is the only means to preserve us from

self conceit. We could not surely so very extravagant-

ly value a being whom we ourselves should not only see,

but feel to be so full of faults. Self-acquaintance will give

us a far more deep and intimate knowledge of our own
errors than we can possibly have, with all theinquisitive-

ness of an idle curiosity, of the errors of others. We are

eager enough to blame them without knowing their mo-

tives. We are no less eager to vindicate ourselves, though

we cannot be entirely ignorant of our own. Thus two
K 2
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virtues will be acquired by the same act, humility, and
candour; an impartial review of our own infirmities, be-

ing the likeliest way to make us tender and compassion-

ate to those of others.

Nor shall we be liable so to over-rate our own judg-

ment when we perceive that it often forms such false es-

timates, is so captivated with trifles, so elated with petty

successes, so dejected with little disappointments. When
we hear others commend our charity which we know is

so cold ; when others extol our piety which we feel to be
so dead ; when they applaud the energies of our faith,

which we must know to be so faint and feeble ; we cannot
possibly be so intoxicated with the applauses which nev-

er would have been given had the applauder known us as

we know, or ought to know ourselves. If we contradict

him, it may be only to draw on ourselves the imputation
of a fresh virtue, humility, which perhaps we as little de-

serve to have ascribed to us as that which we have been
renouncing. If we kept a sharp look out, we sh6nld not
be proud of praises which cannot apply to us, but should
rather grieve at the involuntary fraud of imposing on
others, by racitiy accepting a character to which we have
so little real pretension. To be delighted at finding that

people think so much better of us than we are conscious

of deserving, is in effect to rejoice in the success of our
own deceit.

We shall also become more patient, more forbearing

aud forgiving, shall better endure the harshjudgment of
others respecting us, when we perceive that their opinion

of us nearly coincides with our own real though unac-
knowledged sentiments. There is much less injury in-

curred by others thinking too ill of us, than in our think-

ing too well of ourselves.

It is evident then, that to live at random, is not the

life of a rational, much less of an immortal, least of all of
an accountable being. To pray occasionally, without a
deliberate course of prayer; to be generous without pro-

portioning our means to our expenditure ; to be liberal

without a plan, and charitable without a principle ; to let

the mind float on the current ofpublic opinion, lie at the

mercy of events for the probable occurrence of which
we have made no provision ; to be every hour liable to

death without any habitual preparation for it , to carry

within us a principle which we believe will exist through
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ail the countless ages of eternity, and yet to make little

inquiry whether that eternity is likely to be happy or
miserable— all this is an inconsiderateness which, ifadopt-
ed in the ordinary concerns of life, would bid fair to ru-

in a man's reputation for common sense
;
yet of this in-

fatuation he who lives without self-examination is abso-
lutely guilty.

Nothing more plainly shews us what weak vasciilating
creatures we are, than the difficulty we find in fixing our-
sekes down to the very self-scrutiny we had deliberately
resolved on. Like the worthless Roman Emperor we re-

tire to our closet under the appearance of serious occupa-
tion, but might now and then be surprised, if not in

catching flies, yet in pursuits nearly as contemptible.
Some trifle which we should be ashamed to dwell upon
at any time, intrudes itself on the moments dedicated to
serious thought ; recollection is interrupted ; the whole
ehain of reflection broken, so that the scattered links

cannot again be united. And so inconsistent are we that
we are sometimes not sorry to have a plausible pretence
for interrupting the very employment in which we had
just before made it a duty to engage. For want of this

home acquaintance, we remain in utter ignorance of our
inability to meet even the ordinary trials of life with
cheerfulness; indeed by this neglect we confirm that ina-

bility. Nursed in the lap ofluxury, we have an indefinite

notion that we have but a loose hold on the things of this

world, and of the world itself.—But let some accident
take away, not the world, but some trifle on which we
thought we set no value white we possessed it, and we
find to Our astonishment that we hold, not the world only,

but even this trivial possession with a pretty tight grasp.

Such detections ofour self-ignorance, if they do not serve
to wean, ought at least to humble us.

There is a spurious sort of self-examination which dors
not serve to enlighten but to blind. A person who has
left off some notorious vice, who has softened some shades
of a glaring sin, Op substituted some outward forms in the
place of open irretiJ9on, looks on his change of character
with pleasure. Hei;ompares himself with what he was.
and views the alteration with self-complacency. He de-
ceives himself by taking his standard from his former
conduct, or from the character of still worse men, instead
of taking it from the unerring rule of scripture^ He
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looks rather at the discredit than the sinfulness of his

former life, and being more ashamed of what is disreputa-

ble than grieved at what is vicious, he is, in this state of

shallow reformation, more in danger in proportion as he is

more in credit. He is not aware that it is not having a
fault or two less that will carry him to heaven, while his

heart is still glued to the world and estranged from God.
If we ever look into our hearts at all, we are naturally

most inclined to it when we think we have been acting

right. Here inspection gratifies self-love. We have no
great difficulty in directing our attention to an object

when that object presents us with pleasing images. But
it is a painful effort to compel the mind to turn in on it-

self, when the view only presents subjects for regret and
remorse. This painful duty however must be performed,
and will be more salutary in proportion as it is less plea-

sant.—Let lis establish it into a habit to ruminate on our
faults. With the recollection of our virtues we need not
feed our vanity. They will, if that vanity does not oblit-

erate them, be recorded elsewhere.

We are also most disposed to look at those parts of our
character which will best bear it, and which consequently
least need it : at those parts which afford most self-grat-

ulation. If a covetous man, for instance, examines him-
self, instead of turning his attention to the peccant part,

he applies the probe where he knows it will not go very
deep; he turns from his avarice to that sobriety of which
iiis very avarice is perhaps the source. Another, who is

the slave of passion, fondly rests upon some act ofgene-
rosity, which he considers as a fair commutation for some
favourite vice, that would cost him more to renounce than
he is willing to part with. We are all too much disposed
to dwell on that smiling side of the prospect which plea-

ses and deceives us, and to shut our eyes upon that part

which we do not chuse to see, because we are resolved

not to quit. Seif-love always holds a screen between the

superficial self-examiner and his faults. The nominal
Christian wraps himself up in forms which he makes him-
self believe are religion. He exults in what he does,

overlooks what he ought to do, nor ever suspects that

what is done at all can be done amiss.

As we are so indolent that we^eldom examine a truth

on more than one side, so we generally take care that it

shall be tbatsid.e which shall confirm someold prejudices.
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White we will not take pains to correct those prejudices

and to rectify our judgment, lest it should oblige us to

discard a favourite opinion, we are yet as eager to judge,
and as forward to decide, as if we were folly possessed of
the grounds on which a sound judgment may be made,
and a just decision formed.
We should watch ourselves whether we observe a sim-

ple rule of truth and justice, as well in our conversation,
as in our ordinary transactions ; whether we are exact in

our measures ofcommendation and censure ; whether we
do not bestow extravagant praise where simple approba-
tion alone ic due ; whether we do not withhold commen-
dation, where, if given, it would support modesty and
encourage, merit ; whether what deserves only a slight

censure as imprudent, we do not reprobate as immoral j

whether we do not sometimes affect to overrate ordinary
merit, in the hope of securing to ourselves the reputation
of candour, that we may on other occasions, with less

suspicion, depreciate established excellence. We extol
the first because we fancy that it can come into no com-
petition with us, and we derogate from the last because
it obviously eclipses us.

Let us ask ourselves if we are conscientiously upright
in our estimation of benefits ; whether when we have a
favour to ask we do not depreciate its value, when we
have one to grant we do not aggravate it.

It is only by scrutinizing the heart that we can know
it. It is only by knowing the heart that we can reform
the life. Any careless observer indeed, when his watch
goes wrong, may see that it does so by casting an eye on
the dial plate ; but it is only the artist who takes it to

pieces and examines every spring and every wheel sepa-

rately, and who, by ascertaining the precise causes of the
irregularity, can set the machine right, and restore the

obstructed movements.
The illusions ofintellectual vision would be materially

corrected, by a close habit of cultivating an acquaintance
with onr hearts. We fill much too large a space in our
own imaginations ; we fancy we take up more room in

the world than Providence assigns to an individual who
has to divide his allotment with so many millions, who
are all of equal importance in their own eyes ; and who,
like us, are elbowing others to make room for themselves.

Just as in the natural world, where every particle of mat;
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ter would stretch itself, and mov? out of its place, if it

were not kept in order by surrounding particles; the
pressure of other parts reduces this to remain in a con-
finement from which it would escape, if it were not thus
pressed and acted upon on all sides. The conscientious
practice we have been recommending, would greatly as-

sist in reducing us to our proper dimensions, and in limit-

ing us to our proper place. We should be astonished if

we could see our real diminutiveness, and the speck we
actually occupy. When shall we learn from our own
feelings of how much consequence every man is to

himself?

Nor must the examination be occasional, but regular.

Let us not run into long arrears, but settle our accounts
frequently. Little articles will run up to a large amount,
if they are not cleared off'. Even our innocent days, as
we may chuse to call them, will not have passed without
furnishing their contingent. Our deadness in devotion

—

our eagerness for human applause—our care to conceal
our faults rather than to correct them—our negligent
performance of some relative duty—our imprudence in
conversation, especially at table—our inconsideration—
our driving to the very edge of permitted indulgences

—

let us keep these —let us keep all our numerous items in

small sums. Let us examine them while the particulars

are fresh in our memory, otherwise, however we may flat-

ter ourselves that lesser evils will be swallowed up by the
greater, we may find when we come to settle the grand
account, that they will not be the less remembered for not
havingbeen recorded.
And let it be one subject of our frequent inquiry,

whether since we last scrutinized our hearts, our secular
affairs, or our eternal concerns have had the predomi-
nance there. We do not mean which of them has occu-
pied most of our time, the larger portion of which must,
necessarily, to the generality, be absorbed in the cares of
the present life ; but on which our affections have been
most bent ; and especially how we have conducted our-
selves when there has arisen a competition between the

interests of both.

That general burst ofsins which so frequently rushes in

on the consciences of the dying, would be much modera-
ted by previous habitual self-examination. It will not do
to repent in the lump. The sorrow must be as circum-
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••initial as thesin. Indefinite repentance is no repentance.
And it is one grand use of self-inquiry, to remind us that

all unfot saken sins are unrepented sins.

To a Christian there is this substantial comfort atten-

ding a minute self-inspection, that when he finds fewer
sins to be noted, and more victories over temptation ob-
tained, he has a solid evidence of his advancement, which
well repays his trouble.

The faithful searcher into his own heart, that " cham-
ber of Imagery," feels himself in the situation of the

Prophet,* who being conducted in vision from one idol to

another, the spirit at sight of each, repeatedly exclaims,

"here is another abomination!" The prophet being com-
manded to dig deeper, the further he penetrated the more
evils he found, while the spirit continued to cry out, " I

will shew thee yet more abominations."

Self-examination by detecting self-love, self-denial by
weakening its power, self-government by reducing its

despotism, turns the temper of the soul from its natural
bias, controls the disorderly appetite, and, under the in-

fluence of divine grace, in a good measure restores to the

man that dominion over himself, which God at first save
him over the inferior creatures. Desires, passions, and
appetites are brought to move somewhat more in their

appointed order, subjects not tyrants. What the Stoics

vainly pretended to. Christianity effects. It restores

man to a dominion over his own will, and in a sood
measure enthrones him in that empire which he had for-

feited by sin.

He now begins to survey his interior, the awful world
within; not indeed with self-complacency, but with the

control ofa Sovereign, he stiil finds too much rebellion to

indulge security, he therefore continues his inspection

with vigilance, but without perturbation. He continues

to experience a remainder of insubordination and disor-

der, but this rather solicits to a stricter government than

drives him to relax his discipline.

This self-inspection somewhat resembles the correction

of a literary performance. After many and careful re-

visals, though some grosser faults may be done away
though the errors are neither quite so numerous, nor so

jjflaring as at first, yet the critic perpetually perceives

taidts which he had not perceived before ; negligences ap^

* Ezekiel.
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pear which he had overlooked, and even defects start up
which had passed on him for beauties. He finds much to

amend, and even to expunge, in what he had before ad-

mired. When by rigorous castigation the most acknow-
ledged faults are corrected, his critical acumen, improved
by exercise, and a more habitual acquaintance with his

subject, still detects and will for ever detect, new imper-
fections. But he neither throws aside his work, nor re-

mits his criticism, which if it do not make the work per1

feet, will at least make the author humble. Conscious
that if it is not quite so bad as it was, it is still at an im-

measurable distance from the required excellence.

Is it not astonishing that we should go on repeating pe-
riodically, " Try me, O God," while we are yet neglec-

ting to try ourselves ? Is there not something more like

defiance than devotion to invite the inspection of Omnis-
cience to that heart which we ourselves neglect to in-

spect ? How can a Christian solemnly cry out to the Al-

mighty, " seek the ground ofmy heart, prove me and ex-

amine my thoughts, and see if there be any ways of wick-
edness in me," while he himselfneglects to " examine his

heart," is afraid of "proving his thoughts," and dreads to

inquire if there " be any way of wickedness" in himself,

knowing that the inquiry ought to lead to the expulsion.

In our self-inquisition let us fortify our virtue by a ri-

gorous exactness in calling things by their proper names.
Self-love is particularly ingenious in inventing disguises of
this kind. Let us lay them open, strip them bare, face
them, and give them as little quarter as if they were the
faults of another. Let us not call wounded pride deli-

cacy. Self-love is made up of soft and sickly sensibili-

ties. Not that sensibility which melts at the sorrows of
others, but that which cannot endure the least suffering

itself. It is alive in every pore where self is concerned.
A touch is a wound. It is careless in inflicting pain, but
exquisitely awake in feeling it. It defends itself before

it is attacked, revenges affronts before they are offered,

and resents as an insult the very suspicion of an imper-
fection.

In older then to unmask our hearts, let us not be con-

tented to examine our vices, let us examine our vir-

tues also, " those smaller faults." Let us scrutinize to

the bottom those qualifies and actions which have more
particularly obtained public estimation. Let us inquire
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tf they were genuine in the principle, simple in the inten-

tion, honest in the prosecution. Let us ask ourselves if

in some admired instances our generosity had no tincture

of vanity, our charity no taint of ostentation? Wheth-
er, when we did such a right action Whieh brought ns

credit, we should have persisted in doing it, had we fore-

seen that it would incur censure ? Do we never deceive

ourselves by mistaking a constitutional indifference of

temper for Christian moderation ? Do we never construe

our love of case into deadness of the world? Our ani-

mal activity into Christian zeal? Do we never mistake

our obstinacy for firmness, our pride for fortitude, our

selfishness for feeling, our love of controversy for the

love of God, our indolence of temper for superiority to

human applause ? When we have stripped our good
qualities bare ; when we have made all due deductions

tor natural temper, easiness of disposition, self-interest,

desire of admiration, of every extrinsic appendager eve-

ry illegitimate motive, let us fairly cast upt,he account,

and we shall be mortified to see how little there will re-

main. Pride may impose itself upon us even in the shape

of repentance. The humble Christian is grieved at his

faults, the proud man is angry at them. He is indignant

when he discovers he has done wrong, not so much be-

cause his sin offends God, as because it has let him see

that he is not quite so good as he had tried to make him-

self believe.

It is more necessary to excite us to the humbling of

our pride than to the performance of certain good ac-

tions ; the former is more difficult as it is less pleasant.

That very pride will of itself stimulate to the perform-

ance ofmany things that are laudable. These perform-

ances will reproduce pride as they were produced by it

;

whereas humility has no outward stimulus. Divine

grace alone produces it. It is so farfrbm being actuated

by the love of fame, that it is not humility, till it has iaid

the desire of fame in the. vist.

If an actual virtue consists, as we have frequently had

occasion to observe, in the dominion over the contrary

vice, humility is the conquest over pride, charity over

selfishness, not only a victory over the natural tem-

per, but a substitution of the opposite quality. This

proves that all virtue is founded in self-denial, self-denial

in self-knowledge, and self-knowledge in self- examination.

L
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Pride so insinuates itself in all we do, and say, and ffitnE:.

that our apparent humility has not seldom its origin in

pride. That very impatience which we feel at the per-

ception of our faults is produced by the astonishment at

finding that we are not perfect. This sense of our sins

should make us humble but not desperate. It should
teach us to distrust every thing in ourselves, and to hope
for every thing from God. The mora we lay open the
wounds which sin has made, the more earnestly shall we
seek the remedy which Christianity has provided.

Rut instead of seeking ihr self-knowledge we are glan-

cing about us for grounds of self-exaltation. We almost
resemble the Pharisee who with so much self-complacen-

cy delivered in the catalogue of his own virtues and oth-

er men's sins, and, like the Tartars, who think they pos-

sess the qualities of those they murder, fancied that the
sins of which, he accused the Publiean would swell the
amount of his own good deeds. Like him we take a few
items from memory, and a few more from imagination,.

Instead of pulling down the edifice which pride has rais-

ed, we are looking round on our good works for buttres-

ses to prop it up. We excuse ourselves from the impu-
tation of many faults by alleging that they are common,,
and by no means peculiar to ourselves. This is one of
the weakest of our deceits. Faults eve not less personal-

ly our's because others commit them. There is divisibi-

lity in sin as well as in matter. Is it any diminution of
c-ur error that others are guilty of the same?

Self-love beinjr a very industrious principle has gene-

rally two concerns in hand at the same time. It is a*

busy in concealing our own defects as in detecting those

of others, especially those of the wise and good. We
might indeed direct its activity in the latter instance to

our own advantage, for if the faults of good men are in-

jurious to themselves, they might be rendered profitable

to us, if we were careful to convert them to their true

use. But instead of turning-them into a means of pro-

moting our own watchfulness, we employ them mis-

chievously in two ways. We lessen our respect for pi-

ous characters when we see the infirmities which arft

blended with their fine qualities, and we turn their fail-

ings into a justification of our own, which are not. like

theirs overshadowed with virtues. To admire the ox-

celleuofs oT 6titers without imitating them is fruit less atl-
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juration, to c ondemn their errors without avoiding them
is unprofitable censoriousness.

When we are compelled by our conscience, to ac-

knowledge and regret any fault we have recently com-
mitted, this tank so presses upon our recollection, that

we seem to forget that we have any other. This single

error fills our mind, and we look at it as through a teles-

cope, which,-while it shews an object, confines the sight

to that one object exclusively. Others indeed are more
effectually shut out, than if we were not examining this.

Thus while the object in question is magnified, the others

arc as if they did not exist.

It seems to be established into a kind of system not
to profit by any thing without us, and not to cultivate an
acquaintance with any thing within us. Though we are

perpetually remarking on the defects of others, yet when
does the remark lead us to study and to root o«it the

same defects in our own hearts? We are almost every
day hearing of the death of others, but does it induce us

to reflect on death as a thing in which we have an indi-

vidual concern? We consider the death of a friend as a

loss, but seldom apply it as a warning. The death of

others we lament, the faults of others we censure, but
how seldom do we make use of the one for our own
amendment, or of the other for our own preparation ?•

It is the fashion of the times to try experiments in the

Arts, in Agriculture, in Philosophy. In every science

the diligent professor is always afraid there may be some
secret which he has not yet attained, some occult princi-

ple which would reward the labour of discovery, some-

thing even which the assiduous and intelligent have

actually found out, but which has hitherto eluded his

pursuit. And shall the Christian stop short in his scru-

tiny, shall he not examine and inquire tillhe lays hold oii

the very heart and core of religion ?

Why should experimental philosophy be the prevailing

study, and experimental religion be branded as the badge

of enthusiasm, the cant of a hollow profession? Shall we
never labour to establish the distinction between appear-

since and reality, between studying religion critically and

embracing it practically? between having our conduct

creditable and our heart sanctified ? Shall we not aspire

* For this Tiir.t, ami a lew others on the same subject, the Author is

indebted to tlia*; 'excellent Christian Moralist, M. NicuJd.
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to do the best things from the. highest motives, and ele-

vate our aims with our attainments ? Why should we re-

main in the Vestibule when the Sanctuary is open t Why
should we be contented to dwell in the outer courts when
we are invited to enter into the holiest by the blodd of
Jesus ?

Natural reason is not likely to furnish arguments suffi-

ciently cogent, nor motives sufficiently powerful, to drive

us to a close self-inspection. Our corruptions foster this

ignorance. To this they owe their undisputed possession

of our hearts. No principle short of Christianity is strong

enough to impel us to a study so disagreeable as that of
our faults. Of Christianity, humility is the prime grace,

and this grace can never take root and flourish in a heart

that lives in ignorance of itself. If we do not know the

greatness and extent of our sins, if we do not know the

imperfection of our virtues, the fallibility of our best re-

solutions, the infirmity of our purest purposes, we can*

not be humble ; if we are not humble, we cannot be
Christians.

But it may be asked, is there to be no end to this vigi-

lance ? Is there no assigned period when this self-denial

may become unnecessary? No given point when we may
be emancipated from this vexatious self-inspection ? Is

the matured christian to be a slave to the same drudgery
as the novice ? The true answer is-rwe may cease to

watch, when our spiritual enemy ceases to assail. We
may be off our guard when there is no longer any temp-
tation without. We may cease our self-denial when there

is no more corruption within. We may give the reins

to our imagination when we are sure its tendencies will be
towards heaven. We may dismiss repentance when sin

is abolished. We may indulge selfishness when we can do
it without danger to our souls. We may neglect prayer
when we no longer need the favour' of God. We may
cease to praise him when he ceases to be gracious to us.

—

To discontinue our vigilance at any period short of this

will be to defeat all the virtues we have practised on
earth, to put to hazard ail our hopes of happiness in

heaven,
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CHAP. XIII.

SELF-LOVE.
i

HHE idol self,'
! says 4*1 excellent old divine,* "has

made more desolation among men than ever was made
in those places where idols were served by human sacrifi-

ces. It has preyed more fiercely on human lives, than
Moloch or the Minotaur."

To worship images is a more obvious, but it is scarcely

a more degrading idolatry, than to set up self in opposi-

tion to God. To devote ourselves to this service is as

perfect slavery as the. service of God is perfect freedom.
If we cannot imitate the sacrifice of Christ in his death,

we are called upon to imitate the sacrifice of himself in

bis will. Even the Son of God declared, " I came net to

do my own will, but the will of him who sent me." This
was his grand lesson, this was his distinguishing cha-

racter.

Self-will is the ever flowing fountain of all the evil tem-
pers which deform our hearts, of all the boiling passions

which inflame and disorder society ; the root of bitter-

ness on which all its corrupt fruits grow. We set up our

own understanding against the wisdom of God, and our
own passions against the will of God. If we could ascer-

tain the precise period when sensuality ceased to govern
rn the animal part of our nature, and pride in the intel-

lectual, that period would form the most memorable aera

of the Christian life ; from that moment he begins a new
date of liberty and happiness ; from that stage lie sets out

ona new career of peace, liberty, and virtue.

Self-love is a Proteus of all shapes, shades, and com-
plexions. It has the power of dilatation and contraction

as best serves the occasion. There is no crevice so small

through which its subtle essence cannot force its way, no
space so ample that it cannot stretch itself to fill.—It is

ofall degrees of refinement; so coarse and hungry as to

goi «re itself with the grossest adulation, so fastidious as to

rehire a homage as refined as itself; so artful as to elude

* Howe.

h 2
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the detection of ordinary observers, so specious as to es

cape the observation of the very heart in which it reigns

paramount : yet, though so extravagant in ity appetites,

it can adopt a moderation which imposes, a delicacy which
\eils its deformity, an artificial character which keeps its

veal one out of sight.

We are apt to speak of self-love as if it were oniy a

symptom, whereas it is the distemper itself; a malignant
distemper which has possession of the moral constitution,

of which malady every part of the system participates.

In direct opposition to the effect produced by the touch
of the fabled king, which converted the basest materials

into gold, this corrupting principle pollutes, by coming in

contact with it, whatever is in itself great and noble.

Self-love 'is the centre of the unrenewed heart. This
stirring principle, as has been observed, serves indeed

The virtuous mind to wake

;

but it disturbs it from its slumber to ends and purposes

directly opposite to those assigned to it by our incompa-
bie bard * Self-love is by no means the " the small peb-

bie which stirs the peacefal lake." It is rather the pent-

up wind within, which causes the earthquake ; it is the

tempest which agitates the sleeping ocean. - Had the im-

age been as just as its clothing is beautiful ; or rather had
Mr. Pope been as sound a theologian as lie was an ex-

quisite poet, the allusion in his hands might have convey-

ed a sounder meaning without losing a particle of its ele-

gance. This might have been effected hy only substitu~

ting the effect for the cause ; that is, by-making benevo-

lence the principle instead of the consequence, and by

discarding self-love from its central situation in the con-

struction of the metaphor.
lint by arraying a beggarly idea in pi inc ly robes, he

knew that his own splendid powers could at any time

transform meanness into majesty, and deformity into

beauty.
After all however, le vrai est le sen! heav. Had he not

blindly adopted the misleading system of the noble

sceptic, " His guide, philosopher and friend," he might

have transferred the shining attributes of the base-boru

tfiing which he has dressed out with so many graces to the

* E?say on Man, I. 362.
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•legitimate claimant, Benevolence ; of which self-love is

*o far from being, as he represents, the moving spring, that

they are both working in a course of incessant counterac-
tion, the spirit striving against the flesh, and the flesh

against the spirit.

To christian benevolence all the happy effects attribu-

ted to self-love might have been fairly traced. It was
only to dislodge the idol and make the love ofGod the

centre, and the poet's delightful numbers might have con-

veyed truths worthy ofso perfect a vehicle. " This cen-

tre moved," does indeed extend its pervading influence

in the very manner ascribed to the opposite principle
;

does indeed spread from its throne in the individual

breast, to all those successive circles, *•' wide and more
wide" of which the poet makes self love the first mover.'

The Apostle James appears to have been of a different

opinion from the Ethic bard -; he speaks as if he suspect-

ed that the pebble stirred the lake a little too rongbly.

He traces this mischievous principle from its birth to the

largest extent of its malign influence.—The question,
" whence come wars and fightings among you t" he an-

swers by another question—" come they not hence, even
ofyour lusts that war in your members ?''

The same pervading spirit which creates hosliiity be-

tween nations, creates animosity among neighbours, and
discord in families. It is the same principle which, hav-

ing in the beginning made ** Cain tlte first male child,"

u murderer in his father's house, has been ever since in

perpetual operation ; has been transmitted in one unbro-

ken line of succession, through that long chain of crimes

of which history is composed, to the present triumphant

spoiler of Europe.—In cultivated societies, laws repress,

* Self-love thus push'd to social, to divine.

Gives thee to make thy neighbour's blessing thine.

Self-love but serves the virtuous mini! to wake
As the small pebble stirs the peaceful lake ;

The centre niov'd, a circle straight succeeds,
Another still, and still another spreads ;

J-Yiend, parent, neighbour, first it v\ ill embrace,
His country next, and next all human race;

The author hopes to be forgiven for these remarks : she has haz-

r.rdrd them for the sake of her more youthful rcaders.-She has not for-

gotten*theJtime when, in the admiration ofyouthful tnthusiasm. she

never suspected that the principle of these finished verses was less

v ' llsw * !;;;n 1 he poetry.
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by punishing, the overt act in private individuals^ but no
one tiling but the Christian religion has ever been devised
to cleanse the spring.

" The heart is deceitful above all things and desperate-

ly wicked, who can know it ?" This proposition, this in-

terrogation, we read with complacency, and both the
aphorism and the question being a portion of scripture,

we think it would not be decent to controvert it. We
read it however with a secret reservation, that it is only
the heart of all the rest of the world that is meant, and
we rarely make the application which the Scripture in-

tended. Each hopes that there is one heart which may
escape the charge, and he makes the single exception in

favour of his own. But if the exception which every-

one makes were true, there would not be a deceitful or
wicked heart in the world.

As a theory we are ready enough to admire self-know-

ledge, yet when the practice comes in question we are as

blindfold as if our happiness depended on our ignorance.

To lay hold on a religious truth, and to maintain our hold,

is no easy matter. Our understandings are not more rea-

dy to receive than our affections to lose it. We like to

have an intellectual knowledge of divine things, but to
cultivate a spiritual acquaintance with them cannot be
effected at so cheap a rate. We can even more readily

force ourselves to believe that which has no affinity with
our understanding, than we can bring ourselves to chuse
that which has no interest in our will, no correspondence
with our passions. One of the first duties ofa christian is to

endeavour to conquer this antipathy to the self denying
doctrines against which the human heart so sturdily holds

out. The learned take incredible pains for the acquisi-

tion of knowledge. The philosopher cheerfully consumes
the midnight oil in his laborious pursuits ; he willingly

sacrifices food and rest to conquer a difficulty in science.

Here the labour is pleasant, the fatigue is grateful, the

very difficulty is not without its charms. Why do we feel

so differently in our religious pursuits ? Because in the

most operose human studies, there is no contradiction of

self, there is no opposition to the will, there is no combat
of the affections. If the passions are at all implicated, if

self-love is at all concerned, it is rather in the way ofgc»:

.tificatioji than of opposition.*
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There is such a thing as a mechanical Christianity.

There are good irritations of religion, so well executed
and so resembling as not only to deceive the spectator
but the artist. Self-love in its various artifices to deceive
»s to our ruin, sometimes makes use of a means, which if

properly used, is one of the most beneficial that can be
devised to preserve us from its influence, the perusal of
pious books.

But these very books in the hands of the ignorant, the
indolent, and the self-satisfied, produce an effect direct-

ly contrary to that which they were intended to produce,
and which they actually do produce on minds prepar-
ed for the perusal. They inflate where they were inten-
ded to humble. As some hypocondriacs, who amuse
their melancholy hours with consulting indiscriminately
every medical book which falls in their way, fancy they
iind their own case in every page, their own ailment in

the ailment ofevery patient, till they believe they actual-
ly feel every pain of which they read, though the work
treats of cases diametrically opposite to their own—So
the religious valetudinarian, as unreasonably elated as
the others are depressed, reads books descriptive of a
highly religious state, with the same unhappy self-appli-

eation. He feels his spiritual pulse by a watch, that has
no movements in common with it, yet he fancies that
they go exactly alike. He dwells with delight on symp-
toms, cot one of which belongs to him, and flatters

hrmself with their supposed agreement. He observes in
those books what are the signs of grace, and he observes
them with complete self-application; he traces what are
the evidences of being in God's favour, and those eviden-
ces he finds in himself.

Self-ignorance appropriates truths faithfully stated but
wholly inapplicable. The presumption of the novice ar-

rogates to itself the experience of the advanced Christian.

He is persuaded that it is his own case and seizes on the
consolations which belong only to the most elevated piety.

Self-knowledge would correct the judgment. It would
trach us to use the pattern held out as an original to co-

py, instead of leading us to fancy that we are already
wrought into the assimulation. It would teach us when
we read the history of an established Christian, to labour
after a conformity to it, instead of mistaking it for the
delineation of our own character.
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Human prudence, daily experience, self-lave, all teach
us to distrust others, but all motives combined do not
teach us to distrust ourselves j we confide unreservedly
in our own heart, though as a guide it misleads, as a
counsellor it betrays. It is both party and judge. As
the one, it blinds through ignorance, as the other, it ac-

quits through partiality.

Though we value ourselves upon our discretion in not
confiding too implicitly in others, yet it would be difficult

to find any friend, any neighbour, or even any enemy
who has deceived us so often as we have deceived our-

selves. If an acquaintance betray us, we take warning,
are on the watch, and are careful not to trust him again.

But however frequently the bosom traitor deceive and
mislead, no such determined stand is made against his

treachery : We lie as open to his next assault as if he had
never betrayed us. We do not profit by the remem-
brance of the past delusion to guard against the future.

Yet if another deceive us, it is only in matters res-

pecting this world, but we deceive ourselves in things of
eternal moment. The treachery ofothers can only affect

our fortune or our fame, or at worst our peace ; but the

internal traitor may mislead us to our everlasting destruc-

tion. We are too much disposed to suspect others who
probably have neither the inclination nor the power to

injure us, but we seldom suspect our own heart though it

possesses and employs both. We ought however fairly

to distinguish between the simple vanity and the hypocri-

sy of self-love. Those who content themselves with talk-

ing as if the praise of virtue implied the practice, an.d

who expect to be thought good
7
because they commend

goodness, only propagate the deceit which has misled

themselves, whereas hypocrisy does not even believe her-

self. She has deeper motives, she has designs to answer,
competitions to promote, projects to effect. But mere
vanity can subsist on the thin air of the admiration she

solicits, without intending to get any thing by it. She
is gratuitous in h,er loquacity ; for she is ready tc display

her own merit to those who have nothing to "ive in return,

whose applause brings no profit, and whose censure no
disgrace.

It is not strange that we should judge of things not ac-

cording to truth, but according to the opinion of others

*n cases foreign to ourselves, cases on which we have no
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eorrect means of determining ; but we do it in things

which relate immediately to ourselves, thus making not

truth but the opinion of others our standard in points

which others cannot know, and of which we ought not

to be ignorant. We are as fond of the applauses even of

the upper gallery as the dramatic poet. Like him we af-

fect to despise the mob considered as individual judges,

yet as a mass, we covet their applause. Like him we
feel strengthened by the number of voices in our favour,

and are less anxious about the goodness of the work, than

the loudness of the acclamation. Success is merit in the

eye of both.

But even though we may put more refinement into

our self love, it is self-love still. No subtlety of reason-

ing, no elegance of taste, though it may disguise the rad-

ical principle, can destroy it. We are still too much in

love with flattery even though we may profess to despise

that praise which depends on the acclamations of the vul-

var. But if we are over anxious for the admiration of

the better born and the hetter bred,this by no means proves

that we are not vain, it only proves that our vanity has

a better taste. Our appetite is not coarse enough per-

haps to relish that popularity which ordinary ambition

covets, but do we never feed in secret on the applauses

ofmore distinguishing judges? Is not their having extoi-

led our merit a confirmation of their discernment, and

the chief ground of our high opinion of theirs?

But ifany circumstance arise to induce them to change

the too favourable opinion which they had formed of us,

though their general character remain unimpeachable,

and their general conduct as meritorious as when we
most admired them, do we not begin to jvdge them un-

favourably? Do we not begin to question their claim to

that discernment which we had ascribed to them, to sus-

pect the soundness of their judgment which we had so

loudly commended? It is well if we do not entertain

some doubt of the rectitude of their principles, as we
probahly do of the reality of their friendship. We do

not candidly allow for the effect which prejudice, which

misrepresentation, which party may produce even on an

upright mind. Still less does it enter into our calcula-

tion that we may actually have deserved their disappro-

bation, that something in our conduct may have incurred

the change in theirs.
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It is no low attainment to detect this lurking injustice

in our hearts, to strive against it, to pray against it, and
especially to conquer it. We may reckon that we have
acquhed a sound principle of integrity when prejudice no
longer blinds our judgment, nor resentment biasses our
justice ; when we do not make our opinion of another,

depend on the opinion which we conceive he entertains

of us. We must keep a just measure, and hold an eves
balance in judging of ourselves as well as of others. We
must have no false estimate which shall incline to condem-
nation without, or to partiality within. The examining
principle must be kept sound or our determination witl

not be exact. It must be at once a testimony of our rec-

titude, and an incentive to it.

In order to improve this principle, we should make ife

a test of our sincerity to search out and to commend the

good qualities of those who do not like us. But this must
be done without affectation, and without insincerity,

We must practise no false candour. If we are not g«<

our guard we may be laying out for the praise of generos-

ity, while we are only exercising a simple act of justice.

These refinements of self-love are the dangers only or
spirits of the higher order, but to snch they are dangers,

The ingenuity of self-deceit is inexhaustible. If peo-

ple extol us, we feel our good opinion of ourselves con-

firmed. If they dislike us, we do not think the worse oi

ourselves, but of them ; it is not we who want merit bnt
they who want penetration. If we cannot refuse them
discernment, we persuade ourselves that they are not so

much insensible-to our worth ^s envious of it. There is

no shift, stratagem, or device which we do not employ
to make us stand well with ourselves.

We are too apt to calculate our own character unfairly

in.two ways, by referring to some one signal act of gen-

erosity, as if such acts were the common habit of our
lives, and by treating our habitual faults, not as common
habits, by occasional failures. There is scarcely any
fault in another which offends us more than vanity, though
perhaps there ia none that reaiiy injures us so little. We
have no patience that another should be as full of self-

love as we allow ourselves to be ; so full of him?elf as to

have little leisure to attend to us. We are particularly

quick-sighted to the smallest of his imperfections -which

interferes with onr self-esteem, while we are lenient, tr*
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bis more grave effences, which by not coming in contact
with our vanity, do not shock our self-love.

Is it not strange that though we love ourselves so much
better than we love any other person, yet there is

hardly one, however little we value him, that we had
not rather be alone with, that we had net rather con-
verse with, that we had not rather come to close quar-
ters with, than ourselves? Scarcely one whose private

history, whose thoughts, feelings, actions and motives
we had not rather pry into than our own? Do we not use
every art and contrivance to avoid getting at the truth of
our own character? Do we not endeavour to keep our-

selves ignorant of what every one else knows respecting

our faults; and do we not account that man our enemy,
who takes on himself the best office of a friend, that

of opening to us our real state and condition ?

The little satisfaction people find when they faithfully

look within, makes them fly more eagerly to things with-

out. Early practice and long habit might conquer the

repugnance to look at home, and the fondness for looking

abroad. Familiarity often makes us pleased with the

society which while strangers, we dreaded. Intimacy
with ourselves might produce a similar effect.

We might perhaps collect a tolerably just knowledge
o? our own character, could we ascertain the real opin-

ion of others respecting us ; but that opinion being, ex-

cept in a moment of resentment, carefully kept from us

by our own precautions, piofits us nothing. We do not
chuse to know their secret sentiments, because we do
not chuse to be cured of our error ; because we " love

darkness rather than light ;" because we conceive that in

parting with our vanity, we should part with the only

comfort we have, that of being ignorant of our own faults.

Self-knowledge would materially contribute to our

happiness, by curing us of that self-sufficiency which is

continually exposing us to mortifications. The hourly

rubs and vexations which pride undergoes is far more
than an equivalent for the short intoxications of pleasure

which it snatches.

The enemy within is always in a confederacy with the

enemy without, whether that enemy be the world or the

devil. The domestic foe accommodates itself to their al-

lurements, flatters our weakneses, throws a veil over our

vices, tarnishes our good deeds, gilds our bad ones,

M
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hoodwinks ourjudgment, and works hard to conceal our

internal springs, of action.

Self^ove has the talent of imitating whatever the world

admires even though it should happen to be the Christian

Virtues. It leads us from our regard to reputation to

avoid all vices, not only which would bring punishment

but discredit by the commission. It can even assume

the zeal and copy the activity of Christian charity. It

communicates to our conduct those proprieties and gra-

ces, manifested in the conduct of those who are actuated

by a sounder motive. The difference lies in the ends

proposed. The object of the one is to please God, of

the other to obtain the praise of man.

Self-love judging of the feelings of others by its own,

is aware that nothing excites so much odium as its own
character would do, if nakedly exhibited. We feel, by

our own disgust at its exhibition in others, how much dis-

gust we ourselves should excite did we not invest it with

the soft garb of gentle manners and a polished address.

When therefore we would not condescend " to take the

lowest place, to think others better than ourselves, to be

courteous and pitiful," on the true Scripture ground, po-

liteness steps in as the accredited substitute of humility,

and the counterfeit brilliant is willingly worn by those

who will not be at the expense of the jewel.

There is a certain elegance of mind which will often

restrain a well-bred man from sordid pleasures and gross

voluptuousness. He will be led by his good taste per-

haps not only to abhor the excesses of vice, but to admire

the theory of virtue. But it is only the crapule of vice

Avhich he will abhor. Exquisite gratifications, sober lux-

ury, incessant but not unmeasured enjoyment, form the

principle of his plan of lifo, and if he observe a temper-

ance in his pleasures, it is only because excess would take

off the edge, destroy the zest, and abridge the gratifica-

tion. By resisting gross vice he flatters himself that he

is a temperate man and that he has made all the sacrifices

which self-denial imposes. Inwardly satisfied he com-

pares himself witli those who have sunk into coarser indul-

gences, enjovs his own superiority in health, credit and

unimpaired faculties, and triumphs in the dignity of his

own character.

There is, if the expression may be allowed, a sort of re-

ligious self-deceit, an affectation of humility which is m
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.reality full of self, which is entirely occupied with self,

which resolves all importance into what concerns self,

which only looks at things as they refer to self. This reli-

gions vanity operates in two ways.—We not only fly out

at the imputation of the smallest individual fault, while at

the same time we affect to charge ourselves with more
corruption than is attributed to us ; but on the other

hand, while we are lamenting our general want of all

goodness, we fight for every particle that i* diluted.

The one quality that is in question always happens to be

the very one to which we must lay claim, however defi-

cient in others.—Thus, while renouncing the pretension

to every virtue, u we depreciate ourselves into all." We
had rather talk even of our faults than not occupy the

foreground of the canvas.

Humility does not consist in telling our faults, but in

bearing to be told of them, in hearing them patiently and
even thankfully ; in correcting ourselves when told, in

not hating those whortell us 'of them. If we were little

in our own eyes, and felt our real insignificance, we
should avoid false humility as much as mere obvious van-

ity ; but we seldom dwell on our faults except in a gene-

ral way, and rarely on those of which we are really guil-

ty. We do it in the hope of being contradicted, and thus

of being confirmed in the secret good opinion we enter-

tain of ourselves. It is not enough that we inveigh

airainst ourselves, we most in a manner forget ourselves.

This oblivion of self from a pure principle would go fur-

ther towards our advancement in Christian virtue than

the most splendid actions performed on the opposite

ground.

That self-knowledge which teaches us humility teaches

us compassion also. The sick pity the sick. They sym-

pathize with the disorder of which they feel the symp-

toms in themselves. Self-knowledge also checks injus-

tice by establishing the equitable principle ofshewing the

kindness we expect to receive ; it represses ambition by

convincing us how little we are entitled to superiority

;

it renders adversity profitable by letting us see how much
we deserve it ; it makes prosperity safe, by directing our

hearts to him who confers it, iustead of receiving it as the

consequence of our own desert.

We even carry our self-importance to the foot of the

throne of God. When prostrate there we are not requi
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red, it is true, to forget ourselves, but we are required to
remember him. We have indeed much sin to lament,
but we have also much mercy to adore. We have much
to ask, but we have likewise much to acknowledge

:

Yet our infinite obligations to God do not fill our hearts
half as much as a petty uneasiness of our own ; nor his
infinite perfections as much as our own smallest want.
The great, the only effectual antidote to self-love is to

get the love of God and of our neighbour firmly rooted
in the heart. Yet let us ever bear in mind that depen-
dence on our fellow creatures is as carefully to be avoided
as love of them is to be cultivated. There is none but
God on whom the principles of love and dependence form
but one duty.

CHAP. XIV.

ON THE CONDUCT OF CHRISTIANS IN THEIR INTER-
COURSE WITH THE IRRELIGIOUS;

1 HE combination of integrity with discretion is the
precise point at which a serious christian must aim in his

intercourse, and especially in his debates on religion, with
men of the opposite description. He must consider him-
selfas not only having his own reputation but the honour
of religion in his keeping. While he must on the one
hand " set his face as a flint" against any thing that may
be construed into compromise or evasion, into denying
or concealing any christian truth, or shrinking fromany
commanded duty, in order to conciliate favour ; he must,
on the other hand, be scrupulously careful never to main-
tain a christian doctrine with an unchristian temper. In
endeavouring to convince he must be cautious not need-
lessly to irritate. He must distinguish between the hon-
our of God and the pride of his own character, and never
be pertinaciously supporting the one, under the pretence
that he is only maintaining the other. The dislike thus
excited against the disputant is at once transferred to the
principle, and the adversary's unfavourable opinion of re-
ligion is augmented by the faults ofits champion. At the
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same time the intemperate champion puts it out of his
power to be of any future service to the man whom his
offensive manners have disgusted.
A serious christian, it is true, feels an honey , idignation

at hearing those truths on which his everlasting hopes de-
pend, lightly treated. He cannot but feel his heart rise
at the affront offered to his Maker. But instead of call-
ing down fire from heaven on the revilers head, he
will raise a secret supplication to the God of heaven in
his favour, which, if it change^not the heart of his oppo«
nent, will not only tranquilize his own, but soften it to-
wards his adversary ; for we cannot easily hate the man
for whom we pray.

He who advocates the sacred cause of Christianity
should be particularly aware of fancying that his being
religious will atone for his being disagreeable ; that his or-
thodoxy will justify his uncharitableness, or his zeal make
up for his indiscretion. He must not persuade himself
that he has been serving God, when he has only been grati-
fying his own resentment ; when he has actually by a fie-
ry defence prejudiced the cause which he might perhaps
have advanced by temperate argument, and persuasive
mildness. Even a judicious silence under great provoca-
tion is, in a warm temper, real forbearance. And though
** to keep silence from good words" may be pain and
grief, yet the pain and grief must be borne, and the si-

lence must be observed.
We sometimes see imprudent religionists glory in the

attacks which their own indiscretion has invited. With
more vanity than truth they apply the strong and ill cho-
sen term of persecution, to the sneers and ridicule which
sbine impropriety of manner or some inadvertency of
their own has occasioned. Now and then it is to be fear-
ed the censure may be deserved, and the high profes-
sor may possibly be but an indifferent moralist Even a
good man, a point we are not sufficiently ready to con-
cede, may have been blamable in some instance, on
which his censurers will naturally have kept a keen eye.
On these occasions how forcibly does the pointed caution
recur, which was implied by the divine moralist on the
mount, and enforced by the Apostle Peter, to distinguish
for whose sake we are calumniated.
By the way this sharp look out of worldly m«n on the

professors of religion- is not without very important usee

M 2
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While it serves to promote circumspection in the real

christian ; the detection to which it leads in the case of
the hollow professor, forms a broad and useful line of dis-

tinction between two classes of characters so essentially

distinct, and yet so frequently, so unjustly, and so malev-
olently confounded.
The world believes, or at least affects to believe, that

the correct and elegant minded religious man is blind to

those errors and infirmities, that eccentricity and bad
taste, that propensity to diverge from the strait line of
prudence, which is discernible in some pious but ill-judg-

ing men, and which delight and gratify the enemies of true

piety, as furnishing them with so plausible a ground for

censure. But it the more judicious and better informed
christian bears with these infirmities, it is not that he
does not clearly perceive and entirely condemn them.
But he bears with what he disapproves for the sake of
the zeal, the sincerity, the general usefulness of these de-

fective characters : These good qualities are totally over-

looked by the censurer, who is ever on the watch to ag-

gravate the failings which christian charity laments with-

out extenuating. It bears with them from the belief that

impropriety is less mischievous than carelessness, a bad
judgment than a bad heart, and some little excesses of

zeal than gross immorality, or total indifference.

We are not ignorant how much truth itself offends,

though unassociated with any thing that is displeasing.

This furnishes an important rule not to add to the una-

voidable offence, by mixing the faults of our own charac-

ter with the cause we support ; because we may be cer-

tain that the enemy will take care never to -eparate them.

He will always voluntarily maintain the pernicious associ-

ation in his own mind. He will never think or speak of

religion without connecting with it the real or imputed
bad qualities of all the religious men he knows or has

heard of.

Let not then the friends of truth unnecessarily increase

the number of her enemies. Let her not have at once
to sustain the assaults to which her divine character inev-

itably subjects her, and the obloquy to which the infirmi-

ties and foibles of her injudicious, and if there are any
such, her unworthy champions expose her.

But we sometimes justify our rash violence under co-

lour that our correct piety cannot endure the faults of
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others. The Pharisees overflowing vvith wickedness
themselves, made the exactness of their own virtue a pre-

tence for looking with horror on the publicans, whom
our Saviour regarded with compassionate tenderness,

while he reprobated with keen severity the sins and es-

pecially the censoriousness of their accu; ers. " Charity

,

v

says an admirable French writer, " is that law winch Je-
sus Christ came down to bring into the world, to repair

the divisions which sin has introduced in it ; to be the

proofofthe reconciliation of man with God, by bring-

ing him into obedience to the divine law ; to reconcile

him to himselfby subjugating his passions to his reason ;

and in fine to reconcile him to all mankind, by curing him
of the desire to domineer over them."

But we put it out of our power to become the instru-

ments of God in promoting the spiritual good of any
one, if we stop up the avenue to his heart by violence

or imprudence. We not only put it out of our power
to do good to all whom we disgust, but are we not liable

to some responsibility for the failure of all the good we
might have done them, had we not forfeited our influ-

ence by our indiscretion,? What we do not to others

in relieving their spiritual as well as bodily wants, Christ

will punish as not having been done to himself. This is

one of the cases in which our own reputation is so insepa-

rably connected with that of religion, that we should be
tender of one for the sake of the other.

The modes of doing good in society are various. We
should sharpen our discernment to discover them, and our

zeal to put them in practice. If we cannot open a man's

eyes to the truth of religion by our arguments, we may
perhaps open them to its beauty by our moderation.

Though he may dislike Christianity in itself, he may, from
admiring the forbearance of the Christian, be at last led

to admire the principle from which it flowed. If he

have hitherto refused to listen to the written evidences of

religion, the.temper of her advocate may be a new evi-

dence of so engaging a kind, that his heart may be open-

ed by the sweetness of the one to the verities of the oth-

er. He will at least be brought to allow that that religion

cannot be very bad, the fruits of which are so amiable.

The conduct of the disciple may in time bring him to the

feet of the master. A new combination may be formed

in his mind. He may begin to see what he had supposed
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antipathies, reconciled, to unite two things which he
thought as impossible to be brought together as the two
poles, he may begin to couple candour with Christianity.

But if the mild advocate fail to convince, he may per-

suade ; even if he fail to persuade, he will at least leave

on the mind of the adversary such favourable impres-
sions, as may induce him to inquire farther. He may be
able to employ on some future occasion, to more effectu-

al purpose, the credit which his forbearance will have
obtained for him, whereas uncharitable vehemence will

probably have forever shut the ears andclosed the heart

of his opponent against any future intercourse.

But even if the temperate pleader should not be so hap-

py as to produce any considerable effect on the mind of
iris antagonist, he is in any case promoting the interests

of his own soul ; he is at least imitating the faith and pa-

tience of the saints ; he is cultivating that " meek and
quiet spirit" of which his blessed master gave at once
the rule, the injunction and the praise.

If " ail bitterness and clamour and malice and evil

speaking" are expressly forbidden in ordinary cases,

surely the prohibition must more peculiarly apply to the

case of religious controversialists. Suppose Voltaire

and Hume had been left to take their measure of our re-

ligion (as one would really suppose they had) from the

defences of Christianity by their very able contempora-
ry Bishop Warburton.—When they saw this Goliath in

talents and learning, dealing about his ponderous blows,

attacking with the same powerful weapons, not the ene-

mies only, but the friends of Christianity,who happened
to see some points in a different light from himself ; not
meeting them as his opponents, but pouncing on them as

his prey, not seeking to defend himself, but tearing them
to pieces; waging offensive war, delighting in unprovok*
^d hostility—when they saw him thus advocate the chris-

tian cause with a spirit diametrically opposite to Christi-

anity, would they not exultingly exclaim, in direct oppo-
sition to the exclamation of the apostolic age, " see

how these Christians hate one another!" Whereas had
his vast powers of mind and astonishing compass of
knowledge been sanctified by the angelic meekness of
Archbishop Leighton, they would have been compelled
to acknowledge, if Christianity be false, it is after all so

amiable that it deserves to be true.. Might they not have
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applied to these two prelates what was said of Bossuet
and Fenelon, " Vun prouve la Religion, Vautre la fait
aimer?

If we studiously contrived how to furnish the most
complete triumph to infidels, contentious theology would
be our best contrivance. They enjoy the wounds the
combatants inflict on each other, not so much from the
persona! injury which either might sustain, a# from the
conviction that every attack, however it may terminate,
weakens the common cause. In all engagements with a
foreign foe, 'they know that Christianity must come off
triumphantly. All their hopes are founded on a civil

war.

If a forbearing temper should be maintained towards
the irreligious, how much more by the professors of reli-

gion towards each other. As it is a lamentable instance
of human infirmity that there is often much hostility car-
ried on by good men who profess the same faith ; so it is

a striking proofofthe litigious nature of man that this spi-

rit is less excited by broad distinctions, (such as con-
science ought not to reconcile; than by shades of opinion,
shades so few and slight, that the world would not know
they existed at all, if by* their animosities the disputants
were not so impatient to inform it.

While we should never withhold a clear and honest
avowal of the great principles of our religion, let us dis-

creetly avoid dwelling on inconsiderable distinctions, on
which, as they do not affect the essentials either of faith

or practice, we may allow another to maintain his opin-
ion, while wefeteadily hold fast our own. But in religions

as in military warfare, it almost seems as if the hostility

were great in proportion to the littleness of the point
contested. We ad remember when two great nations
were on the point of being involved in war for a spot of
ground* in another hemisphere, so little known that the
very name had scarcely reached us ; so iuconsiderable
that its possession would have added nothing to the
strength of either. In civil too, as well as in national
and theological disputes, there is often most stress laid on
the most indifferent things. Why would the Spanish
Government some years ago so little consult the preju-
dices of the people, as neaily to produce an insurrection,

by issuing an edict for, them to relinquish the ancie/it na

* Ncotkja Sound.
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tional dress ? Why was the security of the state, and life

hvesof the subjects put to hazard for a cloak and a jer-

kin ? For the obstinate people made as firm a stand a-

gahist this trifling requisition, as they could have made

-for the preservation of their civil or religious liberty, it

they had been so happy as .to possess either—a stand as

jirm as they are now nobly making in defence of their

country and their independence.

Without Invidiously enumerating any of the narrowing

names which split Christianity in pieces, apd which so

unhappily drive the subjects of the Prince of peace into

interminable war, and range them into so many hostile

bauds, not against the common enemy, but against each

other ; we cannot forbear regretting that less temper is

preserved amongst these near neighbours in local situa-

tion and in christian truth, than if the attack of either

were levelled at Jews, Turks, or Infidels.

Is this that Catholic spirit which embraces with the

love of charity, though not of approbation, the whole

offspring of our common Father—which in the arms of

its large affection, without vindicating their faults or a-

dopting their opinions, " takes every creature in of every

kind," and which like its gracious Author, " would not

that any thing should perish ?"

The preference of remote to approximating opinions

is, however, by n* means confined to the religious world.

The author of the Decline and Fallot' the Roman Em-

pire, though so passionate an admirer of the prophet

of Arabia as to raise a suspicion of his own Islamism

;

though so rapturous an eulogist of the apostate Julian as

to raise a suspicion of his own polytheism, yet with an

inconsistency not uncommon to unbelief he treats the

stout orthodoxy of the vehement Athanasius, with more

respect-than he shews to the "scanty creed" of a contem-

porary philosopher and theologian, whose cold and com-

fortless doctrines were much less removed from his own.

Might not the twelve monsters which even the incrediT

ble strength and labour of Hercules found so hard to sub-

due, be interpreted as an ingenious allegory, by whiqh

were meant twelve popular prejudices ? But though the

hero went forth armed preternaturally, the goddess of

wisdom herself furnishing him with his helmet, and the

god of eloquence with his arrows, yet it is not certain that

he conquered the religious prejudices, not of the world.
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HaJ eveft of Argos and Mycenae ; at least they were not

among his earlier conquests; they were not serpents

which an infant hand could strangle. They were more
probably the fruitful hydra, which lost nothing by losing

ahead, "a new head always starting up to supply the inces-

sant decapitation. But though he slew the animal at last;

might not its envenomed gore in which his arrows were

clipped be the perennial fountain in which persecuting

bigotry, harsh intolerance, and polemical acrimony, have

continued to dip their pens?

It is a delicate point to hit upon, neither to vindicate

the truth in so coarse a manner as to excite a prejudice

against it, nor to make any concessions in the hope of

obtaining popularity. " If it be possible as much as

lieth in you, live peaceably with all men" can no more

mean that we should exercise that false candour which

conciliates at the expense of sincerity, than that wc
should defend truth with so intolerant a spirit, as to in-

jure the cause by discrediting the advocate.

As the apostle beautifully obtests his brethren, not by

the power and dignity, but " by the meekness and gen-

tleness of Christ," so every christian should adorn his

doctrine by the same endearing qualities, evincing by the

brightness of the polish, the solidity of the substance.

But he will carefully avoid adopting the external ap-

pearance of these amiable tempers as substitutes for pie-

ty, when they are only its ornaments. Condescending

manners may be one of the numberless modifications of

selfishness, and reputation is thus often obtained, where

it is not fairly earned. Carefully to examine whether he

please others for their good to edification, or in order to

gjnn praise and popularity, is the bounden duty of a

christian.

We should not be angry with the blind for not seeing,

nor with the proud fornot acknowledging their blindness

We ourselves perhaps were once as blind; happy if we
are not still as proud. If not in this instance, in others

perhaps they might have made more of our advantages

than we have done; we, under their circumstances,

might have been more perversely wrong than they are,

had we not been treated by the. enlightened with more

patient tenderness than we are disposed to exercise to-

wards them. Tyre and Sidon we are assured by Truth

itself, would have repented, had they enjoyed the privi*
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leges which Chorazin and Bethsaida threw away. Sorely

we may do that for the love of God, and for the love of

onr opponent's soul, which well-bred men do through a

regard to politeness. Why should a christian be more
ready to offend against the rule of charity than a gen-

tleman against the law of decorum? Candour in judging

is like disinterestedness in acting ; both are statutes of

the royal law.

There is also a kind of right which men feel they possess to

their own opinion. With this right it is often more difficult

to part than even with the opinion itself. If our object

be the real good of our opponent ; if it be to promote the

cause of truth, and not to contest for victory, we shall re-

member this. We shall consider what a value we put up-

on our own opinion : why should his, though a false one,

be less dear to him, if he believes it true ? This conside-

ration will teach us not to expect too much at first. It

will teach us the prudence of seeking some general point,

in which we cannot fail to agree. This will let him see

that we do not differ from him for the sake of differing
;

which conciliating spirit of ours may bring him to a tem-

per to listen to arguments on topics where our disagree-

ment is wider.

In disputing, for instance, with those who wholly reject

the divine authority of the scriptures, we can gain noth-

ing by quoting them, and insisting vehemently on the

proof which is to be drawn from (hem, in support of

the point in debate ; their unquestionable truth avail-

ing nothing with those who do not allow it. But if we
take some common ground on which both the parties can

stand, and reason from the analogies of natural religion,

and the way in which God proceeds in the known and ac-

knowledged course of his providence, to the way la

which he deals with us, and has declared he will deal

with us, as the God revealed in the Bible : our opponent
maybe struck with the similarity and be put upon a track

of consideration, and be brought to a temper in consid-

ering which may terminate in the happiest manner. He
may be brought at length to be less averse from listening

to us, on those grounds and principles of which proba-

bly he might otherwise never have 9eeii the value.

Where a disputant of another description cannot en-

dure what he sneeringly calls the strictness of evangelical

religion, he will have no objection to acknowledge the
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momentous truths of man's responsibility to his Maker, of
the omniscience, omnipresence, majesty, and purity of
God. Strive then to meet him on these grounds, "and
respectfully inquire if he can sincerely affirm that he is

acting up to the truths he acknowledges ?— If he is living

in all respects as an accountable being ought to live?—If
he is really conscious of acting as a being ought to act,

who knows that he is continually acting under the eye of
a just and holy God? You will find he cannot stand on
these grounds. Either he must be contented to receive
the truth as revealed in the Gospel, or be convicted of
inconsistency, or self deceit, or hypocrisy. You will at.

least drive him off his own ground which he will find. un-
tenable, if you cannot bring him over to "yours. But
while the enemy is effecting his retreat, do not you cut
off the means of his return.

Some Christians approve Christianity as it is knowledge,
rather than as it is principle. They like it as it yields a
grand object of pursuit; as it enlarges their view of
things, as it opens to them a wider field of inquiry, a fresh

source of discovery, an additional topic of critical inves-

tigation. They consider it rather as extending the limits

of their research, than as a means of ennobling their affec-

tions. It furnishes their understanding with a fund of
riches on which they are eager to draw, not so much for

the improvement of the heart as of the intellect. They
consider it as a thesis on which to raise interesting discus-

sion, rather than as premises from which to draw practi-

cal conclusions, as an incontrovertible truth, rather than

as a rule of life.

There is something in the exhibition of sacred subjects

given us by these persons, which according to our con-

ception, is not only mistaken but pernicious. We refer

to their treatment of religion as a mere science divested

of its practical application, and taken rather as a code of

philosophical speculations than of active principles. To
explain our meaning, we might perhaps venture to except

against the choice of topics almost exclusively made by
these writers.

After they have spent half a life upon the evidences,

the mere vestibule, so necessary, we allow, to be passed

into the Temple of Christianity, we accompany them in-

to their edifice, and find it composed of materials but too

coincident wHh their former taste. Quezon? of Criti-

N
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cisra, of grammar, of history, of metaphysics, of mathe-
matics, and of all the sciences meet us,in the very place
of that which St. Paul tells us " is the end of all"—that
is, " Charity out of a pure heart, and of a good con-
science, and of faith unfeigned, from which" he adds
" some having swerved, have turned aside to vain jang-

ring*."
v

We are very far from applying the latter term to all

scientific discussions in religion, of which we should be
the very last to deny the use, or question the ne-

cessity. Our main objection lies to the preponderance
given to such topics by our controversialists in their

divinityyand to the spirit too often manifested in their

discussions, A preponderance it is, which makes us

sometimes fear they consider these things rather as re-

ligion itself, than as helps to understand it, as the sub-

stitutes, not the allies of devotion. At the same
time, a cold and philosophical spirit often studiously main-
tained, seems to confirm the suspicion, that religion with,

them is not accidentally, but essentially, and solely an
exercise of the wits, and a field for the display of intel-

lectual prowess—as if the salvation of souls were a thing

by the bye.

These prize fighters in theology remind us of the phi-

losophers of other schools : we feel as if we were reading

Newton against Des Cartes, or the theory of caloric in

opposition to phlogiston. " Nous le regardons," says

the eloquent Saurin upon some religious subject " pour

la plupart, de la meme maniere, dont on envisage les

ides d'un ancien Philosophe sur le gouvernement."—The
practical part of religion in short is forgotten, is lost in

its theories : and what is worst of all, a temper hostile to

the spirit of Christianity is employed to defend or illus-

trate its positions.

This latter effect might be traced beyond the foregoing

causes, to another nearly allied to them—the habit of

treating religion as a science capable of demonstration.

On a subject evidently admitting but of moral evidence,

* See 1 Tim. 1, 5,6, also verse 4, in which the Apostle hints at

certain "febles and endless genealogies, which minister questions

rather than godly edifying which is by faith." We dare not say how
closely this description applies to some modern, controvertists in the»

oKgy.
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we lament to see questions dogmatically proved, instead

of being temperately argued. Nay we could almost
smile at the sight of some intricate and barren novelty iu

religion demonstrated to the satisfaction of some one in-

genious theorist, who draws upon himself instantly a hun
dred confutations of every position he maintains. The
ulterior stages of the debate are often such as might
" make angels weep." And when we remember thateven
in the most important questions, involving eternal inter-

ests, " probability is the very guide of life*" we could
most devoutly wish, that on subjects, to say the least,

Dot " generally necessary to salvation" infallibility were
not the claim of the disputant, or personal animosity the

condition of his failure.

Such speculatists who are more anxious to make pro-

selytes to an opinion, than converts ,o a principle, will

not be so likely to convince an opponent, as the chrb
tian who is known to act up to bis convictions, and whose
genuine piety will put life and heart into his reasoning^.

The opponent probably knows already all the ingenious

arguments which books supply. Ingenuity therefore, if

he be a candid man, will not be so likely to touch him, as

that " godly sincerity" which he cannot but perceive

the heart of his antagonist is dictating to his lips. There
is a simple energy in pure christian truth which a facti-

tious principle imitates in vain. The " knowledge which
puffeth up" will make few practicat converts unaccompa-
nied with the " charity which edifieth."

To remove prejudices, then, is the bounden duty of a

Christian, but he must take care not to remove them by
conceding what integrity forbids him to concede. He
must not wound his conscience to save his credit. If ,ao

ill-bred roughness disgusts another, a dishonest complajU

sance undoes himself. He must remove all obstructions

to the reception of truth, but the truth itself he must not

adulterate. In clearing away the impediment, he must
secure the principle.

If his own reputation be attacked, he must defend it

by every lawful means ; nor will he sacrifice the valuable

possession to any demand but that of conscience, to any
call but the imperative cali of duty. If his good name
be put in competition with any other earthly good, he

will preserve it, however dear may be the good he fe

* Barter's Introduction to " The Analogy."
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liuqaishes ; but, if the competition lie between his repu-

tation and his conscience, he has no hesitation in making
the sacrifice, costly as it is. A feeling man struggles for

his fame as for his life, but if he be a Christian, he parts

with it, for he knows that it is not the life of his soul.

For the same reason that we must not be over anxious

to vindicate our fame, we must be careful to preserve it

from any unjust imputation. The great Apostle of the

Gentiles has set us an admirable example in both respects,

and we should never consider him in one point of view,

without recollectinghis conduct in the other So pro-

found is his humility that he declares himself " less than

the least of all saints." Not content with this compara-
tive depreciation, he proclaims his actual corruptions.
" In me, that is, in my flesh, there is no good thing." Yet
this deep self-abasement did not prevent him from assert-

ing his own calumniated worth, from declaring that he
was not behind the very " chiefest of the apostles"

—

again—" As the troth of Christ is in me, no man shall

stop me of this boasting," &c. He then enumerates
with a manly dignity, tempered with a noble modesty, a

multitude of instances of his unparalleled sufferings and
iiis unrivalled zeal.

Where only his own personal feelings were in question,

how self-abasing! how self-annihilating! but where the

unjust imputation involved the honour of Christ and the

credit of religion " what carefulness it wrought in him,

yea what clearing of himself
;
yea what indignation, yea

what vehement desire, yea what zeal
!"

While we rejoice in the promises annexed to the beati-

tudes, we should be cautious of applying to ourselves

promises which do not belong to us, particularly that

which is attached to the last beatitude. When our fame is

attacked, let us carefully inquire, if we are " suffering

for righteousness' sake," or for our own faults ; let us

examine, whether we may not deserve the censures we
have incurred ? Even if we are suffering in the cause of
God, may we not have brought discredit on that holy

cause by our imprudence, our obstinacy, our vanity ; by
our zeal without knowledge, and our earnestness without
temper? Let us inquire, whether our revilers have not

some foundation for the charge ? Whether we have not

sought our own glory more than that ofGod ? Whether
we are not more disappointed at missing that revenue of
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praise, which we thought our good works were entitled

to bring us in, than at the wound religion may have sus-

tained ? Whether though our views were right on the
whole, their purity was not much alloyed by human mix-
tures ? Whether, neglecting to count the cost, we did not
expect unmixed approbation, uninterrupted success, and
a full tide of prosperity and applause, totally forgetting
the reproaches received, and the obloquy sustained by
* the Man of Sorrows."

If we can, on an impartial review, acquit ourselves as

to the general purity ofour motives, the general integrity

of our conduct, the unfeigned sincerity of our endeavours,

then we may indeed, though with deep humility, take to

ourselves the comfort of this divine beatitude. When we
really find, that men only speak evil of us for his sake in

whose cause we have laboured, however that labour max
have been mingled with imperfection, we may indeed
" rejoice and be exceeding glad." Submission may be
elevated into gratitude, and forgiveness into love.

CHAP. XV.

ON THE PROPRIETY OF INTRODUCING RELIGION IN

GENERAL CONVERSATION.

MAY we be allowed to introduce here an opinion

warmly maintained in the world, and which indeed strikes

at the root of all rules for the management ofreligious de-

bate recommended in the preceding chapter? It is, that

the subject of religion ought on no occasion to be intro-

duced in mixed company ; that the diversity of sentiment

upon it is so great, and so nearly connected with the ten-

derest feelings of our minds, as to be liable to lead to heat

and contention : Finally, that it is too grave and solemn

a topic to be mixed in the miscellaneous circle of social

discourse, much less in the festive effusions of convivial

cheerfulness. Now, in answer to these allegations, we
must at least insist, that should religion, on other grounds,

be found entitled to social discussion, the last observation,

if true, would prove convivial cheerfulness incompatible

with the spirit and practice of religion, rather than rdi-

N2
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gion inadmissible into cheerful parties. And it is cer«

tainly a retort difficult of evasion, that where to intro-

duce religion herself is to endanger her honour, there she
rather Suffers in reputation by the presence of her friend.

The man endeared by conviction to his religion will never
bear to be long, much less to be statedly separated from
the object of his affections : and he whose zeai once de-

termined him " to know nothing" amongst his associates,
** but Jesus Christ, and him crucified," never could have
dreamt ofa latitude of interpretation which would admit
a Christian into scenes where every thing but Jesus Christ

and him crucified, might be recognised with credit.

These principles appear so plain and incontrovertible,

that the question seems rather to call for a different state-

ment : viz. why religion should not be deemed admissible
into every social meeting and friendly circle in which a
Christian himself would chuse to be found ? That it is too
weighty and important a subject for discussion, is an ar-

gument, which, standing alone, assumes the gross absurdi-

ty that either men never talk of that which most nearly

interests them, or that when they do, they talk improper-
ly. They will not, it is true, introduce a private concern,
however important, in which no one is interested but
themselves. But in the subject ofreligion, who is not in-

terested? Or where will topics be found more universal

in their application to all times, persons, places and cir-

cumstances, as well as more important, than those which
relate to the eternal welfare of mankind ?

Nor will it be avowed with greater colour of reason,

that topics so important suffer in point ofgravity, or in the

respect of mankind, by frequent" discussion. We never

observed men grow indifferent to their health, their af-

fairs, their friends, their country, in proportion as these

were made, the subjects of their familiar discourse. On
the contrary, oblivion has been noticed as the offspring of

silence. The man who never mentions his friend is, we
think, in general most likely to forget him. And far from
deeming the name of one, greater than any earthly friend
" taken in vain," when mentioned discreetly in conver-

sation, we generally rind him most remembered and re-

spected in secret, by those whose memories are occasion-

ally refreshed by a reference to his word and authority m
public. " Familiarity," indeed, we have been told,

'* produces contemptf a truism, en which we are eonvin-
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ced macy persons, honestly, though blindly, rest their ha-

bitual, and even systematic reserve on religious subjects.

But " familiarity" in our mind has reference rather to

the manner, than to the act, of introducing religion. To
us it is synonimous with a certain trite and trivial repeti-

tion of serious remarks, evidently " to no profit," which
we sometimes hear from persons familiarized, rather by
education than feeling, to the language of piety.

More particularly we refer it to a still more criminal

habit, which, to their disgrace, some professors of religion

share with the profane, of raising a- laugh by the intro-

duction of a religious observation or even a scriptural

quotation. " To court a grin when we should woo a
soul," is surely an abuse of religion, as well in the parlour

as the pulpit. Nor has the senate itself been always ex-

empt from this impropriety. Dr. Johnson has long since

pronounced a jest drawn from the Bible, the vulgarest

because the easiest of all jests.—And far from perverting

religious topics to such a purpose himself, a feeling Chris-

tian would not often be found, where such would be the

probable, consequence of olfering a pious sentiment in

company.
That allusions involving religious questions are often

productive or dispute and altercation, is a fact, which
though greatly exaggerated, must yet, in a degree be ad-

mitted. This circumstance may in some measure account

for the singular reception which a religious remark is of-

ten observed to meet with in the world. It is curious to

notice the surprise and alarm which, on such occasions,

will frequently pervade the party present. The remark
is received as a stranger-guest, of which no one knows
the quality or intentions: And, like a species of intellec-

tual foundliug, it is cast upon the company without a

friend to foster its infancy, or to own any acquaintance

with the parent. A fear of consequences prevails. It is

obvious that the feeling is
—" We know not into what it

may grow ; it is therefore safer to stifle it in the birth."

This, if not the avowed, is the implied sentiment.

But is not this delicacy, this mauvaise honte, so pecu-

liar perhaps to our countrymen on religious subjects, the

very cause which operates so unfavourably upon that ef-

fect which it labours to obviate? Is not the very infre-

quency of moral or religious observations, a sufficient ac-

count to be given both of the perplexity and the irritation
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aaid to be consequent upon their introduction? And were
not religion (we mean such religious topics as may legiti-

mately arise in mixed society) banished so much as it is

from conversation, might not its occasional recurrence

become by degrees as natural, perhaps as interesting,

certainly as instructive, and after all as safe, as " a close

committee on the weather," or any other of the authorized

topics which are about as productive of amusement as of
instruction ? People act as if religion were to be regarded
at a distance, as if even a respectful ignorance were to be
preferred to a more familiar approach. This reserve,

however, «loes not give an air of respect, so much as of
mystery, to religion. An able writer* has observed,
** that was esteemed the most sacred part of pagan devo-
tion which was the most impure, and the only thing that

was commendable in it is, that it was kept a great
mystery." He approves of nothing in this religion but the

modesty of withdrawing itselffrom the eyes of the world.
-—But Christianity requires not to be shrouded in any
such mysterious recesses. She does not, like the Eastern
monarchs, owe her dignity to her concealment. She is,

on the contrary, most honoured where most known, and
most revered where most clearly visible.

It will be obvious that hints rather than arguments be-

long to our present undertaking. In this view we may
perhaps be excused if we offer a few general observations

upon the different occasions on which a well-regulated

mind would be solicitous to introduce religion into social

discourse. The person possessed of such a mind, would
be mainly anxious, in a society of christians, that some-
thing should appear indicative of their profession. He
would accordingly feel a strong desire to effect it when
he plainly perceived his company engaged on no other

topic either innocently entertaining, or rationally instruc-

tive. This desire, however, would by no means cloud his

brow, give an air of impatience to his countenance, or

render him inattentive to the general tone and temper of
the circle. On the contrary, he would endeavour to feel

additional interest in his neighbour's suggestions, in pro-

portion as he hoped in turn to attract notice to his own.
He would shew long forbearance to the utmost extent of
conscientious toleration. In the prosecution of his fa-

vourite design, he would never attempt a forced or im-

* Bfihop Sherlock.
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seasonable allusion to serious subjects j a caution requi-

ring the nicest judgment and discrimination, most parti-

cularly where he felt the sentiments or the zeal of his

company to be not congenial with his own. His would
be the spirit of the prudent mariner, who does not ap-

proach even his native shore without carefully watching
the winds, and sounding the channels ; knowing well that

a temporary delay, even on an unfriendly element, is pre-

ferable to a hasty landing his company, on shore indeed,

but upon the point of a rock.

Happily for our present purpose, the days we live ia

afford circumstances both offoreign and domestic occur-

rence, of every possible variety of colour and connex-
ion, so as to leave scarcely any mind unfurnished with a
store of progressive remarks by which the most instruc-

tive truths may be approached through the most obvious

topics. And a prudent mind will study to make its ap-

proaches to such an ultimate object, progressive : it will

know also where to stop, rather indeed out of regard to

others than to itself. And in the manly avowal of its

sentiments, avoiding as well what is canting in utterance

as technical in language, it will make them at once ap-

pear not the ebullition of an ill-educated imagination,

but the result of a long-exercised understanding.

Nothing will be more likely to attract attention or se-

cure respect to your remarks than the good taste in which
they are delivered. On common topics we reckon him
the most elegant speaker whose pronunciation and ac-

cent are so free from all peculiarities that it cannot be
determined to what place he owes his birth. A polished

critic of Rome accuses or.c of the finest of her histori-

ans of provinciality. This is a fault obvious to less en-

lightened critics, since the Attic herb-woman could de-

tect the provincial dialect of a great philosopher. Why
must religion have her Patacinity ? Why must a Christian

adopt the quainrness of a party, era scholar the idiom of

the illiterate ? Why should a valuable truth be combined
with a vulgar or fanatical expression ? If either would of-

fend when separate, how inevitably must they disgust

when the one is mistakenly intended to set off the other.

Surely this is not enchasing our " apples of gold in pic-

tures of silver."

We must not: close this part of our subject without al-

luding to another, and still more delicate introduction of
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religion, in the way of reproof. Here is indeed a point

in religious conduct to which we feel it a boldness to

make any reference at all. Bold, indeed, is that casuist

who would lay down general rules on a subject where the

consciences of men seem to differ so widely from each
other : and feeble too often will be his justest rules where
the feelings of timidity or delicacy rush in with a force

which sweeps down mauy a land-mark erected for its own
guidance, even by conscience itself.

Certainly, much allowance, perhaps respect, is due
in cases of very doubtful decision, to those feelings

which, after the utmost self-regulation of mind, are found
to be irresistible. And certainly the habits and modes
of address attached to refined society, are such as to

place personal observations on a very different footing

to that on which they stand by nature.—A frown, even a
cold and disapprovinglook, may be a reception which the

profane expression or loose action of a neighbour of

rank and opulence may have never before encountered

from his flatterers or convivial companions. A vehement
censure in his case might inflame his resentment without

amending his fault. Whether the attempt be to correct a
vice or rectify an error, one object should ever be steadi-

ly kept in view, to conciliate rather than to contend, to

inform but hot to insult, to evince that we assume not the

character of a dictator, but the office of a christian

friend ; that we have the best interests of the offender,

and the honour of religion at heart, and that to reprove
is so far from a gratification that it is a trial to ourselves

;

the effort of conscience, not the effect of choice.

The feelings, therefore, of the person to be admonish-
ed should be most scrupulously consulted. The admo-
nition, if necessarily strong, explicit, and personal, should

yet be friendly, temperate, and well bred. An offence,

even though publicly committed, is generally best reprov-

ed in private, perhaps in writing.—Age, superiority of

station, previous acquaintance, above all, that sacred

profession to which the honour of religion is happily made
a personal concern, are circumstances which especially

call for, and sanction the attempt recommended. And
he must surely be unworthy his Christian vocation, who
would not conscientiously use any influence or authority

which he might chance to possess, in discountenancing or

rectifying the delinquency he condemns.
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We are, indeed, as elsewhere, after the closest reflec-

tion and longest discussion, often forced into the gener-

al conclusion that " a good heart is the best casuist."

And doubtless, where true Christian benevolence to-

wards man meets in the same mind with an honest zeal

for the glory of God, a way will be found, let us rather
say will be opened, for the right exercise of this, as of
every virtuous disposition.

Let us ever remember what we have so often insisted

on, that self-denial is the ground-work, the indispensable

requisite for every Christian virtue ; that without the ha-

bitual exercise of this principle we shall never be follow-

ers ofhim " who pleased not himself." And when we are
called by conscience to the largest use of it in practice,

we must arm ourselves with the highest considerations for

the trial : we must consider him, who (through his faith-

ful reproofs) " endured the contradiction of sinners

against himself." And when even from Moses we hear the

truly evangelical precept, " thou shalt in any wise rebuke
thy brother, and not suffer sin upon him f we must duly

weigh how strongly its performance is enforced upon our-

selves, by the conduct of one greater than Moses, who
expressly " suffered for us, leaving us an example that we
should follow his footsteps."

CHAP. XVI.

CHRISTIAN WATCHFULNESS.

Of all the motives to vigilance and self-discipline which
Christianity presents, there is not one more powerful than

the danger, from which even religious persons are not

exempt ofslackening in zeal and declining in piety. Would
we could affirm, that coldness in religion is confi-

ned to the irreligious ! If it be melancholy to observe

an absence of Christianity where no great profession of it

was ever made, it is far more grievous to mark its declen-

sion where it once appeared not only to exist, but to flour-

ish. We feel on the comparison, the same distinct sort-
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t>f compassion with which we contemplate the pecuniary
distresses of those who have been always indigent, and of
those who have fallen into want from a state of opulence.

Our concern differs not only in degree but in kind.

This declension is one of the most awakening calls to

watchfulness, to humility and self-inspection which reli-

gion can make to him " who thinketh he standeth"

—

which it can make to him who, sensible ofhis own weakness,
ought to feel the necessity " of strengthening the things

which remain that are ready to die."

If there is not any one circumstance which ought mora
to alarm and quicken the Christian, than that of finding

himselfgrow languid and indifferent, after having made
jiot only a profession, but a progress, so there is not a
more reasonable motive of triumph to the profane, not
one cause which excites in him a more plausible ground
of suspicion, either that there never was any truth in the

profession of the person in question, or which is a more
fatal, and, to such a mind, a more natural conclusion, that

there is no truth in religion itself. At best, he will be
persuaded that this can only be a faint and feeble princi-

ple, the impulse of which is so soon exhausted, and which
is by no means found sufficiently powerful to carry on its

votary throughout his course.—He is assured that piety

is only an outer garment, put on for show or convenience,

and that when it ceases to be wanted for either, it is laid

aside. In these unhappy instances the evil seldom ceases

with him who causes* it. The inference becomes general,

that all religious men are equally unsound or equally de-

luded, only that some are more prudent, or more fortu-

nate, or greater hypocrites than others. After the falling

away of one promising character, the old suspicion re-

curs and is confirmed, and the defection of others pro-

nounced to be infallible.

There seems to be this marked distinction in the dif-

ferent opinions which religious and worldly men enter-

tain respecting human corruption. The candid christian

is contented to believe it, as an indisputable general

truth, while he is backward to suspect the wickedness of

the individual, nor does he allow himself to give full cre-

dit to particular instances without proof. The man of

the world on the contrary, who denies the general princi-

ple, is extremely prone to suspect the individual. Thus
his knowledge of mankind nj?t only furnishes a prr,cf)
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but outstrips the truth, of the doctrine ; though he de-

nies it as a proposition or' scripture, he is eager to estab-

lish it as a fact ofexperiment.
But the probability is, that the man, who by his depar-

ture from the principles with which he appeared to set

out, so much gratifies the thoughtless, and grieves the se-

rious mind, never was a sound and genuine christian.

His religion was perhaps taken up on some accidental

circumstance, built on some false ground, produced by
some evanescent cause ; and though it cannot be fairly

pronounced that he intended by his forward profession,

and prominent zeal, to deceive others, it is probable that

he himself was deceived. Perhaps he had made too sure of
himself. His early profession was probably rather bold
and ostentatious ; he had imprudently fixed his stand on
ground so high as to be not easily tenable, and from
which a descent would be but too ooservabk*. While he
thought he never could he too secure ofhis own strength,

he allowed himself to be too censorious on the. infirmities

of others, especially of those whom he had apparently out-

stripped, and who, though they had started together, he
bad left behind him in the race.

Might it not be a safer course, if in the outset of the

christian life, a modest and self-distrusting humility were
to impose a temporary restraint on the forwardness of
outward profession. A little knowledge of the human
heart, a little suspicion of the deceitfnlness of his own,
would not only moderate the intemperance of au ill-un-

derstood zeal, should the warm convert become an es-

tablished christian, but would save the credit of religion,

which will receive a fresh wound, in the possible event of

his desertion from her standard.

Some of the most distinguished christians in this coun-

try began their religious career with this graceful hu-

mility. They would not suffer their change of character

and their adoptioB of new principles, and a new course, to

be blazoned abroad, as the affectionate zeal of their confi-

dential friends would have advised, till the principles they

had adopted were established, and worked into habits of

piety ; till time and experience had evinced that the grace

of God had not been bestowed on them in vain. Their

progress proved to be such as might have been inferred

from the modesty of their outset. They have gone on with

a perseverance n hid? difficulties have only contributed

O
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to strengthen, and experience to confirm ; and will,

through divine aid, doubtless, go on, shining more and

more unto the perfect day.

But to return to the less steady convert. Perhaps re-

ligion was only, as we have hinted elsewhere, one pursuit

among many which he had taken up when other pursuits

failed, and which he now lays down, because his faith

not being rooted and grounded, fails also ;—or the temp-

tations arising from without might concur with the fail-

ure within. If vanity be his infirmity, he will shrink

from the pointed disapprobation of his superiors. If the

love of novelty be his besetting weakness, the very pecu-

liarity and strictness of religion, the very marked depar-

ture from the " gay and primrose path" in which he had

before been accustomed to walk, which first attracted,

now repel him. The attention which his early deviation

from the manners of the world drew upon him, and which

©nee flattered, now disgusts him. The very opposition

which once animated, now cools him. He is discouraged

at the near view, subdued by the required practice, of

that christian self-denial which, as a speculation, had ap-

peared so delightful. Perhaps his fancy had been fired

by some acts of christian heroism, which he felt an ambi-

tion to imitate : a feeling which tales of martial prowess,

or deeds of chivalry, something that, promising celebrity

and exciting emulation, had often kindled before. The
truth is, religion had only takeu hold of his imagination,

Lis heart had been left out of the question.

Or he had in the twilight of his first awakening, seen reli.

gion only as something to be believed—he now finds that

much is to be done in the new life, and much which was

habitual to the old one, left undone.—Above all he did

not reckon on the consistency which the christian life

demands. Warm affections rendered the practice of some

right actions easy to him ; but he did not include in his

faulty and imperfect scheme, the self-denial, the perseve-

rance, the renouncing of his own will and his own way, the

evil report, as well as the good report, to which every

man pledges himself, when he enlists under the banner of

Christ. The cross which it was easy to venerate, he finds

it hard to bear.

Or religion might be adopted when he was in affliction,

and he is now happy ;—when he was in bad circumstar-

ces, and he is now grown affluent. Or it might beassu-
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med, as something wanting to his recommendation to

that party or project by winch he wished to make his

way; as something that would hetter enable him to car-

ry certain points which he had in view ; something that,

with the new acquaintance he wished to cultivate, might
obliterate certain defects in his former conduct, and
white-wash a somewhat guliied reputation.

Or in his now more independent situation, it may be he
is surrounded by temptations, softened hy blandishments,
allured by pleasures, which he never expected would
arise to weaken his resolutions. These new enchant-
ments make it not soeasy to be pious, as when he haii little

to lose and every thing to desire, as when the world wore
a frowning, and religion an inviting aspect.—Or he is

perhaps, by the vicissitudes of life, transferred from a so-

ber and humble society, whereto be religious was honour-
able, to a more fashionable set of associates, where, as

the disclosure of his piety would add nothing to his cred-
it, he set out with taking pains to conceal it, till it has fal-

len into that gradual oblivion, which is the natural con-
sequence of its being kept out of sight.

But we proceed to a far more interesting and impor-
tant character. The one indeed whom we have been
slightly sketching, may by his inconstancy do much harm,
the one on which we are about to animadvert, might by his

consistent'}' and perseverance effect essential good.

—

.Even the sincere, and to all appearance, tlie established

christian, especially if his situation in life be easy, and his

course smooth and prosperous, had need keep a vigilant

eye upon bis own heart. For such a one it will not be
sufficient that he keep his ground if he do not advance in

it. Indeed it will be a sure proof that he has gone back
3

if he has not advanced.
In a world so beset with snares, various are the causes

which may possibly occasion in even good men a slow but
certain decline in piety. A decline scarcely perceptible

at first, but which becomes more visible in its subsequent
stages. When therefore we suspect our hearts ofany de-

clension in piety, we should not compare ourselves with
what we were in the preceding week or month, but with
what we were at the supposed height of our character.

Though the alteration was not perceptible in its gradual

progress, one shade melting into the next, and each losing

its distinctness, yet when the two remote states are
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brought into contrast, the change will be strikingly ob-
vious.

Among other causes may be assigned the indiscreet

forming of some worldly connexion : especially that of
marriage. In this connexion, for union it cannot be call-

ed, ins to be lamented that the irreligious more frequent-

ly draw away the religious to their side, than that the cotf-

trary takes piace ; a circumstance easily accounted for

by those who are at all acquainted with the human heart.

Or the sincere but incautious Christian may be led by
a strong affection which assumes the shape of virtue, into

a fond desire of establishing his children advantageously
in the world, into methods which if not absolutely incor-

rect, are yet ambiguous at the best. In order to raise

those whom he. loves to a station above their level, he may
be tempted, while self-deceit will teach him to sanctify

the deed by the motive, to make some little sacrifices of
principle, some little abatements of that strict rectitude,

for which, in the abstract, no man would more strenuously

contend. And as it may be in general observed, that the

most amiable minds are most susceptible of the strong-

est natural affections ; of course the very tenderness of
the heart lays such characters peculiarly open to a dan-
ger to which the unfeeling and the obdurate are less ex-
posed.

If the person in question be of the sacred order, no
small danger may arise from his living under the eye
of an irreligious, but rich and bountiful patron. It is his

duty to make religion appear amiable in his eyes, He
ought to conciliate his good will by every means which
rectitude can sanction. But though his very piety

will stimulate his discretion in the adoption of those

means, he will take care never to let his discretion in-

trench on his integrity.

If he be under obligations to him, he may be in danger
of testifying his gratitude, and furthering his hopes by
some electioneering manoeuvres, and by too much elec-

tioneering society. Ke may, unawares, be tempted to

too much conformity to his friend's habits, to too much
conviviality in his society. And when he witnesses so

much kindness and urbanity in his manners, possibly so

much usefulness and benevolence in his life, he may be
even tempted to suspect that he himself may be wrong :

to accuse himself of being somewhat churlish in his own
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1

temper, a tittle too austere in bis habits, and rather hard

in his judgment of a man so amiable. He will be still

more likely to fall into this error if he expects a favour

than if he has obtained it ; for though it is not greatly to

the honour of human nature, we daily see how much
keener are the feelings which are excited by hope than
those which are raised by gratitude. The favour which
has been already conferred excites a temperate, that

which we are looking for, a fervid feeling.

These relaxing feelings and these softened dispositions,

aided by the seducing luxury of the table, and the be-

witching splendor of the apartment, by the soft accom-
modations which opulence exhibits, and the desires

which they are too apt to awaken in the dependent, may,
not impossibly, lead by degrees to a criminal timidity in

maintaining the purity of his own principles, in support-

ing the strictness of his own practice. He may gradu-

ally lose somewhat of the dignity of his professional, and
of the sobriety of his christian character. He-may be
brought to forfeit the independence of his mind ; and in

order to magnify his fortune, may neglect to magnify his

office.

Even here, from an increasing remissness in self-ex-

amination, he may deceive himself by persisting to be-

lieve—for the films are now grown thicker over his spi-

ritual sight—that his motives are defensible. Were not

his discernment labouring under a temporary blindness,

he would reprobate the character which interested views

have insensibly drawn him in to act. He would be as

mueh astonished to be told that this character was be-

come his own, as was the Royal Offender, when the

righteous boldness of the Prophet pronounced, the heart-

appalling words, " Thou art the man."

Still he continues to flatter himself that the reason of

his diminished opposition to the faults of his friend, is

Eot because he has a more lucrative situation in view, but

because he may by a slight temporary concession, and a

short suspension of a severity which he begins to fancy

he has carried too far, secure for his future life a more
extensive field of usefulness, in the benefice which is

hanging over his head.

In the mean time, hope and expectation so fill his mind

that he insensibly grows coid in the prosecution of his

02
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positive duties. He begins to lament that in his present
situation he can make but few converts* that he sees but
small effects of his labours , not perceiving that God may
have withdrawn his blessing from a ministry which is ex-

ercised on such questionable grounds. With his new expec-
tations he continues to blend his old ideas. He feasts his

imagination with the prospect of a more fruitful harvest
on an unknown, and perhaps an unbroken soil—as if hu-
man nature were not pretty much the same every where

;

as if the labourer were accountable for the abundance of
his crop, and rot solely for his own assiduity—as if actual
duty faithfully performed, even in that circumscribed
sphere in winch God has cast our lot, is not more accep-
table to him, than theories of the most extensive good,
than distant speculations and improbable projects, for the
benefit even of a whole district; while, in the indulgence
of those airy schemes, our own specific and appointed
work lies neglected, or is performed without energy and
without attention.

Self love so naturally infatuates the.judgment, that it is

no paradox to assert that we look too far, and yet do not
look far enough. We look too far when passing over the

actual duties of the immediate scene, we form long con-
nected trains of future projects, and indulge our thoughts

in such as are most remote, and perhaps least probable.

And we do not look far enough when the prospective

mind does not shoot beyond all these little earthly dis-

tances, to that, state, falsely called remote, whither all our
steps are not the less tending, bf cause our eyes are confi-

ned to the home scenes. But while the precariousness

of our duration ought to set limits to our designs, it should
furnish incitements to our application. Distant projects

are too apt to slacken present industry, while the magni-
tude ofschemes, probably impracticable, may render our
actual exertions cold and sluggish.

Let it be observed that we would be the last to cen-

sure any of tiiose fair and honourable means of improving
his condition, which every man, be he worldly or reli-

gious, owes to himself, and to his family. Saints as well

as sinners have in common, what a great genius calls,

" certain inconvenient appetites of eating and dunking,"
which while we are in the body must be complied with.

it would be a great hardship on good men, to be denied

any innocent means of fair gratification. It would be
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a peculiar injustice that the most diligent labourer should

be esteemed the least worthy of his hire, the least fit to

rise in his profession.

The more serious clergyman has also the same warm
affection for his children with his less scrupulous brother,

and consequently the same laudable desire for their com-
fortable establishment ; only in his plans for theiradvance-

ment he should neither entertain ambitious vie%vs, nor
prosecute any views, even the best, by methods not con-

sonant to the strictness of his avowed principles. Pro-
fessing to" seek first the Kingdom of God and his righte-

ousness," he ought to be more exempt from an over-anx-

ious solicitude than those who profess it less zealously.

Avowing a more determined confidence that all other

things will, as far as they are absolutely necessary, " be add-

ed unto him," he should, as it is obvious he commonly does,

manifest practically, a more implicit trust, confiding in

that gracious and cheering promise, that promise ex-

pressed both negatively and positively, as if to comfort by
a double confirmation, that God who is " both his light

and defence, who will give grace and worship, will also

"Withhold no good thing from them that live a godly life."

It is one of the trials of faith appended to the sacred

office, that its ministers, like the father of the faithful, are

liable to go out, u not knowing whither they go ;" and
this not only at their first entrance into their profession

but throughout life ; an inconvenience to which no other

profession is necessarily liable ; a trial which is not per

haps fairly estimated.

This remark wiil naturally raise a laugh among those

who at once bold the function in contempt, deride its

ministers, and think their well-earned remuneration lavish-

ly' and even unnecessarily bestowed. They will probably

exclaim with as much complacency in their ridicule, as if

it were really the tes I truth—"A greatcanae ofcommis-

eration iruly, to be transferred from a starving curacy to

a plentiful benefice, or from the vulgar society of a coun-

try Parish, to be a stalled Theologian in an opulent

Town !"—

We are far from estimating at a low rate the^exchange

from a state of uncertainly to a state of independence,

from a lite, ofpenury to comfort, or from a barely decent.

to an aftSnctot provision.—But does the ironical remarkcr

'ntc the fe«Mngs and affections of the heart at nothing ? If
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he insists that money is that chief good of which ancient

philosophy says so much, we beg leave to insist that it is

not the only good. We are above the affectation of pre-

tending to condole with any man on his exaltation, but
there are feelings which a man of acute sensibility, ren-

dered more acute by an elegant education, values more
intimately than silver or gold.

Is it absolutely nothing to resign his local comforts, to

break up his local attachments, to have new connexions

to form, and that frequently at an advanced period of life ?

Connwxions, perhaps less valuable than those he is quit-

ting? Is it nothing for a faithful Minister to be separated

from an affectionate people, a people not only whose
friendship but whose progress has constituted his happi-

ness here, as it will make his joy and crown of rejoicing

hereafter ?

Men of delicate minds estimate things by their affec-

tions as well as by their circumstances ; to a man ofa cer-

tain cast of character, a change however advantageous,

may be rather an exile than a promotion. While he grate-

fully accepts the good, he receives it with an edifying ac-

knowledgment of the imperfection of the best human
things. These considerations we confess add the addition-

al feelings of kindness to their persons, and of sympathy
with their vicissitudes, to our respect and veneration for

their holy office.

To themselves, however, the precarious tenure of their

situation presents an instructive emblem of the uncertain

condition of human life, of the transitory nature of the

world itself. Their liableness to a sudden removal gives

them the advantage of being more especially reminded of

the necessity and duty of keeping in a continual posture

of preparation, having " their loins girded, their shoes on
their feet, and their staff in their hand." They have also

the same promises which supported the Israelites in the

desart.—The same assurance which cheered Abraham,
may still cheer the true servants of God under all difficul-

ties.
—" Fear not—I am thy shield and thy exceeding

great reward.''

But there are perils on the right hand and on the left.

It is not among the least, that though a pious Clergyman
may at first have tasted with trembling caution of the de-

licious cup of applause, he may gradually grow, as thirst

is increased by indulgence, to drink too deeply of the en-
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chanted chaiice. The dangers arising from any thing that
is good, are formidable, because unsuspected. And such
are the perils of popularity that we will venture to say
that the victorious General, who has conquered a king-
dom, or the sagacious Statesman who has preserved it, is

almost in less danger of being spoilt by acclamation than
the popular Preacher; because their danger is likely to
happen but once, his is perpetual. Theirs is only on a day
of triumph, his day of triumph occurs every week ; we
mean the admiration he excites. Every fresh success
ought to be a fresh motive to humiliation ; he who feels

his danger will vigilantly guard against swallowing too
greedily the indiscriminate, and often undistinguishing
plaudits which his doctrines or his manner, his talents or
his voice, may equally procure for him.

Ifhe be. not prudent as well as pious, he may be brought
to humour his audience, and Ins audience to flatter him
with a dangerous emulation, till they will scarcely endure
truth itseiffrom any other lips. Nay, he may impercep-
tibly be led not to be always satisfied with the attention
and improvement of his hearers, unless the attention be
sweetened by flattery, and the improvernentfollowed by
exclusive attachment.
The spirit of exclusive fondness generates a spirit of

controversy. Some of the followers will rather improve
in casuistry than in Christianity. They will be more bu-
sied in opposing Paul to Apollos, than looking unto " Je-
sus, the author and finisher of their faith ;" than in bring-
ing forth fruits meet for repentance. Religious gossip

may assume the place of religion itself. A party spirit is

thus generated, and Christianity may begin to be con-
sidered as a thing to be discussed and disputed, to be
heard and talked about, rather than as the productive
principle of virtuous conduct*

,
We owe, indeed, lively gratitude and affectionate at-

tachment to the Minister who has faithfully laboured for

our edification ; but the Author has sometimes noticed a
manner adopted by some injudicious adherents, especially

of her own sex, which seems rather to erect their fa-

vourite into the head of a sect, than to reverence him as

the pastor of a flock. This mode of evincing an attach-

* This polemic tattle is of a totally different character from that

species of religious conversation Recommended in the preceding
Chapter.
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ment, amiable in itself, is doubtless as distressing to the

delicacy of the Minister as it is unfavourable to religion,

to which it is apt to give an air of party.

May we be allowed to animadvert more immediately

on the cause of declension in piety in some persons who
formerly exhibited evident marks of that seriousness in

their lives which they continue to inculcate from the

Pulpit. If such has been sometimes (we hope ithas been
very rarely) the case, may it not be partly ascribed to an
unhappy notion that the same exactness in his private de-

votion, the same watchfulness in his daily conduct, is not
equally necessary in the advanced progress as m the first

stages of a religious course? He does not desist from
warning his bearers of the continual necessity of these

things, but is he not in some danger of not applying the

necessity to himself? May he not begin to rest satisfied

with the inculcation without the practice? It is not

probable indeed that he goes so far as to establish himself

as an exempt case, but he slides from indolence into the

exemption, as if its avoidance were not so necessary for

him as for others.

Even the very sacredness of his profession is not with-

out a snare. He may repeat the holy offices so often that

he may be in danger on the one hand, ofsinking into the

notion that it is a mere profession, or on the other, ofso

resting in it as to make it supercede the necessity of that

strict personal religion with which he set out : He may at

least be satisfied with the occasional, without the uniform

practice. There is a danger—we advert only to its possi-

bility- that his very exactness in the public exercise ofhis

function may lead to a little justification of his remissness

in secret duties. His zealous exposition of the scriptures

to others may satisfy him, though it does not always lead

to a practical application ofthem to himself.

But God, by requiring exemplary diligence in the devo-

tion of his appointed servants, would keep up in their

minds a daily sense of their dependence on him. If he

does not continually teach by his spirit those who teach

others, they have little reason to e.vpect success, and that

spirit will not be given where it is not sought, or, which
is an awful consideration, may be withdrawn, where it

had been given and not improved as it might have been.

Should this unhappily ever be the case, it would almost

reduce the minister of Christ to a mere engine, a vehicle
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through v. Inch knowledge was barely to pass, like the an-

cient oracles who had nothing to do with the information

but to convey it. Perhaps the public success of the best

men has been, under God, principally owing to this, that

their faithful ministration in the Temple has been uniform-

ly preceded and followed by petitions in the closet ; that

the truths implanted in the one have chiefly flourished

from having been watered by the tears and nourished by
the prayers of the other.

We will hazard but one more observation on this dan-
gerous and delicate subject ; in this superficial treatment

of which it is the thing in the world the most remote from
the writer's wish to give the slightest offence to any pious

member of an order which possesses her highest venera-

tion.—If the indefatigable labourer in his great master's

vineyard, has, as must often be the case, the mortification

of finding that his labours have failed of producing their

desired effect, in some instance, where his warmest hopes

had been excited ;—if he feels that he has not benefited

others as he had earnestly desired, this is precisely the

moment to benefit himself, and is perhaps permitted for

that very end. Where his usefulness has been obviously

great, the true Christian will be humbled by the recollec-

tion that he is only an instrument. Where it has been
less, the defeat of his hopes offers the best occasion,

which he will not fail to use, for improving his humility.

Thus he may always be assured that good has been done
somewhere, so that in any case his labour will not have

b.een vain in the Lord.

CHAP. XVII.

TRUE AND FALSE ZEAL.

I
rF is one of the most important ends of cultivating thai:

self-knowledge which we have elsewhere recommended,
to discover what is the real bent of our mind, and which
are the strongest tendencies of our character ; to discover

where our disposition requires restraint, and where we
may be safely trusted with some liberty of indulgence. It

the temper be fervid, and that fervour be happily diiec-
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ted to religion, the most consummate prudence will b?
requisite to restrain its excesses without freezing its

energies.

If, on the contrary, timidity and diffidence be the na-
tural propensity, we shall be in danger of falling into
coldness and inactivity with regard to ourselves, and
into too unresisting a compliance with the requisitions,

.or too easy a conformity with the habits of others. It
will therefore be an evident proof of christian self-gov-

ernment, when the man of too ardent zeal restrains its

outward expression where it would be unseasonable or
unsafe; while it will evince the same christian self-denial

inthe fearful and diffident character, to burst the fetters

of timidity, where duty requires a holy boldness ; and
when he is called upon to lose all lesser fears in the fear

of God.
It will then be one of the first objects ofa christian to get

his understanding and his conscience thoroughly enlighten-
ed ; to take an exact survey not only of the whole com-
prehensive scheme of Christianity, but of his own charac-
ter; to discover, in order to correct, the defects in his

judgment, and to ascertain the deficiencies even ofhis best
qualities. Through ignorance in these respects, though he
may really be following up some good tendency, though,

he is even persuaded that he is not wrong either in his mo-
tive or his object, he may yet be wrong in the measure,
wrong in the mode, wrong in the application, though righS

in the principle. He must therefore watch with a suspi-

cious eye over his better qualities, and guard his very vh>
tues from deviation and excess.

His zeal, that indispensable ingredient in the composi-
tion of a great character, that quality, without which no
great eminence either secular or religious has ever been
attained ; which is essential to the acquisition of excel-
lence in arts and arms, in learning and piety ; that princi-

ple without which no man will be able to reach the per-

fection of his nature, or to animate others to aim at that

perfection, will yet hardly fail to mislead the animated
christian, if his knowledge of what is right and just, if his

judgment in the application of that knowledge do uotkeep
pace with the principle itself.

Zeal, iudeed, is not so much an individual virtue, as the
principle which gives life and colouring, as the spirit

which gives grace and benignity, a? the tpmper whichgives
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wavnith and energy to every other. It is ~tfrat. feeling
which exalts the relish of every duty, and sheds a lustre
on the practice of every virtue ; which, embellishing ev-
ery image of the mind with its glowing tints, animates
every quality of the heart with its invigorating motion. It
may be said of zeal among the virtues as of memory
among the faculties, that though it singly never made a
great man, yet no man has ever made himself conspicu-
ously great where it has been wanting.
Many things however must concur before we can be

allowed to determine wlutherzeal be really a virtue or a
vice. Those who are contending for the one or the other
will be in the situation of the two knights, who meeting
on a cross road, were on the point of fighting about the
colour of a cross which was suspended between them.
One insisted it was gold ; the other maintained it was
silver. The duel was prevented by the interference of a
passenger, who desired them to change their positions.

Both crossed over to the opposite side, found the cross
was gokl on one side, and silver on the other. Each ac-
knowledged his opponent to be right.

It may be disputed whether fire be a good or an evil
The man who feels himselfcheered by its kindly warmth,
is assured that it is a benefit, but he whose house it has
just burnt down will give another verdict. Not only the
cause, therefore, in which zeal is exerted must be good,
but the principle itselfmust be under due regulation : or,

like the rapidity of the traveller who gets into a wrong
road, it will only carry him so much the further out of his

way ; or if he be in the right road, it will, through inatten-

tion, carry hint involuntarily beyond his destined point.

That degree of motion is equally misleading, which detains

us short of our end, or which pushes us beyond it.

The Apostle suggests a useful precaution by expressly

asserting that it is" in a good cause," that " we must be
zealously affected^ which implies this further truth, that

where the cause is not good, the mischief is proportioned

-to the zeal. But lest we should carry our limitations of
the quality to any restriction of the seasons for exercising

it, he takes care to animate us to its perpetual exercise,

by adding that we must be always so affected.

If the injustice, the intolerance and persecution, with
which a misguided zeal basso often afflicted the Church
of Christ, in its more early periods, belamented as a de-

* P
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plorable evil, yet the over-ruling wisdom of Providence

educing good from evil, made the very calamities which

false zeal occasioned, the instruments of producing that

true and lively zeal to which we owe the glorious hand of

Martyrs and Confessors, those brightest ornaments of the

best periods of the. Church. This effect, though a clear

vindication of that divine goodness which suffers evil, is

no apology for him who perpetrates it.

It is curious to observe the contrary operations of true

and false zeal, which though apparently only different mo-
difications of the same quality, are, when brought into

contact, repugnant, and even destructive to each other.

There is no attribute of the human mind where the dif-

ferent effects of the same principle have such a total op-

position : for is it not obvious that the, same principle

under another direction, which actuates the tyrant in

dragging the Martyr to the stake, enables the Martyr to

embrace it ?

As a striking proof that the necessity for caution is not

imaginary,- it has been observed that the Holy Scriptures

T^cord more instances of a bad zeal than of a good one.

This furnishes the most authoritative argument for regula-

ting (his impetuous principle, and for governing it by all

those restrictions which a feeling so calculated for good
and so capable of evil demands.

It was zeal, but of a blind and furious character, which
produced the massacre on the day of St. Bartholomew

—

a day to which the mournful strains of Job have been so

well applied.—" Let that day perish. Let it not be join-

ed to the days cf the year. Let darkness and the sha-

dow of death stain it."— It was a zeal the most bloody,

combined with a perfidy the most detestable, which in-

flamed the execrable Florentine* when, having on this

occasion invited so many illustrious protectants to "Paris

under the alluring mask of a public festivity, she con-

trived to involve her guest, the pscwis queen of Navarre,

and the venerable Coligni in the general mass of undis-

tinguished destruction. The royal and pontifical assas-

sins, not satisfied with the sin, converted it into a tri-

umph. Medals were struck in honour of a deed which
has no parallel even in the Annals of Pagan persecution.

Even glory did not content the pernicious plotters of
this direful Tragedy. Devotion-was called in to be

The crown and consummation of their crime

* Catherine c
Te Midki.
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The blackest hypocrisy was made use of to sanctify the
foulest murder. The iniquity could not be complete
without solemnly thanking God for its success, the
Pope and Cardinals proceeded to St. Mark's Church
where they praised the Almighty for so great a blessing

conferred on the See of Rome, and the Christian world.
A solemn Jubilee completed the preposterous mummery.
—This zeal of devotion was as much worse than even the
zeal of murder, as thanking God for enabling us to com-
mit a sin is worse than the commission itself. A wicked pi-

ety is still more disgusting than a wicked act. God is less

offended by the sin itself than by the thank-offering of its

perpetrators. It looks like a black attempt to involve
the Creator in the crime*

It was this exterminating zeal which made the four-

teenth Louis, bad in the profligacy of his youth, worse in

the superstition of his age, revoke the tolerating Edict
which might have drawn down a blessing on his king-
dom.—One species of crime was called on, in his days of
blind devotion, to expiate another committed in his days
of mad ambition. But the expiation was even more in-

tolerable than the offence. The havoc nude by the
?word of civil persecution was a miserable atonement
for the blood which unjust aggression had shed in foreign
wars.

It was this impious and cruel zeal which inspired the
Monk Dominic in erecting the most infernal Tribunal
which ever inventive bigotry projected to dishonour the
Christian name, and with which pertinacious barbarity
has continued for above six centuries, to afflict the hu
man race.

For a complete contrast to this pernicious zeal we need
Kot, blessed be God, travel back into remote history, nor
abroad into distant realms. This happy land of civil and
religious liberty can furnish a countless catalogue of in-

stances of a pure, a wise, and a well directed zeal. Not
to swell the list, we will only mention that it has in our
own Age, produced the Society for promoting Christian

Knowledge, the British and Foreign Bible Society, and
the Abolition of the African Slave Trade.—Three as no-

ble, and which will, we trust, be as lusting monuments
as ever national Virtue erected to true piety. These are

* See Thuanus for a most alFectinj and exact *cftnsnt of this

"liretts.1 m<*sacie=
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institutions which bear the genuine stamp of Christiani-

ty, not originating in party, founded in disinterestedness,

and comprehending the best interests ofalmost the whole
habitable globe—«* without partiality and without hy-

pocrisy."

• Why we hear so much iu praise of zeal from a certain

class of religious characters, is partly owing to their hav-

ing taken up a notion that its required exertions relate

to the care of other people's salvation rather than to

their own ; and indeed the casual prying into a neigh-

bour's house, though much more entertaining, is not near

so troublesome as the constant inspection of one's own.
It is observable that the outcry against zeal -among the

irreligious is raised on nearly the same ground, as the cla-

mour in its favour by these professors of -religion. The
former suspect that the ?.cal of the religionist evaporates

in censuring their impiety, and iu eagerness for their con-

version, instead of being directed to themselves. This

supposed anxiety they resent, and give a practical proof

of their resentment by resolving not to profit by it.

Two very erroneous opinions exist, respecting zeal.

It is commonly supposed to indicate a want of charity,

and the two principles are accused of maintaining sepa-

rate interests. This is so far from being the case, that

charity is the firm associate of that zeal of which it is sus-

pected to be the enemy. Indeed, this is so infallible a

criterion by which to try its sincerity, that we should be
apt to suspect the legitimacy of the zeal which is unac-

companied by this fair ally.

Another opinion equally erroneous is not a little preva-

lent—that where there is much zeal there is little or no
prudence. Now a sound and sober zeal is not such an
idiot as to neglect to provide for its own success ; and
would that success be provided for, without employing

for its accomplishment, every precaution which prudence

can suggest ? True zeal therefore will be as discreet as

it is fervent, well knowing that its warmest efforts will lie

neither effectual, nor lasting, without those provisions

which discretion alone can make. No quality is ever

possessed in perfection where its opposite is wanting
;

zeal is not Christian fervor, but animal heat, if not asso-

ciated with charity and prudence.

I
Zeal indeed, like other good things, is frequently ca-

lumniated because it is not understood ; and it may
sometimes deserve censure, as being the effervescence of
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ffettl weak but well meaning mind which will defeat the
efforts not only of this, but of every other good propen-
sity.

That most valuable faculty therefore of intellectual

man, the judgment, the enlightened, impartial, unbiassed

judgment, must be kept in perpetual activity, not
only in order to ascertain that the cause be good, but
to determine also the degree of its importance in

any given case, that we may not blindly assign an un-
due value to an inferior good : for want of this dis-

crimination we may be fighting a windmill, when we
fancy we are attacking a fort. We must prove not
only whether the thing contended for be right, but wheth-
er it be essential ; whether in our eagerness to attain

this subordinate good we may not be sacrificing, or neg-

lecting, things of more real consequence. Whether the
value we assign to it may not be even imaginary.

Above all, we should examine whether we do not con-

tend for it chiefly because it happens to fall in with our

own humour, or our own party, more than on account of

its intrinsic worth ; whether we do not wish to distin-

guish ourselves by our pertinacity, and to append our-

selves to the party rather thin to the principle ; and thus,as

popularity is often gained by the worst part of a man's

character, whether we do not principally persist from
the hope of becoming popular. The favourite adage
that le jeu ne vavt pas la chandelie might serve as an ap-

propriate motto to one half of the contentions which di-

vide and distract the world.

This zeal, hotly exereisedibr mere circumstantials, for

ceremonies different in themselves, for distinctions rather

than differences, has unhappily assisted in causing irre-

parable separations and dissentions in the Christian world,

even where the champions on both sides were great and
good men. Many -of the points which have been the

sources of altercation were not worth insisting upon,

where the opponents agreed in the grand fundamentals of

faith and practice.

But to consider zeal as a general question, as a thing

of every day experience.—He whose piety is most sin-

cere will be likely to be the most zealous. But though

/eal is an indication, and even a concomitant of since-

rity, a burning zeal is sometimes seen where the sincerity

is somewhat questionable.

P2
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For where zeal is generated by ignorance it is common-
ly fostered by self-will. That which we have embraced
through false judgment we maintain through false honour.

Pride is generally called in to nurse the offspring of er-

ror. It is from this confederacy that we frequently see

those who are perversely zealousfor points which can add
nothing to the cause of Christian truth, whether they

are rejected or retained, cold and indifferent about the

great things which involve the salvation of man.
Though all momentous truths, all indispensable duties,

are, in the luminous volume of inspiration, made so obvi-

ous that those may read who run, the contested matters

are not only so comparatively little as to be by no means
worthy of the heat they excite, but are rendered so

doubtful, not in themselves, but by the opposite systems

built on them, that he who rights for them is not always
sure whether he be right or not ; and if he carry his

point he can make no moral use of his victory. This in-

deed is not his concern. It is enough that he has con-

quered. The importance of the object having never de-

pended on its worth, but on the opinion of his right to

maintain that worth.
The Gospel assigns very different degrees of impor-

tance to allowed practices and commanded duties. It

by no means censures those who were vigorous in their

payment of the most inconsiderable tythes ; but seeing

this duty was not only put in competition with, but pre-

ferred before, the most important duties, even judgment,
mercy, and faith, the flagrant hypocrisy was pointedly

censored by meekness itself.

This opposition ofa scrupulous exactness in paying the

petty demand on three paltry herbs, to the neglect of
the three cardinal christian virtues, exhibits as complete
and instructive a specimen of that frivolous and false zeal

which, evaporating in trifles, wholly overlooks those

grand points on which hangs eternal life, as can be
conceived.

This passage serves to corroborate a striking fact, that

there is scarcely in Scripture any precept enforced which
has not some actual exemplification attached to it. The
historical parts of the Bible, therefore, are ofinestimable
value, were it only on this single ground, that the appen-
ded truthsand principles so abundantly scattered through
them, are in general so happily illustrated by them. They
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are not dry aphorisms and cold propositions, which stand

singly, and disconnected, but truths suggested by the

event, but precepts growing out of the occasion. The
recollection of the principles recais to the mind the in-

structive story which they enrich, while the remembrance
of the circumstance impresses the sentiment upon the

heart. Thus the doctrine, like a precious gem, is at once
preserved and embellished by the narrative being made a

frame in which to enshrine it.

True zeal will first exercise itself in earnest desires, in

increasing ardor to obtain higher degrees of illumination

•in our own minds; in fervent prayer that this growing
light may operate to the improvement of our practice,

that the influences of divine grace may become more out-

wardly perceptible by the increasing correctness of our

habits ; that every holy affection may be followed by its

correspondent act, whether of obedience or of resigna-

tion, of doing, or ofsuffering.
But the effects of a genuine and enlightened zeal will

not stop here. It will be visible in our discourse with

those to whom we may have a probability of being useful.

But though we should not confine the exercise of our

zeal to our conversation, nor our attention to the opin-

ions and practices of others, yet this, when not done with

a bustling kind of interference, and offensive forwardness,

is proper and useful. It is indeed a natural effect of zeal

to appear where it exists, as a fire which really burns

will not be prevented from emitting both light and heat,

yet we should labour principally to keep up in our own
minds the pious feelings which religion has excited there.

The brightest flame will decay if no means are used to

keep it alive. Pure zeal will cherish every holy affection,

and by encreasing every pious disposition will animate

us to every duty. It will add new force to our hatred , t

sin, fresh contrition to our repentance, additional vigour

to our resolutions, and will impart augmented energy to

every virtue. It will give life to our devotions, and spirit

to all our actions.

When a true zeal has fixed these right affections in our

own hearts, the same principle will, as we have already

observed, make us earnest to excite them in others. No
good man wishes to go to heaven alone, and none ever

wished others to go thither without earnestly endeavour-

ing to awaken right affections in liiem. That will l»e a
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false zeal which does not begin with the regulation of our
own hearts. That will he an illiberal zeal which stops

where it begins. A true zeal will extend itself through
the whole sphere of its possessor's influence. Christian

zeal like Christian charity will begin at home, but neither

the one nor the other must end there.

But that we must not confine our zeal to mere conver-

sation is not only implied but expressed in Scripture.

The Apostle does not exhort us to be zealous only ofgood
words but of good works. True zeal ever produces true

benevolence. It would extend the blessings which we
ourselves enjoy, to the whole human race. It will conse-

quently stir us up to exert all our influence to the exten-

sion of religion, to the advancement of every well con-

certed and well conducted plan, calculated to enlarge the

limits ofhuman happiness, and more especially to promote
the eternal interests of human kind.

But if we do not first strenuonsly labour for our own il-

lumination, how shall we presume to enlighten others ? It

is a dangerous presumption, to busy ourselves in impro-
ving others, before we have diligently sought our own
improvement. Yet it is a vanity not uncommon that the

first feelings, be they true or false, which resemble devo-
tion, the first faint ray of knowledge which has imper-
fectly dawned, excites in certain raw minds an eager im-

patience to communicate to others what they themselves

have not yet. attained. Hence the novel swarms of nnin-

structed instructors, of teachers who have had no time to

learn. The act previous to the imparting knowledge
should seem to be that of acquiring it. Nothing would
so effectually check an irregular, and improve a temperate
zeal, as the personal discipline, the self-acquaintance

which we have so repeatedly recommended.
. True Christian zeal will always be known by its distin-

guishing and inseparable properties. It will be warm in-

deed, not from temperament but principle.— It will be
humble, or it will not be Christian zeal.—It will restrain

its impetuosity that it may the more effectually promote
it object.—It will be temperate, softening what is strong

in the act by gentleness in the manner.—It will be tolera-

ting, willing to graut what it would itself desire.— It will

be forbearing, in the hope that the offence it censures may
be an occasional failing, and not a habit of the mind.—It

will be candid, making a tender allowance for those in?-
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perfections which beings, fallible themselves, ought to ex-

pect from human infirmity.—It will be reasonable—em-
ploying fair argumeiitand affectionate remonstrance, in-

stead of irritating by the adoption of violence, instead of
mortifying by the assumption of superiority.

He, who iu private society allows, himself in violent an-
ger or unhallowed bitterness, or acrimonious railing, in

reprehending the faults of another, might, did his power
keep pace with his inclination, have recourse to other
weapons. He would probably banish and burn, confis-

cate and imprison, and think then as he thinks now, that
he is doing God service.

If there be any quality which demands a clearer sight,

a tighter rein, a stricter watchfulness than another, zeal is

that quality. The heart where it is wanting has no eleva-

tion ; where it is not guarded, no security. The prudence
with which it is exercised is the surest evidence of its in-

tegrity ; for if intemperate, it not only raises enemies to

ourselves but to God. It augments the natural enmity to
religion instead of increasing her friends.

But if tempered by charity, if blended with benevo-
lence, if sweetened by kindness, if evinced to be honest

by its influence on your own conduct, and gentle by its

effect on your manners^ it may lead your irreligious ac-

quaintance to inquire more closely in what consists the
distinction between them and you. You will already by
this mildness have -won their affections. Your next step

may be to sain over theirjudgment. They may be led to

examine what solid grounds of difference subsist between
you and them. What substantial reason yon have for not
going their lengths. What sound argument they can offer

for not going yours.

But it may possibly be asked, after all, where do we
perceive any symptoms of this inflammatory distemper ?

Should not the prevalence, or at least the existence of a
disease be ascertained previous to the application of the

remedy i That it exists is sufficiently obvious, though it

must be confessed that among the hi&her ranks it has nut
hitherto spread very widely ; nor is its progress likely to

be very alarming, or its effects very malignant. It is to

belamented that in every rank indeed, coldqess and in-

difference, carelessness and neglect, are the reigning epi-

demics. These are diseases far more difficult of cure,

diseases not more dangerous to the patient than distres-
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sing to the physician, who generally finds it more difficult

to raise a sluggish habit than to lower an occasional heat.

The imprudently zealous man, if he be sincere, may, by a

discreet regimen, be brought to a state of complete sani-

ty ; but to rouse from a state of morbid indifference ; to

brace from a total relaxation of the system, must be the

immediate work of the great physician of souls; of him
who can effect even this, by bis spirit accompanying this

powerful word, " Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise

from the dead, and Cluist shall give thee light."

CHAP. XVIII.

INSENSIBILITY TO ETERNAL THINGS.

INSENSIBILITY to eternal things, in beings who are
standing on the brink of eternity, is a madness which
would be reckoned among prodigies, if it were not so

common. It would be altogether incredible, if the num-
berless instances we have of it, were only related, and
not witnessed, were only heard ofy and not experienced.

If we had a certain prospect of a great estate, and a

splendid mansion which we knew must be ours in a few
days ; and not only oafs as a bequest, but an inheritance;

not only as a possession, but aperpetuity ; if, in the mean
time, we rented," on a precarious lease, a paltry cottage

in bad repair, ready to fall, and from which we knew we
must at all events soon be turned out, depending on the

proprietor's will, whether the ejectment might not be the

next minute ; would it argue wisdom or even common
sense, totally to overlook our near and noble reversion,

and to be so fondiy attached to our falling tenement, as

to spend great part of our time and thoughts in suppor-
ting its ruins by props, and concealing its decays by dec-

orations? To be so absorbed in the little sordid pleasures

of this frail abode, us not even to cultivate a taste for the

delights of the mansion, where such treasures are laid up
for us, and on the possession of which we fully reckon in

spite of our neglect ; this is an excess of inconsideration,

tvhich must be seen to be c; edited.

It is a striking fact, that the acknowledged uncertain-
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ty of life drives worldly men tomakesureof everything
depending on it except their eternal concerns. It leads

them to be regular in their accounts, and exact in their

bargains. They are afraid of risking ever so little pro-

perty, on so precarious a tenure as life, without insuring

a reversion. There are even some who speculate on the

uncertainty of life as a trade. Strange, that this accu-
rate calculation of the duration of life should not involve

a serious attention to its end ! Strange, that the criti-

cal annuitant should totally overlook his perpetuity !

Strange, that in the prudent care not to risk a fraction

of property, equal care should not be taken, not to risk

eternal salvation !

We are not supposing flagitious characters, remarkable
for any thing which the world calls wicked ; we are not
supposing their wealth obtained by injustice, or increas-

ed by oppression. We are only supposing a soul drawn
aside from God, by the alluring baits of a world, which,
like the treacherous lover of Atalanta, causes him to lose

the victory by throwing golden apples in his way. The
shining baits are obtained, but the race is lost

!

To worldly men of a graver cast, business may be as

formidable an enemy as pleasure is to those of a lighter

turn : Business has so sober an air that it looks like vir-

tue, and virtuous it certainly is, when carried on in a
proper spirit, with due moderation, and in the fear of

God. To have a lawful employment, and to pursue it

with diligence, is not only right and honourable in itself,

but is one of the best preservatives from temptation.*

When a man pleads in his favour, the diligence busi-

ness demands, the self-denying practices it imposes, the

patience, the regularity, the industry indispensable to its

success, when he argues that these are habits of virtue,

that they are a daily discipline to the moral man, and that

the world could not subsist without business, he argues

justly :—but when he forgets his interests in the eternat

world, when he neglects to lay up a treasure in heaven,

in order that he may augment a store which he does not
want, and, perhaps, does not intend to use, or uses to

purposes merely secular, he is a bad calculator of the

relative value of things.

* That accuratejudge of human life, Dr. Johnson, has often been
beard by the writer of these pagt-s to observe, that it was the greatest

misfortune which could befal a man to have been bred to no profes-

sion and pathetically to regret that this misfortune was his own.
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Business has an honourable aspect as being opposed
to idleness, the most hopeless offspring of the whole pro-

geny of sin. The man of business comparing himself
with I lie man of dissipation, feels a fair and natural con-
sciousness of his own value, and of the superiority of his

own pursuits. But it is by comparison that we deceive
ourselves to our ruin. Business,whether professional, com-
mercial, or political, endangers minds of a better cast,

minds which look down on pleasure as beneath a think-

ing being. But if business absorb the affections, if it

swallow up time, to the neglect of eternity ; if it gene-
rate, a worldly spirit ; if it cherish covetousness ; if it en-

gage the mind in long views, and ambitious pursuits, it

may be as dangerous, as its more inconsiderate and fri-

volous rival. The grand evil of both lies in the aliena-

tion of the heart from God. Nay, in one respect, the

danger is greater to him who is the bestemployed. The
man of pleasure, however thoughtless, can never make
himself believe that he is doing right. The man plunged
in the serious bustle of business, cannot easily persuade
himself that he maybe doing wrong.
Commutation, compensation, and substitution, are the

grand engines which worldly religion incessantly

keeps m play. Her's is a life of barter, a state of spi-

ritual traffic, so much indulgence for so many good works.

The implication is, " we have a rigorous master," and it

is but fair to indemnify ourselves for the severity of his

requisitions
;
just as an overworked servant steals a holi-

day. " These persons," says an eminent writer*, " main-

tain a meum and tuum with heaven itself." They set

bounds to God's prerogative, lest it should too much en-

croach on man's privilege.

We have elsewhere observed, that if we invite people

to embraca religion on the mere mercenary ground of

present pleasure, they will desert it as soon as they find

themselves disappointed. Men are too ready to cla-

mour for the pleasures of piety, before they have, I dare

say, entitled ihemselves to them, but put themselves into

the way of receiving them. We should be angry at that

servant, who made the receiving of his wages a prelimi-

nary to the performance of his work. This is not meant
to establish the merit of works, but the necessity of our

seeking that transforming aud purifying change which

* The leai-acil and inous John Smith.
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naractei ues the real Christian ; instead of complaining,
that we do not possess those consolations, which can be
consequent only on such a mutation of the mind.
But if men consider this world on the true scripture

ground, as a state of probation ; if they consider religion

as a school for happiness indeed, but of which the con-
summation is only to be enjoyed in heaven, the Christian
hope will support them ; the Christian faith will strength-
en them. They will serve diligently, wait patiently, love
cordially, obey faithfully, and be steadfast under all trials,

sustained by the cheering promise held out to him " who
endures to the end."

There are certain characters who seem to have a gradu-
ated scale of vices. Of this scale they keep clear of the
lowest degrees, and to rise above the highest they are
not ambitious, forgetful that the same principle which
ope rates in the greater, operates also in the less. A life

of incessant gratification does not alarm the con»cience,
yet it is equally unfavourable to religion, equally destruc-
tive of its principle, equally opposite to its spirit, with
more obvious vices.

These are the habits which, by relaxing the mind and dis-

solving the heart, particularly foster indifference to our
spiritual state and insensibility to the things of eternity.

A life of voluptuousness, if it be not a life of actual sin,

is a disqualification for holiness, for happiness, for heaven.
It not only alienates the heart from God, but lays it open
to every temptation to which natural temper may invite,

or incidental circumstances allure. The worst passions

lie dormant in hearts given up to selfish indulgences,

always ready to start into action as occasion calls.

Voluptuousness and ii religion play into each other's

hands : they are reciprocally cause and effect. The
looseness of the principle confirms the carelessness of Ihe
conduct, while the negligent conduct in its own vindica-

tion shelters itselfunder the supposed security of unbe-
lief. The instance of the Rich Man in the Parable of
Lazarus, strikingly illustrates this truth.

Whoever doubts that a life of sensuality is consistent

with the most unfeeling barbarity to the wants and suf-

ferings of others ; whoever doubts that boundless ex-

pense and magnificence, the means of procuring which
were wrung from the robbery and murder of a lacerated

world, may not frerawsocwted with that robbery and mur-
Q
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der,—let him turn to the gorgeous festivities and unparal-
leled pageantries of Versailles and Saint Cloud.—There
the imperial Harlequin, from acting the deepest and the
longest Tragedy that ever drew tears of blood from an
audience composed of the whole civilized Globe, by a
sudden stroke of his magic wand, shifts the scene to the

most preposterous Pantomime :

—

Where moody madness laughing wild
Amidst severest woe,

gloomily contemplates the incongruous spectacle, sees the

records of the Tyburn Chronicle embellished with the

wanton splendours of the Arabian tales ; beholds

Perverse, a.11 monstrous, all prodigious tilings ;

beholds Tyranny with his painted vizor of patriotism, and
Polygamy with her Janus face of political conscience and
counterfeit aflection fill the fore ground ; while scepter-

ed parasites} and pinchbeck potentates, tricked out with
the shining spoils of plundered empires, and decked with
the pilfered crowns of deposed and exiled Monarchs

?

fill and empty the changing scene, with " exits and with
entrance?," as fleeting apd unsubstantial as the progeny
of Banquo ;—beholds inventive but fruitless art, solicit-

ously decorate the ample stage to conceal the stains of
blood—stains as indelible as those which the ambitious
wife of the irresolute Thane vainly strove to wash from
her polluted hands, while in her sleeping delirium she'

continued to cry,

Still here's the smell of blood ;

The perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten it.

But to return to the general question. Let us not in-

quire whether these unfeeling tempers and selfish habits

offend society, and disci edit us with the world

;

:
but

;

whether they feed our corruptions and put us in a pos-

ture unfavourable to all interior improvement ; whether
they oflend God and endanger the soul; whether the
gratification of self is the life which the Redeemer
taught or lived ; whether sensuality is a suitable prepa-
ration for that state where God himself, who is a spirit,

will constitute all the happiness of spiritual beings.

But these are not the only, perhaps not the greatest
dangers. The intellectual vices, the spiritual offences,

may destroy the soul without much injuring, the e.r-edit, -

These have not, like voluptuousness, their seasons of al-

ternation and repose, Here the principle is in continual
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Operation. Envy has no interval. Ambition never cools.
Pride never sleeps. The principle at least is always
awake. An intemperate man is sometimes sober, but a
proud man is never humble. Where vanity reigns, she
j-eigns always. These interior sins are more difficult of
^extirpation, they are less easy of detection, more hard to
come at ; and, as the citadel sometimes hold out after the
outworks are taken, these sins of the heart are the latest
conquered in the moral warfare.
Here lies the distinction between the worldly and the

religious man. It is alarm enough for the Christian that
he feels any propensities to vice. Against these propen-
sities he watches, strives and prays : and though he is

thankful for the victory when he has resisted the tempta-
tion, he can feel no elation of heart while conscious, of
inward dispositions, which nothing but divine grace ena-
bles him to keep from breaking out into a flame. He
feels that there is no way to obtain the pardon of sin but
to leave off sinning : He feels that though repentance is

not a Saviour, yet that there can be no salvation where
there is no repentance. Above all, he knows lhat the
promise of remission of sin by the death of Christ is the
only solid ground of comfort. However correct his

present life may be, the weight of past offences would
hang so heavy on his conscience, that without the aton-
ing blood of his Redeemer, despair of pardon for the past
would leave him hopeless. He would continue to sin, as
an extravagant bankrupt, who can get no acquittal, would
continue to be extravagant, because no present frugality

could redeem his former debts.

It is sometimes pleaded that the labour attached to

persons in lngh public stations, and important employ-
ments, by leaving them no time, furnishes a reasonable
excuse for the omission of their religious duties. These
apologies are never offered for any such neglect in the
poor man, though to him every day brings the inevitable

return of his twelve hours' labour witliout inteiraission

and without mitigation.

But surely the more important the station, the higher
and wider the sphere of action, the more imperious is the

call for religion, not only in the way of example, but even
in the way of success ; if it be indeed granted that there
is such a thing as divine influences, if it be allowed that

God has a blessing to bestow. If the ordinary man who
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has only himself to govern, requires that aid, how urgent
is his necessity who has to govern millions ? What an aw-
ful idea, could we even suppose it realized, that the
weight of a nation might rest on the head of him whose
heart looks not up for a higher support

!

Were we alluding to Sovereigns, and not to .Statesmen,

we need not look beyond the Throne of Great Britain

for the instance of a Monarch who has never made the
cares attendant on a King an excuse for neglecting his

duty to the Ring of Kings.

The Politician, the Warrior, and the Orator, find it

peculiarly hard to renounce in themselves that wisdom
and strength to which they believe that the rest of the

world are looking up. The man of station or of genius,

when invited to the self-denying duties of Christianity,

as well as he who has " great possessions," goes away
" sorrowing."

But to know that they must end, stamps vanity on all

the glories of life ; to know that they must end soon,

stamps infatuation, not only on him who sacrifices his

conscience for their acquisition, but on him who, though
upright in the discharge of his duties, discharges them
without any reference to God.—Would tUe conqueror
or the orator reflect when the " laurel crown is placed
on his brow, how soon it will be followed by the cypress

wreath," it would lower the delirium of ambition, it

would cool the intoxication of prosperity.

There is a general kind of belief in Christianity, pre-

valent among men of the world, which, by soothing the

conscience, prevents self-inquiry. That the holy scrip-

tures contain the will of God they do not question
;

that they contain the best system tf morals, they fre-

quently assert : but they do not feel the necessity of ac-

quiring a correct notion of the doctrines those scriptures

involve. The depravity of man, the atonement made by
Christ, the assistance of the Holy Spirit—these they con-

sider as the metaphysical part of religion, into which it is

not of much importance to enter, and by a species of
self flattery, they satisfy themselves with an idea of ac«

cepfableness with their Maker, as a state to be attained

without the humility, faith, and newness of life which they

require, and which are indeed their proper concomitants.

A man absorbed in a multitude of secular concerns,

decent but unawakened, listens, with a kind ofrespectful
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insensibility, to the overtures of religion. He considers
the Church as venerable from her antiquity, and impor-
tant from her connexion with the state. No one is more
alive to her political, nor more dead to her spiritual im-
portance. He is anxious for her existence, but indiffer-

ent toner doctrines. These he considers as a general
matter in which he has no individual concern. He con-
siders religious observances as something decorous but
unreal ; as a grave custom made respectable by.,pnbiic
usage,' and long prescription. He admits that the poor
who have little to enjoy, and the idle who have little to
do, cannot do better than make over to God that time
which cannot be turned to a more profitable account,
Keligion, he thinks, may properly enough employ leisure,

and occupy old age. But though both advance towards
himself with no imperceptible step, he is still at a loss to
determine the precise period when the leisure is suffi-

cient, or the age enough advanced. It recedes as the
destined season approaches. He continues to* intend
moving, but he continues to stand still.

Compare his drowsy sabbaths witb the animation of
the days of business, you would not think it was the same
man. The one are to be got over, the others are enjoyed.
He goes from the dull decencies, the shadowy forms, for

«uch they are to him, of public worship, to the solid rea-

lities of his worldly concerns, to the cheerful activities,

of secular life. These he considers as boiinden, aimost
as exclusive duties. The others indeed may not be
wrong, but these he is sure are right. The world is hia

element. Here he breathes freely his native air. Here
he is substantially engaged. Here his whole mind is

alive, his understanding broad awake, all his energies are

in full play ; his mind is all alacrity ; his faculties are em-
ployed, his capacities are filled ; here they have an ob-,

ject worthy of their widest expansion. Here his desires

aud affections are absorbed. The taint impression of the

Sunday's sermon fades away, to be as faintly revived on
the Sunday following, again to fade in the succeeding

week. To the sermon he brings a formal ceremonious
attendance ; to the world he brings all his heart, and soul,

and mind, and strength. To the one he resorts in con-

formity to law and custom ; to induce him to resort to!

the other, he wants no law, no sanction, no invitation, no
argument. His will is of the party. His passions are

Q2
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volunteers. The invisible things of heaven are clouded
in shadow, are lost in distance. The world is lord of the

ascendant. Riches, honours, power, fill his mind with
brilliant images. They are present, they are certain,

they are tangible. They assume form aud bulk. In
these therefore he cannot be mistaken ; in the others he
may. The eagerness ofcompetition, the struggle for su-

periority, the perturbations of ambition, fill his mind with
an emotion, his soul with an agitation, his affections with
an interest, which, though very unlike happiness, he yet
flatters himself is the road to it. This factitious pleasure,

this tumultuous feeling produces at least ehat negative

satisfaction of which he is constantly in search--it keeps
him from himself.

Even in circumstances where there is no success to

prevent a very tempting bait, the mere occupation, the

crowd of objects, the succession of engagements, the

mingling pursuits, the very tumult and hurry have their

gratifications. The bnstle gives false peace by leaving

no leisure for reflection. He lays his conscience asleep

with the " flattering unction" of good intentions. He
comforts himself with the creditable pretence of want of
time, and the vague resolution of giving up to God the

dregs of that life, of the vigorous season of which he
thinks the world more worthy. Thus commuting with
bis Maker, life wears away, its close draws near—and
even the poor commutation which was promised is not
made. The assigned hour ofretreat either never arrives, or

ifit does arrive, sloth and sensuality are resorted to, as the

fair reward of a life of labour and anxiety ; and whether
he dies in the protracted pursuit of wealth, or in the en-

joyment of the luxuries it has earned, he dies in the tram=

mels of the world.

If we do not cordially desire to be delivered from the
dominion ofthese worldly tempers, it is because we do not
believe in the condemnation annexed to their indulgence.

We may indeed believe it as we believe any other gene-

ral proposition, or any iudifferent fact ; but not as a truth

in which we have a personal concern ; not as a danger
which has any reference to us. We evince this practical

unbelief in the most unequivocal way, by thinking so

much more about the most frivolous coucern in which we
are assured we have an interest, than about this most im-

portant of all concerns.
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Indifference to eternal things, instead of tranquillizing
the mind, as it professes to do, is, when a thoughtful
moment occurs, a fresh subject of uneasiness ; because it

adds to our peril the horror of not knowing it. If shut-
ting our eyes to a danger would prevent it, to shut them
would not only be a happiness but a duty ; but to barter
eternal safety for momentary ease, is a wretched compro-
mise. To produce this delusion, mere inconsideration
is as efficient a cause as the most prominent sin. The
reason why we do not value eternal things is, because we
do not think of them. The mind is so full of what is pre-
sent, that it has no room to admit a thought of what is to
come. Not only we do not give that attention to a ne-
ver-dying soul which prudent men give to a common trans-
action, but we do not even think it worth the care which
inconsiderate men give to an inconsiderable one. We
complain that life is short, and yet throw away the best
part of it, only making over to religion that portion which
is good for nothing else ; life would be long enough if we
assigned its best period to its best purpose.

Say not that the requisitions of religion are severe, ask
rather if they are necessary. If a thing must absolutely
be done, if eternal misery will be incurred by not doing
it, it is fruitless to inquire whether it be hard or easy.
Inquire only whether it be indispensable, whether it be
commanded, whether it be practicable. It is a well known
axiom in science, that difficulties are of no weight against
demonstrations. The duty on which our eternal state
depends, is not a thing to be debated, but done. The
duty which is too imperative to be evaded, too important
to be neglected, is not to be argued about, but performed.
To sin on quietly, because you do not intend to sin al-

ways, is to live on a reversion which will probably never
be yours.

It is felly to say that religion drives men to despair
;

when it only teaches them by a salutary fear to avoid
destruction. The fear of God differs from all other fear,

for it is accompanied with trust, and confidence, and
love. " Blessed is the man that feareth alway" is no pa-
radox to him who entertains this holy fear. It sets him
above the fear of ordinary troubles. It fills his heart.
He is not discomposed with those inferior apprehensions
which unsettle the son] and unhinge the peace of worldly
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men. His mind is occupied with one grand concern, and
is therefore less liable to be shaken than little minds-
which are filled with little things. Can that principle

lead to despair which proclaims the mercy of God in

Christ Jesus to be greater than all the sins of all the men
in the world ?

If despair then prevent your return, add not to your
list of offences that of doubting of the forgiveness which
is sincerely implored. You have already wronged God
in his holiness, wrong him not in his mercy. You may
offend him more by despairing of his pardon than by all

the sins which have made that pardon necessary. Re-
pentance, if one may venture the bold remark, almost

disarms God of the power to punish. Here his style and
title is proclaimed by himself.—" The Lord, the Lord
God, merciful and gracious, long suffering, and abundant
in goodness and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, for-

giving iniquity, transgression and sin, and that will by no
means clear the guilty"—that is, those who by umepent-
ed guilt exclude themselves from the offered mercy.

If infidelity or indifference, which is practical infideli«

ty, keep you back, yet, as reasonable beings, ask your-

selves a few short questions," for what end was I sent in»

to tli3 world ? Is my soul immortal I Am I really placed"

here in a state of trial, oris this span my all ? Is there

an eternal state? If there be, will the use I make of this

life decide on my condition in that? I kuow that there is

death, but is there ajudgment?"

—

Rest not till you have cleared up, I do not say your
own evidences for heaven ;—you have much to do before

you arrive at that stage—but whether there be any hea-

ven ? Ask yourself whether Christianity is not important
enough to deserve being inquired into ? Whether eter-

nal life is not too valuable to be entirely over-looked?
Whether eternal destruction, if a reality, is not worth
avoiding ?—If you make these interrogations sincerely,

you will make them practically.—They will lead you to

examine your own personal interest in these things.

Evils which are ruining us for want of attention to them,
lessen from the moment our attention to them begins.

True or false, the question is worth settling. Vibrate
then no longer between doubt and certainty. If the evi-

dence be inadmissible, reject it. But ifyou <jan once as-
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certain these cardinal points, then throw away yonr tim«
ifyou can, then trifle with eternity if you dare.*

It is one of the striking characters of the Omni-
potent that " he is strong and patient." It is a standing
evidence of his patience that " he is provoked every day."

How beautifully do these characters reflect lustre on
each other. It he were not strong, his patience would
want its distinguishing perfection. If he were not pa-
tient, his strength would instantly crush those who pro-
voke him, not sometimes but often ; not every year, but
** every day."

Oh yon, who have a long space given you for repen-
tance, confess that the forbearance of God, when viewed
as coupled with his strength, is his most astonishing attri-

bute ! Think ofthe companions ofyour early life ;—if not
your associates in actual vice, if not your confederates in

guilty pleasures, yet the sharers ofyour thoughtless meet-
ings, of your convivial revelry, of your worldly schemes,
of your ambitious projects,—think how many of them
have been cut off, perhaps without warning, probably
without repentance. They have been presented to their

Judge j their doom, whatever it be, is irreversibly fixed
;

yours is mercifully suspended. Adore the mercy : em-
brace the suspension.

ft Only suppose if they could be permitted to come back
to this world, if they could be allowed another period of
trial, how would they spend their restored life ! How cor-

dial would be their penitence, how intense their devotion,

how profound their humility, how holy their actions

!

Think then that you have still in your power that

for which they would give millions of worlds. " HeiP
says a pious writer, " is truth seen too late."

In almost every mind there sometimes float indefinite

and general purposes of repentance. The operation of
these purposes is often repelled by a real though disavow-

• An awakening call to public and individual feelings has been re-

cently made by an observation of an eloquent speaker in the House
of Commons. He remarked that himself and the honourable Mem-
ber for Yorkshire, then sitting on a Committee appointed on occa-

sion of a great natioual calamity, were the only surviving Members
of the Committee on a similar occasion twenty-two years ago ! The
call is the more alarming, because the mortality did not arise from
some extraordinary cause which might not again occur, but was in
th« common course of human things. Such a proportion of deaths
is perpetually taking place, but the very frequency which ought to

exalte attention prevents it ; till it is thus forced on eur noticv.
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ed scepticism. u Because sentence is not executed
speedily," they suspect it has never been pronounced.
They therefore think they may safely continue to defer
their intended but unshapen purpose.—Though they
sometimes visit the sick beds of others, though they see
how much disease disqualifies for all duties, yet to this
period of incapacity, to this moment of disqualification
do they continue to defer this tremendously important
concern.

What an image of the divine condescension does it con-
vey, that " the goodness ofGod leadeth to repentance V*
It does not barely invite, but it conducts. Every war-
ning is more or less an invitation ; every visitation is a
lighter stroke to avert a heavier blow. This was the
way in which the heathen world understood portents and
prodigies, and on this interpretation of them they acted.
Any aiarmiug warning, whether rational or superstitious,
drove them to their temples, their sacrifices, their expia-
tions. Does our clearer light always carry us farther?
Does it in these instances, always carry us as far as natu-
ral conscience carried them?
The final period of the worldly man at length arrives

;

but he will not believe his danger. Even if he fearfully
glance round for an intimation of it in every surrounding
lace, every face, it is too probable, is in a league to de*
ceive him. What a noble opportunity is now offered to
the Christian Physician to shew a kindness as far superior
to any he has ever shewn, as the concerns of the soul are
superior to those of the body ! Oh let him not fear pru-
dently to reveal a truth for which the patient may bless
Jiim in eternity ! Is it not sometimes to be feared that in
the hope of prolonging for a little while the existence of
the perishing body, he robs the never-dying soul of its last
chance of pardon? Does not the concern for the immor-
tal part united with his care of the afflicted body, bring
the Medical Professor to a nearer imitation than any oth-
er supposable situation can do, of that divine Physician
who never healed the one without manifesting a tender
concern for the other ?

But the deceit is short, is fruitless. The amazed spirit
is about to dislodge. Who shall speak its terror and dis-
may? Then he cries out in the bitterness of his soul,
" what capacity has a diseased man, what time has a dy-
£»g man, what disposition has a sinful man to acquire good
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principles, to nnlearn false notions, to renounce bad prac-
tices, to establish right habits, to begin to love God, to
begin to hate sin ? How is the stupendous concern ofsal-
tation to be worked out by a mind incompetent to the
most ordinary concerns V
The infinite importance of what he has to do—the goa-

ding conviction that it must be done—the utter inability
of doing it—the dreadful combination in his mind of both
the necessity and incapacity—the despair of crowding
the concerns of an age into a moment—the impossibility
of beginning a repentance which should have been com-
pleted—of setting about a peace which should have been
concluded—of sning for a pardon which should have been
obtained)—ail these complicated concerns—without
strength, without time, without hope, with a clouded
memory, a disjointed reason, a wounded spirit, undefined
terrors, remembered sins, anticipated punishment, an
angry God, an accusing conscience, all together, intolera-
bly augment the sufferings of a body winch stands in little

need of the insupportable burthen ofa distracted mind to
aggravate its torments.
Though we pity the superstitious weakness of the

German Emperor in acting over the anticipated solemni-
ties of his own funeral • that eccentric act of penitence
of a great but perverted mind; it would be well if we
were now and then to represent to our minds while in
sound health, the solemn certainties ofa dying bed ; ifwe
were sometimes to image to ourselves this awful scene,
not only as inevitable but as near ; if we accustomed our-
selves to see things now, as we shall then wish we had
seen them. Surely the most sluggish insensibility must
be roused by figuring to itself the rapid approach ofdeath,
the nearness of our unalterable doom, our instant transi-
tion to that state of unutterable bliss or unimaginable
woe to which death will in a moment consign us. Such
a mental representation would assist us in dissipating the
illusion of the senses ; would help to realize what is in-

visible, and to approximate what we think remote. It
would disenchant us from the world, tear off her painted
mask, shrink her pleasures into their proper dimensions,
her concerns into their real value, her enjoyments into
theirjust compass, her promises into nothing.

Terrible as the evil is, if it must, and that at no distant
day, be met, spare not to present it to your imagination

;
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not to lacerate your feeuugs but to arm yflur resolution J

not to excite unprofitable distress, but to strengthen

your faith. If it terrify you at first, draw a little nearer

to it every time. Familiarity will abate the terror. If

you cannot face the image, how will you encounter the

reality ?

Let us then figure to ourselves the moment (who can
say that moment may not be the next?) when all we cling

to shall elude our grasp ; when every earthly good shall

be to us as if it had never been, except in the remem-
brance of the use we have made ofit ; when our eyes shall

close upon a world of sense, and open on a world of

spirits ; when there shall be no relief for the fainting body,
and no refuge for the parting soul, except that single

refuge to which, perhaps, we have never thought of re-

sorting—that refuge which if we have not despised we
have too probably neglected—the everlasting mercies of
God in Christ Jesus.

Reader! whoever you are, who have neglected to re-

member that to die is the end for which you were born,

know that you have a personal interest in this scene.

Turn not away from it in disdain, however feebly it may
have been represented. You may escape any other evil

of life, but its end you cannot escape. Defer not then its

weightiest concern to its weakest period. Begin not the

preparation when you should be completing the work.
Delay not the business which demands your best facul-

ties to the period of their debility, probably of their ex-

tinction. Leave not the work which requires an age to

do, to be done in a moment, a moment too which may
not be granted. The alternative is tremendous. The
difference is that of being saved or lost. It is no light

thing to perish.

CHAP. XIX.

HAPPT DEATHS.

FEW circumstances contribute more fatally to confirm

in worldly men that insensibility to eternal things which

was considered in the preceding Chapter, than the blast-
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fnl accounts we sometimes hear of the firm and heroic
death-beds of popular but irreligious characters. Many
causes contribute to these happy deaths as they are called.
The blind are bold, they do not see the precipice they de-
spise.—Or perhaps there is less unwillingness to quit a
world which has so often disappointed them, or which
they have sucked to the last dregs. They leave life with
less reluctance, feeling that they have exhausted all its

gratifications.—Ot it is a disbelief of the reality of the
state on which they are about to enter.—Or it is a desire
to be released from excessive pam, a desire naturally felt
by tiiose who calculate their gain, rather by what they are
escaping from, than by what they are to receive.—Or it is

equability of temper, or firmness of nerve, or hardness of
,
mind.—Or it is the arrogant wish to make the last act of
life confirm its preceding professions.—Or it is the vani-
ty of perpetuating their philosophic character.—Or if
some faint ray of light break in, it is the pride of not re-
tracting the sentiments which from pride they have main-
tained :—the desire of posthumous renown among their
own party

; the hope to make their disciples stand firm
by their example ; the ambition to give their last possible
blow to revelation—or perhaps the fear of expressing
doubts which might beget a suspicion that their disbelief
was not so sturdy as they would have it thought. Above
all, may they not, as a punishment for their long neglect
of the warning voice of truth, be given up to a strong de-
lusidn to believe the lie they have so often propagated,
and really to expect to find in death that eternal sleep
with which they have affected to quiet their own con-
sciences, and have really weakened the faith of others.

Every new instance is an additional buttress on which
the sceptical school lean for support, and which they pro-
duce as a fresh triumph. With equal satisfaction they
collect stories of infirmity, depression and want ofcourage
in the dying hour of religious men, whom the nature of
the disease, timorousness of spirit, profound humility, the
sad remembrance of sin, though long repented of, and for-

given, a deep sense of the aw fulness of meeting God in

judgment ;—whom some or all of these causes may occa-
sion to depart in trembling fear ; in .whom, though heavi-
ness may endure through the night of death, yet joy
rometh in the morning of the resurrection..

It iff,a maxim cf the Civil Law that definitions are

R
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hazardous. And it cannot be denied that various des-

criptions of persons have hazarded much in their defini-

tions of a happy death. A very able and justly admired

writer, who has distinguished himself by the most valua-

ble works on political economy, has recorded, as proofe

of the happy death of a no less celebrated contemporary,

that he cheerfully amused himself iu his la8t hours with

llcian, a game of whist, and some good humoured
drollery upon Charon and his boat.

But may we not venture to say, with " one of the peo-

ple called Christians,"* himself a Wit and Philosopher,

though of the School of Christ, that the man who could

meet death in such a frame of mind " might smile over

Babylon in ruins, esteem the earthquake which destroyed

Lisbon an agreeable occurrence, and congratulate the

hardened Pharaoh on his overthrow in the Red Sea ?"

This eminent fhistorian and philosopher, whose great

intellectual powers it is as impossible not to admire, as

not to lament their unhappy misapplication, has been eu-

logised by his friend, as coming nearer than almost any
other man, to the perfection of human nature in his life;

and has been almost deified for the cool courage and hero-

ic firmness with which he met death. His eloquent Pane-
gyrist, with as insidious an innuendo as has ever beea
thrown out against revealed religion, goes on to observe

that, " perhaps it is one of the very worst circumstances

against Christianity, that very few of its professors were
ever either so moral, so humane, or could so philoso-

phically govern their passions, as the sceptical David
Hume."
Yet notwithstanding this rich embalming of so noble a

compound of " matter and motion," we must be per-

mitted to doubt one of the two things presented for otu"

admiration ; we must either doubt the so much boasted

happiness of his death, or the so much extolled humanity
of his heart. We must be permitted to suspect the sound"
ness of that benevolence which led him to devote his la-

test hours to prepare, under the label of an Essay on Sui-

cide, a potion for posterity, of so deleterious a quality,

that if taken by the patient, under all the circumstances,

in which he undertakes to prove it innocent, might have
gone near to effect the extinction of the whole human

* The lata «eeH»t Bishop Home* See his letter* to Dr. Ad*»
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race. For if all rational beings, according to this posthu-

mous prescription, are at liberty to procure their own re-

lease from life " under pain or sickness, shame or pover-

ty," how large a portion of the world would be authori-

zed to quit it uncalled ! For how many are subject to

the two latter grievances ; from the two former how few
are altogether exempt !*

The energy of that ambition which could concentrate
the last efforts of a powerful mind, the last exertions ofa
ipirit greedy of tame, into a project, not only for destroy-

ing the souls, but for abridging the lives of his fellow-

creatures, leaves at a disgraceful distance the inverted

thirst of glory of the man, who, to immortalize his own
name, set fire to the temple at Ephesus. Such a burning
zeal to annihilate the eternal hope of his fellow-creatures

might be philosophy ; but surely to authorize them to

curtail their moral existence, which to the infidel who
looks for no other, must be invaluable, was not philan-

thropy.

But if this death was thought worthy of being blazon-
ed to the public eye in all the warm and glowing colours

with which affection decorates panegyric, the disciples

of the same school have been in general anxiously solicit-

ous to produce only the more creditable instances of in-

vincible hardness of heart, while they have laboured to

cast an impenetrable veil over the closing scene of those
among the less inflexible ofthe fraternity, who have ex-
hibited in their departing moments, any symptoms of
doubt, any indications of distrust, respecting the validity

of their principles :—Principles which they had long

maintained with so much zeal, and disseminated with so

much industry.

In spite of the sedulous anxiety of his satellites to con-

ceal the clouded setting of the great luminary of modern
infidelity, from which so inauy minor stars have filled

their little urns, and then set up for original lights them-
selves ; in spite of the pains taken—for we must drop

* Another part of the Etsay on Suicide has this passage.—" When-
ever pain or sorrow so far overcome my patience, as to make me til-

ed of life, I may conclude that I am recalled from my station in the

plainest and most express terms."—And again—" When I fall wpqn
my own sword, I receive my death equally from the hands of the Dei-

ty, as if it had proceeded from a lion, a precipice, or a fever."—And
again—" Where is the crime ofturning a few ounces ofblood from their

zsatttral channel .'"
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metaphor—to shroud from all eyes, except those of the

initiated, the terror and dis.i ay with winch the Philoso-

pher of Geneva met death, met his summons to appear
beforefthat God whose providence he had ridiculed, that
Saviour whose character and offices he had vilified,—the

secret was betrayed. In spite of the precautions takea
by his associates to buiy in congenial darkness the ago-

nies which in his last hours contradicted the audacious

blasphemies of a laborious life spent in their propaga-
tion, at last, like his great instigator, he believed and
trembled.

Whatever the sage of Ferney might be in the eyes of
1

Journalists, of Academicians, of Encyclopedists, of the

Royal Author of Berlin, of Revolutionists in the egg
of his own hatching of full grown infidels of his own
spawning; of a world into which he had been for more
than half a century industriously infusing a venom, the
effects of which will be long felt, the expiring philoso-

pher was no object of veneration to his nurse.—She
conld have a recorded " a tale to harrow up the soul,"

the horrors of which were sedulously attempted to be
consigned to oblivion. But for this woman and a few
other unbribed witnesses, his friends would probably have
endeavoured to edify the world with this addition to the

brilliant catalogue of hajipy deaths.*

It has been a not uncommon opinion that the works of

an able and truly pious christian, by their happy tenden-
cy to awaken the careless and to convince the unbeliev-

ing, may, even for ages after the excellent author is en-

tered into his eternal rest, by the accession of new con-
verts which they bring to Christianity, continue to add
increasing brightness to the crown of the already glori-

* It is a well attested fact that this woman, after his decease,
being sent for to attend another person in dying circumstances, anx-
iously inquired it the patient was a gentleman, tor that s'ie had
recently been so dreadfully terrified in witnessing the dying horrors
of TVIons. de Voltaire, which surpassed all description, that she had
resolved never to attend any other person of that' sex unless she
could be assured that he was not a philosopher.—Voltaire indeed
as he was deficient in the moral Uonesty and the other good quali-
ties which obtained for Mr. Hume the affection of his friends, want*
ed his sincerity. Of all hi? other vices hypocrisy was the consum-
mation. While he daily dishonoured the Redeemer by the invention
of unheard of blasphemies; after hu had bourn] himself by-a solemn,
pkdge never to rest till he had exterminated his very name from the
face ot the earth, lit was not ashamed to assist regularly at the awfui
commemoration of his death at the Altar

!
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£ed saint.—If this be true, how shall imagination pre*
snme to conceive, much less how shall language express,
what must be expected in the contrary case ? How shall

we dare turn our thoughts to the progressive torments
which may be ever Leaping on the heads of those unhap-

py men of genius, who having devoted their rare ta-

lents to promote vice and infidelity, continue with fatal

success to make successive proselytes through successive
ages. If their works last so long, mid thus accumulate
on themselves anguish ever growing, miseries ever multi-
plying, without hope of any mitigation, without hope of
any end.
A more recent instance of the temper and spirit which

the College of Infidelity exhibits on these occasions is

perhaps lesg generally known. A person of our own
time and country, of high rank and talents, and who ably
filled a great public situation, had unhappily, in early life,

imbibed principles and habits analogous to those of a no-
toriously profligate society of which he was a member, a
society, of which the very appellation it delighted to dis-

tinguish itself by, is

Offenee and torture to the sober ear.

In the near view of death, at an advanced age, deep re-

morse and terror took possession of his soul ; but he had
no friend about him to whom he could communicate the

state of his mind, or from whom he could derive either

counsel or consolation. One day in the absence of his

attendants, he raised his exhausted body on his dying
bed, and threw himself on the floor, where he was found
in great agony of spirit, with a prayer book in his hand.

This detection was at once a subject for ridicule and re-

gret to his colleagues, and he was contemptuously spo-

ken of as a pusillanimous deserter from the good cause.

The phrase used by them to express their displeasure at

his apostacy is too offensive to find a place here.* Were
we called upon to decide between rival horrors, we
should feel no hesitation in pronouncing this death a less

unhappy one than those to which we have before alluded.

Another well known sceptic, while in perfect health,

took measures by a special order, to guard against any
intrusion in his last sickness, by which he might, even in

• The writer had (his anecdote from an acquaintance of the noble
person at the time of his death.

R2
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the event of delirium, betray any doubtful apprehension

that there might be an hereafter ; or in any other way
be surprised in uttering expressions of terror, and thus

exposing the state of his mind, in case any such revolu-

tion should take place, which his heart whispered him
might possibly happen.

But not onlv in those happy deaths which close a life of

avowed impiety, is there great, room for suspicion, but

even in cases "where without acknowledged infidelity,

there has been a careless life ; when in such cases we hear

of a sudden death-bed revolution, of much seeming con-

trition, succeeded by extraordinary professions of joy

and triumph, we should be very cautious of pronouncing

on their real state. Let us rather leave the penitent of

a day to that mercy against which he has been sinning

through a whole life. These "Clinical Converts'' (to

borrow a favourite phrase of the eloquent Bishop Taylor)

may indeed be true penitents ; but how shall we pro-

nounce them to be so ? How can we conclude that " they

are dead unto sin" unless they be spared to " live unto

righteousness ?"

Happily we are not called upon -to decide. He to

whose broad eye the future and the past lie open, as he

has been their constant witness, so will he be their unerring

judge.*

But the admirers of certain happy deaths do not even

pretend that any such change appeared in the friends of-

whom they make not so much the panegyric as the npo-

theosis. They would even think repentance a derogation

from the dignity of their character. They pronounce
them to have been good enough as they were ; insisting

that they have a demand for happiness upon God, ifthere .

be auy such Being ; a claim upon heaven if there be any

such place. They are satisfied that their friend, after a

life spent " without God in the world, without evidencing

* The primitive ehureh carried theiv incredulity of the appearan-

ces of repentance so far as to require not only years of sorrow for sin,

but perseverance in piety, before they would admit offenders to their

teommuuion ; and as a test of their sincerity, required the uni-

form practice of those virtues most opposite to their former vi«

•ces—were this made the criterion now, we should not so often hear
such flaming accounts of converts, so exultingly reported, before time
has been allowed to try their stability. More especially we should

not hear of so many triumphant relations of death-bed converts, in

whom the symptoms must frequently be too equivocal to admit the

positive decision of human wisdom.
"
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any marks of a changed heart, without even affecting
any thing like repentance, without intimating that there
was any call for it, died pronouncing himself
happy.
But nothing is more suspicious than a happy death,

where there has neither been religion in the life nor hu-
mility in its close, where its course has been without pie-
ty, and its termination without repentance.

Others in a still bolder strain, disdaining the posthu-
mous renown to be conferred by survivors, of their having'

died happily, prudently secure their own fame, and chang-
ing both the tense and the person usual in monumental in-

scriptions, with prophetic confidence record on theirown
sepulchral marble, that they shall die not only " happy"
but "grateful''— the prescience ofphilosophy thus as-

suming as certain what the humble spirit of Christianity

only presumes to hope.
There is another reason to be assigned for the charita-

ble error of indiscriminately consigning our departed ac-
quaintance to certain happiness. Aiflictio;>, as it is a ten-
der, so it is a misleading feeling, especially in minds natu-
rally soft, and but slightly tinctured with religion. The
death ofa friendawakens the kindest feelings of the heart,
But by exciting true sorrow, it often excites false chari-
ty. Grief naturally softens every fault, love as naturally
heightens every virtue. It is right and kind to consign
error to oblivion, but not to immortality. Chanty indeed
m e owe to the dead as well as to the living, but not that
erroneous charity by which truth is violated, and unde-
served commendation lavished on those whom truth
could no longer injure. To calumniate the dead is even
worse than to violate the rights of sepulture ; not to vin-
dicate calumniated worth, when it can no longer vindi-

cate itself, is a crime next to that of attacking it ;* but

* What a generous instance ofthat disinterested attachment which
survives the grave of its object, and piously rescues his reputation
from the assaults of malignity, was given by the late excelk-at Bishop
Porteus, in his animated defence of Archbishop Seeker I May his
own "Fair fame never stand in need of any such warm vindication
which, however, it could not fail to find in the bosom of every good
imm !—The fine talents of this lamented prelate, uniformly devqted
to the purposes for which God gave them—his. life directed to those
duties to which his high professional station called him—his Christian
graces—those engaging manners which shed a soft lustre on the firm
fidelity of his friendships—that kindness which was ever flowing from
his heart to his lips—the benignity and candour which distinguished
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on the dead, charity, though vrell understood, i» often

mistakingly exercised.

Ifwe were called upon to collect the greatest quantity

of hyperbole—falsehood might be too harsh a term—in

the least given time and space, we should do well to

search for it in those sacred edifices expressly consecra-

ted to truth. There we should see the ample mass of

canonizing kindness which fills their mural decorations,

expressed in all those flattering records inscribed by eve-

ry variety of motive to every variety of claim. In addi-

tion to what is dedicated to real merit by real sorrow,

we should hear of tears which were never 6hed, grief

which was never felt, praise which was never earned ; we
should see what is raised by the decent demands of

connexion, by tender, but nndiscerning friendship, by
poetic license, by eloquent gratitude for testamentary

favours.

It is an amiable though not a correct feeling in human
nature, that, fancying we have not donejustice to certain

characters during their lives, we run into the error of

supposed compensation by over estimating them after

their decease.

On account of neighbourhood, affinity, long acquain-

tance, or some pleasing qualities, we may have entertain-

ed a kindness for many persons, of whose state however,
while they lived, we oould not, with the utmost stretch

of charity, think favourably. If their sickness has been
long and severe, our compassion having been kept by that

circumstance in a state of continual excitement; though

we lament their death, yet we feel thankful that their

suffering is at an end. Forgetting our former opinion,

and the course of life on which itwas framed, we fall into

all the common places of consolation

—

u God is merci-

ful—we trust that they are at rest—what a happy release

they have had!"—Nay, it is well if we do not go so far

as to entertain a kind of vague belief that their better

qualities joined to their sufferings have, on the whole,

ensured their felicity.

Thus at once losing sight of that word of God which
cannot lie, of our former regrets on their subject, losing

not his conversation only, but his conduct—these, and ali those amia-
ble qualities, that gentle temper and correct cheerfulness with which
he adorned society, will ever endear his memory to all who knew him
intimately; and let his friends remember, that to imitate fcls virtues
T-vill be the best proof of tlfeir rcnjeniTsernrg them*.
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the remembrance of their defective principles, and
thoughtless conduct ; without any reasonable ground for
altering our opinion, any pretence for entertaining a bet-
ter hope—we assume that they are happy. We reason as
if we believed that the suffering of the body had purcha-
sed the salvation of the soul, as if it had "rendered any
doubt almost criminal. We seem to make oarselveseasy
on the falsest ground imaginable, not because we believe
their hearts were changed, but because they are now be-
yond all possibility of change.
But surely the mere circumstance ofdeath will not have

rendered them fit for that heaven for which we before
feared they were unfit. Far be it from us, indeed, blind
and sinful as we are, to pass sentence upon them, to pass
sentence upon any. We dare not venture to pronounce
what may have passed between God and their souls,
even at the last hour. We know that infinite mercy is

not restricted to times or seasons; to an early or a late
repentance ; we know not but in that little interval their

peace was made, their pardon granted, through the ato-
ning blood, and powerful intercession of their Redeemer.
Nor shouid we too scrupulously pry into the state of
others, never, indeed, except to benefit them or our-
selves; we should rather imitate the example of Christ,

who at once gave an admirable lesson of meekness and
charitable judgment, when avoiding an answer which
might have led to fruitless discussion, he gave a reproof
under t'ae shape of an exhortation.— In reply to the in-

quiry, " are there few that be saved," he thus checked
vain cariosity—" Strive (you) to enter in at the strait

gate." On another occasion, in the same spirit, he cor-

rected inquisiiivcness, not by ananswer, but by an inter-

rogation and a precept—" What is that to thee ? Follow
thou me."
But where there is strong ground to apprehend that the

contrary may have been the case, it is very dangerous to

pronounce peremptorily on the safety of the dead. Be-
cause if we allow ourselves to be fully persuaded that they

are entered upon a state of happiness, it will naturally and

fatally tempt us to lower our own standard. If we are

ready to conclude that they are now in a state of glory

whose principles we believed to be incorrect, whose
practice, to say the least of it, we know to be negligent,

Who, without our indulging a censorious or a pre3uuiptu«
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ous spirit, we thought lived in a state of mind, and a
course of habits, not only far from right, but even avow-
edly inferior to our own ; will not this lead to the conclu-

sion, either that we ourselves, standing on so much high-

er ground, are in a very advanced state of grace, or that

a much lower than ours may be a state of safety? And
will not such a belief tend to slacken our endeavours, and
to lower our tone, both of faith and practice?

By this conclusion we contradict the affecting assertion

of a very sublime poet,

For us they sicken and for us they die*

For while we are thus taking and giving false comfort,

our friend as to us will have died in vain. Instead of his

death having operated as a warning voice, to rouse us to

a more animated piety, it will be rather likely to lull us

into a dangerous security. If our affection has so blinded

our judgment, we shall by the indulgence of a false can-

dour to another, sink into a false peace ourselves.

It will be a wounding circumstanee to the feelings of

surviving friendship, to see a person of loose habits, whom
though we loved yet we feared to admonish, and that,

because we loved him; for, whom though we saw his dan-

ger, yet perhaps we neglected to pray; to see hira

brought to that ultimate and fixed state in which admoni-
tion is impossible, in which prayer is not only fruitless,

but unlawful.

Another distressing circumstance frequently occurs.

We meet with affectionate but irreligious parents, who
though kind and perhaps amiable, have neither lived

themselves nor educated their families in Christian prin-

ciples, nor in habits of Christian piety. A child at the

age of maturity dies. I$eep is the affliction of the doating
parent. The world is a blank. Re looks round for

comfort where he has been accustomed to look for it,

among his friends. He finds it not. He looks up for it

where he has not been accustomed to seek it. Neither
his heart nor his treasure has been laid up in heaven. Yet
a paroxysm, of what may be termed natural devotion,

gives to his griefan air of piety. The first cry ofanguish

is commonly religious.

The lamented object perhaps, through utter ignorance

of the awful gulf which was opening to receive him, ad-

ded to a tranquil temper, might have expired without
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evidencing any great distress, and his happy death is in-

dustriously proclaimed through the neighbourhood, and
the mourning parents have only to wish that their latter

end may be like his. They cheat at once their sorrow and
their souls, with the soothing notion that they shall soon
meet their beloved child in heaven. Of this they per-

suade themselves as firmly and as fondly, as if both they
and the object of their grief had been living in the way
which leads thither. Oh for that unbought treasure, a
sincere, a real friend, who might lay hold on the propi-

tious moment ! When the heart is softened by sorrow, it

might possibly, if ever, be led to its true remedy. This
would indeed be a more unequivocal, because more pain-

ful act of friendship, than pouring in the lulling opiate of

false consolation, which we are too ready to administer,

because it »aves our own feelings while it sooths, without

healing, those ofthe mourner.

But perhaps the integrity of the friend conquers his ti=

midity. Alas ! he is honestly explicit to unattending ov

to offended ears.—They refuse to hear the voice of the

charmer. But ifthe mourners will not endure the voice

of exhortation now, while there is hope, how will they

endure the sound of the last trumpet when hope is at an
end? If they will not bear the gentle whispers of friend-

ship, how will they bear the voice of the accusing angel,

the terrible sentence of the incensed Judge? If private

reproof be intolerable, how will they stand the being

made a spectacle to angels and to men, even to the whole
assembled universe, to the whole creation ofGod?
But instead of converting the friendly warning to their

eternal benefit, they are probably wholly bent on their

own vindication. Still their character is dearer to them
than their soul.—" We never," say they, " were any
man's enemy."—Yes—you have been the enemy of all t»

whom you have given a bad example. You have espe-

cially been the enemy of your children in whomyou have

implanted no Christian principles. Still they insist with

the prophet that " there is no iniquity in thera that can be

oalled iniquity." '* We have wronged no one, ' say they,

f* we have given to every one his due. We have done

our duty." Your first duty was to Gcd. You have rob-

bed your Maker of the service due to him. You have

robbed your Redeemer of the souls he died to save. You
have robbed yojir own soul and too probably the sonls of
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those whom you have so wretchedly educated, of eternal
happiness.

Thus the flashes of religion which darted hi upon their

conscience in the first burst of sorrow too frequently die

away j they expire before the grief which kindled them.
They resort again to their old resource the world, which
if it cannot soon heal their sorrow, at least soon diverts it.

To shut our eyes upon death as an object of terror or
efhope, and to consider it only as a release or an extinc-
lion, is viewing it under a character which is not its own.
But to get rid ofthe idea at any rate, and then boast that
we do not fear the thing we do not think of, is not diffir

cult. Nor is it difficult to think of it without alarm ifwe
do not include its consequences. But to him who fre-

quently repeat?, not mechanically but devoutly, " w$
know that thou shalt come to be our Judge," death can-
not be a matter of indifference.

Another cause of these happy deatfis is that many think
salvation a slight thing, that heaven is cheaply obtained,
that a merciful God is easily pleased, that we are Chris-

tians, and that mercy comes of course to those who have
always profest to believe that Christ died to purchase it

for them. This notion of God being more merciful than
he has any where declared himself to be, instead' of inspi-

ring them with more gratitude to him, inspires more con-
fidence in themselves. This corrupt faith generates a
corrupt morality. It leads to this strange consequence,
not to make them love God better, but to venture on
offending him more.

People talk as if the act of death made a complete
change in the uature, as well as in the condition of man.
Death is the vehicle to another state of being, but pos-
sesses no power to qualify us for that state. In convey-
ing us to a new world it does not give us a new' heart. It
puts the unalterable stamp of decision on the character,
but does not transform it into a character diametrically
opposite.

Our affections themselves will be rather raised than
altered. Their tendencies will be the same though their

advancement will be incomparably higher. They will
be exalted in their degree but not changed in their na-
ture. They will be purified from all earthly mixtures,
cleansed from all human pollutions, the principle will be
cleared from- its imperfections, but it will -not become.
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another principle. He that is unholy will not be made
holy by death. The heart will not liave a new object
to seek, but will be directed more ^intensely to the same
object.

They who loved God here will love him far more in

heaven, because they will know him far better. There
he will reign without a competitor. They who served
him here in sincerity will there serve him in per-
fection. If" the pure in heart shall see God," let us re-

member that this purity is not to be contracted after we
have been admitted to its remuneration. The beatitude
is pledged as a reward for the purity, not as a qualifica-

tion for it. Purity will be sublimated in heaven, but will

not begin to be produced there. It is to be acquired by
passing through the refiner's fire here, not through the
penal and expiatory fire which human ingenuity devised
to purge offending man,

From the foul deeds done in his day* ofnature !

The extricated spirit will be separated from the feculence
of all that belongs to sin, to sense, to self. We shall in-

deed find ourselves new, because spiritualized beings
;

but if the cast of the mind were not in a great measure
the same, how should we retain our identity? The soul
will there become that which it here desired, to be,
that which it mourned because it was so far from being.

It will have obtained that complete victory over its cor-

ruptions which it here only desired, which it here only
struggled to obtain.

Here our love of spiritual things is superinduced, there
it will be our natural frame. The impression ofGod on
our hearts will be stamped deeper, but it will not be a
different impression. Our obedience will be more volun-

tary, because there will be no rival propensities to ob-
struct it. It will be more entire, because it will have to
struggle with no counteracting force.—Here we sincerely

though imperfectly love the law of God, even though it

controls our perverse will, though it contradicts our cor-

ruptions. There our love will be complete, because our
will will retain no perverseness, and our corruptions wil]

be done away.
Repentance, precious at all seasons, in the season of

health is noble. It is a generous principle when it over-

takes us surrounded with the prosperities of life, whe"n
S
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it is not put off till distress drives us to it. Seriousness

of spirit is most acceptable to God when danger is out of

sight, preparation for death when death appears to be at

a distance.

Virtue and piety are founded on the nature of things,

on the laws of God, not on anv vicissitudes in human cir-

cumstances. Irreligion, folly and vice are just as un-

reasonable in the meridian of life as at the approach of

death. They strike us differently but they always re-

tain their own cha»acter. Every argument against an ir-

religious death is equally cogent against an irreligious

life. Piety and penitence may be quickened by the near

view of death, but the reasons for practising them are

not founded on its nearness. Death may stimulate our

fears for the consequences of vice, but furnishes no mo-
tive for avoiding it, which Christianity had not taught be-

fore. Thenecessity of religion is as urgent now as it will

be when we are dying. It may not appear so, but the

reality of a thing does not depend on appearances. Be-
sides, if the necessity of being religious depended on the

approach of death, what moment of our lives is there, in

which we have any security against it ? In every point of

view therefore, the same necessity for being religious

subsists when we are in full health as when we are about

to die.

We may then fairly arrive at this conclusion, that there

is no happy death but that which conducts to a happy im-

mortality ;—No joy in putting off the body, if we have

not put on the Lord Jesus Christ—No consolation in es-

caping from the miseries of time till we have obtained a

well grounded hope of a blessed eternity.

CPIAP. XXZ#

ON THE SUFFERINGS OF GOOD MEN.

AFFLICTION is the school in which great virtues are

acquired, in which great characters are formed. It is a

kind of moral Gymnasium, in which the disciples of
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•Christ are trained to robust exercise, hardy exertion, and
severe conflict.

We do not hear of martial heroes in " the calm and
piping time ofpeace," nor of the most eminent saints in

the quiet and unmolested periods of ecclesiastical histo-

ry. We are far from denying that the principle of cou-
rage in the warrior, or of piety in the saint continues to
subsist, ready to be brought into action when perils be-
set the. country, or trials assail the church ; but it must
be allowed that in long periods of inaction, both are lia-

ble to decay.

The christian, in our comparatively tranquil day, is

happily exempt from the trials and the terrors which the
annals ofpersecution record. Thanks to the establish-

ment of a pure Christianity in the church, thanks to
the infusion of the same pure principles into our laws,
and to the mild and tolerating spirit of both—a man is

so far from being liable to pains and penalties for his at-

tachment to his religion, that he is protected in its exer-
cise ; and were certain existing statutes enforced, he
would even incur penalties for Ins violation of religious

duties, rather than for his observance of them.*
Yet still the Christian is not exempt from his individu-

al, his appropriate, his undefined trials. We refer not
merely to those " cruel mockings," which the acute sen-

sibility of the Apostle led him to rank in the same cata-

logue with bonds, imprisonments, exile and martyrdom
itself. We allude not altogether to those misrepresenta-

tions and calumnies to winch the zealous Christian is pe-

culiarly liable ; nor exclusively to those difficulties to

which his very adherence to the principles he professes,

must necessarily subject him ; nor entirely to those occa-

sional sacrifices of credit, of advancement, of popular
applause; to which his refusing to sail with the tide of
popular opinion may compel him; nor solely to the dis-

advantages which under certain circumstances his not
preferring expediency to principle may expose him.

But the. truly good man is not only often called to strug-

gle with trials of large dimensions, with exigencies of ob-

vious difficulty, but to encounter others which are bet-

ter understood than defined.

And duller would he be than the fat weed
That rots itself at ease on Lethe's wharf,

* We allude to the laws against swearing, attending public Wor-
ship, &c.
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were he left to batten undisturbed, in peaceful security

on the unwholesome pastures of rank prosperity. The
thick exhalations drawn up from this gross soil render the

atmosphere so heavy as to obstruct the ascent of piety,

her flagging pinions are kept down by the influence of
this moist vapour; she is prevented from soaring,

to live insphered
In regions mild of calm and serene air,

Above the smoke and stir of this dim spot
Which men call earth.

The pampered Christian thus continually gravitating

to the earth, would have bis heart solely bent to

Strive to keep up a frail and feverish being,
Unmindful of the crown religion gives

After this mortal change, to her true servants.

It is an unspeakable blessing that no events are left to

the choice of beings, who from their blindness would sel-

dom fail to chuse amiss. Were circumstances at our own
disposal we should allot ourselves nothing but ease and
success, but riches and fame, but protracted youth, per-

petual health, unvaried happiness.

AH this, as it would be very unnatural, so perhaps it

would not be very wrong, for beings who were always to

live on earth. But for beings who are placed here in a state

of trial and not established in their final home, whose con-

dition in eternity depends on the use they make of time,

nothing would be more dangerous than such a power,
nothing more fatal than the consequences to which such

a power would lead.

If a surgeon were to put into the hand of a wounded pa-

tient the probe or the lancet, with how much false ten-

derness would he treat himself ! How skin-deep would
be the examination, how slight the incision! The pa-

tient would escape the pain, but the wound might prove

mortal. The practitioner therefore wisely uses his in-

struments himself. He goes deep perhaps, but not deeper

than the case demands. The pain may be acute, but the

life is preserved.

Thus He in whose hands we are, is too good, and loves

us too well to trust us with ourselves. He knows that

we will not contradict our own inclinations, that we will

not impose on ourselves any thing unpleasant, that we
will not inflict on ourselves any voluntary pain, how-
ever necessary the infliction, however salutary the effect.
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'God graciously does this for us himself, or he knows it

would never be done.
A Christian is liable to the same sorrows and sufferings

with other men : He has no where any promise of immu-
nity from the troubles of life, but he has a merciful
promise of support under them. He considers them
in another view, he bears them with another spirit,

he improves them to other purposes than those whose
views are bounded by this world. Whatever may be the
instruments of his suffering, whetl>er sickness, losses, ca-
lumnies, persecutions, he knows that it proceeds from
God ; all means are his instruments. All inferior causes
operate by his directing hand.

We said that a Christian is liable to the same suffer-

ings with other men. Might we not repeat what we have
before said, that his very Christian profession is often the
causeof his sufferings ? They are the badge of his disci-

pleship, the evidences of his father's love ; they are at
once the marks of God's favour, and the materials of his

own future happiness.

What were the artruments of worldly advantage held
cut through the whole \ew-Testament to induce the
world to embrace the religion it taught ? What was the

,
condition of St. Paul's introduction to Christianity? It

was not— I will crown him with honour and prosperity,

with dignity and pleasure, but—" I will shew him how
great things he must suffer for my name's sake."

What were the virtues which Christ chiefly taught in

his discourses? What were the graces he most recom-
mended by bis example ? Self-denial, mortification, pa-

tience, long-suffering, renouncing ease and pleasure.

These are the marks which have ever since its first ap-

pearance, distinguished Christianity from all the religions

in the world, and on that account evidently prove its di-

vine original. Ease, splendour, external prosperity, con-

quest, made no part of its establishment. Other em-
pires have been founded in the blood of the vanquished,

the dominion of Christ was founded in his own blood.

Most of the beatitudes which infinite compassion pro-

nounced, have the sorrows of earth for their subject but
the joys of heaven for their completion.

To establish this religion in the world, the Almighty, as

Ins own word assures us, subverted kingdoms and altered

S 2
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the face of nations. "For thus saith the Lord of Hosts"
(by bis prophet Haggai) " yet once, it is a little while,

and I will shake the heavens and the earth, and the sea

and the dry land ; and I will shake all nations, and the

desire of all nations shall come." Could a religion, the

kingdom of which was to be founded by such awful means,
be established, be perpetuated, without involving (he

sufferings of its subjects ?

If the Christian course had been meant for a path of
roses, would the life of the Author of Christianity have
been a path strewed with thorns ?

u He made for us,"

says Bishop Jeremy Taylor, " a covenant of sufferings,

his very promises were sufferings, his rewards were suf-

ferings, and his arguments to invite men to follow him
were only taken from sufferings in this life and the re-

ward of sufferings hereafter."

But ifno prince but the prince of peace ever set out
with a proclamation of the reversionary nature of his

empire—if no other king, to allay avarice and check am-
bition, ever invited subjects by the unalluring declaration

that " his kingdom was not of this world"—if none other

ever declared that it was not dignity or honours, valour
or talents that made them " worthy of him," but " tak-

ing up the cross"—if no other ever made the sorrows
which would attend his followers a motive for their at-

tachment—yet no other ever had the goodness to pro-

mise, or the power to make his promise good, that he
would give " rest to the heavy laden." Other sovereigns

have " overcome the world" for their own ambition, but
none besides ever thought of making the " tribulation"

which should be. the effect of that conquest, a ground for

animating the fidelity of his followers—ever thought of
bidding them " be of good cheer," because he had over-

come the world in aser.se which was to make his subjects

lose all hope of rising in it.

The Apostle to the Philippians enumerated it among
the honours and distinctions prepared for his most fa-

voured converts, not only that " they should believe in

Christ' but that they should also " suffer for him."

Any other religion would have made use of such a pro-

mise as an argument to deter, not to attract. That a re-

ligion should flourish the more under such discouraging
invitations, with the threat ofeven degrading circumstan-
ces and absolute losses, is an unanswerable evidence tflat

it was of no human origin.
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It is among the mercies of God, that he strengthens the

virtues of his servants by hardening them under the cold

and bracing climate of adverse fortune, instead of leav-

ing them to languish under the shining but withering sun

ofunclouded prosperity. When they cannot be attract-

ed to him by gentler influences, he sends these salutary

storms and tempests, which purify while they alarm.

Our gracious Father knows that eternity is long enough
for his childreu to be happy in.

The character of Christianity may be seen by the very

images of military conflict, under which the scriptures so

frequently exhibit it. Suffering is the initiation into a

Christian's calling. It is his education for heaven. Shall

the scholar rebel at the discipline which is to fit him for

his profession, or the soldier at the exercise which is to

qualify him for victory ?

But the Christian's trials do not all spring from with-

out. He would think them comparatively easy, had he

only the opposition of men to struggle against, or even

the severer dispensations of God to sustain ? If he has

a conflict with the world, he has a harder conflict with

sm. His bosom foe is his most unyielding enemy

;

His warfare is within, there unfatigued

His fervent spirit labours.

This it is which makes his other trials heavy, which

makes his power of sustaining them weak, which renders

his conquest over them slow and inconclusive ; which too

often solicits him to oppose interest to duty, indolence to

resistance, and self-indulgence to victory.

This world is the stage on which worldly men more ex-

clusively act, and the things of the world, and the ap-

plause of the world, are the rewards which they propose

to themselves. These they often attain—with these they

are satisfied. They aim at no higher end, and of their aim

they are not disappointed. But let not the christian re-

pine at the success of those whose motives he rejects,

whose practices he dares not adopt, whose ends he depre-

cates. If he feel auy disposition to murmur when he sees

the irreligious in great prosperity, let him ask himself if

he would tread their path to attain their end—if he would

do their work to obtain their wages? He knows he

would not. Let liiin then cheerfully leave them to scram-
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Me for the prizes, and jostle for the p laces which the
world temptingly holds out, but which he will not pur-
chase at the world's price.

Consult the page ofhistory, and observe, not only if the

beat men have been the most successful, but even ifthey
have not often eminently failed in great enterprises, un-
dertaken perhaps on the purest principles ; while unworthy
instruments have been often employed, not only to pro-

duce dangerous revolutions, but to bring about events
ultimately tending to the public benefit ; enterprises in

which good men feared to engage, which perhaps they
were not competent to effect, or in effecting which they
might have wounded their conscience and endangered
their souls.

Good causes are not always conducted by good men.
A good cause may be connected with something that is

not good, with party for instance. Party often does that

for virtue, which virtue is not able to do for herself ; and
thus the right cause is promoted and effected by some
subordinate, even by some wrong motive. A worldly
man, connecting himself with a religions cause, gives it that

importance in the eyes of the world, which neither its own
rectitude, nor that of its religious supporters, had been
able to give it. Nay the very piety of its advocates— for

worldly men always connect piety with imprudence

—

had brought the wisdom, or at least the expediency of the

eause into suspicion, and it is at last carried by a means
foreign to itself. The character of the cause must be
lowered, we had almost said, it must in a certain degree
be deteriorated, to suit the general taste, even to obtain

the approbation of that multitude for whose benefit it is

intended.

How long, as we have had occasion to observe in a-

nother connexion, had the world groaned under the most
tremeudo us engine which superstition and despotism, in

dreadful confederation, ever contrived to force the con-

sciences, and torture the bodies of men ; where racks

were used for persuasion, and flames for arguments ! The
best of men for ages have been mourning under this dread
tribunal, without heing competent to effect its over-

throw ; the worst of men has been able to accomplish it

with a word.—It is a humiliating lesson for good men when
they thus see how entirely instrumentality may be sepa-

ted from personal virtue,
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We still fall into the error of which the Prophet so

long ago complained, " we call the proud happy," and the
wicked fortunate, and our hearts are too apt to rise at

their successes. We pretend indeed that they rise with
indignation ; but is it not to be feared that with this in-

dignation is mixed a little envy, a little rebellion against

God ? We murmur, though we know that when the in-

strument has finished his work, the divine employer
throws him by, cuts him off, lets him perish.

But you envy him in the midst of that work, to ac-

complish which he has sacrificed every principle ofjustice,
truth, and mercy. Is this a man to be envied ? Is this a
prosperity to be grudged ? Would you incur the pen-
alties of that happiness at which you are not ashamed to
murmur ?

But is it happiness to commit sin, to be abhorred by
good men, to offend God, to ruin his own soul ? Do you
really consider a temporary success a recompense for

deeds which will insure eternal woe to the perpetrator?
Is the successful bad man happy ? Of what materials

then is happiness made up ? Is it composed of a disturb-

ed mind and an unquiet conscience ? Are doubt and
difficulty, are terror and apprehension, are distrust and
suspicion, felicities for which a christian would renounce
his peace, would displease his Maker, would risk his

soul ? Think of the hidden vulture that feeds on the vi-

tals of successful wickedness, and your repinings, your
envy, if you are so unhappy as to feel envy, will cease.

Your indignation will be converted into compassion, your
execrations into prayer.

But if he feel neither the scourge of conscience, nor
the sting of remorse, pity him the more. Pity him for

the very want of that addition to his unhappiness: for

if lie added to Wis miseries that of anticipating his punish-

ment, he might be led by repentance to avoid it. Can
you reckon the blinding his eyes and the hardening bis

heart, any part of his happiness ? This opinion, however,
you practically adopt, whenever you grudge the prospe-

rity of the wicked. God, by delaying the punishment of

bad men, for which we are so impatient, may have de-

signs of mercy of which we know nothing—mercy per-

haps to them, or if not to them, yet mercy to those who
are suffering by them, and whom he intends by these bad
instruments, to punish, and

?
by punishing, eventually to

save;
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There is another sentiment which prosperous wicked-
ness excites in certain minds, that is almost more pre-
posterous than envy itself, and that is respect ; but this

feeling is never raised unless both the wickedness and the
prosperity be on a grand scale.

This sentiment also is founded in secret impiety, in the
belief either that God does not govern human affairs, or
that the motives of actions are not regarded by him, or
that prosperity is a certain proof of his favour, or that

where there is success there must be worth. These flat-

terers however forsake the prosperous with their good
fortune; their applause is withheld with the success
which attracted it. As they were governed by events in

their admiration, so events lead them to withdraw it.

But in this admiration there is a bad taste as well as a
bad principle. If ever wickedness pretends to excite
any idea of sublimity, it must be, not in its elevation but
its fall. If ever Cains Marius raises any such sentiment,
it is not when he carried the world before him, it is not
in his seditious and bloody triumphs at Rome, but it is

when in poverty and exile his intrepid look caused the
dagger to drop from the hand of the executioner ;—it is,

when sitting among the venerable ruins of Carthage he
enjoyed a desolation so congenial to his own.—Dionysius,

in the plenitude of arbitrary power, raises our unmixed
abhorrence. We detest the oppressor of the people while

he continued to trample on them ; we execrate the mon-
ster who was not ashamed to sell Plato as a slave. If

ever we feel any thing like interest on his subject, it is

not with the Tyrant of Syracuse but with the School-

Master of Corinth.

But though God may be patient with triumphant
wickedness, he does not wink or connive at it. Between
being permitted and supported, between being employed
and approved, the distance is wider than we are ready to

acknowledge. Perhaps " the iniquity of the Amorites is

not yet full." God has always the means of punishment
as well as of pardon in his own hands. But to punish just

at the moment when we would hurl the bolt, might break
in on ascheme of Providence of wide extent and indefi-

nite consequences. " They have drunk their hemlock,"

says a tine writer, "but the poison does not yet work."

Perhaps the convulsion may be the more terrible for the

delay. Let us not be impatient to accomplish a sentence
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:

which infinite justice sees right to defer—It is always

time enough to enter into hell. Let us think more of

restraining our own vindictive tempers, than ofprecipita-

ting their destruction. They may yet repent of the

crimes they are perpetrating. God may still by some
seheme, intricate, and unintelligible to us, pardon the sin

which we think exceeds the limits even of his mercy.

But we contrive to make revenge itself look like reli-

gion. We call down thunder on many a head under pre-

tence that those on whom we invoke it are God's enemies,

when perhaps we invoke it because they are ours.

But though they should go on with a full tide ofpros-

perity to the end, will it not cure our impatience that

that end must come? will it not satisfy us that they must
die, that they must come to judgment? Which is to be
envied, the Christian who dies and his brief sorrows have

a period, or he who closes a prosperous life and enters on
a miserable eternity? The one has nothing to fear if the-

promises of the Gospel be true, the other nothing to hope
if they be not false. The word ofGod must be a lie, hea-

ven a fable, hell an invention, before the impenitent sin-

ner can be safe. Is that man to be envied whose securi-

ty depends on their falsehood ? Is the other to be pitied

whose hope is founded on their reality. Can that state

be happiness, which results from believing that there is no

God, no future reckoning? Can that state be misery which
consists in knowing that there is both ?

In estimating the comparative happiness of good and

bad men, we should ever bear in mind that of all the ca-

lamities which can be inflicted or suffered, sin is the

greatest; and of all punishments, insensibility to sin is

the heaviest which the wrath of God inflicts in this world

for the commission of it. God so far then from appro-

ving a wicked man, because he suffers him to go on tri-

umphantly, seems rather, by allowing him to continue his

smooth and prosperous course, to have some awful desti-

ny in store for him, which will not perhaps be revealed

till his repentance is too late; then his knowledge of

God's displeasure, and the dreadful consequences of that

displeasure, may be revealed together, may be revealed

when there is no room for mercy.
But without looking to futurity—consulting only the

present condition of suffering virtue; if we put the in-

ward consolation derived from, communion with God, the:
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humble confidence of prayer, the devout trust in the di-

vine protection—supports commonly reserved for the
afflicted Christian, and eminently bestowed in his greatest
exigence ; ifwe place these feeliugs in the opposite scale

with all that unjust power ever bestowed, or guilty wealth
possessed ; we shall have no hesitation in deciding on
which side even present happiness lies.

With a mind thus fixed, with a faith thus firm, one great
object so absorbs the Christian that his peace is not tost

about with the things which discompose ordinary men.
" My fortune," may he say, " it is true, is shattered ; but
as I made not "fine gold my confidence" while I posses-

sed it, in losing it I have not lost myself. I leaned not
on power, for I knew its instability. Had prosperity
been my dependence, my support being removed, I must
fall."

In the case of the afflicted christian you lament per*

haps with the wife of the persecuted hero, that he suffers

being innocent. But would if extract the sting from
suffering, were guilt added to it? Out of two worlds to

have all sorrow in this and no hope in the next would be
indeed intolerable. Would you have him purchase a re-

prieve from suffering by sinful compliances ? Think how
ease would be destroyed by the price paid for it! for how
short a time he would enjoy it, even if it were not bought
at the expense of his soul

!

It would be preposterous to say that suffering is the
recompense of virtue, and yet it may with truth be as-

serted that the capacity for enjoying the reward of vir-

tue is enlarged by suffering ; and thus it becomes not on-
ly the instrument of promoting virtue, but the instru-

ment of rewarding it. Besides, God chuses for the con-
firmation ofour faith, as well as for the consummation of
his gracious plans, to reserve in his own hand this most
striking proof of a future retribution. To suppose that

he cannot ultimately recompense his virtuous afflicted

children is to believe him less powerful than an earthly

father—to suppose that he will not, is to believe him less

merciful.

Great trials are ofteuer proofs of favour than of dis-

pleasure. An inferior officer will suffice for inferior ex-

peditions, but the Sovereign selects the ablest General
for the most difficult service. And not only does the

king evidence his opinion by the selection, but the soldier
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proves his attachment by rejoicing in the preference. His
having gained one victory is no reason for his being set

aside. Conquest which qualifies him for new attacks,
suggests a reason for bis being again employed.
The sufferings of good men by no means contradict

the promise that " Godliness has the promise of the life

that now is," nor that promise " that the meek shall in-

herit the earth." They possess it by the spirit in which
they enjoy its blessings, by the spirit with which they
resign them.
The belief too that trials will facilitate salvation is

another source of consolation. Sufferings also abate the
dread of death by cheapening the price of life. The af-

fections even of the real Christian are too much drawn
downwards. His heart too fondly cleaves to the dust,

though he knows that trouble springs out of it. How
would it be, if he invariably possessed present enjo}--

ments, and if a long vista of delights lay always open be-
fore him? He has a farther comfort in his own honest,

consciousness ; a bright conviction that h:«; Christian

feeling under trials is a cheering evidence that his piety
is sincere. The gold has been melted down, and its puri-

ty is ascertained.

Amonghis other advantages, the agketed Christian has
that of being able to apply to the mercy of God, not as a
new and untried, and therefore an uncertain resource.

He does not come as an alien before a strange master,

but as a child into the well known presence of a tender
&ther. He did not put off prayer till this pressing exi-

gence. He did not make his God a sort of dernier resort

to be had recourse to only in the great waterfloods. He
ftad long and diligently sought him in the calm ; he had
adhered to him, if the phrase may be allowed, before he
was driven to it. He had sought God's favour while he
enjoyed the favour of the world. He did not wait for the

day^of evil to seek the supreme Good. He did not defer

his meditations on heavenly things to the disconsolate

hour when earth has nothing for him. He can cheerfully

associate religion with those former days of felicity, when
with every tiling before him out of which to chuse, he
chose God. He not only feels the support derived from
his present prayers, but the .benefit of all those which ho*

offered up in the day ofjoy and gladness. He will espe-

ehdlv derive comfort from the supplications he had made
T ^
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for the anticipated though unknown trial of the present
hour, and winch in such a world ot* vicissitudes, it was
reasonable to expect.

Let us confess then, that in all the trying circumstances

of tins chanceful scene, there is something infinitely sooth-

ing 10 the feelings of a Christian, something inexpressibly

tranquillizing to his mind, to know that he has nothing to

do with events but to submit to t!;em ; that he has
nothing to do with the revolutions of life bu1 to acquiesce

in tliem, as the dispensations of eternal wisdom ; that he
has not to take the management out of the hands of Provi-
dence, but submissively to follow the divine leading ; that

he has not to contrive for to-morrow, butto acquiesce to-

day ; not to condition about events ytg to come, but to

meet those which are present with cheerful resignation.

Let him be thankful that as he could not by foreseeing

prevent them, so he was not permitted to foresee them

;

thankful for ignorance where knowledge would only pro-

long without preventing suSVring ; thankful for that grace
wmcii has } -.oinised that our strength shall be proportion-

ed to our day ; thanktul that as he is not responsible for

trials whicu he has not brought on himself, so by the good-
ness of God these trials may be improved to the noblest

purposes. The quiet acquiescence of the heart, the anni-

hilation i-f the will under actual circumstances, bP the tri-

al greater small, is more acceptable to God, more indica-

tive of true piety, than the strongest general resolutions

of firm acting and deep submission under the most trying

unborn events. In the remote case it is the imagination

which suomits : in the actual case it is the will.

We at e too ready to imagine that there is no other way
of serving God but by active exertions; exertions winch
are often made because they, indulge our natural taste,

aud gratify our own inclinations. But it is an error to

imagine that God by putting us into any supposabie sit-

uation.,, puts it out of our power to glorify him ; that he

can place us under any circumstances which may not be
turned to some account, either for ourselves or others,

Jo«fepii in his prison uinier the strongest disqualifications,

loss of liberty and a blasted reputation, made way for

both his own high advancement and for the deliverance

of Israel. Daniel in his dungeon, not only the destined

prey, but in the veryjaws of furious beasts, converted the

king of Babylon and brought him to the knowledge of the
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£rue God. Could prosperity have effected the former?
Would not prosperity have prevented the latter ?

But to descend to more familiar instances— It is among
the ordinary, though most mysterious dispensations of
Providence, that many of his appointed servants who are
not only eminently fitted, but also most zealously dispo-
sed, to glorify their Redeemer by instructing and re-

forming their fellow creatures, are yet disqualified by dis-

ease, and set aside from that public duty f which the
necessity is so obvious, and of which the fruits were so
remarkable, whilst many others possess uninterrupted
health and strength, for the exercise of those functions
for winch they are little gifted and less disposed.

But God's ways are not as our ways. He is not ac-

countable to his creatures. The caviller would know
why it is right. The suffering Christian believes and
feels it to be right. He humbly acknowledges the neces-
sity of the affliction which his friends are lamenting ; he
feels the mercy of the measure which others are suspec-
ting of injustice. With deep humility he is persuaded
that if the affliction is not yet witndrawn, it is because it

has not yet accomplished the purpose for winch it was
sent. The privation is probably intended both for the
individual interests of the sufferer, and for the reproof of
those who have neglected to profit by his labours. Per-
haps God more especially thus draws still nearer to him-
self, him who had drawn so many others.

But to take a more particular view of the case, we are
too ready to consider suffering as an indication of God's
displeasure, not so much against sin in general, as against
the individual sufferer. Were this the case, then would
those saints and martyrs who have pined in exile, ami
groaned in dungeons, and expired on scaffolds, have been
the objects of God's peculiar wrath instead or his special

favour. But the truth is, some little tincture of latent

infidelity mixesitself in almost all our reasonings on these

topics. We do not constantly take into the account a
future state. We want God, if I may hazard the expres-
sion, to clear himself as he goes. We cannot give him
such long credit as the period of human life He must
every moment be vindicating his character against every
sceptical cavil ; he must unravel his plans to every shal-

low critic, he must anticipate the knowledge of his de-

sign before its operations are completed. .If we may
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adopt a phrase in use among tiie vulgar, we will trust him
no farther than we can see him. Though he has said,

"judge nothing before the time," we judge instantly, of
course rashly, and in general falsely. Were the brevity
ofearthly prosperity and suffering, the certainty of retri-

butive justice, and the eternity of future blessedness
perpetually kept in View, we should have more patience
with God.
Even in judging fictitious compositions, we are more

just. During the perusal of a tragedy, or any work of
invention, though we feel for the distresses of the person-
ages, yet we do not form an ultimate judgment of the
propriety or injustice of their sufferings. We wait for
the catastrophe. We give the poet credit either that he
will extricate them from their distresses, or eventually ex-
plain thejustf.ee of them. We do not condemn him at
the end of every scene for the trials of that scene, which
the sufferers do not appear to have deserved ; for the suf-

ferings which do not always seem to have arisen from their

own misconduct. We behold the trials of the virtuous
with sympathy, and the successes of the wicked with in-

dignation ; but we do not pass our final sentence till the
poet has passed his. We reserve our decisive judgment
till the last scene closes, till the curtain drops. . Shall we
not treat the schemes of infinite wisdom with as much
respect as the plot ofa Drama.

But to borrow our illustration from realities.—In a
court of justice the by-standers do not give their sen-

tence in the midst of a trial. We wait patiently till all

the evidence is collected, and circumstantially detailed

and finally summed up. And—to pursue the illusion

—

imperfect as human decisions may possibly be, fallible

as we must allow the most deliberate and honest verdict

must prove, we commonly applaud the justice of the jury
and the equity of the judge. The felon they condemn,
we rarely acquit ; where they remit judgment, we rare-

ly denounce it.—It is only infinite wisdom on whose
purposes we cannot rely; it is only infinite mercy
whose operations we cannot trust. It is only " the

Judge of all the earth" who cannot do right. We reverse

the order of God by summoning Him to our bar, at

whose awful bar we shall soon be judged.
But to return to our more immediate point—the ap-

parently unfair distribution of prosperity between good
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and bad men. As their case is opposite in every thing

—

the one is constantly deriving his happiness from that

which is the source of the other's misery, a sense of the
divine omniscience. The eye ofGod is " a pillar of light''

to the one, " and a cloud and darkness" to the other. It

is no less a terror to him who dreads Hrs justice than a

joy to him who derives all his support from the awful
thought Thou God seest !

But as we have already observed, can we want a
broader line of discrimination between them, than their

actual condition here, independently of the diiferent por-

tions reserved for them hereafter ? Is it not distinction

enough that the one though sad is safe; that the other,

though confident is insecure ? Is not the one as far from
rest as he is from virtue, as far from the enjoyment of

quiet as from the hope of heaven ? as far from peace a?

be is from God ? Is it nothing that every day brings the

Christian nearer to his crown, and that the sinner is eve-

ry day working his way nearer to his ruin? The hour

of death, which the one dreads as something worse than

extinction, is to the other the hour of his nativity, the

birth-day cf immortality. At the height of his sufferings

the good man knows that they wili soon terminate. In

the zenith of his success the sinner has a similar assurance.

But how different is the result of the same conviction !

An invincible faith sustains the one, in the severest ca-

lamities, while an inextinguishable dread gives the lie

to the proudest triumphs of the other.

He then, after all, is the only happy man, not whom
worldly prosperity renders apparently happy, but whom
no change of worldly circumstances can make essentia!!;/

miserable ; whose peace depends not on external events,

but on an internal support ; not on that success which is

common to all, but on that hope, which is the peculiar

privilege, on that promise which is the sole prerogative

of the Christian.

i 9
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CHAP. XXL»

THE TEMPER AND CONDUCT OF THE CHRISTIAN IN

SICKNESS AND IN DEATH.

1 HE Pagan Philosophers have given many admirable
precepts both for resigning blessings and for sustaining

misfortunes ; but wanting the motives and sanctions of
Christianity, though they excite much intellectual admi-
ration, they produce little practical effect. The stars

which glittered in their moral night, though bright, im-
parted no warmth. Their most beautiful dissertations

on death had no charm to extract its sting. We receive
no support from their most elaborate treatises on im-
mortality, for want of him who " brought life and im-
mortality to light." Their consolatory discussions could
not strip the grave of its terrors, for to them it was not
" swallowed up in victory." To conceive of the soul as

an immortal principle, without proposing a scheme for

the pardon of its sins, was but cold consolation. Their
future state was but a happy guess ; their heaven but a
fortunate conjecture.

When we peruse their finest compositions, we admire
the manner in which the medicine is administered, but
we do not find it effectual for the cure, nor even for the
mitigation of our disease. The beauty of the sentiment
we applaud, but our heart continues to ache. There is

no healing balm in their elegant prescription. These
four little words " thy will be done," contain a
charm of more powerful efficacy than all the discipline of
the stoic school. They cut up a long train of clear but
cold reasoning, and supersede whole volumes of argu-

ment on fate and necessity.

What sufferer evrr derived any ease from the subtle

distinction of the hair-splitting casuist, who allowed
" that pain was very troublesome, but resolved never to

acknowledge it to be an evil?" There is an equivocation
in his manner of stating the proposition. He does not
directly say that pain is not an evil, but by a sophistical

turn professes that philosophy will never confess it to be
an evil. But what consolation does the sufferer draw
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from the quibbling nicety ?
u What difference? is there,"

as Archbishop Tiilotson well inquires, " between things
being troublesome and being evils, when all the etii or an
affliction iics in the trouble it creates to us?"

Christianity knows none of these fanciful distinctions

She never pietends to insist that pain is not an evil, but
die does more : she converts ; t into a good. Christianity
therefore teaches a fortitude as much more noble than
philosophy as meeting pain with resignation to tSie hand
that !nfi?cts it, is more, heroic than denying it to be an
evil

To submit en the mere human ground that there is no
Sttevnative, is not lesignation hut hopelessness. To bear
crnsr-iiop solely because impatience will not remove it, i<>

but an interior, though a just reason for bearing it. It

savours ratiter of despair than submission when not sanc-
tioned by a higher principle.—" It is the Lord, let him
do .khat seemedihim good," is at once a motive of more
powerful obligation than all the documents which philo-

sophy ever suggested , a firmer ground ofsupport than all

tiie energies that natural fortitude ever supplied.

Under any visitation, sickness for instance, God per-
mits us to think the affliction "not joyous but grievous."

—

But though he allows us to feel, we must not allow our-

selves to repine. There is again a sort of heroism in

bearing up against affliction, which some adopt on the

ground that it raises their character, and confers dignity

on their suffering. This philosophic firmness is far from
being the temper which Chrsitianity inculcates.

When we are compelled by the hand of God to en-

dure sufferings, or driven by a conviction of the vanity of

the world to renounce its enjoyments, we must not endure
the n;:e on the low principle of its being inevitable, nor,

in flying from the other, must we retire to the contem-

plation of our own virtues. We must not, with a sullen

intrepidity, collect ourselves into a centre of our own ;

into a cold apathy to all without, and a proud approba-

tion of all within. We must not contract our scattered

faults into a sort of dignified selfishness ; nor concentrate

own feelings into a proud magnanimity ; we must not adopt

an m dep< ndent rectitude. A gloomy stoicism is not chris-

tian heroism. A melancholy non-resistance is not chris-

tian resignation.

TS
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Nor must we indemnify ourselves for our outward
self-control by secret murnmrings. We may be admired
for our resolution in this instance, as for our generosity
and disinterestedness in other instances ; but we deserve
little commendation for whatever we give up, ifwe do
not give up our own inclination. It is inward repining
that we must endeavour to repress ; it is the discontent
of the heart, the unexpressed but not unfelt murmur,
against which we must pray for grace, and struggle for re-
sistance. We must not smother our discontents before
others, and feed on them in private. It is the hidden re-
bellion of the will we must subdue, if we would submit
as christians. Nor must we justify our impatience by
saying, that if our affliction did not disqualify us frorc be-
ing useful to our families, and active in the service of
God, we could more cheerfully bear it. Let us rather be
assured that it does not disqualify us for that duty which
we most need, and to which God calls us by the very dis-

qualification.

A constant posture of defence against the attacks of
our great spiritual enemy, is a better security than an in-

cidental blow, or even an occasional victory. It is also
a better preparation for all the occurrences of life. It
is not some signal act of mortification, but an habitual
state of discipline which will prepare us for great trials.

A soul ever on the watch, fervent m prayer, diligent in
self-inspection, frequent in meditation, fortified against
the vanities of time by repeated views of eternity—all

the avenues to such a heart will be in a good meagre
shut against temptation, barred in a great degree a^aiist
the tempter. " Strong in the Lord and in the power of
his might," it will be enabled to resist the one, to expel
the other. To a mind so prepared, the thoughts of sick-
ness will not be new, for he knows it is the " condition of
the. battle :" The prospect of death will not be surpri-
sing, for he knows it is its termination.
The period is now come when we must summon all the

fortitude of the rational being, all the resignation of the
christian. The principles we have been learning must
juow be made practical.—The speculations we have ad-
mired we must now realize. All that we have been stu-
dying was in order to furnish materials for this grand exi-
gence. All the strength we have been collecting must
now be brought into action. "We mirst row draw to
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print all the scattered arguments, all the several motives,

ai! the individual supports, all the cheering promises of
r<_ igion. We must exemplify all the rules we have given

t r "others ; we must embody all the resolutions we have
formed for ourselves ; we must reduce our precepts to

experience ; we must pass from discourses on submission

to its exercise ; from dissertations on suffering to sustain-

ing it. We must heroically call up the determinations of
our better days. We must recollect what we have said of
the supports of faith and hope when our strength was in

full vigour, when our heart was at ease, and our mind un-

disturbed. Let us collect all that remains to us of mental
strength. Let us implore the aid of holy hope and fervent

faith, to show that religion is not a beautiful theory buta
soul-sustaining truth.

Endeavour, without harassing scrutiny or distressing

doubt, to act on the principles which your sounderjudg-

ment formerly admitted. The strongest faith is wanted
in the hardest trials . Under those trials, to the confirmed

christian the highest degree ofgrace is commonly impart-

ed. Impair not that faith on which you rested when your

mind was strong by suspecting its validity now it is weak.

That which had your full assent in perfect health, which

was then firmly rooted in your spirit, and grounded in

your understanding, must not be unfixed by the doubts

of an enfeebled reason and the scruples ofan impaired

judgment. You may not now be able to determine on

the reasonableness of propositions, but you may derive

strong consolation from conclusions which were once rul-

ly established in your mind.

The reflecting 'christian will consider the natural evil

of sickness as the consequence and punishment of mora*

evil. He will mourn, not only that he suffers pain, but

because that pain is the effect of sin. If man had not sin-

ned he would not have suffered. The heaviest aggrava-

tion of his pain is to know that he has deserved it. But

it is a counterbalance to this trial to know that our

merciful Father has no pleasure in the sufferings of his

children, that he chastens them in love, that he never in-

flicts a stroke which he could safely spare ; that he in-

flicts it to purify as well as to punish, to caution as well as

to cure, to improve as well as to chastise.

"What a support in the dreary season of sickness is it to

reflect, that the Captain ofour salvation was made per.

T 4
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feet through suffering; that if we suffer with him we
shall also reign with him, which implies also the reverse,
that if we do not suffer with him, we shall not reign with
him ; that is, if we surfer merely because we cannot help
it, without reference to him, without suffering for his
sake and in his spirit. If it be not sanctified suffering it

will avail but little. We shall not be paid for having suf-
fered, as in the creed of too many, but our meetness for
the kingdom of glory will be increased if we suffer ac-
cording to his will and after his example.
He who is brought to serious reflection by the saluta-

ry affliction of a sick bed, will look back with astonish-
ment on his former false estimate of worldly things.
Riches

! Beauty ! Pleasure ! Genius ! Fame !—what are
they in the eyes of the sick and dying?
Riches! These are so far from affording him a mo-

ment's ease, that it will be well if no former misapplica-
tion of them aggravate his present pains. He feels as if
he only wished to live that he might henceforth dedicate
them to the purposes for which they were given.
Beauty ! What is beauty, he cries, as he considers

his own sunk eyes, hollow cheeks, and pallid countenance.
He acknowledges with the Psalmist, that the consuming
of beauty is " the rebuke with which the Ahnightv cor-
rectsman for sin."

Genius ! What is it? Without religion genius is on-
ly a lamp on the gate ofa palace. It may serve to cast a
gleam of light on those without, while the inhabitant sits
in darkness.

Pleasure ! That has not left a trace behind it. " It
died in the birth, and is not therefore worthy to come
into this bill of mortality*."

Fame ! Of this his very soul acknowledges the empti-
ness. He is astonished how he could ever be so infatua-
ted as to run after a sound, to court a breath, to pursue
a shadow, to embrace a cloud. Augustus, asking his
friends as they surrounded his dying bed, h" he had
acted his part well, on their answering in the affirmative,
cried plaudite. But the acclamations of the whole uni*
verse would rather mock than sooth the dying Christian
if unsanctioned by the hope of the divine approbation.
He now rates at its just value that fame, which was so
•rvn eclipsed by envy, and which will be so soon for-
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gotten in death. He has no ambition left but for hea-
ven, where there will be neither envy, death, nor for-

getfulness.

When capable of reflection, the sick Christian will re-

volve all the sins and errors of his past life; he will humble
himself for them as sincerely as ifhe had never repented of
them before ; and implore the divine forgiveness as fer-

vently as if he did not believe they were long since for-
given. The remembrance of his former offences will
grieve him, but the humble hope that they are pardoned
will fill him " with joy unspeakable and full of glory."
Even in this state of helplessness he may improve his

self-acquaintance. He may detect new deficiences in his
character, fresh imperfections in his virtues. Omissions
will now strike him with the force of actual sins. Re-
signation, which he fancied was so easy when only the
sufferings ofothers required it, he now finds to be difficult

when called on to practise it himself. He has sometimes
wondered at their impatience, lie is now humbled at his

own. He will not only try to bear patiently the pains he
actually suffers, but will recollect gratefully those from
which he has been delivered, and which he may have for-

merly found less supportable than his present sufferings.

In the extremity of pain he feels there is no consola-
tion but in humble acquiescence in the divine will. It
may be that he can pray but little, but that little will be
fervent. He can articulate perhaps not at all, but his

prayer is addressed to one who sees the heart, who can
interpret its language, who requires not words but affec-

tions. A pang endured without a murmur, or only such
an involuntary groan as nature extorts, and faith regrets,

is itselfa prayer.

Ifsurrounded with all the accommodations of affluence,

let him compare his own situation with that of thousands,
who probably with greater merit, and under severer tri-

als, have not one of his alleviations. When invited to the
distateful remedy, let him reflect how many perishing
fellow-creatures may be pining for that remedy, to whom
it miirht be restorative, or who, fancying that it might be
so, suffer additional distress from their inability to
procure it.

In the intervals of severer pain he will turn his few
advantages to the best account. He will make the most
of every short respite. He will patiently bear with Vittle
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disappointments, little delays, with the awkwardness or

accidental neglect of his attendants, and, thankful for

general kindness, he will accept good-will instead of per-

fection. The suffering Christian will be grateful for

small reliefs, little alleviations, short snatches of rest.

To him abated pain will be positive pleasure. The freer

use of limbs which had nearly lost their activity, will be
enjoyments. Let not the reader who is rioting

* In all the madness of superfluous health,

think lightly of these trivial comforts. Let him not
despise them as not worthy ofgratitude, or as not capable
of exciting it. He may one day, and that no distant day,
be brought to the same state of debility and pain. May
he experience the mercies he now derides, and may he
feel higher comforts on safe grounds!
The sufferer has perhaps often regretted that one of

the worst effects of sickness is the selfishness it too natu-

rally induces. The temptation to this he wifl resist, by
not being exacting and unreasonable in bis requisitions.

Through iiis tenderness to the feelings of others, he will

be carefulnot to add to their distress by any appearance
of discontent.

What a lesson against selfishness have we in the con-

duct of our dying Redeemer!—It was while bearing his

Cross to the place of execution, that he said to the sorrow-

ing multitude, " weep not for me, but for yourselves and
for your children."—It was while enduring the agonies of
crucifixion that he endeavoured to mitigate the sorrows

of his mother and of his friend, by tenderly committing
them to each other's care.—It was while sustaining the

pangs of dissolution, that he gave the immediate promise

of heaven to tl*e expiring criminal.

The Christian will review, if able, not only the sins,

but the mercies of his past life. If previously accustomed
to unbroken health, he will bless God for the long period

in which he has enjoyed it. If continued infirmity has

been his portion, he will feel grateful that he has had
such a long and gradual weaning from the world. From
either state he will extract consolation. If pain be new,
what a mercy to have hitherto escaped it ! If habitual, we
bear more easily what we have borne long.

He will review his temporal blessings and deliverances
;

his domestic comforts, his Christian friendships. Among
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ins mercies his now " purged eyes" will reckon his diffi-

culties, his sorrows ami trials. A new and heavenly lij>ht

will be thrown on that passage, " it is good for me that

I have been afflicted.
-

' It seems to him as if hitherto,

he had only heard it with thp hearing of his ear, but now
his " eye seefh it." If he be a real christian, and has had
enemies, he wili always have prayed for them, but now
he will be thankful for them. He will the moie earnestly

implore mercy for them as instruments which have help-

ed to fit him for his present state. He will look up with

holy gratitude to the great Physician, who by a divine

chemistry in making up events, has made that one un-

palatable ingredient, at the bitterness of which he once
revolted, the very means hy which ail other things have
worked together for good ; had they worked separately

they wouM not have worked efficaciously.

Under the most severe visitation, let us compare, if

the capacity of comparing be allowed us, our own suffer-

ings with the cup which our Redeemer drank for our sakes -,

drank to avert the divine displeasure from us. Let us pur-

sue the comparative view of our condition with that of

the Son of God. He was deserted in his most trying

hour ; deserted probably by those whose limb*, sight, life,

he had restored, whose souls he had come to save. We
are surrounded by unwearied friends : every pain is miti-

gated by sympathy, every want not only relieved but pre-

vented ; the "asking eye" explored; the inarticulate

sound understood ; the ill-expressed wish anticipated
;

the but -suspected want supplied. "When our souls are

''exceeding sorrowful," oic friends participate our sor-

row ; when desired " to watch" with us, they watch not

"one hour'' but many, not falling asleep, but both He.di

and spirit ready and willing ; not forsaking us in our
"agony" but sympathizing where they cannot relieve.

Resides this, we must acknowledge with the penitent

malefactor, " we indeed suffer justly but this man hath

done nothing amiss." We suffer for our offences the

inevitable penalty of our fallen nature. He bore our

sins and those of the whole human race. Hence the

heart rending interrogation, " is it nothing to yon ail ye
that pass by ? Behold and see if there be any sorrow
like unto my sorrow, which is done unto me, wherewith
the Lord hath afflicted me in the day of his fierce auger."
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How feheetitog ift this forlorn state to reflect that he
not only suffered for us then, but is sympathizing with us
now; that u in all our afflictions he is afflicted." The
tenderness of the sympathy seems to add a value to the

sacrifice, while the vastness of the sacrifice endears the

sympathy by ennobling it.

If the intellectual powers be mercifully preserved,

how many virtues may now be brought into exercise

which had either lain dormant or been considered as of
inferior worth in the prosperous day of activity. The
Christian temper indeed seems to be that part of religion

which is more peculiarly to be exercised on a sick bed.

The passive virtues, the least brilliant, but the most dif-

ficult, are then particularly called into action. To suffer

the whole will of God on the tedious bed of languishing,

is more trying than to perform the most shining exploit

on the theatre of the world, The hero in the field of
battle has the love of fame as well as patriotism to sup-

port him. He knows that the witnesses of his valour will

be the heralds of his renown. The martyr at the stake is

divinely strengthened. Extraordinary grace is imparted
for extraordinary trials. His pangs are exquisite but they
are short. The crown is in sight, it is almost in posses-

sion. By faith " he sees the heavens opened. He see*

the glory of God, and Jesus standing at the right hand of
God." But to be strong in faith, and patient in hope, in

a long and lingering sickness, is an example of more gene-

ral use and ordinary application, than even the sublinie

heroism of the martyr. The sickness is brought home to

our feelings, we see it with our eyes, we apply it to our
hearts. Of the martyr we read, indeed, with astonish-

ment : Our faith is strengthened, and our admiration kin-

dled ; but we read it without that special approbation,

without that peculiar reference to our own circumstan-

ces, which we feel in cases that are likely to apply to

ourselves. With tire dying friend we have not only a

feeling of pious tenderness, but there is also a communi.
ty of interests. The certain conviction that his case must
soon be our own, makes it our own now. Self mixes
with the social feeling, and the Christian death we are

contemplating we do not so much admire as a prodigy,

as propose for a model. To the martyr's stake we feci

that we are not likely to be brought. To the dying hed
we must inevitably come.
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Accommodating his state of mind to the nature of his

disease, the dying christian will derive consolation in any
case, either from thinking how forcibly a sudden sickness

breaks the chain \phich binds him to the world, or how
gently a gradual decay unties it. He will feel and ac-

knowledge the necessity of all he suffers to wean him
from life. He will admire the divine goodness which
commissions the infirmities of sickness to divest the

world of its enchantments, and to strip death of some of
its most formidable terrors. He feels with how much
less reluctance we quit a body exhausted by sufferiug

than one in the vigour of health.

Sickness, instead of narrowing the heart, its worst ef-

fect on an unrenewed mind, enlarges his. He earnestly

exhorts those around him to defer no act of repentance,

no labour of love, no deed ofjustice, no work of mercy,
to that state of incapacity in which he. now lies.

How many motives has the Christian to restrain his

murmurs ! Murmuring offends Gad both as it is injurious

to his goodness and as it perverts the occasion which God
has now afforded for giving an example of patience. Let
us not complain that we have nothing to do in sickness

when we are furnished with the opportunity as well as

called to the duty of resignation ; the duty indeed is al-

ways ours, but the occasion is now mote eminently given.

Let us not say even in this depressed state that we have
nothing to be thankful for. If sleep be afforded, let us

acknowledge the blessing ; if weariso.ue nights he our
portion, let us remember they are " appointed to us.'*

Let us mitigate the grievance of watchfulness by consi-

dering it as a sort of prolongation of life ; as the gift of
more minutes granted for meditation and prayer. If we
are not able to employ it to either of these purposes,

there is a fresh occasion for exercising that resignation

which will be accepted for both.

If reason be continued, yet with sufferings too intense

for any religious duty, the sick Christian may take com-
fort that the business of life was accomplished, before the

sickness began. He will net be terrified if duties are

superseded, if means are at an cud, for he has nothing to

do but to die.—This is the act for which all other acts, all

ether duties, all other means, will have been preparing

him. He who has long been habituated to look death in

the face, who has often anticipated the agonies of dissolv-
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ing nature ; who has accustomed himself to pray for sup-
port under them, will now feel the blessed effect of those
petitions which have long been treasured in heaven. To
those anticipatory prayers he may perhaps now owe the.

humble confidence of hope in this inevitable hour. Ha-
bituated to the contemplation, he will not, at least, have
the dreadful additions of surprise and novelty to aggra-
vate the trying scene. It has long been familiar to his

mind, though hitherto it could oniy operate with the infe-

rior force of a picture to a reality. He will not however
have so much scared his imagination by the terrors of
death, as invigorated his spirit by looking beyond them to

the blessedness which follows. Faith will not so much
dwell on the opening grave as shoot forward to the glo-

xies to which it leads. The hope of heaven will soften
the pangs which lie in the way to it. On heaven then
he will fix his eyes rather than on the awful intervening

circumstances. He will not dwell on the struggle which
is for a moment, but on the crown which is forever. He
will endeavour to think less of death than of its conquer-
or; less of the grave than of its spoiler ; less of the body
in ruins than of the spirit in glory ; less of the darkness
of his closing day than of the opening dawn of immor-
tality. In some brighter moments, when viewing his

eternal redemption drawing nigh, as if the freed spirit had
already burst its prison walls, as if the manumission had
actually taken place, he is ready exultingly to exclaim,
" my soul is escaped, the snare is broken, and I am de-

livered."

If he ever inclines to wish for recovery, it is only that
he may glorify God by his future life, more than he has
done by the past ; but as he knows the deceitfulness of
his heart, he is not certain that this would be the case,

and he therefore does not wish to live. Yet should he be
restored, he humbly resolves, iu a better strength than his

own, to dedicate his life to the restorer.

But he suffers not his thoughts to dwell on life. Re-
trospections are at an end. His prospects as to this

world are at an end also. He commits himself unreserv-

edly to his heavenly Father. But though secure of the

port, he may still dread the passage. The Christian will

rejoice that his rest is at hand, the man may shudder at the

unknown transit. If faith is strong, nature is weak. Nay
in this awful exigence strong faith is sometimes rendered
faint through the weakness of nature.
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At the moment when his faith is looking round for eve-

i y additional confirmation, he may rejoice in those blessed

certainties, those glorious realizations which scripture af-

fords. He may take comfort that the strongest attesta-

tions given by the apostles to the reality of the heavenly
state were not conjectural. They, to use the use the

words of our Saviour, spake what they knew and testifi-

ed what they had seen. " I reckon," says St. Paul,
" that the afflictions of this present life are not worthy
to be compared with the glory that shall be revealed."

He said this after he had been caught up into the third

heaven ; after he had beheld the glories to which he al-

ludes. The author of the Apocalyptic vision having de-

scribed the ineffable glories of the new Jerusalem, thus

puts new life and power into his description.

—

u I John
saw these things, and heard them."

The power of distinguishing objects increases with
our approach to them. The Christian feels that he is en-

tering qn a state where every care will cease, every fear

vanish, every desire be fulfilled, every sin be done away,
every grace perfected. Where there will be no more
temptations to resist, no more passions to subdue ; no
more insensibility to mercies, no more deadness in ser-

vice, no more wandering in prayer, no more sorrows to be
felt for himself, nor tears to be shed for others. He is

going where his devotion will be without languor, his love

without alloy, his doubts certainty, his expectation en-

joyment, his hope fruition. All will be perfect, for God
will be all in all.

From God he knows that he shall derive immediately
all his happiness. It will no longer pass through any of
those channels which now sully its purity. It will be offer-

ed him through no second cause which may fail, no in-

termediate agent which may deceive, no uncertain me-
dium which may disappoint. The felicity is not only cer-

tain, but perfect,—not only perfect, but eternal.

As he approaches the land of realities, the shadows of
this earth cease to interest or mislead him. The films are
removed from his eyes. Objects are stripped of their

false lustre. Nothing that is really little any longer looks
great. The mists of vanity are dispersed. Every thing
whichis to have an end appears small, appears nothing.

Eternal things assume their proper magnitude— for hr-
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beholds thera in the trne point of vision. Ha has cea^
ed to lean on the world for he has found it both a reed
and a spear; it has failed and it has pierced him. He
jeans not on himself, ibv.he has long known his weakness.

He leans not on his virtues, for they can do nothing for

him. Had he no better refuge Ire feels that his sun would
set in darkness ; his life dose in despair.

But he knows in whom he has trusted, and therefore

knows not what he should fear. He looks upward with
holy but humble confidence to that great Shepherd, who
having long since conducted him into green pastures,

having by his rod corrected, and by his staff supported
him, will, he humbly trusts, guide him through the dark
valley of the shadow of death, and safely land him on th?.

peaceful shores of everlasting rest.

THE END
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